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Abstract
Why can I tell you that I ran for five minutes but not that I *ran to the store for five minutes? Why can you say that
there are five pounds of books in this package if it contains several books, but not *five pounds of book if it
contains only one? What keeps you from using *sixty degrees of water to tell me the temperature of the water in
your pool when you can use sixty inches of water to tell me its height? And what goes wrong when I complain
that *all the ants in my kitchen are numerous?
The constraints on these constructions involve concepts that are generally studied separately: aspect, plural
and mass reference, measurement, and distributivity. This work provides a unified perspective on these
domains, connects them formally within the framework of mereological semantics, and uses this connection
to transfer insights across unrelated bodies of literature. A generalized notion of distributivity is proposed and
formalized as a parametrized higher-order property called stratified reference: a predicate that holds of a
certain entity or event is required to also hold of its parts along a certain dimension and down to a certain
granularity. The dimension parameter is a thematic role in the case of each and all, a measure function in the
case of pseudopartitives, and time or space in the case of for-adverbials. The granularity parameter involves
pure atoms in the case of each, pure and impure atoms in the case of all, and very small amounts of space, time,
or matter in the cases of pseudopartitives and for-adverbials. Stratified reference is used to formulate a single
constraint that explains each of the judgments above. The constraint is exploited to improve on existing
characterizations of distributivity, atelicity, and monotonicity of measurement.
The framework results in a new take on the minimal-parts problem that occurs in the study of atelic predicates
and mass terms. It scales up successfully from temporal to spatial aspect, and it explains why pseudopartitives
and other distributive constructions are sensitive to the difference between intensive and extensive measure
functions. It provides a fresh view on atomic and cover-based theories of quantificational distributivity. The
framework is also used to account for the scopal behavior of all and of for-adverbials with respect to
cumulative quantification and dependent plurals. Together with a novel theory of collective predication, the
framework also provides an account of the differences between such predicates as be numerous and gather as
they interact with all.
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ABSTRACT
PARTS OF A WHOLE:
DISTRIBUTIVITY AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN ASPECT AND MEASUREMENT
Lucas Champollion
Supervisor: Cleo Condoravdi
Why can I tell you that I ran for Vve minutes but not that I *ran to the store for
Vve minutes? Why can you say that there are Vve pounds of books in this package if
it contains several books, but not *Vve pounds of book if it contains only one? What
keeps you from using *sixty degrees of water to tell me the temperature of the water
in your pool when you can use sixty inches of water to tell me its height? And what
goes wrong when I complain that *all the ants in my kitchen are numerous?
The constraints on these constructions involve concepts that are generally
studied separately: aspect, plural and mass reference, measurement, and distribu-
tivity. This work provides a uniVed perspective on these domains, connects them
formally within the framework of mereological semantics, and uses this connection
to transfer insights across unrelated bodies of literature. A generalized notion of
distributivity is proposed and formalized as a parametrized higher-order property
called stratiVed reference: a predicate that holds of a certain entity or event is
required to also hold of its parts along a certain dimension and down to a certain
granularity. The dimension parameter is a thematic role in the case of each and
all, a measure function in the case of pseudopartitives, and time or space in the
case of for-adverbials. The granularity parameter involves pure atoms in the case
of each, pure and impure atoms in the case of all, and very small amounts of space,
time, or matter in the cases of pseudopartitives and for-adverbials. StratiVed refer-
ence is used to formulate a single constraint that explains each of the judgments
above. The constraint is exploited to improve on existing characterizations of
distributivity, atelicity, and monotonicity of measurement.
The framework results in a new take on the minimal-parts problem that occurs
in the study of atelic predicates and mass terms. It scales up successfully from
temporal to spatial aspect, and it explains why pseudopartitives and other distribu-
tive constructions are sensitive to the diUerence between intensive and extensive
measure functions. It provides a fresh view on atomic and cover-based theories of
quantiVcational distributivity. The framework is also used to account for the scopal
behavior of all and of for-adverbials with respect to cumulative quantiVcation and
dependent plurals. Together with a novel theory of collective predication, the
framework also provides an account of the diUerences between such predicates as
be numerous and gather as they interact with all.
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Chapter 1
Overview
The central claim of this work is that a uniVed theory of distributivity, aspect, and
measurement for natural language is feasible and useful.
1.1 Introduction
I claim that a number of natural language phenomena from the domains of aspect,1
plurality, cumulativity, distributivity and measurement, which are currently treated
by separate theories, are in fact intimately related. Previous accounts of these
phenomena either fail to generalize appropriately, or live on as limiting cases of
a system presented here under the name of strata theory. This system is not a
radical reorientation of the grammar. By subsuming and building on previous
characterizations, strata theory retains much of what has been formerly gained, and
provides a uniVed framework in which new correspondences are drawn between
existing concepts.
The road to this claim starts with four semantic oppositions which are closely
associated with the domains under consideration. These are the telic-atelic op-
position, which is central to the study of aspect; the singular-plural opposition
and the count-mass opposition, which are central to the study of plurality and
measurement; and the collective-distributive opposition, which is central to the
study of distributivity. These oppositions can be formally related to one another.
This, in itself, is not a new insight. It has long been known that there are close
1Aspect is used in the literature to refer to many diUerent things. Throughout this work, I
use the term to refer to what has been variously called inner aspect, lexical aspect, temporal
constitution, actionality, or aktionsart, as opposed to the phenomenon referred to as outer aspect,
grammatical aspect, or viewpoint aspect. Broadly speaking, I understand inner aspect as referring
to the telic-atelic opposition, and outer aspect as referring to the imperfective-perfective opposition.
Outer aspect is not discussed in this work.
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parallels between the singular-plural and the count-mass opposition (e.g. Link 1983)
and, likewise, between the count-mass and the telic-atelic opposition (e.g. Bach
1986). That these formal parallels can be extended to encompass the collective-
distributive opposition has not been explicitly mentioned as far as I know, but it is
not diXcult to do so.
The nature of the parallelism between all these oppositions can be described
intuitively in terms of boundedness. Singular, telic, and collective predicates are
delimited or bounded in ways that plural, mass, atelic, and distributive predicates
are not. Making formal sense of the parallelism therefore amounts to characterizing
the diUerence between boundedness and unboundedness. How to do this is one
of the central questions which strata theory proposes to answer. I call it the
boundedness question.
Answering the boundedness question amounts to specifying what it means
for a predicate to be atelic, distributive, plural, or to have mass reference. It is not
obvious that there should be a single property that is shared by all these predicates.
As this work shows, however, it is indeed possible to isolate such a property. The
identity of this property can be determined by analyzing a number of nominal
and verbal constructions which all have one thing in common: each of them is
sensitive to one of the semantic oppositions listed above. These constructions are
for-adverbials, which distinguish atelic from telic predicates (1); pseudopartitives,
which distinguish plurals and mass nouns from singular count nouns (2); and
adverbial each, which distinguishes distributive from collective predicates (3). I
refer to them collectively as distributive constructions.
(1) a. John ran for Vve minutes. atelic
b. *John ran to the store for Vve minutes. *telic
(2) a. thirty pounds of books plural
b. thirty liters of water mass
c. *thirty pounds of book *singular
(3) a. The boys each walked. distributive
b. *The boys each met. *collective
These three constructions form the empirical basis of this work. However, they
probably represent only a small sample of distributive constructions. For example,
true partitives and comparative determiners accept the same classes of nouns and
of measure functions as pseudopartitives do (Schwarzschild 2006). For present
purposes, it is enough to focus on the three distributive constructions above, Vrstly,
because they cut across the domains of distributivity, aspect and measurement,
and secondly because each of them is regarded as central to its domain in the sense
that any theory of it must account for its behavior. More concretely, for-adverbials
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are regarded as the prime diagnostic of atelicity (Verkuyl 1989); each is the standard
example of a distributive item (Link 1987b); and pseudopartitives are arguably the
most prominent place in which natural language shows its sensitivity to formal
properties of measurement (Krifka 1998; Schwarzschild 2006).
The novel angle of this work consists in considering the constructions in (1)
through (3) as parts of a whole. Previous work has produced separate theories to
account for the behavior of each of these constructions and for the phenomena
that they exemplify. The resulting theories are often more limited in scope than
they could be. For example, work on distributivity has focused on how best to
formalize distributive readings, rather than on extending the notion of distributivity.
Likewise, the study of aspect has concentrated entirely on temporal phenomena,
and the study of measurement in natural language has focused largely on mass
terms, partitives, and comparatives. This development has obscured the view
on the common properties of these constructions. However, this problem is
not inherent in the approaches encoded in these theories. Once the connection
between distributivity, aspect, and measurement is made formally explicit, it is
easy to connect many existing theories to each other, and to extend them to
domains beyond the ones in which they have traditionally been applied. One can
then combine the strengths of each account, and synthesize them to extend their
empirical coverage. This is the motivation behind the present work.
The presence of distributive constructions in every one of the domains of
interest makes it possible to place strata theory on a solid empirical foundation,
because these constructions allow us to operationalize the boundedness question.
Instead of asking abstractly what it is that atelic and distributive and mass and
plural predicates have in common with each other, we can search for the property
that the bold constituents in the grammatical examples in (1a), (2a), (2b) and (3a)
have in common, to the exclusion of the ungrammatical examples in (1b), (2c), and
(3b).
The rest of this chapter outlines the intuition behind strata theory and gives an
overview of things to come.
1.2 The central metaphor
The guiding idea behind this work is that the constructions illustrated in (1) through
(3) exclude bounded predicates through a parametrized constraint which is intro-
duced into distributive constructions through certain words such as for, of, and
each. This constraint is formulated in terms of a higher-order property, stratiVed
reference. This property requires a predicate that holds of a certain entity or event
to also hold of its parts along a certain dimension and down to a certain granular-
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ity. Dimension and granularity are understood as parameters which distributive
constructions can set to diUerent values.
The dimension parameter speciVes the way in which the predicate in question
is distributed. DiUerent settings of this parameter allow one and the same predicate
to be atelic but not distributive, or vice versa. When the dimension parameter is set
to time, stratiVed reference applies to atelic predicates, as in (1). When it is set to a
measure function like weight or volume, stratiVed reference applies to mass and
plural predicates, as in (2). When it is set to a thematic role like agent, stratiVed
reference applies to distributive predicates, as in (3).
The granularity parameter speciVes that the parts in question must be either
atomic or very small in size, as measured along the dimension. This parameter
accounts for the diUerences between distributive constructions over discrete (count)
domains, such as adverbial-each constructions, and those over domains involving
continuous dimensions, such as for-adverbials and pseudopartitives.
The names dimension, granularity, and stratiVed reference are derived from a
visual metaphor, which I develop here. I stress that I use this metaphor only for
the purpose of conveying the intuitions behind strata theory. It does not have
any formal status, it does not occur in the formulation of the theory, and it is not
claimed to have any psychological or cognitive reality – unlike, for example, the
diagrams in the cognitive grammar literature (Langacker 1986).
The metaphor is based on the idea that individuals, substances, and events
occupy regions in an abstract space. The dimensions of this space include the
familiar spatial and temporal dimensions as well as any measure functions and
thematic roles that happen to be deVned for the entity. (To understand a thematic
role as a dimension, we assume that the individuals that correspond to these roles
are ordered in an arbitrary but Vxed canonical order, such as the alphabetical order
given by their Vrst and last names.) An object whose weight is large corresponds
to a region with a large extent along the weight dimension. An event whose
agent is a plural entity corresponds to a region with a large extent along the agent
dimension, while an event whose agent is singular corresponds to a region which is
not extended along the agent dimension at all. A temporally and spatially punctual
event whose thematic roles are all singular entities corresponds to a point. A
temporally and spatially punctual event that has plural entities as its agent and
theme corresponds to an inVnitely thin rectangle that is extended along the agent
and theme dimensions.
Consider the old intuition that any atelic predicate has the subinterval property
(Bennett and Partee 1972). This property says that whenever a predicate holds at
an interval t, it also holds at every subinterval of t, all the way down to instants.
Put in event semantic terms, a predicate like run is atelic because we can “zoom in”
to any temporal part of a running event to Vnd another running event. We cannot
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do that with a telic predicate like run to the store, because the initial half of an
event of running to the store does not itself qualify as running to the store. In the
metaphor, the subinterval property translates to the following picture: any event
in the denotation of a predicate that has the subinterval property can be divided
into inVnitely thin layers that run perpendicular to the time dimension and that
are also in the denotation of this atelic predicate. This gives rise to the well-known
“minimal-parts problem”: strictly speaking, there are no instantaneous running
events, for example. If the subinterval property is to have any viable chance, it
must therefore be amended so that the event layers are constrained to be very thin,
but do not have to be inVnitely thin. Formally, this eUect is achieved by adding a
granularity parameter to the subinterval property and constraining this parameter
to a low but nonatomic value. I call these layers strata. This name is chosen to
remind the reader of geological strata, the layers of rock which can be observed in
geological formations in places such as the Grand Canyon. A geological stratum
can be just a few inches thick (though not inVnitely thin) and extend over hundreds
of thousands of square miles. This aspect is mirrored in the theory, where strata
are constrained to be very thin along one dimension, but may be arbitrarily large
as measured in any other dimension.
The metaphor I have used to describe the subinterval property involves layers
or strata rather than points or pebbles, because the subinterval property does not
constrain any dimensions other than time. This feature is not accidental. While the
relevant parts of running events must be short, or thin, in the temporal dimension,
they may have plural entities as agents or themes, they may be extended in space,
and so on. This view leads to a natural generalization. Normally, geological
strata are horizontal, but due to geological movement, they can also be oriented
along another dimension. For example, they can run vertically. Similarly, I have
introduced the concept of temporal strata as resulting from dividing an event
along the temporal dimension, but we can also imagine spatial or “agental” strata
– subevents that are constrained based on their spatial extent or based on their
number of agents. Once this step is taken, the atelic-telic opposition can be related
to the collective-distributive opposition in a Neo-Davidsonian setting. Distributive
predicates require any event in their denotation to be divisible into strata that are
constrained to have atomic thickness on the dimension of the appropriate thematic
role. For example, any plural event in the denotation of a predicate like smile or
read a book must be divisible into strata that have atomic agents and that belong
to the denotation of the same predicate. Lexical predicates like smile have this
property due to world knowledge, and phrasal predicates like read a book can
acquire it through a modiVed version of the distributivity operators known from
Link (1987b) and Schwarzschild (1996). Collective predicates like be numerous do
not satisfy stratiVed reference on the thematic role of their subjects, because their
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subjects can be plural entities whose parts are not themselves numerous.
1.3 Overview of things to come
Chapter 2, The stage, presents the framework on which strata theory builds. This
framework builds on the work by Link (1998), Krifka (1998), Landman (2000),
Lønning (1987), Zweig (2008), and others. Its mathematical foundation is classical
extensional mereology, which is presented and discussed at length.
Chapter 3, The cast of characters, presents the three constructions that form the
empirical basis for most of this work: adverbial-each constructions, for-adverbials,
and pseudopartitives. Based on the background assumptions of Chapter 2, I provide
skeletal LFs for these constructions.
Chapter 4, The theory, presents my answer to the boundedness question. The
parallelism between the telic-atelic, collective-distributive, singular-plural, and
count-mass oppositions is captured in a uniVed framework. The metaphor just
presented is formalized through the higher-order property of stratiVed reference.
This property is parametrized, which reWects the fact that unboundedness can be
understood in more than one way. As the example run to the store shows, one and
the same verb phrase can be distributive (unbounded with respect to agents) and
telic (bounded with respect to runtime). As the example kill shows, one and the
same verb can be collective on its agent position (bounded with respect to agents)
and distributive on its theme position (unbounded with respect to themes). As the
example cable shows, one and the same predicate can be divisive along its length
(bounded with respect to length) and nondivisive along its diameter (unbounded
with respect to diameter). Chapter 4 discusses these examples in detail.
Chapter 5, Minimal parts, considers the eUect of the granularity parameter
on the thickness of the strata. If the subinterval property is used as a model of
atelicity, even inVnitely thin strata (that is, strata which take place at instants) must
be checked whether they belong to the denotation of the atelic predicate. I defend
stratiVed reference as an appropriate modiVcation of the subinterval property and
I compare it with previous approaches to the minimal-parts problem.
Chapter 6, Aspect and space, extends the telic-atelic opposition to the spatial
domain. This makes it possible to extend theories of aspect from temporal to
spatial phenomena. I show that strata theory, in which the size of the subevents is
constrained along the temporal or spatial dimension, is superior to an alternative
view based on divisive reference, in which the size of the subevents is constrained
along every dimension (Krifka 1998). Strata theory regards time and space as
diUerent settings of a parameter. This fact is used to account for diUerences in the
distribution of temporal for-adverbials and their spatial counterparts.
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Chapter 7, Measure functions, takes up the formal properties of measure func-
tions and considers why one can say thirty liters of water but not *thirty degrees
Celsius of water. I show that strata theory subsumes and extends previous accounts
of this phenomenon. A plural or mass entity to which a pseudopartitive applies
(for example some water, or some books) is divided into strata which are very
small as measured in the dimension determined by the pseudopartitive, but may
extend arbitrarily in other dimensions. These strata are then required to be in
the denotation of the noun. Singular count nouns always fail this test because
the individuals in their denotation are atomic, and cannot be further subdivided
into strata. Using this view, I explain why distributive constructions only allow
extensive measure functions like volume, weight, or runtime, but not intensive
ones like temperature or speed. For intensive measure functions like temperature,
the parts of the entity generally have the same value as the whole entity, so it
is not possible to Vnd appropriate strata. The resulting theory is compared with
previous accounts by Krifka (1998) and Schwarzschild (2006).
Chapter 8, Distributivity and scope, considers how verb phrases such as build a
sand castle acquire their distributive interpretations, and integrates the D operator
of Link (1987b) into strata theory. I compare atomic and nonatomic views of phrasal
distributivity. I extend ideas from Schwarzschild (2006) into the nonatomic domain
of time, and I study the interactions of for-adverbials with a temporal equivalent of
his cover-based D operator.
Chapter 9, For, each, and all, brings together a number of threads. Distributivity
is considered in connection with collectivity and cumulativity. Both for-adverbials
and all restrict the availability of cumulative readings, and both license dependent
plurals. To explain these facts, the word all is treated as a distributive item
analogous to for. This is problematic at Vrst sight, because all behaves diUerently
from other distributive items like each and does not always give rise to distributive
entailments (All the boys gathered). Given a novel theory of collectivity, strata
theory allows us to trace the diUerence between all and each to diUerent settings
of the granularity parameter. The theory also explains why it is not possible to say
*All the boys are numerous on either a distributive or a collective interpretation.
The resulting theory is compared with the account by Winter (2001).
Chapter 10 concludes with some suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 2
The stage
2.1 Introduction
Since this work touches on a number of diUerent semantic domains, it relies
on many background assumptions. This chapter presents and motivates these
assumptions. Readers who are familiar with the literature and who want to follow
the main narrative of this work are encouraged to skip or skim this chapter. It
is probably best not to read it from beginning to end, but to use it as a reference.
For this purpose, the following chapters include many backreferences to speciVc
sections in this one.
The textbooks by Partee, ter Meulen, and Wall (1990) and by Landman (1991)
provide introductions to many of the mathematical concepts described here. The
theory of the syntax-semantics interface follows standard assumptions of genera-
tive grammar and builds on the textbook by Heim and Kratzer (1998). To the extent
that it is not already contained in that textbook, the formal framework presented
in this chapter mainly builds on Krifka (1998), Link (1998), Landman (2000), and the
papers leading up to them. In most cases, I adopt the standard position when there
is one, and I state my choice explicitly when no standard position has evolved yet.
2.2 Notational conventions
I use the following typing conventions: t for propositions, e for ordinary objects
(meaning individuals and substances, Section 2.4.1), v for events (which include
states, Section 2.4.3), i for intervals (temporal and spatial entities, Section 2.4.4),
d for degrees (Section 2.4.5), and n for numbers (Section 2.4.6). I use the symbols
x, y, z, x′, y′, z′ and so on for variables that range over ordinary objects, e, e′, e′′ for
events, t, t′, t′′ for intervals, n, n′, n′′ for numbers, and b, b′, b′′ for entities of any
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basic type. I use P for predicates of type 〈et〉, V for predicates of type 〈vt〉, and f
for functions of various types.
I assume that at least individuals, substances, events, and intervals are closed
under mereological sum formation (Section 2.3.1). Intuitively, this means that
these categories include plural entities. The lowercase variables just mentioned
should therefore be taken to range over both singular and plural entities. In the
literature on plurals, the distinction between singular and plural entities is often
indicated by lowecase and uppercase variables. Since almost all the variables
in my representations range over potentially plural entities, I do not follow this
convention.
For acceptability judgments, I use the * (star) sign as indicating either syn-
tactically or semantically unacceptable sentences. Some authors reserve * for
syntactically unacceptable sentences and use another sign, such as # (hash), for
semantically unacceptable ones. I do not follow this convention because most of
the unacceptable sentences I mention are semantically rather than syntactically
unacceptable. I use ? and ?? to indicate that a sentence has borderline status.
Occasionally I give judgments for constituents which are not entire sentences.
These judgments should be taken as indicating the status of appropriate sentences
in which the constituent is used.
2.3 Mereology
This section provides a general introduction into the conceptual and mathematical
underpinnings of mereology, deVnes the system known as classical extensional
mereology, and relates it to set theory.
2.3.1 Foundations of algebraic semantics
In standard Montague semantics, the domain of discourse (the collection of things
from which the denotations of words and larger constituents are built) is simply a
collection of disjoint nonempty sets. Many model-theoretic accounts follow this
tradition and assume no more than a set of individuals and a set containing the
truth values; others also add sets representing such entities as events or possible
worlds. Although this type of setup is very simple, it is a solid basis for formalizing
the semantics of large areas of natural language. The textbook by Heim and Kratzer
(1998) illustrates this approach.
Expressions like John and Mary or the water in my cup intuitively involve
reference to collections of individuals or substances. The relation between these
collections and their components is not modeled in standard Montague semantics,
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Table 2.1: Some examples of wholes and parts
Whole Part
some horses a subset of them
a quantity of water a portion of it
John, Mary and Bill John
some jumping events a subset of them
a running event from A to B its part from A halfway towards B
a temporal interval its initial half
a spatial interval its northern half
which does not easily lend itself to capturing entailment relations such as the
following:
(1) a. John and Mary sleep. ⇒
John sleeps and Mary sleeps.
b. The water in my cup evaporated. ⇒
The water at the bottom of my cup evaporated.
To formalize entailment relations like these ones, Link (1983, 1998) introduces
the framework of algebraic semantics, which is also adopted here. In algebraic
semantics, the domain of individuals also includes plural and mass entities. These
entities are assumed to stand in a relation≤, called parthood. This relation is added
directly to the logic and model theory, and its properties are described by axioms.
Several extensions of algebraic semantics have been proposed to include other
ontological domains such as intervals and events (Hinrichs 1985; Krifka 1986, 1998;
Link 1987a; Landman 2000). I discuss my ontological assumptions concerning
these entities in Section 2.4. This section focuses on the axiomatic underpinnings
of algebraic semantics. Unlike for example the relation ∈ in set theory, which is
conceptually and mathematically well understood and for which a standard set of
axioms is generally accepted, there is no consensus on the exact properties of the
concept of parthood that ≤ expresses.
The philosophical theory of parthood relations is called mereology, and algebraic
semantics is also called mereological semantics. Both in the philosophical and in the
semantic literature, there is no consensus on which general principles should be
taken to constrain the meaning of expressions like a ≤ b, much less what they are
supposed to capture conceptually. In this work, I take the position that the relation
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≤ is no more than a formal device in a semanticist’s theory-building toolbox, a
part of the metalanguage which should not be seen as subject to any constraints
other than the ones the theory explicitly places on it. To help build intuitions,
Table 2.1 gives a few examples of what I intend the relation ≤ to express.
The examples in this table have in common that there is a sense in which
the “wholes” are collections without internal structure; they consist exactly of a
bunch of things in the category of “parts”, and their properties can be induced from
these parts. In mereology, this concept is called sum. I call this parthood relation
unstructured parthood, as opposed to the relation that holds between structured
“wholes” and their “parts”, which I call structured parthood. Examples of structured
parthood are the relation between a broom and its handle, a table and its leg, an
army and one of its soldiers, a ham sandwich and its ham slice, or a cat and its
tail. These relations between structured wholes and their parts are qualitatively
diUerent from the relations between unstructured collections and their parts shown
in Table 2.1. As an example of a structured whole, a ham sandwich is more than a
piece of ham and two slices of bread put together, because its properties cannot be
induced from those of its ingredients (Fine 1999). I am not claiming that it is easy
to draw the precise boundary between structured and unstructured parthood. At
this point I can only oUer an intuition. Unstructured parthood corresponds to the
relation between a plural or mass entity and the singular and plural entities that
are its parts, whereas structured parthood corresponds to the relation between a
singular entity and its parts. For discussion on related philosophical issues, see
Simons (1987), Varzi (2010) and references therein.2
I use ≤ to model only unstructured parthood. I believe that this decision
is in line with the mereological semantic literature. Whether or not natural
language uses the word part for some relation, I do not consider this to be evidence
for the nature of ≤. The relation ≤ should not be constrained by whatever is
regarded as the meaning of the natural-language expression “part of”, although it
is obviously inspired by it. Not all semanticists agree on this point; see for example
Moltmann (1997, 1998) for an opposing view, and Pianesi (2002) and Varzi (2006)
for responses. However, there is an analogous practice in standard Montague
semantics, where the relation ∈ is not assumed to be constrained by anything other
than the standard axioms of set theory. In particular, the relation ∈ is not assumed
to represent or even to be constrained in any way by the meaning of natural
language expressions like “element of” or “member of”. In algebraic semantics, the
≤ relation is fundamental in the same way as ∈ is to set theory based approaches
to semantics. Constraining it to conform to a natural-language expression with
such a wide range of meanings as “part of” would make it more diXcult to build
2I thank Alexander Williams for discussing this issue with me.
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and evaluate theories such as this one. The natural language expression “part
of” ranges over a wide range of notions. Varzi (2010) distinguishes the following
concepts, for example:
(2) a. Spatial inclusion: The handle is part of the broom.
b. Temporal inclusion: The Vrst act was the best part of the play.
c. Conceptual inclusion: Writing detailed comments is part of being a
good referee.
d. Mixture composition: Gin is part of martini.
To make sure that the formal relation ≤ reWects the conceptual properties of
the relevant notion of parthood, a number of axioms are imposed on it. Mereology
does not have a standard axiom system. It is therefore important for any work that
relies on mereology to specify which mereology is meant.
I adopt classical extensional mereology (CEM), a system which is probably the
most widely used mereological system in philosophy and linguistics, although
the linguistic literature is not always explicit about this. I now present CEM and
lay out some of the intuitions behind the use of mereology for semantics. The
discussion in this section is partly based on the excellent surveys in Simons (1987),
Casati and Varzi (1999) and Varzi (2010).
One way of deVning CEM is by taking parthood as a primitive relation and
formulating axioms that impose constraints on it. The following axioms constrain
parthood to be a partial order:
(3) Parthood (primitive relation)
x ≤ y
(x is part of y.)
(4) Axiom of reWexivity
∀x[x ≤ x]
(Everything is part of itself.)
(5) Axiom of transitivity
∀x∀y∀z[x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z → x ≤ z]
(Any part of any part of a thing is itself part of that thing.)
(6) Axiom of antisymmetry
∀x∀y[x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x→ x = y]
(Two distinct things cannot both be part of each other.)
These requirements are so basic that they are shared not only by CEM but by
almost all mereological theories. Despite this, each of them has been criticized
at times. Moltmann (1997, 1998) emphasizes that transitivity does not match the
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natural language use of the part of construction. A similar point can of course be
made for reWexivity. For example, (7) and (8) are odd, but they should be true if
part of obeyed reWexivity and transitivity, respectively.
(7) a. This knob is part of this door, this door is part of the doors in my house,
so this knob is part of the doors in my house.
b. John is part of himself.
These facts do not call the use of CEM into question since, as argued above,
we do not want to model the everyday usage of the English part of construction.
My assumptions are not consistent with the relation expressed in (7) because I
assume that the elements in the denotations of singular count nouns like knob,
door, house and the referents of proper names like John are atomic: they do not
have any parts besides themselves (see Section 2.6). ReWexivity is imposed on the
parthood relation mainly for technical convenience. We can deVne an irreWexive
proper-part relation by restricting parthood to nonequal pairs:
(8) DeVnition: Proper part
x < y
def
= x ≤ y ∧ x 6= y
(A proper part of a thing is a part of it that is distinct from it.)
Mereologies diverge in the way they formalize the concept of sum. It is
important to choose the deVnition carefully to avoid Russell’s paradox (Schein 1993,
2006; Link 1998, ch. 13) and to make sure that the axiom that uses it deVnes CEM
as intended (Hovda 2009). I adopt the classical deVnition of sum in (9), which is
due to Tarski (1929).
(9) DeVnition: Sum
sum(x, P ) def= ∀y[P (y)→ y ≤ x] ∧ ∀z[z ≤ x→ ∃z′[P (z′) ∧ z ⊗ z′]]
(A sum of a set P is a thing that consists of everything in P and whose parts
each overlap with something in P .)
This deVnition uses the auxiliary concept of overlap, deVned as in (10).
(10) DeVnition: Overlap
x⊗ y def= ∃z[z ≤ x ∧ z ≤ y]
(Two things overlap if and only if they have a part in common.)
The deVnition in (9) can be understood as quantifying over all sets P , as
suggested by my paraphrase, or as an axiom schema in each of whose axioms P is
instantiated by a diUerent formula. The diUerence between the two options bears
on the completeness of the resulting Boolean algebras; the set interpretation places
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the theory beyond Vrst-order logic (Pontow and Schubert 2006; Varzi 2010).
The formulation of the deVnition reWects the intuitive fact that a sum may have
other parts than just its immediate components. For example, the sum of (i) the
referent of the conjoined term John and Mary and (ii) the referent of the proper
name Bill has more parts than these two individuals: for example, it also has the
referent of John among its parts, as well as the referent of Bill and Mary.
The following facts can be easily shown to follow from these deVnitions:
(11) Fact
∀x∀y[x ≤ y → x⊗ y]
(Parthood is a special case of overlap.)
(12) Fact
∀x[sum(x, {x})]
(A singleton set sums up to its only member.)
DiUerent mereologies disagree on what kinds of collections have a sum, and
whether it is possible for one and the same collection to have more than one
sum. In classical extensional mereology, sums are unique, therefore two things
composed of the same parts are identical. This is expressed by the following axiom:
(13) Axiom of uniqueness of sums
∀P [P 6= ∅→ ∃!z sum(z, P )]
(Every nonempty set has a unique sum.)
The binary and generalized sum operators in (14) and (15) give us a way to refer
explicitly to the sum of two things, and to the sum of an arbitrary set.
(14) DeVnition: Binary sum
x⊕ y is deVned as ιz sum(z, {x, y}).
(The sum of two things is the thing which contains both of them and whose
parts each overlap with one of them.)
(15) DeVnition: Generalized sum
For any nonempty set P , its sum
⊕
P is deVned as ιz sum(z, P ).
(The sum of a set P is the thing which contains every element of P and
whose parts each overlap with an element of P .)
For example, we can write the plural individual denoted by the conjoined term
John and Mary as “j ⊕m”, and to the sum of all water as “⊕water”. Since we
can refer to this sum as the water, the
⊕
operator can be thought of as a deVnite
description (see Section 2.8). In the semantic literature following Sharvy (1980), we
often Vnd the equivalent notation σx P(x) rather than
⊕
P. I use
⊕
to make the
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connection between binary and generalized sum clearer, and to avoid a name clash
with the spatial trace function, which I also write σ (Section 2.5.2).
The pointwise sum operator (16) allows us to construct the sum of a relation.
Its main use in this work is as an auxiliary concept in subsequent deVnitions.
(16) DeVnition: Generalized pointwise sum
For any nonempty n-place relation Rn, its sum
⊕
Rn is deVned as the tuple
〈z1, . . . , zn〉 such that each zi is equal to⊕{xi|∃x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn[R(x1, . . . , xn)]}.
(The sum of a relation R is the pointwise sum of its positions.)
Algebraic closure (17) extends a predicate P so that whenever it applies to a set
of things individually, it also applies to their sum. Algebraic closure was initially
introduced in the semantic literature in Link (1983) to describe the meaning of
plural formation (see Section 2.6.2) and is also known as the “star operator”.
(17) DeVnition: Algebraic closure (Link 1983)
The algebraic closure ∗P of a set P is deVned as {x | ∃P ′ ⊆ P [x = ⊕P ′]}.
(The algebraic closure of a set P is the set that contains any sum of things
taken from P .)
Note that the deVnition in (17) implies that P ′ 6= ∅ because⊕ is only deVned
on nonempty sets. Similar provisos apply to the following deVnitions.
The following theorem clariVes the eUect of algebraic closure:
(18) Theorem
∀P [P ⊆ ∗P ]
(The algebraic closure of a set always contains that set.)
Proof: We need to show that ∀P [P ⊆ {x | ∃P ′ ⊆ P [x = ⊕P ′]}], or
equivalently, ∀P∀x[x ∈ P → ∃P ′ ⊆ P [sum(x, P ′)]]. This follows for P ′ = {x},
given Fact (12). End of proof.
Like the sum operation, algebraic closure can be easily extended to predicates
of arbitrary arity (Vaillette 2001). The following deVnition is adapted from the
concept of summativity in Krifka (1986, 1998). I use the symbol ~x to range over
sequences. The “double-star operator” from the literature on cumulative readings
corresponds to the special case for two-place relations.
(19) DeVnition: Algebraic closure for relations
The algebraic closure ∗R of a non-functional relation R is deVned as
{~x | ∃R′ ⊆ R[x = ⊕R′]}
(The algebraic closure of a relation R is the relation that contains any sum
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of tuples each contained in R.)
Finally, the following deVnition extends algebraic closure to partial functions.
While functions are technically relations, it is still useful to treat them separately,
because applying the previous deVnition to a function does not always yield
a function. For example, let f0 be the function {〈x, a〉, 〈x ⊕ y, b〉}. Applying
deVnition (19) to it yields the relation {〈x, a〉, 〈x⊕ y, b〉, 〈x⊕ y, a⊕ b〉}, which is
not a function because x⊕ y is related to two distinct values.
The following deVnition makes sure that the algebraic closure of a partial
function is always a partial function. For the notation λx : ϕ . ψ, see Section 4.7.
(20) DeVnition: Algebraic closure for partial functions
The algebraic closure ∗f of a partial function f is deVned as
λx : x ∈ ∗dom(f).⊕{y|∃z[z ≤ x ∧ y = f(z)]}
(The algebraic closure of f is the partial function that maps any sum of
things each contained in the domain of f to the sum of their values.)
To use the example from above, according to this deVnition, ∗f0 = {〈x, a〉, 〈x⊕
y, a⊕ b〉}, which is a partial function.
Other deVnitions of these concepts exist based on the notion of closure under
binary sum formation. For example, an alternative to (17) deVnes ∗P as the smallest
set P ′ such that P ⊆ P ′ and for any two members of P ′ their sum is also in P ′.
These deVnitions are equivalent when P has Vnite cardinality, but this assumption
is not always warranted.3 Take the set {x|x = x}, the set of all things. The axioms
of mereology prohibit cycles in the parthood relation. For this reason, if there are
only Vnitely many things, then the domain is atomic: every entity is the sum of
a set of things which have no proper parts, as deVned in (21). However, we do
not want to restrict ourselves to atomic domains when we describe spatial and
temporal intervals (see Section 2.4.4).
(21) DeVnition: Atom
Atom(x) def= ¬∃y[y < x]
(An atom is something which has no proper parts.)
By themselves, the axioms of CEM do not specify whether atoms exist or not:
among the models they describe, there are some in which everything is made up of
atoms (in particular, this includes all models that contain Vnitely many elements),
some in which there are no atoms at all, and intermediate cases. But there are
domains for which we do not want to make this assumption. Each of the axioms
(22) and (23), though not both at the same time, can be added to CEM to constrain
3I thank Adrian Brasoveanu for reminding me of this point.
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it to one of the two limiting cases. Atomicity entails that everything is ultimately
made up of atoms; atomlessness entails that everything is inVnitely divisible.
(22) Optional axiom: Atomicity
∀y∃x[x ≤Atom y]
(All things have atomic parts.)
(23) Optional axiom: Atomlessness
∀x∃y[y < x]
(All things have proper parts.)
Axiom (22) relies on the following deVnition, a useful shorthand.
(24) DeVnition: Atomic part
x ≤Atom y def= x ≤ y ∧ Atom(x)
(Being an atomic part means being atomic and being a part.)
Following common practice in algebraic semantics, I assume that the mereology
for the count domain is constrained to be atomic. The referents of proper names
and the entities in the denotations of singular count nouns are then taken to
be absolute mereological atoms. This is in line with my assumptions about the
relationship between John and John’s arm, or between a ham sandwich and its
ham slice. The proper name John denotes an atom, and John’s arm is not a part of
John in the mereological sense. I return to this point in Section 2.6.
In general, however, mereologies do not need to be constrained to be either
atomic or atomless. When neither of these axioms is added, the system remains
underdetermined with respect to whether or not atoms exist. As Krifka (1998)
notes, this underdetermination is one of the advantages of mereology: when we
describe the domains of space, time, and mass substances, we do not need to take
a stance on such questions as whether atomic events and atomic instants of time
exist or whether mass substances can be inVnitely subdivided.
One source of terminological confusion is whether atoms should be called sums.
On the one hand, it is intuitive to speak of sums only when we consider entities
that have more than one part. On the other hand, there is a sense in which atoms
are sums: the sum of two atoms x and y can be an atom, namely just in case x = y.
When I need to avoid ambiguities, I use the word proper sum to denote sums that
are not atoms. I use the word entity to range over atoms and sums.
In Section 2.8, I adopt the notion of impure atoms from Landman (1989, 2000) in
order to model certain instances of collective predication. Impure atoms are atomic
entities which are derived from sums via a special group formation or “upsum”
operator, written ↑. The operator introduces a distinction between the sum a⊕ b
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whose proper parts are the individuals a and b, and the impure atom ↑ (a ⊕ b),
which has no proper parts. Group formation is a primitive function, that is, it is
not deVned in terms of other mereological relations. Although it is not strictly
speaking part of CEM, I include it here for convenience.
(25) Group formation (primitive function)
x =↑ (y ⊕ z)
(x is the upsum of y ⊕ z.)
I call atoms which are not generated through the group formation operator
pure atoms. The ↑ operator is constrained such that ↑ (a) = a if and only if a is
an atomic individual. In other words, atoms are their own groups. The following
deVnitions provide a handle on the pure/impure atom distinction. I assume that
impure atoms do not occur in the denotations of singular count nouns, that is, these
nouns apply neither to impure atoms nor to entities which have impure atoms
as their parts. This assumption has the consequence that even group nouns like
committee have pure rather than impure atoms in their denotations, as discussed
in Section 2.6.4.
(26) DeVnition: Impure atom
ImpureAtom(x) def= ∃y[y 6= x ∧ x =↑ (y)]
(An impure atom is an atom that is derived from a distinct entity through
the group formation operation ↑.)
(27) DeVnition: Pure atom
PureAtom(x) def= Atom(x) ∧ ¬ImpureAtom(x)
(A pure atom is an atom which is not impure.)
2.3.2 Higher-order properties
Algebraic semantics makes essential use of higher-order properties to describe
predicate denotations and to model constraints on possible meanings. Various
authors have identiVed the properties of mass nouns with the notions of cumulative
reference (Quine 1960) and divisive reference (Cheng 1973) and the properties of
singular count nouns with quantized reference (Krifka 1986), deVned below. As
described in Section 2.6, I do not rely on the assumption that mass nouns have
divisive reference, but I do assume that singular count nouns have quantized
reference. Cumulative reference has also been proposed as a property of plural
count nouns. It is easy to show that CUM(∗P ) holds for any predicate P . I
assume that plural count nouns as well as mass nouns have cumulative reference.
Moreover, I assume that verbs have cumulative reference (Section 2.7.2).
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(28) DeVnition: Cumulative reference
CUM(P ) def= ∀x[P (x)→ ∀y[P (y)→ P (x⊕ y)]]
(A predicate P is cumulative if and only if whenever it holds of two things,
it also holds of their sum.)
(29) DeVnition: Divisive reference
DIV(P ) def= ∀x[P (x)→ ∀y[y < x→ P (y)]]
(A predicate P is divisive if and only if whenever it holds of something, it
also holds of each of its proper parts.)
(30) DeVnition: Quantized reference
QUA(P ) def= ∀x[P (x)→ ∀y[y < x→ ¬P (y)]]
(A predicate P is quantized if and only if whenever it holds of something, it
does not hold of any its proper parts.)
2.3.3 Axiomatizations of classical mereology
CEM is completely described by the axioms of reWexivity (4), transitivity (5) and
antisymmetry (6) taken together with uniqueness of sums (13). In fact, this setup
makes axioms (4) and (6) redundant, because any transitive relation that satisVes
axiom (13) is provably reWexive and antisymmetric (see Hovda (2009) for discus-
sion). Models of CEM are essentially isomorphic to complete Boolean algebras
with the bottom element removed, or equivalently complete semilattices with their
bottom element removed. This result goes back to Tarski (1935); see also Pontow
and Schubert (2006) for qualiVcations. A bottom element is a “null thing” that
is a part of every other thing; the axioms of CEM do not permit the existence of
such a thing, apart from trivial models. In the semantic literature, models of CEM
are often called complete join semilattices. However, this use of the term complete
deviates from standard mathematical practice because of the absence of a bottom
element (Landman 1989). I refer to models of CEM as mereologies.
(31) DeVnition: Mereology
Let S be a set and ≤ be a relation from S to S. A pair 〈S,≤〉 is called
a mereology if and only if ≤ satisVes the axioms of transitivity (5) and
uniqueness (13).
An example of a mereology is the powerset of a given set, with the empty set
removed, and with the partial order given by the subset relation. The empty set
must be removed because it is a subset of every other set and would therefore act
as a bottom element.
The parthood relation described by CEM has essentially the same properties as
the subset relation in standard set theory. For practical purposes one can therefore
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often regard sums as sets, parthood as subsethood, and sum formation as union.
Some correspondences between CEM and set theory are listed in Table 2.2. Readers
who are unfamiliar with mereology might Vnd this table useful to strengthen their
intuitions about the properties of the parthood relation and of the other operations
in CEM.
Table 2.2: Correspondences between CEM and set theory
Property CEM Set theory
1 ReWexivity x ≤ x x ⊆ x
2 Transitivity x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z → x ≤ z x ⊆ y ∧ y ⊆ z → x ⊆ z
3 Antisymmetry x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x→ x = y x ⊆ y ∧ y ⊆ x→ x = y
4 InterdeVnability x ≤ y ↔ x⊕ y = y x ⊆ y ↔ x ∪ y = y
5 Unique sum/union P 6= ∅→ ∃!z sum(z, P ) ∃!z z = ⋃P
6 Associativity x⊕ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊕ y)⊕ z x ∪ (y ∪ z) = (x ∪ y) ∪ z
7 Commutativity x⊕ y = y ⊕ x x ∪ y = y ∪ x
8 Idempotence x⊕ x = x x ∪ x = x
9 Unique separation
x < y →
∃!z[x⊕ z = y ∧ ¬x⊗ z] x ⊆ y → ∃!z[z = x− y]
In the Tarski-style axiomatization of CEM adopted here, the sum operation
⊕ is deVned in terms of the parthood relation ≤, which is taken as a primitive.
Properties 2 (transitivity) and 5 (unique sum) in Table 2.2 are considered axioms,
and the other properties follow from them as theorems. This is not the only
possible way to go. For example, Krifka (1998) uses ⊕ instead of ≤ as a primitive
and imposes the properties 4-9 in Table 2.2 as axioms (he calls 8 the remainder
principle). The properties 1-3, which identify ≤ as a partial order, then follow
as theorems. Other comparable systems are the logic of plurality deVned by
Link (1983, 1998), the part-of structures of Landman (1989, 1991, 2000), and the
lattice sorts and part structures of Krifka (1990, 1998). These systems are clearly
intended to describe CEM. For example, Link (1983) and Landman (1989) explicitly
argue that modeling reference to plurals requires systems with the power of a
complete Boolean algebra with the bottom element removed. However, careful
review (Hovda 2009) shows that many of these axiomatizations contain errors
or ambiguities, mostly in connection with the deVnition of sum, and therefore
fail to characterize CEM as intended. This even extends to the systems given in
the standard reference works (Simons 1987; Casati and Varzi 1999). I have tried to
avoid these pitfalls by following Hovda’s recommendations. SpeciVcally, I follow
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Hovda’s advice in using Tarski’s original deVnition of the sum concept over more
modern alternatives.
2.3.4 Mereology versus set theory
Given the correspondences in Table 2.2 and the pitfalls uncovered in Hovda (2009),
working directly with set theory instead of mereology might look like a better
choice. After all, set theory is better known and more generally accepted than mere-
ology. Indeed, early approaches to plural semantics adopted set theory (Hausser
1974; Bennett 1974), but sticking to mereology has a number of advantages.
First, mereology is used in much of the relevant literature. In the wake of
Link (1983), most theories of plurals and mass nouns have been formulated in
a mereological framework. This makes it easier to compare and integrate my
proposal with existing accounts. (Link’s own motivation for adopting mereology
over set theory was for philosophical reasons. But Landman (1989), building
on Cresswell (1985), argues convincingly that these reasons are independent of
linguistic considerations.)
Second, representing plural individuals as proper sums rather than sets is
a convenient way to keep them typographically and type-theoretically distinct
from the sets that correspond to one-place predicates representing common noun
denotations (Vaillette 2001). In this work, both singular and plural individuals are
of type e.
Finally, moving from mereology to set theory requires some technical adjust-
ments. In order to be able to apply the union operation (which is the counterpart
of the sum operation, see Table 2.2) to singular individuals, these individuals
need to be replaced by or identiVed with the singleton sets that contain them
(Schwarzschild 1996). In addition, the standard axioms of set theory do not permit
inVnitely descending chains of set membership of the kind . . . e′′′ ∈ e′′ ∈ e′ ∈ e .
At the bottom of every set membership chain, there must be something that does
not have any members itself. In mereological terms, this means that everything
is ultimately composed of atoms. A restriction to atomistic mereologies causes
problems for the modeling of events, mass entities, and spatiotemporal intervals,
where one does not want to be forced to assume the existence of atoms. To avoid
this problem, one needs to reject the relevant axioms of set theory. The result is
what Bunt (1985) calls ensemble theory.
There is certainly nothing wrong with making these changes to set theory, but
taken together, they result in a system that is neither as well known nor as uni-
versally accepted as standard set theory. Depending on the precise axiomatization
chosen, its models are likely to turn out to be equivalent to those of CEM. In this
sense, we would not gain much by moving from mereology to set theory.
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2.4 Ontology
This section is devoted to the relatively extensive list of primitive objects that
populate the “ontological zoo”, as we might call it in analogy to the physicists’
particle zoo. I assume that this zoo contains at least individuals and substances,
spatial and temporal intervals, events, various sorts of degrees, and numbers. I do
not introduce situations or possible worlds, since I do not consider any intensional
constructions.
The treatment of the domains of individuals, spatial and temporal intervals,
and events is largely symmetric. In particular, these domains are subject to partial
orders which satisfy the axioms of classical extensional mereology. These axioms
give rise to algebraic structures like those in Link (1998), Krifka (1998), and Land-
man (2000). As the last section has discussed, they are fairly standard. Degree
scales represent a special case since they are assumed to be totally ordered, while
mereologies are typically only partially ordered.
This is a nonreductionist account. I have not tried to reconstruct times from
events (Kamp 1979; van Benthem 1983; Landman 1991), events from times (Pianesi
and Varzi 1996), events from situations (Kratzer 2010), degrees from individuals
(Cresswell 1976) or degrees from numbers (Hellan 1981). With respect to these
enterprises, I agree with the sentiment expressed in Link (1983): reductionist
considerations are “quite alien to the purpose of logically analyzing the inference
structure of natural language . . . [o]ur guide in ontological matters has to be
language itself”. A large number of primitives is like a large inventory of tools
for theory building: it is easier to work with them, and it is easier to compare
the result with other theories that use the same tools. While the framework I
adopt here should be in principle amenable to reductionist reconstructions of
the sort described above, I see them as a subsequent step to linguistic analysis.
However, the proliferation of diUerent kinds of entities should not be mistaken
for lack of predictive power. Each of these kinds of entities is well motivated
through the study of various phenomena. As in the case of the system in Krifka
(1998), the predictive power of my system comes mainly from constraining the
structural relationships between domains, and not from limiting the number of
these domains.
Figure 2.1 illustrate the basic ontology I assume. I use the words thing and
entity to refer to everything in this ontology, abstracting over individuals, events,
and so on.
All these domains are assumed to be disjoint from one another. Nothing is both
an individual and an event, or both a degree and an interval. This does not preclude
a theory that reconstructs some of these entities from each other, as long as some
condition similar to disjointness is maintained. Each of the domains consists of
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Figure 2.1: The world (some details omitted)
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one or more sets or sorts, again disjoint. For example, the domain of degrees is
subdivided into disjoint sets representing length, weight, temperature and so on,
so that no degree does double duty; and following Link (1983), I assume that count
and mass nouns take their denotations in disjoint mereologies. Where exactly to
draw the boundaries between one sort and the other is a diXcult question. Since I
do not rely on the precise nature of these boundaries, I do not try to provide an
answer to this question here. Following Krifka (1998) and against Bach (1986), I do
not rely on sortal distinctions to model the telic-atelic opposition.
Strictly speaking, each of the mereologies in question comes with its own
parthood relation, its own sum operation and so on. However, since we assume
that these mereologies are disjoint, we can easily generalize over these diUerent
relations and operations by forming their unions. For example, we form the union
of the parthood relation on individuals, the parthood relation on events and so on,
and we let the symbol ≤ stand for this union. This is useful to make statements
that generalize over mereologies.
I now describe the domains represented in Figure 2.1 in some detail.
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2.4.1 Ordinary objects (type e)
The term ordinary objects includes anything which can be referred to by a proper
name, or denoted by using a common noun, with the exceptions of nominalizations
(which arguably involve reference to events) and measure nouns (which are treated
here as involving reference to intervals or degrees, see Section 2.6.3). Intuitively,
ordinary objects are either individuals or substances. Examples of individuals are
Vremen, apples, chairs, opinions, and committees (on the topic of group individuals,
see Section 2.6.4). Examples of substances are portions of matter such as the water
in my cup or the air which we breathe. A basic distinction between individuals
and substances is apparently already made by infants, who know that individuals
generally have boundaries, move along continuous paths, and survive collisions
with each other, while substances do not (Spelke 1990).
Loosely following Quine (1960) and Link (1983), I draw a formal distinction
between individuals and substances. The main purpose of this distinction in the
present work is to express that individuals are built up from mereological atoms,
while substances need not be. In connection with the assumption that count
nouns always involve reference to individuals, this choice allows us to represent
counting and distributing operations as involving the mereological atoms in a
plural individual.
This is without doubt a simplifying assumption. For example, so-called fake
mass nouns4 like furniture, clothing, jewelry, silverware, mail and oUspring pro-
vide evidence that at least some mass nouns also involve reference to inherently
individuatable and countable entities. Barner and Snedeker (2005) show experimen-
tally that fake mass nouns pattern with count nouns rather than with substance
mass nouns in quantity judgment tests. Participants who were asked to compare
amounts of matter referred to by either a count noun or an object mass noun
relied on number rather than on weight or volume for their judgment. For these
reasons, it is diXcult to maintain that the referents of fake mass nouns are sub-
stances. If fake mass nouns involve reference to atoms like count nouns do, then
another factor must be provided that blocks the application of numerals and of
distributivity markers to them. I do not provide such a factor in this work. This
leaves the potential for overgeneration: I do not have an explanation why one
cannot say *three oUspring or *Her oUspring each went to a boarding school (Kratzer
2007). However, let me brieWy sketch what such an explanation could look like.
An account of fake mass nouns is proposed in Chierchia (1998a, 2010). The atoms
involved in the denotation of fake mass nouns are there taken to be “unstable”,
4This term comes from Chierchia (1998a, 2010). Other terms include object mass nouns (Barner
and Snedeker 2005), collective mass nouns (Bunt 1985), count mass nouns (Doetjes 1997), and individual
mass nouns (according to Chierchia (2010)).
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that is, they have vague criteria of identity. Numerals are assumed to contain
not only an atomicity test but also an anti-vagueness condition that rejects such
unstable atoms. By adding the anti-vagueness condition to numerals and each,
my account could conceivably be extended to prevent such overgeneration. That
is, any lexical entries that use the predicate Atom, would be amended to use a
predicate StableAtom instead. This predicate would be deVned as in Chierchia
(2010) and apply only to the individuals in the denotation of count nouns, but not
to those in the denotation of fake mass nouns and other mass nouns. However, I
do not pursue this route here.
2.4.2 Kinds
Kinds do not play a major role in this work, and their ontological status is debated.
For this reason, I do not give them a type. Prototypical examples of kinds are plant
and animal species, but the inventory of kinds might be much larger; arguably,
(almost) all bare plural and mass noun phrases can be understood as involving
reference to kinds. While I have categorized kinds as entities in their own right,
following Carlson (1977), there have been attempts to formally relate them to other
entities. In a mereological setting, it is tempting to associate kinds with sums.
For example, the kind potato would be the sum of all potatoes. This idea causes
problems in the case of kinds such as Dodo or Phlogiston that are not instantiated
in the real world, a problem which can be countered to some extent by appealing
to intensionality (Chierchia 1998b), though there are problems with assimilating
kinds to sums too closely (Pearson 2009). I discuss kinds brieWy again in Section
2.6.
2.4.3 Events (type v)
An event is a spatially and temporally bounded, ephemeral constituent of the world
that has a single occurrence (Carlson 1998). The classical examples in the literature
of events are Jones’ buttering of the toast and Brutus’ stabbing of Caesar. As
described in the following, I adopt a standard view according to which sentences
existentially quantify over events (Davidson 1967; Parsons 1990), and I assume
that events are ordered in a mereological structure (Bach 1986; Krifka 1998). My
purpose in making assumptions about events is to bring out the parallel between
individuals and events. The null assumption is that there is no semantic distinction
between nouns and verbs, only a syntactic distinction.
Just as individuals are “multidimensional” in the sense that they may have
several thematic roles and can be measured along several dimensions, events are
“multidimensional” in the sense that they exist in space and in time. For example,
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Caesar’s assassination occurred on March 15, 44BC, in the Roman Senate. In
this sense, events are distinct from intervals, which are one-dimensional entities
and live completely in time or in space (Section 2.4.4). The distinction between
events and individuals is more diXcult to draw. A popular assumption is that
the distinction between events and individuals follows the lines of the 3D/4D
controversy (Markosian 2009). Non-instantaneous events have temporal parts
(they are 4D objects or perdurants), but all the proper parts of an individual
are present at each point in time (they are 3D objects or endurants), or at least
throughout the individual’s lifetime. For example, the event in which John sleeps
from sunset to midnight is a proper part of the event in which John sleeps from
sunset to sunrise, but in each of these events, it is John as a whole who sleeps: any
and all of his parts are present at every period of time during his sleep, and beyond.
This assumption is implicitly present in much work on natural language semantics
(e.g. Krifka 1998), and I adopt it too.
I use the term event in a wide sense, synonymous with eventuality (Bach 1986).
I assume that all verbs without exceptions involve reference to events (see Section
2.7.1). Other authors use event in contradistinction to such things as states and
sometimes processes (Mourelatos 1978; Bach 1986; Smith 1997). While Piñón (1995)
argues that states, processes, and events are pairwise disjoint classes, I do not make
use of this distinction. I assume, following the arguments in Parsons (1987, 1990, ch.
10), that any declarative sentence, including stative sentences, involves reference
to an underlying entity that I call an event. Therefore, the category of events does
not only include things like Brutus’s stabbing of Caesar are events, but also things
traditionally called “states”, like John’s being asleep, or the Golden Gate bridge’s
spanning from San Francisco to Marin County.
I assume that events form a mereology, meaning that they are closed under
sum formation (Bach 1986; Krifka 1998). For example, if John runs to the store, this
is an event; if he runs to the store several times, these are several events, but the
sum of these events is again an event. Events may have parts which occupy less
time, less space, or both. For example, the event e0 in which John runs from the
village to the store has as one of its parts the event e1 in which John runs from the
village halfway to the store. In general, it is not always the case that any part of an
event which takes less time also occupies less space. For example, suppose that e0
is a part of an event e2 in which John runs from the village to the store and then
back. Then e0 takes less time than e2 but occupies the same space.
Some authors assume that the domain of events is atomic (Landman 1996, 2000).
Others assume that at least some kinds of events have mass denotations, which is
especially plausible for events associated with atelicity (Mourelatos 1978). In line
with Krifka (1998), I remain neutral on this question and I do not rely on either
assumption.
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2.4.4 Intervals (type i)
For the purpose of this work, intervals are one-dimensional entities that represent
stretches of time and paths through space. Examples of intervals are the time
from 1pm to 2pm today or the path along which Route 66 extends. I make the
standard assumption (as discussed for example in Krifka (1998)) that intervals are
at the basis of the denotations of temporal and spatial measure phrases like three
hours and three miles, and of prepositional phrases like from 3pm to 6pm and to the
store (see Section 2.9). Intervals are also used to specify the spatial and temporal
extents of events and other entities. The functions that relate events to intervals
are discussed in Section 2.5.2. Intervals also play a separate role in the literature
on degree semantics (see Section 2.4.5), but I set aside this fact here. Also, while
one of the main uses of interval semantics is the modeling of tense, I ignore the
contribution of tense in this work.
An important distinction between intervals and events is that two distinct
events may happen at the same place and/or time, while this is not possible for
intervals. For example, a sphere can rotate quickly and heat up slowly at the same
time (Quine 1985). Since the predicates slowly and quickly mutually exclude each
other, I assume that they apply to diUerent events, but then these are distinct
events that happen at the same time and at the same place.
The standard conception of time in natural language semantics is based on
intervals, which are generally conceived as being ordered by a subinterval relation
and a temporal precedence relation. The relevant choices for axiomatizing temporal
structures are thoroughly examined and discussed by van Benthem (1983). The
algebra of paths and the contribution of directional prepositional phrases to lexical
aspect has been studied by Zwarts (2005), among others. A recent summary of the
literature can be found in Ursini (2006). Here I follow Krifka (1998), who proposes
axioms for both temporal and spatial interval structures and integrates them in
a mereological system, based on earlier ideas by Hinrichs (1985). Krifka’s axioms
ensure, among other things, that temporal precedence is irreWexive, asymmetric
and transitive, and that any two intervals either overlap or one precedes the other.
The subinterval relation is equated with mereological parthood and written ≤;
I write the temporal precedence relation as. For example, if a is the interval
from 2pm to 3pm today, b is the interval from 4pm to 5pm, and c is the interval
from 1pm to 5pm, then we have a ≤ c, b ≤ c, and a b. I assume that there are
also directed spatial intervals. For example, the PP to the store involves reference to
a directed interval whose end is the store (see Section 2.9). I use the self-explaining
functions start and end to refer to the endpoints of directed intervals.
Since time is assumed to be a mereology, any two intervals have a unique sum.
Since intervals can be arbitrarily summed, some of them are discontinuous. In the
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example above, the interval a⊕ b is discontinuous: it contains a gap from 3pm to
4pm. For this reason, the term “interval” is perhaps misleading, but I use it anyway
following common practice.
I assume that the mereologies underlying intervals are nonatomic. According
to von Stechow (2009), this is a standard assumption: most semanticists do not
assume the existence of temporal atoms or instants.
2.4.5 Degrees (type d)
I assume that the ontological system contains a category of entities called degrees,
which represent quantities assigned by measure functions such as height, weight,
volume or beauty. Examples of degrees are John’s weight, the thickness of the ice
at the South Pole, and the speed at which John is driving his car now. Degrees have
been used in semantic accounts of gradable adjectives (tall, beautiful) and measure
nouns (liter, hour) as well as in accounts of the constructions that contain them,
such as measure phrases (three liters), comparatives (taller, more beautiful, more
water, more than three liters), and pseudopartitives (three liters of water). Degree
semantic approaches to comparatives interpret Mary is taller than John as some
variation of Mary’s height exceeds John’s height, where Mary’s height is the degree
to which she is tall. Similarly, Mary is more beautiful than John is interpreted as
Mary’s beauty exceeds John’s beauty, where Mary’s beauty is the degree to which
she is beautiful. Degree semantic approaches to measure phrases interpret three
liters as involving reference to a degree of volume. As we will see in Section 3.2, a
pseudopartitive like three liters of water is then interpreted as involving reference
to a water entity whose degree of volume is speciVed by three liters.
In the modern literature, semantic analyses that treat degrees as part of the
ontology originate with Cresswell (1976). A diUerent line of analysis treats degrees
as contextual coordinates rather than as ontological entities in their own right
(Lewis 1972). For comparisons of the two approaches, see Klein (1991), Kennedy
(2007), and van Rooij (2008). I do not adopt the contextual-coordinate analysis
because it is mainly concerned with gradable adjectives and does not, as far as I
can see, provide an obvious way to represent the meaning of measure phrases.
Within analyses that treat degrees as part of the ontology, there is disagree-
ment on what these degrees are. I model degrees as primitive entities. This is
also the option chosen by Parsons (1970) and Cartwright (1975). Other authors
model degrees as numbers (Hellan 1981; Krifka 1998) or as equivalence classes of
individuals indistinguishable with respect to a relevant gradable property (Cress-
well 1976; Ojeda 2003). There seems to be a consensus that degrees of a given
sort are totally ordered, although it is a topic of debate whether degrees should
be understood as points or initial intervals (“extents”) on a scale. (Such intervals
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must be carefully distinguished from the temporal and spatial intervals in Section
2.4.4. Temporal and spatial intervals are ordered by two relations: precedence and
parthood. Degree-based intervals are assumed to be initial intervals on their scale
and are therefore only ordered by a parthood relation.)
I adopt the view that degrees are totally ordered on scales. Following Fox and
Hackl (2006), I assume that this order is dense. I represent it as ≤, just like the
mereological parthood relation. I leave open the question whether degrees should
be modeled as points or extents, as it does not seem to aUect my proposal. See
Krasikova (2009) for discussion of this point. While I generalize over degree order
and mereological parthood, I remain noncommittal on the question of whether
degree scales should indeed be understood to be special cases of mereologies. See
Szabolcsi and Zwarts (1993) and Lassiter (2010a,b) for a proposal in this direction.
While there is nothing wrong conceptually with assuming that the ordering relation
on degrees of a scale is a special case of the mereological parthood relation, note
that the former relation is usually assumed to be a total order while mereological
parthood, in the general case, is only constrained to be a partial order. This has
the consequence that the mereological sum operation does not have a natural
counterpart on degree scales. Many ontological systems assume that there is a
sum operation on degrees, which corresponds to arithmetic sum. This degree
sum operation has diUerent properties from mereological sum. For example,
mereological sum operation is idempotent (Table 2.2), but this is not the case for
the degree sum operation. Imagine two coins c1 and c2 which weigh one gram
each. The degree sum of their weights is two grams. However, if the two coins
are assumed to have identical weight degrees, then the mereological sum of their
weights is one gram, because sum is idempotent. For more on this point, see
Section 2.5.3.
Let me brieWy explain why I do not derive degrees from other entities. Recon-
structing degrees as equivalence classes does not help integrating degrees into a
mereological system because it does not lead to any straightforward set-theoretic
or mereological relations between diUerent degrees. For example, Cresswell (1976)
reconstructs the degrees three pounds and six pounds as the sets of all things whose
weight is three pounds and six pounds, respectively. This means that three pounds
is neither an element nor a subset of six pounds. The operation of adding three
pounds to three pounds cannot be easily interpreted mereologically either, suppos-
ing that the result can be described as six pounds. It is diUerent from mereological
sum formation, since that operation sum is idempotent. It is also diUerent from
pointwise sum formation: although some of the elements of the set six pounds are
mereological sums of two elements of the set three pounds, others might be atoms.
Reconstructing degrees as numbers would raise problems for modeling unit
conversion. For example, six feet approximately equals 183cm, but 6 is not equal
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to 183. It also makes it diXcult to model the diUerence between diUerent scales
such as height or weight, since one set of numbers is used for all purposes. On
the other hand, the total ordering and other properties of numbers is useful to
model mathematical properties of degrees. A compromise proposed by Lønning
(1987), which I adopt, is to introduce degrees as an intermediate layer that mediates
between individuals and numbers. In Lønning’s framework, one set of functions
maps entities to their degrees of weight, length, temperature, and so on. Another
set of functions maps these degrees to numbers or number-like entities. With the
help of the intermediate layer, we can model degrees of weight, height, temperature
and so on as diUerent sorts. See Section 2.5.4 for discussion.
Having both degrees and intervals may seem redundant. Both time and space
could be thought of as degree scales. However, I keep temporal and spatial intervals
formally apart from degrees because time and space appear to be qualitatively
diUerent from degree scales. We can individuate temporal and spatial intervals,
but we cannot do anything corresponding with degrees. For example, we feel that
Thursday is a diUerent temporal interval than Friday, even though both have the
same length. But there is no sense in which we feel that two degrees that represent
the same weight or temperature are diUerent from each other. Intervals are subject
to two partial orders: precedence and inclusion. For example, Thursday precedes
Friday, and Thursday includes Thursday afternoon. Degrees only appear to be
subject to one (total) order: four kilograms is less than Vve kilograms.
2.4.6 Numbers (type n)
I use numbers to represent the meanings of number words. For example, the word
three denotes the number 3. Numbers also constitute the range of what I call unit
functions, that is, functions like hours and meters (see Section 2.5.4). I use the type
n to represent them. I assume that numbers include at least the rational numbers,
so that a unit function like days can assign fractions of days to events with very
short but not instantaneous runtimes. That is, the runtimes of these events match
λt[days(t) ≤ 1] even though their runtime is not instantaneous. See Fox and Hackl
(2006) for related discussion.
Lønning (1987) replaces the domain of numbers by more abstract entities and
considers which of the properties of the number scale must be imposed on these
entities if one wants to avoid including all of mathematics in natural language. For
example, if one wants to model the fact that people cannot always decide which of
two very large numbers is bigger than the other, some numbers might be assumed
not to be ordered with respect to one another. For ease of exposition, I do not
following Lønning’s suggestion and I continue instead to use actual numbers in
the mathematical sense, along with the total order ≤ in which they stand.
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2.5 Functions
As already shown in Figure 2.1, I assume that the domains of objects, events,
intervals, degrees, and numbers presented in the last section are interconnected
by a variety of relationships, which can be modeled as partial functions. Since
all the functions in this work are partial, I use the word functions instead of the
term partial functions. As described in this section, I assume that thematic roles
map events to individuals; trace functions map events to their locations in space
and time; measure functions map individuals and events to degrees; unit functions
map degrees to numbers. In this section, I describe these functions in more detail.
I have chosen those background assumptions that make these functions as similar
as possible. In particular, I build on the concept of homomorphism, a special kind
of function that preserves certain algebraic relationships such as sums and parts
across domains. Homomorphisms constrain the structural relationships between
domains and therefore, by extension, the domains themselves.
2.5.1 Thematic roles (type 〈ve〉)
Thematic roles are semantic relations that represent diUerent ways in which entities
participate in events (Parsons 1990; Dowty 1991). There are two common views of
thematic roles. On the traditional view, due to Gruber (1965) and JackendoU (1972),
thematic roles encapsulate generalizations over shared entailments of argument
positions in diUerent predicates. Thematic roles in this sense include ag or agent
(initiates the event, or is responsible for the event), th or theme (undergoes the
event), instrument (used to perform an event), and sometimes also location and
time. For example, if Brutus stabbed Caesar with a dagger in the Senate on March
15, then there is a stabbing event whose agent is Brutus, whose theme is Caesar,
whose instrument is a dagger, whose location is the Senate and whose time is
March 15. I discuss location and time in the next section. An alternative view sees
thematic roles as verb-speciVc relations: Brutus is not the agent of the stabbing
event but the stabber, Caesar is not its theme but its stabbee, and so on (Marantz
1984). This comes at the obvious price of missed generalizations, and it raises some
technical problems. For example, it is not clear which role to assign to the subjects
of coordinated sentences like A girl sang and danced. I adopt the more traditional,
and relatively widespread, view that there is a small inventory of thematic roles
that generalize over verbs. Since the semantic content of thematic roles is not an
issue in this work, and since there does not seem to be a consensus on what to
call the thematic role of the arguments of verbs like own or be numerous, I call
the thematic role of the subject of any verb the agent, even if this is not always
intuitive. Kratzer (1996) uses the world “holder” for the subject role of own, but she
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notes that this is only for convenience.
Unfortunately, there is no consensus on the inventory of thematic roles. It
is diXcult to identify these roles in borderline cases, though not impossible: a
wide-coverage database of English verbs with their thematic roles, extending prior
work by Levin (1993), was made available in Kipper-Schuler (2005).
I assume that thematic roles as semantic relations have syntactic counterparts
which relate verbs to their arguments (see Section 2.10 for an illustration). This is
a standard assumption in generative grammar, at least as far as the agent role is
concerned: the “little v” head is assumed to relate verbs to their external arguments,
which are usually their agents (Chomsky 1995). Other thematic roles can be taken
to have syntactic reWexes such as case marking and prepositions. Following Carnie
(2006), I reserve the term thematic role for the semantic relation and I use the term
theta role for its syntactic counterparts. However, some authors use these terms
interchangeably.
The correspondence between theta roles and thematic roles is controversial.
For example, Chomsky (1981) assumes that each argument is limited to one role. In
many cases, though, it seems appropriate to assign more than one thematic role
to the same argument: for example, the subject of a verb like fall can be regarded
both as the agent and the theme of the event (Parsons 1990).
I adopt the assumption that each event has at most one agent, at most one
theme, and so on. This assumption is generally called the Unique Role Requirement
(URR) or thematic uniqueness. Arguments for the existence of thematic roles and
for the URR are reviewed in Carlson (1984, 1998), Parsons (1990) and Landman
(2000). Formally, I assume that thematic roles are functions of type 〈v, e〉 rather
than just relations of type 〈v, et〉. This choice is not essential because either option
leads to type mismatches. I assume they are resolved by type-shifting (see Section
2.10).
The URR can be integrated in a mereological setting where events are closed
under sum formation. I assume for this purpose that thematic roles are their
own algebraic closures (Krifka 1986, 1998; Landman 2000). This property is also
called cumulativity or summativity of thematic roles. The following deVnition uses
algebraic closure on functions, as deVned in (20).
(32) Cumulativity assumption for thematic roles
For any thematic role θ it holds that θ = ∗θ. This entails that
∀e, e′, x, y[θ(e) = x ∧ θ(e′) = y → θ(e⊕ e′) = x⊕ y]
For example, if e is a talking event whose agent is John and e′ is a talking event
whose agent is Mary, then there is an event e⊕ e′ whose agent is the sum of John
and Mary. Thus, e⊕ e′ has a unique entity as its agent, even though this entity is a
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proper sum.
As a reminder of the cumulativity assumption, I include the algebraic closure
operator in the typographical representation of thematic roles. For example, instead
of writing th for the meaning of the theme role, I write ∗th.
The URR is a controversial assumption. Krifka (1992) rejects it because, as he
claims, one “can see a zebra and, with the same event of seeing, see the mane of
the zebra as well” and one “can touch a shoulder and a person with the same event
of touching”. This view on events is problematic: it is not contradictory to say that
somebody saw a zebra consciously and its mane unconsciously, or that he touched
a man intentionally but touched his shoulder unintentionally. But on the plausible
view that such manner adverbs are predicates over events, this means that the two
events in each case must be considered distinct (though one may be considered
part of the other). Other arguments against the URR are discussed and refuted in
Landman (2000).
It is sometimes useful to talk about the entity to which a certain event e is
mapped under a thematic role θ, while abstracting over the identity of θ. I refer to
this entity as the θ of e. For example, if x is the agent of e then x is the θ of e for
θ = agent.
As a consequence of (32), thematic roles are homomorphisms, or structure-
preserving maps, with respect to the ⊕ operation (33).
(33) Fact: Thematic roles are sum homomorphisms
For any thematic role θ, it holds that θ(e⊕ e′) = θ(e)⊕ θ(e′).
(The θ of the sum of two events is the sum of their θs.)
Again, not everyone accepts this assumption. Suppose with Kratzer (2003) that
there are three events e1, e2, e3 in which Al dug a hole, Bill inserted a rosebush in it,
and Carl covered the rosebush with soil. Then, in virtue of these three events, one
can say that there is also an event in which Al, Bill, and Charles planted a rosebush.
Let e4 be this event. Do we consider e4 equal to the proper sum event e1⊕ e2⊕ e3?
If we do, this scenario is a counterexample to the cumulativity assumption, as
Kratzer notes. The themes of e1, e2, e3 are the hole, the rosebush, and the soil, and
the theme of e4 is just the rosebush. The theme of e4 is not the sum of the themes
of e1, e2, and e3. This violates cumulativity.
I respond to this challenge following my general strategy of not assuming that
the mereological parthood relation should model all parthood relations that can be
intuitively posited (see Section 2.3.1). In this case, I assume that e4 is not actually
the sum of e1, e2, and e3. Even though the existence of e4 can be traced back to the
occurrence of e1, e2, and e3, nothing forces us to assume that these three events
are actually parts of e4, just like we do not consider a plume of smoke to be part
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of the Vre from which it comes, even though its existence can be traced back to
the Vre. Without the assumption that e4 contains e1 through e3 as parts, Kratzer’s
objection against cumulativity vanishes. For more discussion of this point, see
Williams (2009).
2.5.2 Trace functions: runtime and location (type 〈vi〉)
Trace functions map events to those intervals that represent their temporal and
spatial locations. Since some events may not be situated in space and/or time, trace
functions are partial. I assume the existence of two such functions, temporal trace
or runtime and spatial trace or location. Following common usage in the literature,
I also write these functions as τ and σ respectively. Since intervals correspond
to spatiotemporal locations, trace functions do not simply indicate the amount of
space and time that an event takes, but also the precise location in space and time.
For example, suppose John sings from 1pm to 2pm and Mary sings from 2pm to
3pm. Although each event takes the same time, their runtimes are diUerent since
they take place at diUerent times. The temporal trace function mirrors this by
mapping John’s running and Mary’s running to distinct intervals. These intervals
are not directly related to each other, though they are mapped to the same numbers
by the unit functions hour, minute and so on (see Section 2.5.4).
Following Link (1998) and Krifka (1998), I assume that trace functions are sum
homomorphisms: the runtime of the sum of two events is the sum of the runtimes.
For example, in the scenario just mentioned, the runtime of the sum event that
combines John’s and Mary’s running is the interval from 1pm to 3pm, and this is
the sum of the intervals from 1pm to 2pm and from 2pm to 3pm. This is formally
expressed in the following equations:
(34) Trace functions are sum homomorphisms
σ is a sum homomorphism: σ(e⊕ e′) = σ(e)⊕ σ(e′)
τ is a sum homomorphism: τ(e⊕ e′) = τ(e)⊕ τ(e′)
(The location of the sum of two events is the sum of their locations, and
similarly for their runtimes.)
This assumption is parallel to the cumulativity assumption on thematic roles
described in Section 2.5.1. In general, trace functions are not very diUerent from
thematic roles. The main diUerences are that trace functions map events to intervals
rather than to individuals and that they are typically expressed by adjuncts rather
than by arguments.
Trace functions cross the bridge between interval semantics and event seman-
tics, since they allow us to realize the intuition that a predicate holds at a certain
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interval. Interval semantics assumes the existence of a relation AT that evaluates
a proposition at an interval. It is useful to be able to refer to this relation also in
event semantics, where instead of propositions we can relate event predicates to
intervals. The following deVnition Vxes the relation between AT and τ .
(35) DeVnition: Holding at an interval
AT(V, i) def= ∃e[V (e) ∧ τ(e) = i]
(An event predicate V holds at an interval i if and only if it holds of some
event whose temporal trace is i.)
Since events are closed under sum, the homomorphism assumption has the
consequence that two events whose runtimes are not adjacent have as their sum
an event whose runtime is not continuous. See Section 2.5.4 for more discussion
on noncontinuous intervals.
For more on temporal and spatial trace functions, see Hinrichs (1985), Lasersohn
(1988), Krifka (1998), Link (1998), as well as Zwarts (2005, 2006), where the spatial
and temporal trace functions are combined into one.
2.5.3 Measure functions (types 〈ed〉 and 〈vd〉)
I use the term measure function to denote a mapping between a class of physical
objects and a degree scale that preserves a certain empirically given ordering
relation, such as “be lighter than” or “be cooler than”. Typical measure functions are
height, weight, speed, and temperature. It seems plausible to ascribe at least some
of them to events rather than individuals. I have already mentioned the example
due to Quine (1985) of a sphere which can at the same time rotate quickly and heat
up slowly. Provided that the rotating and the heating up are two separate events,
and that quickly and slowly are event modiVers, we can avoid the undesirable
conclusion that the sphere is both quick and slow by treating speed as a function
that applies to events rather than individuals. See also Kratzer (2001) for an analysis
that ascribes weights to states.
Some authors do not distinguish between trace functions and measure func-
tions (e.g. Kratzer 2001). I prefer to treat them diUerently for two reasons. First,
trace functions map into intervals and measure functions into degrees. Section 2.4.5
explains my reasons not to conWate these two categories. Second, the sum homo-
morphism assumption (34) must be limited to trace functions (and thematic roles).
Extending it to measure functions would have counterintuitive consequences and
would not be compatible with the standard conception of degrees as totally ordered
entities. For example, suppose that we have two coins, c1 and c2, which each weigh
one gram. Following Lønning (1987), we represent this fact as follows: the measure
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function weight to maps c1 to its weight w1 and c2 to its weight w2, and the unit
function grams maps both w1 and w2 to 1. If we wanted to extend assumption (34)
to weight, it would follow that the weight function maps c1 ⊕ c2, the sum of the
two coins, to w1 ⊕ w2. To model the fact that the two coins together weigh two
grams, we assume that the function grams maps this entity to the number 2. From
these assumptions, it follows that w1 6= w1 ⊕ w2, that is, the weight of c1 is not
equal to the weight of c1 ⊕ c2, which is plausible. From this fact it follows that
w1 6= w2, due to idempotence (Table 2.2). In other words, the two coins are mapped
to diUerent weight degrees, even though intuitively they “weigh the same”. More
generally, whenever a measure function maps the sum of two objects to a diUerent
degree than it maps one of them, it also maps both objects to diUerent degrees.
As far as I can tell, no empirical reasons speak against this possibility.5 It is even
consistent with the rest of the assumptions in this work, as long as one is willing
to relax the standard assumption that degrees of the same sort are totally ordered
(otherwise one needs to insist that w1 precedes w2 or vice versa). However, it is
certainly conceptually unattractive to assume this proliferation of degree entities.
It is easier to limit the sum homomorphism assumption to trace functions and
to exclude measure functions from it. Concretely, I assume that trace functions
are sum homomorphisms but measure functions need not be. This motivates the
conceptual distinction between trace functions and measure functions.
2.5.4 Unit functions (types 〈dn〉 and 〈in〉)
As discussed in Section 2.4.5, I adopt the proposal of Lønning (1987), according
to which degrees occupy an intermediate layer betwen individuals and numbers.
I refer to the functions that relate entities to degrees as measure functions and
to the functions that relate degrees to numbers as unit functions. This use of
the term measure function diUers from Krifka (1998), whose framework lacks the
intermediate layer of degrees. Krifka’s measure functions map entities directly
onto numbers (see Section 7.5). I use the term degree exclusively to refer to the
things in the range of the measure functions, and I use the term numbers exclusively
to refer to the things in the range of the unit functions.
As an illustration, suppose John weighs 150 pounds (68 kilograms) and mea-
sures six feet (183 centimeters). These facts are represented as follows. The measure
function weight maps John to a degree which the unit functions pounds and kilo-
gram map to the numbers 150 and 68, respectively. The measure function height
maps John to a degree which is mapped by the unit function feet to the number 6
and by the unit function centimeters to the number 183:
5I thank Roger Schwarzschild for discussing this issue with me.
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(36) a. pounds(weight(john))=150
b. kilograms(weight(john))=68
c. feet(height(john))=6
d. centimeters(height(john))=183
I assume that the total order of degrees mirrors the order of the range of the
corresponding unit functions. For example:
(37) height(john) ≤ height(mary)
⇔ meters(height(john)) ≤ meters(height(mary))
Splitting up the semantics of measurement into measure functions and unit
functions introduces an additional degree of freedom in the semantic representa-
tion. This degree of freedom is needed to model the fact that pseudopartitives do
not always specify the way in which the measure noun is related to the substance
noun. For example, as Schwarzschild (2002) observes, a pseudopartitive like (38)
can be understood as involving reference to an amount of oil that is either three
inches deep, or (given the right context, for example when talking about a growing
puddle), three inches in diameter. The two interpretations of the pseudopartitive
can lead to diUerent truth conditions. This can be modeled by the following two
interpretations:
(38) three inches of oil
a. λx[oil(x) ∧ inches(height(x)) = 3]
b. λx[oil(x) ∧ inches(diameter(x)) = 3]
As we see, this diUerence can be expressed straightforwardly by Lønning’s split:
the interpretations diUer in their measure function, but not in their unit function.
Of course, not every pseudopartitive is ambiguous in this way. For example, (39)
unambiguously involves reference to a quantity of oil whose volume is three liters
(39a). It does not give rise to readings in which, say, the height of the oil is asserted
to be three liters (39b). Since this reading is nonsensical, I assume that the unit
function liters is a partial function that is only deVned on degrees in the range of
the measure function volume but not on those in the range of the measure function
height. Many pseudopartitives are unambiguous as a consequence, even though in
a pseudopartitive, only the unit function and not the measure function is overt.
(39) three liters of oil
a. λx[oil(x) ∧ liters(volume(x)) = 3] OK
b. λx[oil(x) ∧ liters(height(x)) = 3] nonsensical
For more motivation of the split between unit functions and measure functions,
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see Lønning (1987) and Schwarzschild (2002, 2006).
Following Krifka (1998), I assume that spatiotemporal intervals are related to
numbers by functions like hours and meters. I call these functions unit functions
as well, even though I make a formal diUerence between degrees and intervals.
Intervals can be discontinuous (see Section 2.4.4). This poses a problem for the
deVnition of unit functions. For example, if a is the interval from 2pm to 3pm, and
b is the interval from 4pm to 5pm, then we have hours(a) = hours(b) = 1, but
what about hours(a⊕ b)? Is it 3 or just 2? Let us call the Vrst option the generous
construal and the second option the stingy construal. Evidence for either option is
not hard to come by if we assume (see Section 3.3) that temporal for-adverbials use
unit functions to map the runtimes of events to numbers. The relevant observations
go back to Dowty (1979). For example, sentence (40) is coherent and favors the
generous construal:
(40) John worked in New York for four years but he usually spent his weekends
at the beach. (Dowty 1979, p. 334)
However, (41) can be true even if John served four non-consecutive one-year terms,
and therefore favors the stingy construal.
(41) John served on that committee for four years. (Dowty 1979, p. 334)
The generous-stingy opposition should probably really be seen as a continuum,
since the interpretation of following sentence appears to be intermediate between
both construals:
(42) From 2002 to 2008, John lived in New York for a total of four years, but he
usually spent his weekends in Maine.
In the examples I consider in this work, stingy construals of for-adverbials do
not play a role. For this reason, I assume that unit functions are always interpreted
generously. That is, I assume that unit functions map any discontinuous interval i
to the same number as they map the smallest continuous interval containing i. In
the example above, this means that hours(a⊕ b) = 3. Since hours(a)+ hours(b) =
2, this assumption also means that unit functions are not sum homomorphisms.
Note that the present setup does not impose a choice between being generous
and being stingy. We could equally well generalize unit functions to “unit relations”,
and constrain them in such a way that both hours(a ⊕ b, 3) and hours(a ⊕ b, 2)
hold in the above example. As discussed in Section 2.6.3, I assume that measure
nouns have relational types like 〈n, it〉 and that their translations are based on
unit functions. The meaning of measure nouns like hour could therefore easily be
changed to accommodate unit relations:
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(43) a. JhourK (using unit functions) = λnλt[hours(t) = n]
b. JhourK (using unit relations) = λnλt[hours(t, n)]
I do not pursue this route, however.
2.5.5 The cardinality function (type 〈en〉)
I assume that there is a partial function that maps sums which consist of singular
individuals onto the number of singular individuals of which they consist. For
example, the function maps a sum of three boys to the number three. I assume that
it is only deVned on entities in the extension of count nouns. Following standard
practice, I call this function cardinality, and I deVne it in terms of the set-theoretic
notion of cardinality.
(44) DeVnition: Cardinality
For any sum x such that ∗Atom(x), the cardinality of x, written |x|, is
deVned as |{ y | y ≤Atom x}|.
I assume that singular individuals are atomic (see Section 2.6.1). This means
that singular individuals always have cardinality one. An alternative is found in
Krifka (1989), who assumes that there is a partial natural unit function, NU, which
assigns plural individuals a number that intuitively represents their cardinality.
NU is a primitive concept, so it does not require the atomicity assumption.
In order to be able to give a single lexical entry to numerals whether they
occur in measure phrases or in run-of-the-mill noun phrases, I give number words
the type n and I let them denote actual numbers, as in Krifka (1989), Hackl (2001)
and Landman (2004). For example, three denotes the number 3 rather than a
generalized quantiVer or a predicate over pluralities with three atoms. To represent
numeral noun phrases, I assume that a silent head [many] introduces the cardinality
function, as in Figure 2.2 (see Hackl (2009) for a similar proposal). This represents
the sum reading of the numeral three boys (see Section 2.8). The lexical entry for
boys is justiVed in Section 2.6.2. In measure phrases, the number word combines
with the measure noun, which is assumed to be of type 〈n, dt〉 (see Section 2.6.3),
as shown in Figure 2.3. In this case, the [many] head is not necessary.
In my entries for [many] and for unit functions, I use an exactly interpretation
rather than an at least interpretation. That is, I use an equality sign rather than a≥
sign. This decision keeps things compatible with Krifka (1998), who assumes that
predicates like eat three apples are quantized and therefore do not apply to events in
which more than three apples are eaten. There is no consensus in the literature on
whether the literal meaning of three boys is at least three boys (e.g. Horn 1972, 1989;
Barwise and Cooper 1981; Levinson 2000; van Rooij and Schulz 2006) or exactly
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three boys (e.g. Harnish 1976; Sadock 1984; Partee 1987; Carston 1998; Geurts 2006;
Breheny 2008). For a review of this literature, see Nouwen (2006) and Kennedy
(2009). In an event semantics, it does not matter much whether numerals are
given an exactly or an at least reading, since the maximality conditions involved in
exactly readings have to be realized through other mechanisms anyway (Krifka
1999; Landman 2000; Robaldo 2010; Brasoveanu 2010).
Figure 2.2: LF of the noun phrase three boys
λx[|x| = 3 ∧ ∗boy(x)]
λx[|x| = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
[many]
〈n, et〉
λnλx[|x| = n]
boys
λx[∗boy(x)]
Figure 2.3: LF of the noun phrase three liters
λd[liters(d) = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
liters
λnλd[liters(d) = n]
2.6 Nouns
In this section, I describe my take on the count-mass opposition, the singular-plural
opposition, and the status of measure nouns and group nouns.
I analyze nouns as one-place predicates over entities, or equivalently, as de-
noting sets of entities, except for measure nouns, which I assume to denote unit
functions. The entities in the denotations of most nouns are ordinary objects
(Section 2.4.1), but I assume that derived nouns like running and, by extension,
three hours of running, involve reference to events.
Following standard usage in the literature, I assume that the terms mass noun
and count noun are deVned with reference to morphological and syntactic proper-
ties rather than semantic properties. Mass nouns are compatible with the quanti-
Vers much and little and reject quantiVers such as each, every, several, a/an, some
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and numerals (Bunt 2006; Chierchia 2010). Most mass nouns are incompatible with
plural morphemes, and in the absence of these morphemes only mass nouns are
able to form noun phrases by themselves.
It is well known that many nouns can be used as count nouns or as mass nouns,
as shown by example (45).
(45) a. Kim put an apple into the salad.
b. Kim put apple into the salad.
This raises the issue of whether the two occurrences of apple represent two
diUerent words or two diUerent senses of one word. The diUerences between these
positions are discussed in Pelletier and Schubert (2002). I assume that the two
occurrences correspond to two diUerent lexical entries, one singular count noun
and one mass noun. The denotations of these entries are taken to have diUerent
formal properties, as described in the following sections. For example, the former
entry only applies to mereological atoms, but the latter need not.
Altough my discussion is phrased in terms of nouns, similar considerations also
apply to nominals, that is, noun phrases without determiners. The assumptions
I make about the meanings of nouns carry over to nominals. This means that
instead of talking about count and mass nouns, more exact terms would be count
and mass expressions (Pelletier and Schubert 2002). However, for simplicity I use
the term nouns rather than nominals or expressions.
2.6.1 Singular count nouns
I adopt the standard assumption that singular count nouns denote sets of indi-
viduals. For example, table denotes the set of all tables. I call the entities in the
denotation of a count noun singular individuals. As described in Section 2.3.1, I
assume that all singular individuals are pure mereological atoms. The notion of
mereological part must be distinguished from the intuitive notion of part. For
example, the leg of a table is not a mereological part of the table. Since all entities
in the denotation of a count noun are atoms, all count nouns have quantized
reference (Section 2.3.2).
This assumption is standard in accounts that are not primarily concerned with
the count-mass distinction, but it is not self-evident (Kratzer 2010; Casati and Varzi
1999, pp. 112-115). It has been challenged by Zucchi and White (2001) on the basis of
words like twig, rock, and sequence. Intuitively, a twig may have a part that is again
a twig, a rock may have a part that is again a rock, and so on. Following my general
stance described in Section 2.3.1, I assume that the relation between a twig and its
part is not mereological parthood, just like we are not committed to the assumption
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that the relation between John and his arm is mereological parthood. Regarding
twig-type nouns, I assume that the meaning of these nouns is partially speciVed
by context, and that when the context is Vxed, each of these nouns denotes a
quantized set. This assumption seems justiVed given that these nouns can be used
with numerals and quantiVers just like other count nouns (a twig, two rocks, every
sequence). An example of a formal implementation of this assumption can be found
in Chierchia (2010), Section 5.2, with respect to the meaning of the similar noun
quantity. For more discussion, see Rothstein (2010).
2.6.2 Plural count nouns
I assume that plural count nouns denote sets of entities and that a plural count
noun is the algebraic closure of its singular counterpart:
(46) a. JcatK = {c1, c2, c3}
b. JcatsK = ∗JcatK = {c1, c2, c3, c1 ⊕ c2, c2 ⊕ c3, c1 ⊕ c3, c1 ⊕ c2 ⊕ c3}
These assumptions are common but not uncontroversial. DiUerent analyses
of plural count nouns result in diUerent answers to the question of whether their
denotations include singular entities and whether they include proper parts of
singular entities. As we will see, dependent plurals pose a special challenge for
any analysis, because they show that plural count nouns are interpreted diUerently
depending on the polarity of their context.
In most mereological approaches to the semantics of count nouns, a singular
noun denotes a quantized set, and a plural count noun denotes either the algebraic
closure of the set denoted by its singular form, or a certain subset of this closure.
This is a controversial point. The issue is whether the denotation of a plural noun
also contains entities denoted by its singular form. In the terminology of Farkas
and de Swart (2010), the two views on this question are termed exclusive and
inclusive. Their own view is a combination of the two and can be called mixed.
These three views can be summarized as follows.
• Exclusive view: Singular and plural forms of a count noun N denote disjoint
sets. The plural form denotes the algebraic closure of its singular form with
the singular individuals removed, as described by the equation in (47). The
plural form Npl essentially means the same as two or more N. For example, the
plural count noun apples applies to sums consisting of two or more apples
(Link 1983; Chierchia 1998a).
(47) JNplK = ∗JNsgK− JNsgK
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• Inclusive view: The plural form of a count noun N denotes a proper superset of
the singular form, namely its algebraic closure, as described by the equation
in (48). The plural form essentially means the same as one or more N (Krifka
1986; Sauerland 2003; Sauerland, Anderssen, and Yatsushiro 2005; Chierchia
2010). For example, the plural count noun apples applies to sums consisting
of one or more apples. When singular reference is intended, singular and
plural forms are in competition, and inclusive theories usually appeal to
pragmatic notions in order to explain why the singular form blocks the plural
form.
(48) JNplK = ∗JNsgK
• Mixed view: The plural form of a count noun N is ambiguous between the
meanings it has on the exclusive and on the inclusive view (Farkas and
de Swart 2010).
If singular count nouns are taken to apply to mereological atoms, the exclusive
view holds that plural count nouns apply to proper sums, and the inclusive view
holds that they apply both to atoms and to proper sums.
Environments such as downward-entailing contexts and questions present a
challenge for the exclusive view because in these environments, plurals can be ver-
iVed by singular individuals (for this argument and its sources, see Schwarzschild
(1996), page 5). For example, suppose that there is only one doctor. On the exclusive
view, the plural form doctors denotes the empty set, from which it is not possible
to compositionally retrieve any information about the intended referent (the doc-
tor). Therefore, the exclusive view has major problems deriving the meanings of
sentences like (49) compositionally.
(49) a. No doctors are in the room.
b. Are there doctors in the room?
Bare plurals can occur in a particular conVguration in which their semantic
contribution cannot be modeled completely by either the inclusive view or by the
exclusive view. In this conVguration, which has been studied extensively by Zweig
(2008, 2009), the bare plural occurs as a verbal argument and is c-commanded by
another argument or adjunct of the same verb whose head noun is typically plural
as well. Consider for example the bare plural kites in examples (50a-d), modeled
after examples from Zweig.
(50) a. Boys Wew kites.
b. Some boys Wew kites.
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c. Several boys Wew kites.
d. Five boys Wew kites.
These sentences have a reading in which the semantic contribution of the bare
plural kites consists of two components. First, each of the boys in question Wew
one or more kites. I call this the distributivity component. Second, the total number
of kites Wown was two or more (though as Cohen (2005) argues, the total number
implicated may be even higher than two). Loosely following Zweig, I call this the
multiplicity component. Bare plurals which contribute these two components are
called dependent plurals (de Mey 1981).
An inclusive analysis by itself would wrongly predict that kites should be
synonymous with one or more kites. In (50), this prediction does not explain the
multiplicity component. An exclusive analysis would predict that kites is synony-
mous with two or more kites, and it would therefore make the right predictions
in sentences with dependent plurals like (50).6 However, we have already seen
above that an exclusive analysis is not viable for bare plurals in downward entai-
ling contexts. As Zweig shows, these bare plurals never contribute a multiplicity
component, even when they occur in the same syntactic position as dependent
plurals. For example, the bare plural kites in sentences (51) is synonymous with
one or more kites, because their subjects quantify over boys who Wew one or more
kites. This is contrary to the exclusive analysis, according to which they should
quantify over boys who Wew two or more kites.
(51) a. No boys Wew kites.
b. Few boys Wew kites.
In a nutshell, the puzzle is that sentences like (50) are incompatible with an
inclusive analysis, while sentences like (49) and (51) are incompatible with an
exclusive analysis. However, bare plurals are not simply ambiguous between an
inclusive and an exclusive reading, because all these sentences are unambiguous.
I adopt Zweig’s solution to this puzzle. In a nutshell, Zweig proposes that
bare plurals are interpreted both inclusively and exclusively, and he splits their
contribution into two parts. The truth-conditional meaning of a bare plural is
inclusive and provides the distributivity contribution, and its exclusive part is a
scalar implicature. Following Chierchia (2006), Zweig assumes that scalar impli-
catures can be added to truth-conditional meanings, but only if this strengthens
the truth-conditions of the entire sentence. This is the case in upward-entailing
6Zweig assumes that the subjects of all sentences with dependent plurals are interpreted in situ
and do not distribute over their verb phrases. That bare plurals are interpreted distributively in the
sentences considered here is a result of the lexical semantics of the verb, not of a scopal mechanism.
See Chapter 9.
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contexts: for example, Vve boys Wew two or more kites is stronger than Vve boys
Wew one or more kites, so the former meaning is retained. But it is not the case
in downward-entailing contexts: no boys Wew two or more kites is weaker than no
boys Wew one or more kites, so the latter meaning is retained. In this way, Zweig’s
account explains why bare plurals are interpreted exclusively in upward-entailing
contexts and inclusively in downward-entailing contexts.
I return to dependent plurals in Chapter 9, where I extend Zweig’s theory to
all and for-adverbials.
2.6.3 Measure nouns
I assume that measure nouns like liter, kilogram, and year have a separate analysis
from other count nouns, namely, they have the type 〈n, dt〉 (relations between
degrees and numbers) or 〈n, it〉 (relations between intervals and numbers) and
their denotation makes reference to unit functions like liters and kilograms in the
sense of Section 2.5.4. I assume that singular and plural forms of measure nouns
have identical denotations:
(52) a. JliterK = JlitersK = λnλd[liters(d) = n]
b. JyearK = JyearsK = λnλt[years(t) = n]
I conjecture that my analysis of measure nouns could also be extended to collec-
tion nouns like bunch, and that the ontological diUerence between individuals and
unit functions might provide a handle on the problem of distinguishing collection
nouns from group nouns. See Pearson (2009) and the next section.
In connection with my assumption that number words denote numbers (Section
2.4.6), this translation of measure nouns has the consequence that measure phrases
like three liters have predicative type, similarly to other weak quantiVcational noun
phrases such as three boys (Section 2.4.6). DiUerent versions of the predicative
analysis of measure phrases are defended in Zwarts (1997) and Schwarzschild
(2006), among others.
Motivation for this analysis of measure nouns comes from the ambiguity be-
tween measure and individuating readings of container pseudopartitives (Rothstein
2009, and references therein):
(53) three glasses of wine
a. Measure reading: a quantity of wine that corresponds to three glassfuls
b. Individuating reading: three actual glasses containing wine
Only the individuating reading, but not the measure reading, entails the exis-
tence of actual glasses. This fact can be explained if certain nouns like glass are
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taken to be ambiguous between an ordinary and a measure noun interpretation.
The measure noun interpretation can be taken to give rise to the measure reading
and the latter to the individuating reading:
(54) three glasses of wine
a. Measure reading: λx[wine(x) ∧ glasses(x) = 3]
(a quantity of wine that corresponds to three glassfuls)
b. Individuating reading: λx[|x| = 3 ∧ ∗glass(x) ∧ contains(x,wine)]
(three actual glasses containing wine)
In the individuating reading, wine appears as the argument of the relation
contains. Rothstein treats wine as a kind in this case (see Section 2.4.2). Another
possibility would be to treat it as the set of all wine entities or its characteristic
function, corresponding to its occurrence in the measure reading. Since I ignore
individuating readings, I leave this issue open.
In contrast to container pseudopartitives, measure pseudopartitives like three
liters of water only have the measure reading, which indicates that the noun liter
only has a measure noun interpretation. In this work, I concentrate on measure
pseudopartitives, since I am not interested in individuating readings.
2.6.4 Group nouns
Group nouns are nouns like committee, army, and league. Barker (1992) deVnes
group nouns as count nouns that can take an of phrase containing a plural comple-
ment but not a singular complement (the group of armchairs/*armchair, a committee
of woman/*women, an army of children/*child etc.). By contrast, non-group nouns ei-
ther take no of complements (*a book of page/pages) or take of-complements which
can be singular and/or plural (a piece of cookie/*cookies, a picture of a horse/horses).
Although at Vrst sight, we might not be ready to view the individuals in the
denotation of group nouns as atomic individuals, I assume that the entities in
the denotation of singular group nouns are indeed mereological atoms, like other
singular count nouns. This analysis is defended in Barker (1992), Schwarzschild
(1996), and Winter (2001) against previous proposals such as Bennett (1974), in
which group nouns involve reference to pluralities. I also follow Barker (1992) in
assuming that there is no semantic operation that would allow us, for example, to
recover the members of a committee from the atom in the denotation of the noun
committee. In particular, the relation between a committee and its members is not
the same as the relation between the sum and group interpretations of a plural
deVnite like the boys (see Section 2.8). In terms of Section 2.3.1, I assume that the
entities in the denotation of a group noun are pure atoms.
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I use the name group partitives for the of-constructions that Barker uses in his
test. Group partitives are superVcially similar to pseudopartitives like a liter of
water or a box of cookies. According to Barker’s test, we might classify container
words like box as group nouns (a box of cookies/*cookie). My account of pseu-
dopartitives is not intended to apply to group partitives. I propose to distinguish
them from each other as follows. Pseudopartitives based on container words like
three glasses of wine are ambiguous between a measure reading, in which only the
quantity of the wine is reported, and an individuating reading, which involves
reference to actual glasses (53). Following Rothstein (2010), I assume that the two
readings correspond to diUerent syntactic conVgurations (see Section 2.6.3 for
details). By contrast, group partitives only have an individuating reading (55).
(55) a committee of women
a. Measure reading (unavailable): a set of women whose number corre-
sponds to the membership of a committee
b. Individuating reading: an actual committee whose members are women
To avoid the problem of pseudopartitives, I propose to extend Barker’s diagnos-
tic for group nouns as follows: a group noun N is a count noun that can take an of
phrase containing a plural complement but not a singular complement, provided
that the resulting interpretation entails the presence of actual Ns. This prevents box
from being incorrectly diagnosed as a group noun, because a box of cookies has a
measure reading that does not entail the presence of an actual box.
This amended diagnostic faces a potential problem with nouns like bunch and
pile, for whose referents it is diXcult to establish independent existence criteria. As
Pearson (2009, 2010) shows, these nouns behave diUerently from what we might
call “true” group nouns like committee and army. Pearson calls the former collection
nouns and the latter committee nouns. I conjecture that the of-constructions in
which collection nouns appear are pseudopartitives and not group constructions. I
leave open whether the predictions in this work extend to pseudopartitives with
collection nouns.
2.6.5 Mass nouns
Following Bealer (1979) and Krifka (1991), we can distinguish three analyses of mass
nouns. According to the general term analysis, the denotation of a mass noun is
a set of entities. For example, on the general term analysis, the mass noun gold
denotes the set of all gold entities, similarly to a count noun. According to the
singular term analysis, the denotation of a mass noun is a sum. On the singular
term analysis, gold denotes the sum of all gold entities, similarly to a proper
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name. A variant of the singular term analysis is the kind reference analysis, on
which the mass noun gold denotes the kind gold (see Section 2.4.2). Some authors
also advocate a dual analysis according to which mass nouns are systematically
ambiguous between a reading on which they denote sums or kinds, and a reading
on which they denote sets.
I assume that all mass nouns can be translated as sets of entities. This is
compatible with both the general term analysis and the dual analysis. I do not
assume that mass terms have divisive reference, because of the problem of fake
mass nouns like furniture (see Section 2.4.1). However, I assume that mass nouns
that any entity in the denotation in a mass noun N that is larger than a certain
threshold ε(C) can be divided into parts which are again in the denotation of N.
This idea is sketched in Krifka (1986) and can be formalized as follows:
(56) DeVnition: Approximate divisive reference
ADIVε(C)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x) ∧ ε(C)(x)→ ∀y[y < x ∧ ε(C)(y)→ P (y)]]
(A predicate P is approximate divisive with respect to a threshold ε(C)
if and only if whenever it holds of something, it also holds of each of its
proper parts, excluding entities below the threshold.)
I assume that the threshold is set depending on a context C, and that in the
case of fake mass nouns it is large enough to exlude putatively atomic entities like
pieces of furniture. Approximate divisive reference avoids the problem of minimal
parts, which is treated in detail in Chapter 5.7
2.6.6 Kind-referring readings
So far, I have concentrated on the object-referring reading of nouns. Let me brieWy
comment on another reading, the so-called kind-referring reading (Krifka et al.
1995; Krifka 2004; DelVtto 2005). Both readings occur in bare NP uses of count and
mass nouns and can be contrasted in the following example (Milsark 1974; Carlson
1989):
(57) Typhoons arise in this part of the PaciVc.
a. Kind-referring reading: It is a property of typhoons in general that they
arise in this part of the PaciVc.
b. Object-referring reading: This part of the PaciVc has the property that
some typhoons arise in it.
7Anticipating the discussion in that chapter, if a mass noun has approximate divisive reference
with respect to a threshold ε(C), then for any dimension d, it has stratiVed reference with respect
to ε(C) and d.
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Existing analyses of the kind-object opposition can be ordered in three cate-
gories, similarly to the diUerent analyses of mass nouns (Krifka 1991; Krifka et al.
1995; Lasersohn 2010): a) all bare NPs denote predicates over entities; b) all bare
NPs denote special entities, such as maximal sums or kinds; c) kind-referring NPs
denote entities, object-referring NPs denote sets of entities, and the two are related
by type-shifting operators. The ambiguity in (57) suggests that two uses of NPs
must be distinguished semantically, as expected on analysis c).
For the purpose of this work, in analogy to my assumptions about mass nouns,
I assume that all plural count nouns can be translated as sets of entities. This is
compatible both with analyses b) and c).
The question of how to model the kind-object opposition touches on my
account of substance nouns in pseudopartitives and of dependent plurals. I assume
that substance nouns in pseudopartitives are object-referring, since on this view
they denote sets, which makes the formulation of strata theory easier. This is
perhaps the prevailing view, though not the only one: a kind-referring analysis
of pseudopartitives is found in Ionin, Matushansky, and Ruys (2006). In the case
of dependent plurals, I follow Zweig (2008, 2009) in adopting an object-referring
analysis, as described above.
2.7 Verbs
2.7.1 The Neo-Davidsonian position and its alternatives
There is no agreement in the formal semantic literature on how to represent the
meanings of verbs. Early work, as well as some modern authors, simply represents
the meaning of a verb with n syntactic arguments as an n-ary relation. A transitive
verb, for example, is assumed to denote a two-place relation. Against this, Davidson
(1967) argued that verbs denote relations between events (see Section 2.4.3) and
their arguments, so that a transitive verb denotes a three-place relation. Once
events have been introduced, we can express the relationship between events
and their arguments by thematic roles (see Section 2.5.1). This is the so-called
neo-Davidsonian position (e.g. Carlson 1984; Parsons 1990; Schein 1993). Finally,
Kratzer (2000) argues for an asymmetric position, according to which only agents
are represented as thematic roles.8 The positions are illustrated in Table 2.3.
For the purpose of this work, I adopt the neo-Davidsonian position and I
assume that verbs denote sets of events. The motivation for my choice is technical.
8I do not think that Kratzer’s arguments for the asymmetric position are convincing, because I
suspect that the asymmetries she tries to model correlate with syntactic positions and not with
thematic roles. See Champollion (2010) for details.
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Table 2.3: Approaches to verbal denotations
Position Verbal denotation Example: Brutus stabbed Caesar
Traditional λyλx[stab(x, y)] stab(b, c)
Classical Davidsonian λyλxλe[stab(e, x, y)] ∃e[stab(e, b, c)]
Neo-Davidsonian λe[stab(e)] ∃e[stab(e) ∧ ag(e, b) ∧ th(e, c)]
Asymmetric λyλe[stab(e, y)] ∃e[ag(e, b) ∧ stab(e, c)]
It is easier to state generalizations across the categories of nouns and verbs if
these categories both denote sets, and constraints on thematic roles can be stated
more easily if these roles are reiVed. This is not to say that this work could not be
reformulated in one of the other frameworks. Such a reformulation would probably
not be perspicuous, though. See Bayer (1997) for a study of what it would take to
reformulate a similar framework into eventless semantics.
Since the identity of thematic roles is not important for my purposes, I make
the simplifying assumption that the subject of a sentence in active voice is always
its agent, as mentioned in Section 2.5.1. Although I assume that the predicates
denoted by verbs range over events and not over individuals, I say that a verb
“applies” to an individual as a shorthand for stating that the individual is the agent
of an event to which the verb applies. This is simply a matter of convenience
and should not be confused with adopting a traditional or classical Davidsonian
position.
2.7.2 Lexical cumulativity
In Section 2.6.1, I called individuals in the denotation of singular nouns singular
individuals. Similarly, I call an event whose thematic roles map it exclusively to
singular individuals a singular event, and an event that is not a singular event a
plural event. Choosing these terms allows me to sidestep the question of whether
singular events should be represented as mereological atoms. DiUerent views
exist on this question. Landman (2000) assumes that all singular events are atoms
because this allows him to treat distributivity and plurality as the same thing. For
Krifka (1998), this is not the case. For example, the event in which John reads a
certain book has proper parts in which John reads part of the book. In fact, Krifka
leaves open whether atomic events exist at all. (The discrepancy between the
two accounts is likely related to the fact that Landman does not try to model the
aspectual phenomena that motivate Krifka’s assumptions.) I take Krifka’s view
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and make no assumptions about whether singular events are atomic.
In mereological event semantics, the sum of any two events is itself an event
(see Section 2.4.3). In general, the sum of two singular events is a plural event. For
example, let e1 be the event in which John (j) lifts a certain box b and e2 the event
in which Mary (m) lifts a certain table t. The sum e1 ⊕ e2 is itself an event. The
agent of e1 is j and the agent of e2 is m. Since I assume that thematic roles are sum
homomorphisms (see Section 2.5.1), the agent of the sum event e1 ⊕ e2 is j ⊕m,
the sum of their agents. Since entity j ⊕m is not a singular individual, the event
e⊕ e2 is a plural event.
While it might seem intuitive to assume that verbs only apply to singular events,
I take the opposite view: verbs may apply both to singular and to plural events.
More speciVcally, whenever two events are in the denotation of a verb, so is their
sum. This is a common and well-motivated assumption (Scha 1981; Schein 1986,
1993; Lasersohn 1989; Krifka 1986, 1992; Landman 1996, 2000). Following Kratzer
(2007), I call this assumption lexical cumulativity. Within a Neo-Davidsonian
framework, lexical cumulativity is complemented by the analogous assumption
that all thematic roles are closed under sum formation (see Section 2.5.1). In the
context of other approaches to verbal denotations where verbs denote relations,
lexical cumulativity can be implemented as assuming that these relations are closed
under pointwise sum formation (see Section 2.3.1).
In the previous example, lexical cumulativity has the consequence that the verb
lift applies not only to the event e1 and to the event e2, but also to their sum e1⊕e2.
In general, verbs can be said to have plural denotations, in the sense that their
denotation obeys the same equation (58) as plural count nouns on the inclusive
view (48), repeated in (59):
(58) JV K = ∗JV K
(59) JNplK = ∗JNsgK
Following Kratzer (2007), I include the algebraic closure operator in the typo-
graphical representation of verb meanings as a reminder of the lexical cumulativity
assumption. For example, instead of writing λe[lift(e)] for the meaning of the verb
lift, I write λe[∗lift(e)]. I do the same for thematic roles.
The lexical cumulativity assumption is motivated by the entailments in (60)
and (61) (Krifka 1989, 1992). Because of the parallelism between (58) and (59), the
explanation of these entailments is completely analogous to the explanation of the
entailment in (62), which motivated the treatment of plurality in Link (1983).
(60) a. John slept.
b. Mary slept.
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c. ⇒ John and Mary slept.
(61) a. John lifted box b.
b. Mary lifted table t.
c. ⇒ John and Mary lifted box b and table t.
(62) a. John is a boy.
b. Bill is a boy.
c. ⇒ John and Bill are boys.
As Kratzer (2007) notes, another motivation for lexical cumulativity comes
from iterative interpretations of verbs. In English, semelfactive verbs such as cough
and achievements such as Vnd are systematically ambiguous or underspeciVed
between a “punctual” and an iterative sense. (I use the term “punctual” with
caution because I do not want to suggest that it takes no time at all to cough or
to Vnd something. Instants are not part of my temporal ontology anyway, see
Section 2.4.4.) For example, the sentence John coughed can be understood as saying
that John coughed once, or that he coughed several times (Carlson 2006), and
the sentence John found Weas can be understood as saying that there was one
punctual event in which John found some Weas, or that he found them over an
ongoing period of time, possibly one by one. The lexical plurality assumption
means that a predicate like λe[∗cough(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j] applies both to singular
and to plural coughing events. This fact captures the systematic ambiguity of
semelfactive predicates.
Iterative interpretations of semelfactives typically involve an alternation of
times at which the predicate is true and times at which it is false. The lexical
cumulativity assumption does not semantically entail this alternation, because
sum events with continuous runtimes fall under the denotation of the event pred-
icate as well as sum events with discontinuous runtimes. This is justiVed if the
alternation is a pragmatic implicature, as opposed to a semantic entailment, as
argued by Egg (1995). For more on iterativity, see Lasersohn (1995) and van Geen-
hoven (2004). These authors model iterativity by dedicated verb-level iterativity
operators, but these operators are more diXcult to motivate independently than
lexical cumulativity (Kratzer 2007). Since iterativity appears to be possible with
all English predicates, an operatorless approach is ceteris paribus preferable to an
operator-based approach, as Kratzer notes.
While lexical cumulativity does not entail that all verb phrases have cumulative
reference (for example, the sum of two events in the denotation of the verb phrase
carry exactly two pianos is not again in its denotation, because it involves four rather
than two pianos), there are some verb phrases that do obtain cumulative reference
as a consequence of lexical cumulativity. For example, lexical cumulativity has
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the eUect that the lexical predicate carry has cumulative reference, and applies not
only to singular carrying events but also to sums of such events. The eUect of this
assumption on the denotation of the verb phrase carry the piano is that it denotes a
predicate which applies not only to singular carrying events whose theme is the
piano, but also to sums of such events (63a). As a consequence, the entire phrasal
predicate carry the piano has cumulative reference, and it has the same denotation
as it would have if the star operator were applied to the entire phrasal predicate
(63b). In other words, (63a) and (63b) are equivalent.
(63) a. λe[∗carry(e) ∧ ∗th(e) = ιx.piano(x)]
b. ∗λe[carry(e) ∧ ∗th(e) = ιx.piano(x)]
The concept of lexical cumulativity is a theoretical assumption which is imple-
mented by adopting the premise that every verb denotes a predicate that satisVes
cumulative reference. This implementation of lexical cumulativity aUects the deno-
tations of all verbs without exception. A consequence of this assumption is that is
not possible to use cumulative reference to model the telic-atelic opposition, as is
sometimes proposed (e.g. Egg 1995; Zwarts 2005). Lexical cumulativity entails that
even certain telic predicates have cumulative reference, such as achievement verbs
with deVnite objects. For example, reach the summit is telic but cumulative.
2.8 Noun phrases
I assume a treatment of noun phrases along the lines of Landman (1996, 2000). In
Landman’s account, deVnite and indeVnite noun phrases are ambiguous between
sum and group interpretations. This ambiguity is motivated by cumulative and
collective readings.
Cumulative readings involve two plural entities A and B and a relation R that
holds between the members of these plural entities in a certain way. In canonical
examples of cumulative readings, A and B are introduced by two plural deVnite or
indeVnite arguments of a verb that is distributive on both these arguments, and
R is introduced by this verb. A cumulative reading with a distributive predicate
licenses the inference that the relation R relates each singular individual in A to
at least one singular individual in B, and vice versa. For example, (64a) involves
reference to a plural individual consisting of 600 Dutch Vrms (A), another one
consisting of 5000 American computers (B), and a relation of using (R). The most
prominent reading of (64a), paraphrased in (64b), is a cumulative reading.
(64) a. 600 Dutch Vrms use 5000 American computers. (Scha 1981)
b. 600 Dutch Vrms each use at least one American computer and 5000
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American computers are each used by at least one Dutch Vrm.
Cumulative readings are modeled as scopeless relations: Even when the plural
entities A and B are introduced by scope-taking elements such as indeVnites,
none of them takes scope over the other. For example, the cumulative reading of
Sentence (64a) is modeled as follows:
(65) ∃e[∗use(e) ∧ ∗dutch.Vrm(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 600 ∧
∗american.computer(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 5000]
This representation is equivalent to the representation in (66) given the fol-
lowing assumptions: verbs and thematic roles are closed under sum (see Sections
2.7.2 and 2.5.1), and own is distributive down to atoms on both its agent and theme
arguments (see Section 4.5). While the representation in (66) is probably more read-
able, the one in (65) is easier to derive compositionally (see Section 2.10) because it
keeps the two arguments neatly apart. This observation goes back to Schein (1986)
and Krifka (1986), and is developed in detail in Krifka (1999) and Landman (2000).
(66) ∃x∃y[∗dutch.Vrm(x) ∧ |x| = 600 ∧ ∗american.computer(y) ∧ |y| = 5000
∧ ∀x′ ≤Atom x ∃y′ ≤Atom y ∃e[use(e) ∧ ag(e) = x′ ∧ th(e) = y′]
∧ ∀y′′ ≤Atom y ∃x′′ ≤Atom x ∃e[use(e) ∧ ag(e) = x′′ ∧ th(e) = y′′]]
I assume that cumulative readings are a separate kind of interpretation and
must be distinguished from collective readings (cf. Landman 1996, 2000). The
term collectivity is understood in this section in the sense of what I call thematic
collectivity in Section 9.5.1. Instances of thematic collectivity are characterized
by non-inductive generalizations. Landman’s cases of collectivity all represent
thematic collectivity.
Typical examples of collective readings involve a noun phrase in agent posi-
tion and entail that the group to which the noun phrase refers bears collective
responsibility for the event, above and beyond the individual responsibilities of
its members. Typical examples of cumulative readings do not give rise to this
entailment.
For example, (67) only has a collective reading, not a cumulative reading. The
interpretation of this sentence is not cumulative because it does not entail that
each cowboy sent an emissary to some Indian, nor that each Indian was sent an
emissary, and it is collective because the cowboys bear collective responsibility for
the action of sending an emissary.
(67) The cowboys sent an emissary to the Indians.
By contrast, example (68) only has a cumulative reading, not a collective
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reading, Vrstly because it does entail that each man in the room is married to a girl
across the hall and vice versa, and secondly because there is no sense in which the
men have collective responsibility for being married to the girls above and beyond
their individual responsibilities.
(68) The men in the room are married to the girls across the hall. (Kroch 1974)
Collective readings also occur when there is only one noun phrase in the
sentence:
(69) Three boys carried a piano upstairs.
Following Landman (2000), I assume that this sentence has the following
readings and representations:
(70) DiUerent-pianos distributive reading:
∃x[∗boy(x) ∧ |x| = 3 ∧ ∀y ≤Atom x ∃e[∗carry.upstairs(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =
y ∧ piano(∗th(e))]]
(Three boys each carried a piano upstairs.)
(71) Same-piano distributive reading:
∃e[∗carry.upstairs(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 3 ∧ piano(∗th(e))]
(There is a piano that three boys each carried upstairs.)
(72) Collective reading:
∃e[∗carry.upstairs(e) ∧ ∃x[∗boy(x) ∧ |x| = 3 ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (x) ∧
piano(∗th(e))]]
(There is a piano that three boys, as a group, carried upstairs.)
These representations rely on the assumption that carry.upstairs is distributive
on at least its agent predicate. That is, whenever a sum of indidivuals is the agent
of a carrying-upstairs event e, its mereological parts are the agents of carrying-
upstairs events that are parts of e. The notion distributive predicate is taken up
again in Section 4.5.
The collective reading blocks this entailment by relating the piano to an atom
that represents the boys as a group. Following Landman (2000), I represent this
reading by shifting the sum individual x that represents three boys to a group
individual ↑ (x) that represents these three boys, taken as a group (see Section
2.3.1). Since this group is taken to be a mereological atom, the relation between a
group and its members is distinct from the mereological relation between a proper
sum and its parts. Following Landman, I call atoms “impure” when they are formed
through the group formation operator. As described in Section 2.3.1, I assume that
atomicity checks can distinguish between pure and impure atoms. I assume that
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the atoms in the denotation of singular count nouns are all pure atoms (see Section
2.6.1).
To derive the readings above, I assume that deVnites and indeVnites are am-
biguous between a sum and a group interpretation. Some sample translations of
verb phrases with deVnites and indeVnites are given below (see Section 2.10 for
the compositional process that underlies them). The
⊕
notation for plural deVnite
descriptions is equivalent to the alternative notation that uses σ, as explained in
Section 2.3.1.
(73) a. Ja boyK = JboyK = λx[boy(x)]
b. JboysK = λx[∗boy(x)]
c. Jthree boyssumK = λx[∗boy(x)] ∧ |x| = 3
d. Jthree boysgroupK = λx∃y[x =↑ (y) ∧ ∗boy(y) ∧ |y| = 3]
e. Jthe boyssumK = ⊕ boy
f. Jthe boysgroupK = ↑ (⊕ boy)
As these translations illustrate, I assume that numerals have an exactly interpre-
tation. As discussed in Section 2.5.5, this assumption is not crucial because in this
work, I only consider upward-entailing quantiVers anyway. The generalization to
non-upward entailing quantiVers is compatible with the approach presented here
but requires additional technical devices such as maximization operators (Landman
2000; Krifka 1999; Brasoveanu 2010).
Example (74) illustrates the standard translation of quantiVcational noun
phrases, which I adopt.
(74) Jevery boyK = λP∀x[boy(x)→ P (x)]
There are two diUerent quantifying-in operations that can apply to deVnites and
indeVnites. NQI, or non-scopal quantifying-in, corresponds to classical Montague
quantifying-in or quantiVer raising. SQI or scopal quantifying-in gives a sum noun
phrase wide scope and ensures that it is interpreted distributively by replacing the
plural entity introduced by a noun phrase with a quantiVer over every one of its
atoms. (Applying SQI to a group noun phrase has no eUect. If the noun phrase
introduces a group, this is vacuous, since the only atom of a group is the group
itself.) SQI is used to produce the diUerent-pianos distributive reading (70). In both
cases, the raised quantiVer is replaced by a trace of type e. For more details, see
Landman (1996, 2000).
Section 2.4.6 gives a compositional derivation of a numeral noun phrase on its
sum interpretation. I assume that the other types of noun phrases have similar
derivations. For example, the group interpretation can be obtained through an
optional type shifting mechanism. The details do not matter. See Landman (2000)
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for a concrete proposal.
2.9 Prepositional phrases
There is only one prepositional phrase that plays a role in this work, namely the
directional prepositional phrase to the store. I assume a semantic representation in
the style of Zwarts (2006) that involves a directed spatial interval or path whose
end is (the location of) the store.
(75) Jto the storeK = λV〈vt〉λe[end(σ(e)) = the.store]
See also Hinrichs (1985), Krifka (1998), Zwarts (2005, 2006) for the treatment of
paths in aspectual composition and Section 2.4.4 for the notion of spatial interval.
2.10 The compositional process
Following Parsons (1990) and Krifka (1992), I assume that verbs and verbal projec-
tions denote sets of events, type 〈vt〉 (Section 2.7.1). For noun phrases, as described
in Section 2.8, I follow the standard assumption that they can have individual type
(e), predicative type 〈et〉 or quantiVcational type 〈et, t〉. I assume that the applica-
tion of a predicative or referential noun phrase to a verbal projection amounts to
intersecting two sets of events. This idea goes back at least to Carlson (1984). For
example, the interpretation of John loves Mary amounts to intersecting the set of
events whose agent is John, the set of loving events, and the set of events whose
theme is Mary. At the end of the derivation, a sentence mood operator applies.
Since I only consider declarative sentences, I make the standard assumption that
this operator only binds the event variable with an existential quantiVer. I call this
operator existential closure or simply [∃].
Following Landman (2000), I assume that referential and predicative noun
phrases can be interpreted in situ or by quantiVer raising (see Section 2.8). The
latter option can also account for distributive readings of these noun phrases, given
certain assumptions about the quantiVer raising operation. Since the relevant read-
ings do not play a role in this work, I refer the reader to Landman (2000) for details.
QuantiVcational noun phrases like every boy could also be interpreted in situ if we
make certain adjustments to their translations and/or to the compositional process
(Champollion 2010). However, I prefer to follow Landman (2000) in assuming
that they always undergo quantiVer raising. This assumption is necessary for
the account of dependent plurals as formulated by Zweig (2008, 2009), on which
Chapter 9 relies. As for the noun phrase all the boys, I assume in that chapter that
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it has referential rather than quantiVcational type, and is interpreted in situ.
Implementing Carlson’s idea requires shifting the types of verbal projections
and noun phrases. There does not seem to be a best practice of how to resolve
this kind of type mismatch; instead, authors follow their own conventions. For
example, Kratzer (1996), who only uses the thematic role corresponding to the
external argument, assumes an operation of “event identiVcation” that connects
the thematic role with the verb phrase, while Landman (2000) assumes that the
compositional process can lift the type of verbal projections so that they combine
with noun phrases through function application.
I assume, similarly to Landman, that the type mismatch is resolved by type
shifters. My setup is diUerent from his because he assumes neither that verbs
denote sets of events, nor that thematic roles are introduced by separate lexical
entries. I assume that the following type shifters can apply freely to thematic roles,
verbal projections, and noun phrases:
(76) Predicative type shifters:
a. VP, then NP: λθ〈ve〉λV〈vt〉λP〈et〉λe[V (e) ∧ P (θ(e))]
b. NP, then VP: λθ〈ve〉λP〈et〉λV〈vt〉λe[V (e) ∧ P (θ(e))]
(77) Referential type shifters:
a. VP, then NP: λθ〈ve〉λV〈vt〉λx〈e〉λe[V (e) ∧ θ(e) = x]
b. NP, then VP: λθ〈ve〉λx〈e〉λV〈vt〉λe[V (e) ∧ θ(e) = x]
For concreteness, I assume that these type shifters always apply Vrst to the
thematic role, and then in any order to the verbal projection and to the noun
phrase. This Wexible order allows me to remain noncommittal about whether noun
phrases c-command thematic role heads or are c-commanded by them. The former
assumption is generally made for the little-v head, which I represent as [ag], while
the latter assumption makes thematic role heads analogous to silent prepositions.
These choices are not essential for the present work.
The compositional process is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The sentence used here
is John and Mary saw thirty zebras. Based on our background assumptions, the LF
generates the cumulative reading of this sentence: there is a sum of seeing events
whose agents sum up to John and Mary and whose themes sum up to thirty zebras.
This reading does not entail that each zebra was seen by both John and Mary, nor
that the zebras were seen simultaneously. I return to this point in Chapter 4.
The same LF could also model the sentence John and Mary looked at thirty
zebras if we assume that see and look have the same lexical entries and that at is
the overt counterpart of [th]. This is the main motivation for the syntactic position
of [th].
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Figure 2.4: The compositional process
(*****)
[∃]
λVvt∃e[V (e)]
(****)
〈e〉
j ⊕m
John and Mary
(***)
[ag]
〈ve〉
λe[∗ag(e)]
(**)
saw
〈vt〉
λe[∗see(e)]
(*)
[th]
〈ve〉
λe[∗th(e)]
〈et〉
λx[∗zebra(x) ∧
|x| = 30]
thirty zebras
(*) Predicative type shifter, NP Vrst: λθ〈ve〉λP〈et〉λV〈vt〉λe[V (e) ∧ P (θ(e))]
Result: λV〈vt〉λe[∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30]
(**) Function application
Result: λe[∗see(e) ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30]
(***) Referential type shifter, VP Vrst: λθ〈ve〉λV〈vt〉λx〈e〉λe[V (e) ∧ θ(e) = x]
Result: λxλe[∗ag(e) = x ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30]
(****) Function application
Result: λe[∗see(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ⊕m ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30]
(****) Existential closure
Result: ∃e[∗see(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ⊕m ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30]
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Chapter 3
The cast of characters
3.1 Introduction
Three constructions are at the center of this work: for-adverbials, pseudopartitives,
and constructions with each.
(1) For-adverbials:
a. John ran for Vve minutes. atelic
b. *John ran to the store for Vve minutes. *telic
(2) Pseudopartitives:
a. thirty pounds of books plural
b. thirty liters of water mass
c. *thirty pounds of book *singular
(3) Constructions with each:
a. The boys each walked. distributive
b. *The boys each met. *collective
As mentioned in Chapter 1, these constructions all have a constituent which
is subject to a certain restriction. The predicate modiVed by a for-adverbial must
be atelic, the substance noun of a pseudopartitive must be either mass or plural,
and the verb phrase of an each-construction must be distributive. In the examples
above, I have marked these constituents in bold.
In this chapter, I present a plausible baseline theory for the syntax and semantics
of these constructions and their constituents, relying on the assumptions in Chapter
2. I keep things symmetric across domains as much as seems reasonable, so that
the parallels which I draw in the subsequent chapters are not obscured more than
necessary. More reVned theories might require giving up the symmetries I assume
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here. Doing so should not aUect the insights underlying the theory presented in the
subsequent chapters, but it might make it necessary to reformulate the technical
implementation in a less conspicuous way.
3.2 Pseudopartitives
Pseudopartitives, also called measure constructions, are noun phrases that involve
reference to an amount of some substance. Both the amount and the substance
involved are speciVed with a noun; in English, the nouns are separated by the
word of:
(4) three liters of drinkable water
The term pseudopartitive was introduced by Selkirk (1977) to distinguish this
construction from true partitives such as three liters of the water. I refer to the
noun that comes to the right of of as the substance noun, and to the substance noun
together with any of its modiVers the substance nominal. The noun liters in this
example is a measure noun (see Section 2.6.3). In example (4), the substance noun
is water, and the substance nominal is drinkable water. As explained below, I treat
three liters as a constituent, namely a measure phrase.
Pseudopartitives with measure nouns are called measure pseudopartitives. Pseu-
dopartitives can also be formed in other ways, for example with container nouns
(three glasses of wine) or classiVer nouns (three heads of cattle). For a discussion of
the syntactic and semantic properties of the diUerent kinds of pseudopartitives,
see Keizer (2007), Chapter 6. Group nouns like committee can head a construction
that is at least superVcially similar to pseudopartitives (a committee of women). As
discussed in Section 2.6.4, I do not consider this construction a pseudopartitive.
The claims in this work only concern the measure reading of pseudopartitives.
Pseudopartitives with measure nouns only have a measure reading; pseudopar-
titives with container nouns are ambiguous between a measure reading and an
individuating reading (see Section 2.6.3). As the term measure phrase suggests, I
assume that the measure noun of a measure pseudopartitive forms a constituent
with the determiner that precedes it (5a). An alternative to this analysis would
involve the right-branching structure (5b). I adopt (5a) to reWect the semantic
parallel between pseudopartitives and other distributive constructions (see Table
4.3). However, it would not be diXcult to reformulate this work in a way that
is consistent with structure (5b). My compositional implementation in Section
4.7 places the essential machinery into the lexical entry of of. The only relevant
diUerence between the two structures is whether of combines with two and pounds
at once or one at a time. It is an easy technical exercise to rewrite the lexical entry
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of of to mirror this diUerence.
(5) a.
two pounds of tomatoes
b.
two
pounds
of tomatoes
The following coordination test shows that my syntactic assumption is at
least initially plausible.9 While the string two pounds can be coordinated without
problems (6), many people reject sentences in which the string pounds of tomatoes
is part of a coordination structure (7).
(6) John bought two pounds and two ounces of tomatoes.
(7) *John bought two pounds of tomatoes and grams of saUron.
More arguments in favor of the symmetric structure are found in Gawron
(2002). However, the choice between the two structures is by no means settled.
The symmetric structure is also adopted by Akmajian and Lehrer (1976), Guéron
(1979), Gawron (2002), Schwarzschild (2002, 2006), while the right-branching
structure is adopted by Stickney (2008), Chierchia (2008), Bale (2009), among
others. Landman (2004) and Rothstein (2009) make the plausible claim that the
symmetric structure corresponds to the measure reading and the right-branching
structure to the individuating reading.
I represent the meaning of a measure pseudopartitive as follows:
(8) three liters of water
λx[water(x) ∧ liters(volume(x)) = 3]
I write liters(volume(x)) = 3 and not simply liters(x) = 3 because I assume
that there is a layer of degrees that mediates between substances and natural
numbers (Section 2.4.5). I use the term measure function for functions from entities
to degrees, and the term unit function for functions from degrees to numbers (see
Sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4).
To derive the representation in (8) compositionally, I assume the lexical entries
and the LF in Figure 3.1. I represent the source of the measure function volume as
a silent lexical item, which I write [volume]. This is one possible way to express
the fact that the overt part of a pseudopartitive does not always uniquely specify
this measure function (see Section 2.5.4). It would also be possible to introduce
the measure function as a free variable. As far as I can tell, this choice does not
interact with any other assumptions. The position of [volume] in the tree does not
9I thank Alan Bale for discussing this issue with me.
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matter either.
Figure 3.1: Skeletal LF of an ordinary pseudopartitive
〈et〉
λx[water(x) ∧ liters(volume(x)) = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
liters
〈n, dt〉
λnλd[liters(d) = n]
[volume]
〈ed〉
λx[volume(x)] of〈αt, 〈αβ, 〈βt, αt〉〉〉
λSλMλKλb
[S(b) ∧ K(M(b))]
water
〈et〉
λx[water(x)]
The arguments of the translation of of are represented with the letters S, M, K,
and b. The uppercase letters can be taken as standing for predicates of arbitrary
predicative type here. In Section 4.4, they resurface as mnemonics for the terms
Share, Map, and Key. The letter b is a variable over entities of any basic type. The
type of of is polymorphic because I assume that events rather than ordinary objects
and intervals rather than degrees can also be used. The Greek letters α and β stand
for arbitrary types. In this particular LF, α is resolved to e and β to d. But this
may be diUerent in other cases. For example, I assume that a pseudopartitive like
three hours of walking denotes a set of events rather than individuals, and that the
domain of the unit function introduced by the word hours contains intervals rather
than degrees (see Section 2.5.4).
Figure 3.2 shows an LF for three hours of walking. The star in front of the
translation of walk is a reminder that the denotations of verbs are assumed to be
their own algebraic closures, see Section 2.7.2.
This type of representation is an incomplete skeleton. Alone, it does not provide
any explanation for the constraints on pseudopartitives described in Chapters 1
and 7, because it does not contain any constraints itself. For example, there is no
explanation why *three pounds of book cannot be interpreted as follows:
(9) three pounds of book
λx[book(x) ∧ pounds(weight(x)) = 3]
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Figure 3.2: Skeletal LF of an event pseudopartitive
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
hours
〈n, it〉
λnλt[hours(t) = n]
[runtime]
〈vi〉
λe[τ(e)]
of
〈αt, 〈αβ, 〈βt, αt〉〉〉
λSλMλKλb
[S(b) ∧ K(M(b))]
walking
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e)]
A constraint that rules out this pseudopartitive, along with the other unaccept-
able examples of the constructions discussed in Chapter 1, is introduced in Chapter
4. It is further developed in Chapter 7.
3.3 For-adverbials
For-adverbials have also been called measure adverbials, aspectual adverbials, and
(when they are temporal rather than spatial) durative adverbials. Based on examples
like (10), they have been used as a diagnostic of atelicity since at least Verkuyl
(1972). In fact, Verkuyl (1989) considers them the most reliable indicator of atelicity.
(10) a. John ran for Vve minutes / for three hours / for miles.
b. *John ran to the store for Vve minutes / for three hours / for miles.
As in the case of the count-mass distinction (see Section 2.6), the telic-atelic
distinction shows a certain amount of elasticity. To some extent, run to the store may
be reinterpreted or “coerced” as an atelic predicate with the meaning “run towards
the store”. I have nothing to say about the phenomenon of aspectual coercion. I
also exclude from consideration the so-called result state related interpretation of
for-adverbials (Piñón 1999b), which is discussed by Dowty (1979) under the name of
internal interpretation. Example (11) is ambiguous between interpretations (12a)
and (12b). Dowty attributes this observation to Binnick (1969).
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(11) The SheriU of Nottingham jailed Robin Hood for four years.
(12) a. The SheriU of Nottingham spent four years bringing it about that
Robin Hood was in jail.
b. The SheriU of Nottingham brought it about that for four years Robin
Hood was in jail.
The result state related interpretation must be controlled for when we use
for-adverbials as an atelicity diagnostic, because it allows for-adverbials to combine
with telic and punctual predicates (John opened the window for Vve minutes). On
this interpretation, which corresponds to (12b), for-adverbials are compatible with
accomplishments (e.g. John opened the window for Vve minutes), and therefore do
not diagnose telicity. Many languages, such as German, have diUerent words for
the standard and the result state interpretation of for-adverbials (Piñón 1999b).
For-adverbials stand in near-complementary distribution with in-adverbials,
which reject atelic predicates and accept telic predicates. As Section 4.3.1 discusses,
the entailment pattern in (13) shows that sentences with for-adverbials, but not
those with in-adverbials, are distributive constructions:
(13) a. John ran for Vve minutes.
⇒ John ran for four minutes.
⇒ John ran for three minutes.
b. John ran to the store in Vve minutes.
6⇒ John ran to the store in four minutes.
I do not discuss in-adverbials in this work.
Regarding the syntax of for-adverbials, there is no consensus on whether they
attach below or above the subject. This issue becomes relevant in connection with
the interaction of for-adverbials and the Perfect. An overview of the relevant issues
and literature is found in Rathert (2004). The issue hinges on whether sentences
like the two following ones are synonymous:
(14) a. John has been in Boston for four years.
b. For four years, John has been in Boston.
Dowty (1979) reports that (14a) does not specify whether John is still in Boston,
but he judges (14b) to entail that he is still in Boston. Researchers who do assume an
ambiguity often attribute it to diUerent attachment sites: in (14a), the for-adverbial
can attach only above the subject, in (14b), it can also attach below the subject.
However, the accuracy of Dowty’s judgment has been challenged (Abusch and
Rooth 1990; Rathert 2004).
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In any case, the premise of such arguments is that for-adverbials always take
semantic scope where they take syntactic scope. Given this premise, another
argument that the higher attachment site is available comes from the contribution
of the subject to the aspectual properties of the sentence. Verb phrases that are
otherwise unacceptable with a for-adverbial can be rescued by an unbounded
subject (Verkuyl 1972):
(15) a. For years, water / *a liter of water came in from the rock.
b. For hours, people / *this person walked out of the house.
c. Patients here / *These two patients died of jaundice for months.
Conversely, the premise can also be used to argue for a possible attachment
site below the subject by using examples of verb phrase coordination:
(16) Yesterday one of my friends worked for eight hours, had dinner, and then
slept for Vve hours.
In this sentence, the two for-adverbials semantically, and therefore arguably
syntactically, modify the individual verb phrases rather than the entire sentence.
Figure 3.3 shows my LF for a verb phrase to which a for-adverbial has attached.
As in the case of pseudopartitives, this is an incomplete account that serves as a
canvas for what follows. Nothing in the entry of the for-adverbial presented here
rules out telic predicates.
Figure 3.3: Skeletal LF of a for-adverbial
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3]
walk
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e)] [runtime]
〈vi〉
λe[τ(e)] for
〈it, 〈vi, 〈vt, vt〉〉〉
λKλMλSλe
[S(e) ∧ K(M(e))]
three
〈n〉
3
hours
〈n, it〉
λnλt[hours(t) = n]
As Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show, I assume that there is no semantic diUerence
between an event pseudopartitive like three hours of running and a verb phrase
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modiVed by a for-adverbial like run for three hours. Of course, the two phrases do
not have the same distribution. However, since I assume that all verbal projections
involve reference to events, I have not used polymorphic types in my translation
of the word for.
The parallel between for-adverbials and event-based pseudopartitives that I
assume here is analogous to the well-known parallel between sentences and action
nominalizations. On the assumption that both involve reference to events, they
can be given identical semantic representations:
(17) a. The Romans destroyed a city.
b. the Romans’ destruction of a city
c. λe[∗destroy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = the.romans ∧ city(∗th(e))]
3.4 Adverbial-each constructions
The distributive item each can occur in diUerent positions: as a determiner-
quantiVer (18a), as an adverbial modiVer (18b), and as a “distance-distributive”
item (18c). The adverbial modiVer is also called “Woated” each in Choe (1987).
Distance-distributive each has also been called “shifted” (Postal 1974; Choe 1987),
“anti-quantiVer” (Choe 1987), “binominal” (SaVr and Stowell 1988), or “adnominal”
(Zimmermann 2002).
(18) a. Each man carried two suitcases.
b. The men each carried two suitcases.
c. The men carried two suitcases each.
In this work, I focus on the adverbial modiVer use of each and I call the type
of sentences that contain it adverbial-each constructions. I use each mainly for
the purpose of building a bridge between distributivity and the other phenomena
considered here. To this end, I show how to model its distributivity eUect in an
event-semantic framework. I have nothing to add to the speciVc problems brought
about by distance-distributive each. See Zimmermann (2002) for a study of this
use of each and its equivalents across many languages.
I assume that adverbial each modiVes a verb phrase. As discussed in Section
2.10, I assume that thematic role heads occur between noun phrases and the verbal
projections with which they combine. For the agent role head, this assumption is
widespread in the syntactic literature. The usual name for this head is v or “little
v”. Since I omit category labels in syntactic representations, I represent it instead
as [ag]. The square brackets are a reminder of the parallelism I assume between
thematic roles, trace functions like [runtime], and measure functions like [height].
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I assume that thematic roles are functions as well (see Section 2.5.1).
Like of in pseudopartitives and for in for-adverbials, adverbial each can only be
associated with predicative noun phrases (*every boy each walked). As in the case of
of and for, I write this fact directly into the lexical entry of each. To accommodate
the fact that referential noun phrases such as the boys or John and Mary are also
compatible with each, I assume that any noun phrase N whose translation is of
type e can be shifted to a noun phrase of type 〈et〉 which denotes the singleton set
λx[x = JNK]. This is the Quine operator of Partee and Rooth (1983). For a similar
assumption regarding the deVnite article, see Winter (2001, p. 153).10
Figure 3.4 shows my LF for the sentence three boys each walked before existential
closure applies (Section 2.10). For lack of space, I have not decomposed boys into
boy plus plural. See Section 2.6.2 for my assumptions on the meaning of plural
count nouns. As in the previous sections, this is an incomplete LF which does
not yet rule out collective predicates like met and which does not make sure that
predicates like build a raft are interpreted distributively. These possibilities will be
ruled out in Chapter 4, when a constraint is added to this LF.
Figure 3.4: Skeletal LF of an adverbial-each construction
〈et〉
λe[∗walk(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
[many]
〈n, et〉
λnλx[|x| = n]
boys
λx[∗boy(x)] [ag]
〈ve〉
λe[∗ag(e)]
each
〈vt, 〈ve, 〈et, vt〉〉〉
λSλMλKλc
[S(e) ∧K(M(e))]
walk
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e)]
10The Quine operator could also be used to cut down the number of type shifters in Section 2.10
by half, at the expense of producing slightly less readable logical translations.
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Chapter 4
The theory
4.1 Introduction
This chapter motivates and develops strata theory. I have already introduced its
main idea in Chapter 1. Here, I develop it in full formal detail against the backdrop
of the ontological and semantic assumptions presented in Chapter 2 and the LFs
presented in Chapter 3.
As described in the introduction, strata theory capitalizes on cross-categorial
parallels between atelic aspect, mass reference, plural reference, and distributivity.
Many authors have made analogies between some of these properties and put
them to use for drawing semantic generalizations across constituents that have
these properties. For example, the parallel between mass and plural reference is
exploited in Link (1983) and the one between mass and atelic reference in Bach
(1986). Rather than modeling these parallels through syntactic features, these
authors take the important step of relating them to semantic properties of the
denotations of the constituents in question. In a mereological framework, these
properties can be formalized through higher-order properties such as cumulative
and divisive reference. This is also the strategy I use here.
As this chapter will show, the higher-order properties that Link and Bach used
to characterize mass, plural and atelic reference do not adequately characterize the
restrictions that distributive constructions impose on their constituents. For this
reason, I introduce a new higher-order property called stratiVed reference. This
property has parameters which provide additional degrees of freedom compared
to more well-known properties like divisive and cumulative reference. These
parameters make it possible to use stratiVed reference to express similarities and
diUerences between distributive constructions in a uniform way.
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4.2 What is distributivity?
The use of the word distributivity generally indicates the application of a predicate
to the members or subsets of a set, or to the parts of an entity. This application
is diagnosed by the presence of certain entailments I call distributive entailments.
While the word distributivity and derived terms are widespread in the semantic
literature, there are no standard deVnitions, and a number of related concepts
can be distinguished for which the word is used. Distributivity can be a seen as
property of quantiVers (Section 4.2.1), a relation between two constituents (Section
4.2.2), a property of predicates (Section 4.2.3), or as I propose in Section 4.3, a
property of constructions. All these concepts are useful, but it is important to
delimit them from each other. Partly building on an overview by Tsoulas and
Zweig (2009), this section reviews existing notions of distributivity and provides
an overview of the relevant results from the semantic literature.
4.2.1 QuantiVcational distributivity
We speak of quantiVcational distributivity in connection with quantiVcational
noun phrases headed by determiners like every or each (e.g. Scha 1981). The truth
conditions of these noun phrases involve application of the verbal predicate to
each member of their witness set. This is probably the least controversial type
of distributivity, and it does not play a major role in this work. An exception is
the word all in its adnominal use. There is no consensus on whether adominal all
should be classiVed as a distributive quantiVer, because there is a class of predicates
with which it gives rise to collective readings (I will discuss them below under
the name gather-type predicates). Chapter 9 presents arguments for treating all
as a distributive quantiVer and draws a parallel between its behavior and other
distributive items.
4.2.2 Relational distributivity
When two diUerent constituents contribute to the content of a distributive entail-
ment, they are said to stand in a distributive relation. I refer to the presence of a
distributive relation generally as relational distributivity. In standard examples like
(1a), the constituents involved in a distributive relation are a subject and a verb
phrase, but this need not be so. A theory of distributivity that relies heavily on the
concept of a distributive relation is developed in Choe (1987). By contrast, I do not
assume that distributive relations are reiVed as syntactic or semantic links.
(1) a. Al and Bill each ate a pizza.
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b. Al and Bill ate a pizza.
Sentence (1a) has the distributive entailments that Al ate a pizza, and that Bill
ate a pizza. A distributive relation can be obligatory or optional. For example,
sentence (1b) leaves open whether one or two pizzas were eaten. In (1a), the relation
between the subject and the verb phrase is obligatorily distributive. In (1b), it is
optionally distributive.
A distributive relation can be indicated by distributive markers such as each in
(1a) (see Gil (1982) for a cross-linguistic survey). In the absence of overt markers,
certain sentences such as (1b) can exhibit a distributive relation optionally.
4.2.3 Predicative distributivity
Distributivity understood as a property of predicates is generally set in opposition
to collectivity. These notions are based on the behavior of predicates when they
occur with plural deVnites, noun phrases headed by every, and coordinated noun
phrases. Predicates such as smile or sing lead to (near-)equivalent sentences when
these diUerent kinds of arguments are used (2). These predicates are classiVed
as distributive. The class of collective predicates is formed by those predicates
for which this pattern breaks down because the combination with every and with
singular proper names leads to a category mistake (3).
(2) Distributive predicates
a. The children smiled. ⇔ Every child smiled.
b. John and Mary sang. ⇔ John sang.
(3) Collective predicates
a. The children gathered. 6⇔ *Every child gathered.
b. John and Mary gathered. 6⇔ *John gathered.
This distinction between distributive and collective predicates has been criti-
cized by Winter (2001, 2002) as not very useful and hard to justify. Winter notes
that the patterns in (2) and (3) are only valid if one abstracts away from a number
of factors: conventionalized coordinations, nonmaximality eUects on deVnite plu-
rals, and eUects related to group nouns. Winter’s concern about conventionalized
coordinations like Simon and Garfunkel, if I understand him correctly, is that they
do not always give rise to entailments like (2b), as shown in (4). The biconditional
in (2a) is only valid to the extent that the referent of the deVnite plural includes
every member of its complement noun, but this is not the case if the deVnite plural
has a nonmaximal interpretation (5). Furthermore, the test in (3) is only reliable as
long as its nouns are not replaced by group nouns and noun phrases like committee
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and Committee A (6).
(4) Simon and Garfunkel are performing in Central Park.
6⇒ Simon is performing in Central Park. (Winter 2001)11
(5) At the end of the press conference, the reporters asked the president ques-
tions.
6⇒ Every reporter asked the president a question. (Dowty 1987)
(6) a. Every committee gathered. vs. *Every child gathered.
b. Committee A gathered. vs. *John gathered.
Winter concludes from these problems that the standard distributive-collective
classiVcation is not tenable. He proposes to replace the traditional test in (3) with
an alternative test that does not use deVnite plurals and conjunctions and works
even when group nouns like committee are used in them. Winter’s test leads to
an alternative classiVcation based on whether or not a predicate is sensitive to
the distinction between singular quantiVcational determiners like every and plural
ones like all. Distributive predicates like smile are compatible with both kinds of
determiners and lead to equivalent interpretations. Winter calls this class atom
predicates (7). Some collective predicates, like be numerous show the same behavior
as distributive predicates like smile, while others like gather, which he calls set
predicates (8), distinguish between both.
(7) Atom predicates
a. All the children smiled. ⇔ Every child smiled.
b. All the committees are numerous. ⇔ Every committee is numerous.
(8) Set predicates
a. All the children gathered. 6⇔ *Every child gathered.
b. All the committees gathered. 6⇔ Every committee gathered.
As shown in Table 4.1, Winter’s test draws the boundary at a diUerent place
than the traditional distributive-collective criteria. For this reason, it is not useful
as a characterization of distributive predicates, which it is not meant to be. On
the other hand, by placing the boundary within the traditional class of collective
predicates, Winter’s test introduces a new and useful distinction within that class.
The categories I use are also shown in Table 4.1. They represent a synthesis
of both the traditional categories and those of Winter. Distributive predicates are
retained as a category, and collective predicates are split into numerous-type and
gather-type predicates. Section 9.5 proposes to account for the diUering behavior
11Winter attributes a similar example to Landman (p.c.).
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of these two classes of predicates in terms of the sum/group distinction. For now,
I leave collective predicates aside and concentrate on the notion of a distributive
predicate.
Table 4.1: Comparison of the distributive-collective and atom-set typologies
Example Traditional Winter This work
smile distributive
atom predicate
distributive
be numerous
collective
numerous-type
gather set predicate gather-type
Winter does not make any distinction between distributive and collective
predicates because he does not consider this distinction well-motivated. At least
for the purpose of this work, however, it is useful to have an operational deVnition
of a distributive predicate. To develop such a deVnition, it is necessary to address
Winter’s concerns about the reliability of the traditional tests. I propose to do
that by slightly reformulating the tests in order to control for eUects related to
nonmaximal interpretations, conventionalized coordinations, and group noun
eUects. As Malamud (2006b) observes, indeVnite numerals do not give rise to
nonmaximal interpretations. Sentence (9a) is from Malamud and sentence (9b) is
from Landman (1996, p. 435).
(9) a. The women in Bogoduhov gave birth to only seven children.
b. *Fifteen women gave birth to only seven children.
In reformulating the traditional test, we must take care not to rely on con-
structions involving coordinations (because they might be conventionalized) and
deVnite plurals (because they might be nonmaximal). Based on this reasoning, I
propose the following operational deVnition of a distributive predicate:
(10) Operational deVnition: Distributive predicate
A distributive predicate is a predicate for which (11a) and (11b) are acceptable
and mutually entail each other when it is substituted for PRED.
(11) a. Three people PRED.
b. Three people each PRED.
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The noun people may be replaced by another noun if necessary to avoid se-
lectional restrictions such as animacy requirements. To address Winter’s concern
about group nouns, we restrict the test by agreeing that this noun may not be
replaced by a group noun. I propose an operational deVnition of group nouns in
Section 2.6.4, which is based on a test proposed by Barker (1992).
To mention a few examples, the predicates sleep, run, sneeze, get up, wear a
dress, and take a breath are all distributive predicates according to the deVnition
in (10) because the entailment from (11a) to (11b) is obligatory with them. The
predicates eat a pizza, build a raft and ask a question are not distributive because
the entailment from (11a) to (11b) is not obligatory with them. The predicates meet
and be numerous are not distributive because at least (11b) is not acceptable except
when we replace the word people by a group noun such as committee, which by
convention is not allowed.
Following standard usage in the literature, I have described predicative dis-
tributivity as a property of intransitive predicates. The notion can be generalized
to describe transitive predicates, but in this case it needs to be relativized to an
argument position or thematic role. For example, kill is distributive on its theme
role but not on its agent role, since a group of people can only be killed if each of
them is killed, but a group of people can kill a person without each of them killing
that person (Lasersohn 1988; Landman 1996). This is illustrated in the following
scenario. The two outlaws Bonnie and Clyde were killed by a posse of six police
oXcers, which included SheriU Jordan. Given this background knowledge, (12a)
entails (12b) but not (12c).
(12) a. The police oXcers killed Bonnie and Clyde.
b. ⇒ The police oXcers killed Bonnie.
c. 6⇒ SheriU Jordan killed Bonnie and Clyde.
The idea that distributivity needs to be parametrized for a thematic role to
account for such phenomena is taken up again in Section 4.5.
4.3 Distributive constructions
Section 4.2 has shown how distributivity can be seen as a property of predicates,
of quantiVers, and of pairs of constituents. We can see distributivity in yet another
way, namely as a property of entire constructions. By understanding distributivity
in this way, we can abstract away from individual sentences and predicates. This
allows us to generalize the concept of distributivity to encompass restrictions on
aspectual properties and measure functions.
For this purpose, I introduce the following terminology. A distributive con-
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struction is a lexicosyntactic conVguration that imposes an obligatory distributive
relation between two of its constituents. A sentence instantiates a distributive
construction when the sentence exempliVes the syntactic conVguration of that con-
struction. We have already seen that the adverbial-each construction obligatorily
contains a distributive relation. Sentences with each are therefore uncontroversial
examples of distributive constructions.
A sentence like (13) does not instantiate a distributive construction, even though
it involves a distributive predicate (its verb phrase) and this predicate stands
in a distributive relation to the subject. The sentence does not instantiate a
distributive construction because there are other sentences with the same syntactic
conVguration, such as (14), which do not contain a distributive relation.
(13) Al and Bill took a deep breath.
(14) Al and Bill met.
This section provides initial motivation for treating adverbial-each construc-
tions, for-adverbials, and pseudopartitives as members of a natural class, namely
the class of distributive constructions.
4.3.1 For-adverbials are distributive constructions
For-adverbials can be classiVed as distributive constructions because they obli-
gatorily involve a distributive relation. On the assumptions in Section 3.3, a
sentence like (15a) involves reference to an event e0 whose runtime is an interval
of Vve-minute length. This sentence entails (15b) and (15c).
(15) a. John ran for Vve minutes.
b. ⇒ John ran for four minutes.
c. ⇒ John ran for three minutes.
In the present event semantic framework, the entailments in (15) involve the
existence of an event e1 in which John ran for four minutes, an event e2 in which
he ran for three minutes, and so on. The sentence features a distributive relation
because two of its constituents – the for-adverbial and the verbal or sentential
predicate it modiVes – jointly determine this entailment and because on the
semantic assumptions in Chapter 2, the events e1, e2, . . . that represent these
entailments are parts of the event e0.
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4.3.2 Pseudopartitives are distributive constructions
Pseudopartitives, such as the subject of (16), can also be classiVed as distributive
constructions.
(16) Three liters of water are suXcient.
Because the word water occurs in (16), the sentence gives rise to the entailment
that the parts of the quantity in question consist themselves of water. This entail-
ment only involves one constituent, namely water. However, the sentence also has
another distributive entailment: among these parts there exist one liter of water,
two liters of water, and so on. This existence entailment is present despite the fact
that the sentence has a nondistributive verb phrase, be suXcient, so the entailment
must be due to the pseudopartitive rather than the verb phrase. It is a distributive
entailment because it concern the parts of an entity, namely the water entity to
which the pseudopartitive refers, and it involves a distributive relation because the
meanings of both the constituent water and the constituent three liters contribute
to it. It is easy to see that the presence of this distributive relation is not accidental,
but that it is required by the construction, because every pseudopartitive gives rise
to similar entailments. Since pseudopartitives obligatorily involve a distributive
relation, I classify them as distributive constructions.
4.4 The components of a distributive relation
The previous section has established that adverbial-each constructions, for-ad-
verbials and pseudopartitives are distributive constructions because they involve
obligatory distributive relations between their constituents. Here, I introduce ter-
minology with which we can express generalizations over the three constructions.
As Zimmermann (2002, p. 23) observes, there is considerable terminological
confusion in the literature concerning the components of a distributive relation.
Table 4.2, which is expanded from that source, gives an overview of the terminol-
ogy.
For conciseness, I adopt the terms Key and Share, as in Gil (1989) and Choe
(1991).12 Intuitively, the term Share refers to the constituent whose denotation is
distributed over the parts of the referent of the other constituent, which is called the
12The term “Sorting Key” in Choe (1987) is taken from Kuno (1982), who uses it in describing
answers to multiple wh-questions. There are small diUerences not only in terminology but also in
its application. Choe, and SaVr and Stowell, use their terms Distributed Share and DistNP diUerently
than other authors: they apply it to the noun phrase a breath, as opposed to the entire verb phrase
took a breath. Link uses the term Distributional Key only for Keys that also exhibit quantiVcational
distributivity, like every.
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Table 4.2: Terms for the components of a distributive relation
Author Name for “The boys” Name for “(took) a breath”
Link (1986) distributional domain Distributive Share (DstrShr)
Choe (1987) Sorting Key (SrtKy) Distributed Share (DstrShr)
SaVr and Stowell (1988) Range NP Distributing NP (DistNP)
Gil (1989), Choe (1991) Key Share
Zimmermann (2002) DistKey DistShare
Blaheta (2003) Dist phrase Range
This work Key Share
Key. For example, the property of reading a book is distributed over the individual
boys, the property of being water is distributed over the liters, and the property
of being an event of pushing a cart is distributed over the hours. My use of the
terminology is illustrated in Table 4.3. The constituent structure presupposed by
this use is justiVed in Chapter 3.
Table 4.3: A bridge from distributivity to aspect and measurement
Construction Example Key Share Map
Adverbial each Three boys each laughed three boys laugh agent
For-adverbial John ran for three hours three hours John run runtime
Pseudopartitive three liters of water three liters water volume
The intuitive criterion behind the assignment of the terms Key and Share just
described is perhaps not completely clear. I also use a formal criterion, which
is more dependent on my speciVc choice of background assumptions, but which
coincides with the intuitive criterion and makes this assignment clearer. As
discussed in Section 2.5, I adopt a number of standard assumptions to the eUect
that constituents are related by certain covert functions: thematic roles, trace
functions, and measure functions. These functions coincide with distributive
relations in a particular way: they always map entities associated with the Share
to entities associated with the Key. For example, in Three boys each laughed, the
function ag maps events associated with the Share to entities associated with the
Key. In John ran for three hours, the function runtime maps events associated with
the Share to intervals associated with the Key, and in three liters of water, the
function volume maps substances associated with the Share to degrees associated
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with the Key. It can be useful to refer to these functions independently of the
construction involved. As shown in Table 4.3, I use the term Map for this purpose.
4.5 The constraints on distributive constructions
Recall that each-constructions only combine with distributive predicates, for-
adverbials only combine with atelic predicates, and pseudopartitives accept only
mass nouns and plural count nouns as substance nouns. Put in the terms just intro-
duced, these facts all concern Shares: each-constructions accept only distributive
predicates as Shares; for-adverbials accept only atelic predicates as Shares; and
pseudopartitives accept only mass nouns and plural count nouns as Shares.
I now present the traditional explanations of these facts, which are all formu-
lated separately, and then update each of them in successive reVnements to reWect
my own assumptions. In each case, the updates result in practically the same
concept. On the basis of this convergence, I then formulate a single constraint that
bridges the diUerences between the three constructions.
I now propose a higher-order property, stratiVed distributive reference, which
formally captures the notion of a distributive predicate that was operationally
deVned in Section 4.2.3. All distributive predicates can then be modelled as having
stratiVed distributive reference. Some predicates like smile or sneeze have this
property by virtue of their lexical semantics, and others like take a breath may
acquire this property through a D operator, to be introduced in Chapter 8. StratiVed
distributive reference provides a useful generalization that abstracts away from
these diUerent ways in which a predicate can be distributive. It encapsulates what
it means to be a distributive predicate. Isolating this property is a crucial step
on the way towards unifying it with its siblings in the domains of aspect and
measurement.
I introduce stratiVed distributive reference in several steps. We start with a
relatively simple idea: we require that the only kinds of events in a distributive
predicate are those which consist only of subevents to which the predicate also
applies and whose agent is a pure atom. This formulation is chosen in order to
exclude impure atoms from consideration. Impure atoms are used to represent
collective interpretations of plural deVnite and indeVnite noun phrases (see Section
2.8). Pure atoms represent the entities in the denotations of singular nouns (see
Section 2.6). The following preliminary deVnition encapsulates the idea just
described.
(17) StratiVed distributive reference (preliminary deVnition 1)
SDRag(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ ∀e′ ≤ e
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(∗ag(e′))
)
]
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(An event predicate P has stratiVed distributive reference with respect to
the thematic role ag if and only if every event e to which P applies only
has subevents to which P also applies and whose agents are pure atoms.)
This preliminary deVnition does not work correctly, however. Even lexical
predicates like sneeze, which are distributive according to the operational deVnition,
do not satisfy it. For the deVnition to be true, each subevent of e1⊕e2 must have an
atomic entity as its agent. The deVnition interferes with the assumption of lexical
cumulativity (Section 2.7.2). This assumption has the consequence that the sum of
two sneezing events is again in the denotation of sneeze. These sum events cause
the deVnition to break down, because by cumulativity of thematic roles (Section
2.5.1), their agents are generally not atoms. These sum events have subevents
whose agents are not atoms, namely themselves, because the subevent relation
≤ is modeled by the mereological parthood relation, and is therefore reWexive
(Section 2.3.1). For example, if e1 is a sneezing event whose agent is John and e2 is
a sneezing event whose agent is Mary, then event e1 ⊕ e2 has itself as a subevent,
but its agent, j ⊕m, is not atomic, contrary to the requirement of the deVnition.
A Vrst attempt at Vxing the deVnition would consist in replacing ≤ (parthood)
with < (proper parthood) in order to avoid the problem caused by reWexivity.
However, this does not work either: if the toy model is extended by a third sneezing
event e3, lexical cumulativity causes the event e1 ⊕ e2 ⊕ e3 to be a sneezing event,
and the event e1 ⊕ e2 is a proper part of this event. Since e1 ⊕ e2 does not have an
atomic agent, the deVnition again does not apply to sneeze.
Another attempt would consist in using the relation <Atom (proper atomic
parthood). Since e1 and e2 each have atomic agents, this attempt causes sneeze
to have stratiVed distributive reference as desired, assuming that e1 and e2 are
absolute atoms. This assumption is plausible because sneezing events are punctual.
But there is no guarantee that distributive predicates always apply exclusively to
events that consist of atomic events. Section 2.4.3 has already pointed out that it is
not necessary to assume that singular events are atomic. It is in fact implausible
to make this assumption, because non-punctual events in the extension of atelic
predicates are plausibly not atomic. Some of these atelic predicates, such as run,
are also distributive, but they would not be predicted to be distributive under this
attempt.
These two attempts at extending the concept of a distributive predicate to
an event-based framework have failed because of problems in selecting the right
subevents with atomic agents. These problems can be avoided in a deVnition that
remains neutral on the issue of how to identify these subevents. Schematically,
instead of requiring for any event e that every subevent (or proper subevent, or
proper atomic subevent) of e has an atomic agent, we require that there is some
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way of dividing every event e into subevents with atomic agents. In (18), this is
expressed by the star operator. To understand how this deVnition works, note that
e ∈ ∗λe′.C(e′) is true if and only if there is a way to divide e into one or more
possibly overlapping parts that are in C . To use a term from Schwarzschild (1996),
C must essentially act as a cover of e. See Section 5.4.2 for more discussion of this
point.
(18) StratiVed distributive reference (preliminary deVnition 2)
SDRag(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(∗ag(e′))
)
]
(An event predicate P has stratiVed distributive reference with respect to
a thematic role ag if and only if every event e to which P applies can be
exhaustively divided into one or more subevents (“strata”) to which P also
applies and whose agent is a pure atom.)
On this deVnition, sneeze is correctly predicted to have stratiVed distributive
reference with respect to the agent role. This is so because e1, e2 and their sum
e1⊕ e2 can each be divided into one or more sneezing events with an atomic agent.
The deVnition in (18) does not involve the notion of an atomic event, which makes
it possible for arguably nonatomic distributive predicates like run to have stratiVed
distributive reference.
The deVnition is still preliminary because it is tied to the thematic role ag. In a
next step, we generalize it to arbitrary thematic roles θ. DeVnition (19) does so by
replacing ag with θ.
(19) Final deVnition: StratiVed distributive reference
SDRθ(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
(An event predicate P has stratiVed distributive reference with respect to
a thematic role θ if and only if every event e to which P applies can be
exhaustively divided into one or more subevents (“strata”) to which P also
applies and whose θ is a pure atom.)
I call this deVnition of stratiVed distributive reference “Vnal” because I no
longer change it under this name. Instead, it will be subsumed under a more
general concept along with atelicity and monotonicity of measurement. Before
doing so, I apply the concept of stratiVed distributive reference to adverbial-each
sentences. With the help of this concept, we can now formulate the constraint on
Shares in adverbial-each sentences.
This generalization makes it easy to account for the inferential behavior of
predicates like kill which are distributive on only one of their arguments, in this
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case the theme. We can formalize this behavior as meaning postulates:
(20) Meaning postulates: kill is distributive with respect to themes but not
agents
a. SDRth(kill)
b. ¬SDRag(kill)
These postulates, together with the background assumptions on event seman-
tics and lexical cumulativity, correctly account for the inferential behavior of kill:
together with the translation of (21a), they entail the translation of (21b) but not
that of (21c). For ease of exposition, I represent the agents of (21a) and (21b) as
sums rather than groups. The diUerence does not matter here since there are no
inferences on the agents in these sentences.
(21) a. OXcers 1, 2, and 3 killed Bonnie and Clyde.
∃e[kill(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = o1 ⊕ o2 ⊕ o3 ∧ ∗th(e) = b⊕ c]
b. ⇒ OXcers 1, 2, and 3 killed Bonnie.
∃e′[kill(e′) ∧ ∗ag(e′) = o1 ⊕ o2 ⊕ o3 ∧ ∗th(e′) = b]
c. 6⇒ OXcer 1 killed Bonnie and Clyde.
∃e′′[kill(e′′) ∧ ∗ag(e′′) = o1 ∧ ∗th(e′′) = b⊕ c]
4.5.1 Adverbial each
The Share of a sentence with adverbial each must be a distributive predicate. This
is so by deVnition if we accept the operational deVnition in (10). With the help of
stratiVed distributive reference, we can now express this fact formally:
(22) Constraint on Shares of adverbial-each sentences
A sentence with adverbial each whose Key is K , whose Share is S and
whose Map is M is acceptable only if S has stratiVed distributive reference
with respect to M (formally: SDRM(S)).
The following examples illustrate how this constraint works:
(23) Three boys each laughed.
a. Key: Three boys
b. Map: agent
c. Share: laugh
Applied to example (23), constraint (22) predicts that the sentence is acceptable
only if the condition SDRag(laugh) is fulVlled. This condition expands as follows:
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(24) SDRag(laugh)
⇔ ∀e[laugh(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′ ( laugh(e′) ∧ PureAtom(∗ag(e′) )]
(Every laughing event can be divided into one or more laughing events
(“strata”) whose agent is a pure atom.)
This condition is fulVlled by the predicate laugh on the assumption that strati-
Ved distributive reference accurately models predicative distributivity, that is, on
the assumption that distributive predicates (according to the operational deVnition)
have stratiVed distributive reference (according to the formal deVnition). This
assumption is independently needed to explain the inference from (25a) to (25b).
(25) a. John and Mary laughed.
b. ⇒ John laughed.
The following example illustrates the case of a predicate that is not distributive:
(26) *Three boys each met.
a. Key: Three boys
b. Map: agent
c. Share: meet
Applied to example (26), constraint (22) predicts that the sentence is acceptable
only if the condition SDRag(meet) is fulVlled. This condition expands as follows:
(27) SDRag(meet)
⇔ ∀e[meet(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′ ( meet(e′) ∧ PureAtom(∗ag(e′)) )]
(Every meeting event can be divided into one or more meeting events whose
agent is a pure atom.)
This condition is not fulVlled by the predicate meet. A plural individual corre-
sponding to two boys can meet, and this meeting event does not have any parts,
let alone any parts whose agent is a pure atom. This assumption is independently
needed to explain the lack of inference from (28a) to (28b).
(28) a. John and Mary met.
b. 6⇒ *John met.
4.5.2 Temporal for-adverbials
The Share of a temporal for-adverbial must be an atelic predicate. As Dowty (1979)
shows, the entailment properties of atelic predicates with respect to a large range
of other phenomena, including tense, the progressive, and aspectualizers, can be
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represented as a Vrst approximation by modeling the denotations in terms of the
subinterval property. This is an old idea. For example, Vendler (1957) suggests that
activity predicates like run have the property that “any part of the process is of
the same nature as a whole”. He contrasts this property with accomplishment
predicates like run a mile, which “proceed toward a terminus which is logically
necessary to their being what they are”. The model-theoretic implementation
of the subinterval property is usually attributed to Bennett and Partee (1972). In
their original formulation, matrix verb phrases with this property are true at every
subinterval, including every moment, of the interval at which the sentence that
contains them is true. In our event-based framework, the subinterval property can
be deVned with the help of the relation AT from Section 2.5.2:
(29) DeVnition: Subinterval property
SUB(P ) def= ∀i[AT(P, i)→ ∀j[j < i→ AT(P, j)]]
⇔ ∀i∀e[P (e) ∧ τ(e) = i→ ∀j[j < i→ ∃e′[P (e′) ∧ τ(e′) = j]]]
(An event predicate P has the subinterval property if and only if whenever
it holds at an interval, it also holds at every one of its subintervals.)
It is well known that the subinterval property is too strong. This is known
as the minimal-parts problem (to be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5). For
example, waltz is an atelic predicate, but a subinterval that is so short that it
contains less than three steps makes it hard to determine whether these steps
qualify as waltzing (Dowty 1979). For this reason, it is diXcult to know whether
the subinterval property in (29) applies to waltz, and this makes it unsuited for
modeling atelicity.
DeVnition (30) implements a weaker version of the subinterval property that
avoids the minimal-parts problem:
(30) DeVnition: StratiVed subinterval reference
SSRε(K)(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
ε(K)(τ(e′))
)
]
(An event predicate P has stratiVed subinterval reference with respect to a
Key K if and only if every event in its denotation can be divided exhaustively
into very small parts (“strata”) that are each in P . A very small part is one
whose runtime satisVes the predicate ε(K).)
The exact formulation of this deVnition is motivated in Chapter 5, but the basic
intuition behind it is the following:
• Instead of testing whether the predicate holds at every subinterval of the
interval i, the deVnition only tests whether this interval can be divided into
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suXciently small subintervals.13
• The deVnition of suXciently small is speciVed through the threshold param-
eter ε(K). I assume that ε is a predicate which takes a comparison class K
and an entity x and returns true if and only if x is very small with respect
to the comparison class K. For concreteness, I represent ε(K) with a very
small value, for example as λi.seconds(i) ≤ 1 for a one-second threshold.
This method avoids explicit reference to atomic events or intervals, similarly
to the deVnition of stratiVed distributive reference in (19).
We can now formulate the constraint on Shares in temporal for-adverbials with
the help of stratiVed subinterval reference. This constraint links the threshold
ε(K) to the Key (the temporal noun phrase) of the for-adverbial to express the fact
that what counts as very small is vague but depends on the Key.
(31) Constraint on Shares of temporal for-adverbials
A temporal for-adverbial whose Key isK and whose Share is S is acceptable
only if S has stratiVed subinterval reference (formally: SSRε(K)(S)), where
the threshold ε(K) holds of intervals whose runtime is very short with
respect to K .
The following examples illustrate how this constraint works:
(32) John and Mary waltzed for an hour.
a. Key: an hour
b. Threshold: e.g. λi.seconds(i) ≤ 3
c. Share: waltz
Applied to example (32), constraint (31) predicts that the sentence is accept-
able only if the condition SSRλi. seconds(i) ≤ 3(waltz) is fulVlled (I have speciVed a
somewhat arbitrary value of ε(K) for concreteness). This condition expands as
follows:
(33) SSRλi. seconds(i) ≤ 3(waltz)
⇔ ∀e[waltz(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
waltz(e′) ∧
seconds(τ(e)) ≤ 3
)
]
(Every waltzing event can be divided into one or more waltzing events
whose runtime is at most three seconds.)
13More precisely, the deVnition tests whether the event can be divided into subevents with
suXciently small subintervals, but this diUerence is not crucial. Since the runtime function τ is a
sum homomorphism (Section 2.5.2), the interval τ(e) is guaranteed to be the sum of these small
intervals of the parts of e that are at most as big as ε(K).
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This condition is fulVlled by the predicate waltz, as shown by the inference
patterns like the following (Dowty 1979).
(34) a. John and Mary waltzed from 3pm to 4pm.
b. ⇒ John and Mary waltzed from 3pm to 3:30pm.
The following example illustrates the case of a telic predicate:
(35) *John built a sand castle for an hour.
a. Key: an hour
b. Threshold: e.g. λi.seconds(i) ≤ 3
c. Share: build a sand castle
Applied to example (35), constraint (31) predicts that the sentence is acceptable
only if the condition SSRλi. seconds(i) ≤ 3(build.a.sand.castle) is fulVlled (again, my
choice of value for ε(K) is only for concreteness). This condition expands as
follows:
(36) SSRλi. seconds(i) ≤ 3(build.a.sand.castle)
⇔ ∀e[build.a.sand.castle(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
build.a.sand.castle(e′) ∧
seconds(τ(e′)) ≤ 3
)
]
(Every sand-castle-building event can be divided into one or more sand-
castle-building events whose runtime is at most three seconds.)
This condition is not fulVlled by the predicate build.a.sand.castle (Krifka 1998).
More generally, no sand-castle-building event can be divided into sand-castle-
building evens whose runtime is very short with respect to one hour. My speciVc
choice for the value of the threshold does not aUect the validity of the argument.
4.5.3 Pseudopartitives
The Share (the substance noun) of a pseudopartitive must be a mass term or a
plural count term. As is often noted (e.g. Bach 1986), the subinterval property,
which has been used to characterize atelicity, is similar to the concept of divisive
reference, which has been used to characterize mass terms and plurals.14 The
deVnition of divisive reference is repeated here from Section 2.3.2:
(37) DeVnition: Divisive reference
DIV(P ) def= ∀x[P (y)→ ∀y[y < x→ P (y)]]
14I follow Krifka (1989) in calling this concept divisive reference. Some authors refer to this
property as distributive reference, but I have already used a similar term above in (19) with a
diUerent meaning.
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(A predicate P over ordinary objects has divisive reference if every part of
any object in its denotation is also in its denotation.)
As a characterization of Shares in pseudopartitives, there is a serious problem
with divisive reference: all mass terms are acceptable Shares in pseudopartitives,
but the near consensus view in the semantic literature is that they do not all
have divisive reference. The evidence for this view is reviewed in Section 5.2.2.
The question then arises what kind of property can characterize the Shares of
pseudopartitives.
An example of a mass noun that does not have divisive reference is the mass
noun cable.15 It does not have divisive reference because not every part of a cable
segment qualiVes itself as a cable segment. Linear segments of a cable segment do,
but slices which run the length of the spool or which are taken through the middle
along the length of the cable segment do not.
Schwarzschild (2002, 2006) observes that these facts correlate with the inter-
pretation of pseudopartitives whose substance noun is cable: (38) can only be
interpreted as being about a cable whose length is three inches, not as a cable of
whose diameter is three inches.
(38) three inches of cable
As discussed in Chapter 3 and above, I adopt the standard assumption that the
measure and substance noun of a pseudopartitive are related by a covert measure
function, which I call the Map. The diUerent potential interpretations of (38) are
assigned diUerent logical representations which diUer only in the choice of this
measure function:
(39) λx[cable(x) ∧ ∃d[length(x) = d ∧ inches(d) = 3]]
(available)
(40) λx[cable(x) ∧ ∃d[diameter(x) = d ∧ inches(d) = 3]]
(unavailable)
These logical representations give us an initial handle on the cable problem.
The task consists of Vnding a constraint that rules out (40) but not (39). Note
that the use of the measure function diameter is not itself the problem, as there
15I refer to the mass noun cable, in the sense in which it appears in a spool of cable or a lot of cable.
I refer to entities in the denotation of the mass noun cable as cable segments. The count noun use
of cable is irrelevant here because singular count nouns do not occur as Shares of pseudopartitives.
As described in Section 2.6, I assume that there are two lexical entries for the count noun and the
mass noun use of words like cable, and that singular count nouns have quantized reference. As
described in Section 2.6.1, a contextual parameter speciVes the set of cable segments which are in
the denotation of the count noun cable.
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are other pseudopartitives which allow for an interpretation in which the covert
measure function is diameter. Schwarzschild (2002) considers the scenario of a
growing pool of oil seeping out of the ground. He observes that we can report its
progress by declaring there to be Vrst ten inches of oil, then Vfteen inches of oil,
and so on. As long as the measure function diameter is clearly retrievable from the
context of the utterance, these pseudopartitives are easily understood as involving
reference to the diameter of the pool.
I now propose a constraint that rules out (40), and formulate it in such a way
that it also excludes mass nouns and plural count nouns. Consider a cable segment
whose length is ten feet and whose diameter is ten inches. Among its parts, there
are segments whose length is three feet, others whose length is six feet, and so on.
These segments each qualify as cable, and their length is always lower than the
length of the entire segment. Their diameter, however, is always the same as the
diameter of the entire segment.
These facts can be modeled either by considering only certain subsets of the
parthood relation among the parts of the cable segment, or by loosening the
requirement of divisive reference so as to take a dimension parameter into account.
The former route is taken by Schwarzschild (2002, 2006), but it involves making the
parthood relation dependent on context. I argue against this strategy in Chapter 7.
For this reason, I take the latter route, which relies only on the mereological
parthood relation. The idea is to relativize the concept of divisive reference with
respect to a certain dimension or measure function such as length or diameter.
Intuitively, the mass noun cable is divisive along its length, but not along its
diameter. The following concept realizes this intuition by adding a parameter µ for
measure functions to the concept of divisive reference.
(41) StratiVed measurement reference (preliminary deVnition)
SMRµ(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ ∀d[d < µ(x)→ ∃y
(
y < x ∧ P (y)
∧ µ(y) = d
)
]]
(A predicate P has stratiVed measurement reference relative to a measure
function µ if and only if for any object x to which P applies, every value
smaller than the µ-value of x is the µ-value of some part of x to which P
again applies.)
The following equations illustrate the application of this deVnition to the cable
example.
(42) SMRlength(cable)⇔
∀x[cable(x)→ ∀d[d < length(x)→ ∃y
(
y < x ∧ cable(y)
∧ length(y) = d
)
]]
(Every cable segment of length 10in has as part a cable segment of length
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9in, another one of length 8in, etc.)
The fact that cable segments do not contain cable segments with a smaller
diameter can also be expressed:
(43) ¬SMRdiameter(cable)⇔
¬∀x[cable(x)→ ∀d[d < diameter(x)→ ∃y
(
y < x ∧ cable(y)
∧ diameter(y) = d
)
]]
(Not every (in fact, no) cable segment of diameter 10in has as part a cable
segment of diameter 9in, etc.)
While the preliminary deVnition of SMR above successfully links the reference
properties of cable with the available measure functions in pseudopartitives, it does
not yet address the fundamental problem of divisive reference. As discussed in
Chapter 5, the substances in the denotation of many mass nouns have parts outside
of their denotations. This problem is analogous to the minimal-parts problem of
atelic predicates that we encountered in the previous section. For example, cable is
not strictly speaking divisive because very short slices taken from a cable segment
may not qualify as cable segments. The solution to this problem is also analogous
to the case of for-adverbials: instead of testing that all values below the µ-value of
the substance are themselves µ-values of parts of the substance, we restrict our
attention to the merely very small (but not arbitrarily small) values. The concept
of stratiVed measurement reference is therefore redeVned in (44). This deVnition
tests whether there is a way of dividing every substance in the denotation of a
predicate P into parts which have a very small µ-value. As in the case of the
stratiVed subinterval property, a threshold parameter ε(K)is used to provide a
way to deVne what counts as very small.
(44) Final deVnition: StratiVed measurement reference
SMRµ,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
P (y) ∧
ε(K)(µ(y))
)
]
(A predicate P over ordinary objects has stratiVed measurement reference
with respect to a function µ and a threshold ε(K) if and only if there is
a way of dividing every entity in its denotation exhaustively into parts
(“strata”) that are each in P and which have a very small µ-value. Very
small µ-values are those that are less than or equal to a value that satisVes
ε(K).)
For the sake of the example, assume that the minimum length at which it is
clear that a part of a cable segment qualiVes as cable is 0.5in. Then the statement
that cable has stratiVed measurement reference with respect to length amounts
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to the statement that any cable segment can be divided into parts of 0.5in length
that each qualify as cable. The semantics of the star operator allows these parts
to overlap, which makes sure that the account extends to cable segments whose
length in inches is not a multiple of 0.5.
We can now formulate the constraint on Shares in pseudopartitives with the
help of stratiVed measurement reference. This constraint links ε(K) to the Key
(the measure nominal) of the pseudopartitive to express the fact that what counts
as very small can vary from pseudopartitive to pseudopartitive.
(45) Constraint on Shares of pseudopartitives
A pseudopartitive whose Key is K , whose Share is S and whose Map is M
is acceptable only if S has stratiVed measurement reference with respect to
M (formally: SMRM,ε(K)(S)), where the threshold ε(K) is very small with
respect to K .
The following examples illustrate how this constraint works. The Vrst example
assumes that the covert Map is length:
(46) three inches of cable
a. Key: three inches
b. Share: cable
c. Map: length
d. Threshold: e.g. λd.inches(d) ≤ 0.5
Applied to example (46), constraint (45) predicts that a sentence containing (46)
is acceptable only if the condition SMRlength, λd.inches(d) ≤ 0.5(cable) is fulVlled.
This condition expands as follows:
(47) SMRlength, λd.inches(d) ≤ 0.5(cable)
⇔ ∀x[cable(x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
cable(y) ∧
inches(length(y)) ≤ 0.5
)
]
(Every cable segment can be divided into one or more cable segments
(“strata”) whose length is at most 0.5 inches.)
This condition is intuitively fulVlled by the predicate cable. We have assumed
above that cable has divisive reference relative to length. We then concluded that
this assumption is too strong because arbitrarily short parts of a cable segment do
not always qualify as cable segments. The new deVnition corrects this problem.
The following example illustrates why cable cannot be used in a pseudopartitive
in connection with a diameter Map:
(48) three inches of cable
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a. Key: three inches
b. Share: cable
c. Map: diameter
d. Threshold: e.g. λd.inches(d) ≤ 0.5
Applied to example (48), constraint (45) predicts that the sentence is acceptable
only if the condition SMRdiameter, λd.inches(d) ≤ 0.5(cable) is fulVlled. This condition
expands as follows:
(49) SMRdiameter, λd.inches(d) ≤ 0.5(cable)
⇔ ∀x[cable(x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
cable(y) ∧
inches(diameter(y)) ≤ 0.5
)
]
(Every cable segment can be divided into one or more cable segments
(“strata”) whose diameter is at most 0.5 inches.)
As discussed above, this condition is not fulVlled, because when a cable segment
is cut lengthwise, the resulting parts do not generally qualify as cable segments.
4.6 Unifying the constraints
The fundamental parallel across distributive constructions emerges when we put
the properties that were deVned in the previous section side by side:
(50) DeVnition: StratiVed distributive reference
SDRθ(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
] = (19)
(51) DeVnition: StratiVed subinterval reference
SSRε(K)(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
ε(K)(τ(e′))
)
] = (30)
(52) DeVnition: StratiVed measurement reference
SMRµ,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
P (y) ∧
ε(K)(µ(y))
)
] = (44)
We arrived at these three properties from very diUerent starting points: strati-
Ved distributive reference through the attempt to model predicative distributivity
in an event-based framework; stratiVed subinterval reference as a reVnement of the
subinterval property to take the minimal-parts problem into account; and stratiVed
measurement reference from an attempt to explain why three inches of cable cannot
refer to a three-inch-thick cable segment.
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Although the three properties were independently motivated, they are very
similar to each other. They can now be subsumed under one common property,
which I simply call stratiVed reference.
(53) DeVnition: StratiVed reference
SRf,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
P (y) ∧
ε(K)(f(y))
)
]
(A predicate P has stratiVed reference with respect to a function f and a
threshold ε(K) if and only if there is a way of dividing every entity in its
denotation exhaustively into parts (“strata”) which are each in P and which
have a very small f -value. Very small f -values are those that satisfy ε(K).)
The symbols for constants and variables in this deVnition should be taken to be
unsorted, since the deVnition is intended to subsume properties of event predicates
and properties of predicates over ordinary objects.
With the help of stratiVed reference, we can now unify the constraints on
distributive constructions which were formulated separately above, and which are
repeated here for convenience.
(54) Constraint on Shares of adverbial-each sentences = (22)
A sentence with adverbial each whose Key is K , whose Share is S and
whose Map is M is acceptable only if S has stratiVed distributive reference
with respect to M (formally: SDRM(S)).
(55) Constraint on Shares of temporal for-adverbials = (31)
A temporal for-adverbial whose Key isK and whose Share is S is acceptable
only if S has stratiVed subinterval reference (formally: SSRε(K)(S)), where
the threshold ε(K) holds of intervals whose runtime is very short with
respect to K .
(56) Constraint on Shares of pseudopartitives = (45)
A pseudopartitive whose Key is K , whose Share is S and whose Map is M
is acceptable only if S has stratiVed measurement reference with respect to
M (formally: SMRM,ε(K)(S)), where the threshold ε(K) is very small with
respect to K .
With the understanding the adverbial-each constructions, pseudopartitives and
for-adverbials are distributive constructions, these constraints can now be replaced
by the following statement:
(57) Distributivity Constraint
A distributive construction whose Key is K , whose Share is S and whose
Map is M is acceptable only if S has stratiVed reference with respect to M
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(formally: SRM,ε(K)(S)).
This constraint makes reference to the threshold function ε, which we can now
deVne as follows.
(58) DeVnition: ε
For any predicate K , if K ⊆ ∗PureAtom, then ε(K) = PureAtom.
Otherwise, ε(K) = λx[M(x) ≤ k], where k is some constant that is very
small with respect to the entities in K .
This deVnition implements the insight that distributivity in each constructions
is always over atoms, while distributivity in for-adverbials and pseudopartitives are
over vague granularity levels. The eUect of this deVnition is that for the adverbial-
each construction, the threshold ε(K) always resolves to PureAtom, no matter
what value K takes; otherwise it resolves to a predicate that applies to degrees
or intervals which are very small given K as a comparison class. The deVnition
does not specify exactly how what counts as very small is determined. I assume
that what counts as very small is a vague notion. There are many ways to model
vagueness (see Williamson (1994), Keefe (2000), and Kennedy (2010) for overviews)
and my interest here is not in them, so I simply assume that ε applies to certain
intervals below a cutoU point, which is represented through the constant k.
4.7 Compositional implementation
The Distributivity Constraint does not specify anything about compositional im-
plementations. This section shows one possible way to incorporate it into a
compositional framework, namely by using the LFs presented in Chapter 3. I
implement the constraint as a selectional restriction on the words that occur neces-
sarily as part of a distributive construction. Following McCawley (1968) and Singh
(2007), I assume that selectional restrictions are a kind of lexical presupposition.
For example, in for-adverbials, the presupposition is attached to the word for; in
each-constructions, to the word each; in pseudopartitives, to the word of. In a
framework that uses partial truth values in the style of Karttunen and Peters (1979),
Muskens (1996) or Heim and Kratzer (1998), a lexical presupposition is expressed as
a restriction on the possible input values of a function. The expression λx : ϕ . ψ
represents the partial function that is deVned for all x such that its lexical presup-
position ϕ holds, and that returns ψ wherever the function is deVned. Sentences
are interpreted as pairs of propositions: an assertion and a presupposition. These
presuppositions must be fulVlled in order for the sentence to have a truth value. I
assume that the global presupposition of a sentence is the conjunction of all the
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lexical presuppositions associated with its lexical items. That is, all presuppositions
project straight to the top. Sentences whose global presupposition is true have the
same truth value as their assertion; sentences where it is false lack a truth value.
Denotations of lexical items that carry a presupposition are represented as partial
functions that are undeVned whenever this lexical presupposition is false.
This account is obviously too simple to model presupposition projection and
accommodation in a serious way. I ignore the Vner details of presupposition
projection for two reasons. First, none of the examples I consider in this work
involve more than one clause, so there would be little room for presuppositions
to project other than going to the top. Second, the kinds of presuppositions I
model are not based on contingent factual information. This would make it diXcult
to interpret them in any other way than by projecting them to the top even in
multiclause contexts. For example, *John thinks that Bill ran a mile for an hour has
the presupposition that run a mile is atelic. If run a mile could be locally satisVed,
we would expect this sentence to have the interpretation John thinks that Bill ran a
mile in an hour and that running a mile is atelic. But it is not a contingent fact that
the predicate run a mile is telic. Believing that it is atelic would require the hearer
to believe that as soon as one starts running a mile, one has already run a mile. If
John knows the meaning of run and of a mile, he should not be able to hold this
kind of belief.
One might similarly ask whether it is possible to accommodate the kinds
of presuppositions I assume. I do not have much to say about this question.
However, in Chapter 8, we will consider various Wavors of distributive operators.
As we will see, insertion of such an operator in the scope of a presupposition-
carrying distributive item can be seen as a repair strategy, somewhat similar to
presupposition accommodation.
The following lexical entries all embody the Distributivity Constraint. They
are identical to the skeletal entries in Chapter 3, except that I have added a lexical
presupposition. The letters K, S, and M stand for Key, Share, and Map respectively.
For clarity, the entry for each anticipates the eUect of DeVnition (58) and replaces
ε(K) with PureAtom.
(59) JofK = λS〈αt〉λM〈αβ〉λK〈βt〉λb〈α〉 : SRM,ε(K)(S) . S(b) ∧ K(M(b))
(60) JforK = λK〈it〉λM〈vi〉λS〈vt〉λe : SRM,ε(K)(S) . S(e) ∧ K(M(e))
(61) JeachK = λS〈vt〉λM〈ve〉λK〈et〉λe : SRM, PureAtom(S) . S(e) ∧ K(M(e))
The skeletal LFs from Chapter 3 are repeated in Figures 4.1 through 4.4 with
these entries added. These full LFs are my oXcial proposal. The types of these
entries reWect the speciVc order in which they combine with their constituents
according to these LFs. This order is not essential and could be easily changed
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without consequences for the theory.
For ease of reference, here is the translation of a temporal for-adverbial:
(62) Jfor an hourK
= λP〈vt〉λe : SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=1])(P ).
P (e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1
This translation is obtained as a result of combining the entry for for in (60)
with an hour and with a [runtime] head as shown in Figure 4.3.
Also for ease of reference, I spell out and expand the results of the computations
in Figures 4.1 through 4.4.
(63) Jthree liters of waterK =
λx : SRvolume, ε(λd[liters(d) = 3])(λx[water(x)]).
[water(x) ∧ liters(volume(x)) = 3]
(This function is deVned if and only if water has stratiVed reference with
respect to dimension parameter volume and granularity parameter set to
a very small value compared with three liters. If deVned, it is true of any
water amount whose volume measures three liters. )
(64) Jthree hours of walkingK =Jwalk for three hoursK =
λe : SRτ , ε(λt[hours(t) = 3])(λe[
∗walk(e)]).
[∗walk(e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3]
(This function is deVned if and only if walk has stratiVed reference with
respect to dimension parameter τ and granularity parameter set to a very
small value compared with three hours. If deVned, it is true of any walking
event whose runtime measures three hours. )
(65) Jthree boys each walkedK =
λe : SRag, PureAtom(λe[
∗walk(e)]).
[∗walk(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 3]
(This function is deVned if and only if walk has stratiVed reference with
respect to dimension parameter agent and granularity parameter PureAtom.
If deVned, it is true of any walking event whose plural agent is three boys.)
The deVnedness conditions of these functions expand as in (66) through (68).
I assume that these deVnedness conditions are all fulVlled as a matter of world
knowledge or lexical semantics. The expansions in (66) through (68) can be
understood as meaning postulates. Their paraphrases should make it clear that
this is a plausible assumption.
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(66) SRvolume, ε(λd[liters(d) = 3])(λx[water(x)])
⇔ ∀x[water(x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
water(y) ∧
ε(λd[liters(d) = 3])(volume(y))
)
]
(There is a way of dividing every water amount exhaustively into parts
(“strata”) which are water amounts and whose volumes are very small
compared to three liters.)
(67) SRτ , ε(λt[hours(t) = 3])(λe[
∗walk(e)])
⇔ ∀e[∗walk(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
( ∗walk(e′) ∧
ε(λt[hours(t) = 3])(τ(e′))
)
]
(There is a way of dividing every walking event exhaustively into parts
(“strata”) which are walking events and whose runtimes are very small
compared to three hours.)
(68) SRag, PureAtom(λe[
∗walk(e)])
⇔ ∀e[∗walk(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
( ∗walk(e′) ∧
PureAtom(ag(e′))
)
]
(There is a way of dividing every walking event exhaustively into parts
(“strata”) which are walking events and whose agents are pure atoms.)
4.8 Summary
Chapter 1 has presented the parallelism between the telic-atelic, collective-dis-
tributive, singular-plural, and count-mass oppositions in terms of boundedness.
Intuitively, singular, telic, and collective predicates are delimited or bounded in
ways that plural, mass, atelic, and distributive predicates are not. I pointed out
that making formal sense of this parallelism amounts to answering what I called
the boundedness question: How can the the diUerence between boundedness and
unboundedness be formally characterized?
This chapter has presented my answer to the boundedness question. The higher-
order property of stratiVed reference characterizes what it means to be unbounded.
This property is parametrized, which reWects the fact that unboundedness can be
understood in more than one way. As the example run to the store shows, one and
the same verb phrase can be distributive (unbounded with respect to agents) and
telic (bounded with respect to runtime). As the example kill shows, one and the
same verb can be collective on its agent position (bounded with respect to agents)
and distributive on its theme position (unbounded with respect to themes). As the
example cable shows, one and the same predicate can be divisive along its length
(bounded with respect to length) and nondivisive along its diameter (unbounded
with respect to diameter).
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The picture presented in this chapter is idealized in several respects. For
example, I have not discussed the fact that distributive entailments do not always
literally hold as far down as they can. for-adverbials are compatible with predicates
like waltz and sleep in the attic that do not satisfy the subinterval property (Dowty
1979). Similarly, pseudopartitives are compatible with heterogeneous mass nouns
like fruit cake (Taylor 1977). The next chapter motivates the granularity parameter
of stratiVed reference. As we will see, this parameter “makes room” for such
predicates in distributive constructions.
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Figure 4.1: Full LF of an ordinary pseudopartitive
〈et〉
λx : SRvolume, ε(λd[liters(d) = 3])(λx[water(x)]).
[water(x) ∧ liters(volume(x)) = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
liters
〈n, dt〉
λnλd[liters(d) = n]
[volume]
〈ed〉
λx[volume(x)] of〈αt, 〈αβ, 〈βt, αt〉〉〉
λSλMλKλb :
SRM,ε(K)(S) .
[S(b) ∧ K(M(b))]
water
〈et〉
λx[water(x)]
Figure 4.2: Full LF of an event pseudopartitive
〈vt〉
λe : SRτ , ε(λt[hours(t) = 3])(λe[
∗walk(e)]).
[∗walk(e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
hours
〈n, it〉
λnλt[hours(t) = n]
[runtime]
〈vi〉
λe[τ(e)]
of
〈αt, 〈αβ, 〈βt, αt〉〉〉
λSλMλKλb :
SRM,ε(K)(S) .
[S(b) ∧ K(M(b))]
walking
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e)]
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Figure 4.3: Full LF of a for-adverbial
〈vt〉
λe : SRτ , ε(λt[hours(t) = 3])(λe[
∗walk(e)]).
[∗walk(e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3]
walk
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e)] [runtime]
〈vi〉
λe[τ(e)] for
〈it, 〈vi, 〈vt, vt〉〉〉
λKλMλSλe :
SRM,ε(K)(S) .
[S(e) ∧ K(M(e))]
three
〈n〉
3
hours
〈n, it〉
λnλt[hours(t) = n]
Figure 4.4: Full LF of an adverbial-each construction
〈et〉
λe : SRag, PureAtom(λe[
∗walk(e)]).
[∗walk(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 3]
three
〈n〉
3
[many]
〈n, et〉
λnλx[|x| = n]
boys
λx[∗boy(x)] [ag]
〈ve〉
λe[∗ag(e)] each〈vt, 〈ve, 〈et, vt〉〉〉
λSλMλKλe :
SRM, PureAtom(S) .
[S(b) ∧K(M(e))]
walk
〈vt〉
λe[∗walk(e)]
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Chapter 5
Minimal parts
5.1 Introduction
In strata theory, as presented in Chapter 4, the Shares of adverbial-each construc-
tions, for-adverbials, and pseudopartitives are characterized with the help of a novel
higher-order property called stratiVed reference. The Shares of these construc-
tions are distributive predicates, atelic predicates, and mass or plural predicates,
respectively. With respect to adverbial-each constructions, I have argued that
stratiVed reference is an adequate way to transfer traditional notions of predicative
distributivity into an event-based framework. With respect to for-adverbials and
pseudopartitives, I have brieWy argued that stratiVed reference surpasses the subin-
terval property and divisive reference, which are the properties commonly used
for the purpose of characterizing atelic, plural and mass reference. In this chapter,
I present the case against the subinterval property and against divisive reference in
more detail. The case is based on what has been known at least since Dowty (1979)
as the minimal-parts problem: entities and events that satisfy an atelic or mass
predicate may have parts that are too small to still satisfy the predicate. I compare
my implementation based on stratiVed reference with previous accounts of the
minimal-parts problem (Dowty 1979; Hinrichs 1985; Moltmann 1989, 1991; Link 1991).
I argue that these previous accounts suUer from various technical deVciencies and
that stratiVed reference captures the essence of the minimal-parts problem in a
more accurate way.
5.2 The minimal-parts problem
The minimal-parts problem occurs in the domains of verbal and nominal predicates
(Taylor 1977; Dowty 1979). I discuss each of them in turn.
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5.2.1 The minimal-parts problem for verbal predicates
As discussed in Section 4.5.2, the entailment properties of atelic predicates with
respect to a large range of other phenomena can be represented as a Vrst approxi-
mation in terms of the subinterval property (Bennett and Partee 1972; Dowty 1979).
A predicate P has the subinterval property if and only if whenever it holds at an
interval, it also holds at every one of its subintervals. The minimal-parts problem
consists in the fact that the subinterval property only applies to certain atelic
predicates if we are willing to disregard subintervals below a certain threshold.
For example, waltz is an atelic predicate, but waltzing takes at least three steps,
and there is no consensus on whether or not a given event whose runtime is
substantially shorter than this three-step threshold still qualiVes as waltzing. For
this reason, it is diXcult to know whether the subinterval property applies to waltz,
and it is not clear whether this property is really an adequate characterization
of atelicity. We can perhaps already conclude from this fact that the subinter-
val property must be given up. This conclusion is sometimes objected to on the
grounds that that the problem is not part of linguistics and should be ignored. Such
an objection assumes that we do not really know what kinds of events occur at
instants or even at very short subintervals, or in any case that these events should
be seen as irrelevant for the purposes of semantics because they do not enter our
daily experience. Once such events are excluded the subinterval property can still
technically be assumed to hold of all atelic predicates.
I think this kind of objection misses the point. There is no beneVt in choosing
the underlying assumptions of semantic theory with the sole purpose of being
able to continue using the subinterval property, because one might as well avoid
the problem by using a diUerent property than the subinterval property to begin
with. The extent to which our intuitions about short events would have to be
changed in order to maintain that atelic predicates have the subinterval property
is considerable. For example, in order to give the predicate pass on in (1) the
subinterval property, even generations would have to be considered as having
minimal time:
(1) The Chinese people have created abundant folk arts, such as paper-cuttings,
acrobatics, etc., passed on from generation to generation for thousands of
years.16
It does not seem practical to maintain that the predicate pass on from generation
to generation really has the subinterval property, but it is clearly atelic since it can
16Attested example (http://www.twinbridge.com/detail.aspx?ID=315). Accessed
November 15, 2010.
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be modiVed by a for-adverbial. I conclude that atelic predicates do not necessarily
have the subinterval property. This conclusion is not new. As we will see, Dowty
(1979) already recognized that the subinterval property is an idealization, and many
subsequent authors have avoided using this property in their formalizations (see
Section 5.3 below).
5.2.2 The minimal-parts problem for mass nouns
An analogous concept to the subinterval property, divisive reference, is sometimes
used following Cheng (1973) as a deVning semantic propety of mass nouns: any
part of something denoted by a mass noun is assumed to be denoted by the same
mass noun. The deVnition of divisive reference is repeated here from Section 2.3.2:
(2) DeVnition: Divisive reference
DIV(P ) def= ∀x[P (x)→ ∀y[y < x→ P (y)]]
(A predicate P is divisive if and only if whenever it holds of something, it
also holds of each of its proper parts.)
The assumption that divisive reference holds of mass denotations runs into a
well-known problem with very small parts of mass substances. This problem is
analogous to the one that arises in connection with the subinterval property, and
concerns the atomic nature of matter: arguably hydrogen atoms do not qualify
as water, so if we consider hydrogen atoms to be part of water, then not every
part of water is water (Quine 1960). A diUerent form in which this problem occurs
comes from heterogeneous mass predicates like fruit cake, pea soup, or succotash
(e.g. Taylor 1977): for example, a portion of fruit cake may contain sultanas, but
these sultanas do not themselves qualify as fruit cake. This type of argument is
arguably stronger than Quine’s argument, because in this case, the minimal parts
that do not qualify are directly accessible to the senses. While it might be possible
to save the assumption that mass nouns have divisive reference by assuming
that we conceptualize even predicates like fruit cake as having divisive reference,
this assumption is even more diXcult to justify in the case of fake mass nouns
like furniture. Psycholinguistic experiments suggest that the cognitive structures
underlying fake mass nouns are more similar to those of count nouns than to those
of other mass nouns (see Section 2.4.1). It would be implausible both in light of the
factual reality and in light of our cognitive modeling of it to assume that fake mass
nouns have having divisive reference (Barner and Snedeker 2005; Chierchia 2010).
The conclusion that mass nouns do not always have divisive reference appears
to be generally accepted. Gillon (1992) notes that “[w]hile some semanticists retain
the divisivity of reference as a criterion to distinguish mass nouns from count
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nouns . . . only Bunt (1979, 1985) has attempted to justify the retention.” (p. 598).
Gillon gives counterarguments to Bunt’s reasons and argues that the grammar
is mute on whether or not mass terms have divisive reference. This is also the
position I adopt here.
5.3 Previous accounts of the minimal-parts problem
The signiVcance of the minimal-parts problem lies in the challenges it poses
for formalizing atelicity checks and checks for mass reference. For example, a
proposal that explains why for-adverbials reject telic predicates by assuming that
for-adverbials check for the subinterval property faces the minimal-parts problem.
Solutions to the problem consist of reformulations of the subinterval property in a
way that retains their capability to distinguish between atelic and telic predicates
while correctly categorizing predicates like waltz.
This section reviews a representative sample of previous approaches to the
minimal-parts problem that gives an idea of the space of possibilities. I discuss
the promising aspects and the technical problems of these proposals. I have not
attempted to include every approach known to me. For example, I do not discuss
the interesting accounts in Vlach (1993), Piñón (1999a), van Geenhoven (2004),
or Landman and Rothstein (2009). Other reviews of approaches to the minimal-
parts problem are found in Krifka (1986) and Mollá-Aliod (1997). I concentrate on
the domain of aspect rather than on mass reference, because this is where most
solutions seem to have been proposed.
5.3.1 Dowty (1979)
The Vrst formal proposal for a model-theoretic translation of for-adverbials is found
in Dowty (1979, p. 333). His analysis is preVgured in Dowty (1972). Dowty models
for-adverbials as universal quantiVers ranging over the subintervals of some time
interval. In other words, he implements the subinterval property directly, and as
a part of the asserted content rather than as a presupposition. Here is Dowty’s
proposal in its original form.
(3) a. JforK = λPtλPλx[Pt{n} ∧ ∀t[t ⊆ n→ AT(t, P{x})]]
b. Jan hourK = λt[an-hour(t)]
This entry is used in an intensional system where formulas are interpreted
relative to a world-time index 〈w, i〉. The notation P{x} is an abbreviation for
Pˇ (x), the result of applying the extension of P to x. Under any world-time index
〈w, i〉, the indexical constant n denotes the time index i. Phrases like an hour and
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six weeks are interpreted as predicates of times. For example, an hour denotes
the set of all contiguous temporal intervals whose duration is an hour. AT(t, p)
evaluates a proposition p at a time index t.
In order to translate the sentence John slept for an hour, Dowty combines for
with an hour, sleep, john, and with an operation that introduces an existential
quantiVer over past times. I abstract away from various details of his analysis not
relevant here. In particular, his analysis is embedded in an intensional system, but
this fact plays no role for his analysis of for-adverbials. Without its irrelevant parts,
Dowty’s translation of this sentence can be represented as follows (for the original
analysis, see Dowty (1979), p. 334):
(4) JJohn slept for an hourK
= ∃t1[an-hour(t1) ∧ ∀t2[t2 ⊆ t1 → sleep(j, t2)]]
(There is a time interval t1 which lasts an hour and John sleeps at each of its
subintervals.)
The representation (4) essentially implements the subinterval property one-to-
one, because it quantiVes over all subintervals of the interval t1. Dowty is aware
of the minimal-parts problem and suggests that to account for it, quantiVcation
should not be over literally all subintervals, as in this representation, but only over
“all subintervals large enough to be minimal intervals for the activity in question”;
he notes that how to do this is unclear. For simplicity, he decides to leave his
analysis as it stands.
For many purposes, Dowty’s analysis of aspect is adequate even though (or be-
cause) it ignores the minimal parts problem. It is adopted by many authors who are
concerned with the interaction of for-adverbials with other semantic components,
in particular the Perfect, rather than with the meaning of for-adverbials themselves.
This line of work includes Richards (1982), Heny (1982), Mittwoch (1988), Parsons
(1990), Abusch and Rooth (1990), Kamp and Reyle (1993), Hitzeman (1997), Iatridou,
Anagnostopoulou, and Izvorski (2001), and Rathert (2004). The latter contains an
excellent review of this part of the literature. Here, I ignore these approaches and I
focus on the minimal-parts problem.
5.3.2 Hinrichs (1985)
Hinrichs (1985), a dissertation supervised by Dowty, assumes a Davidsonian event-
based semantics. In order to avoid the minimal-parts problem, Hinrichs relaxes
the requirement that for-adverbials place on their predicates. Hinrichs’ proposal
is complicated by the fact that he adopts Carlson (1977)’s three-tiered ontology
of kinds, objects, and stages, which Carlson proposed in order to account for the
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properties of bare plurals and generic sentences. Abstracting away from this and
other complexities, here is how John slept for an hour comes out on his proposal:
(5) JJohn slept for an hourK
= ∃e∃l[hour(l) ∧ l ≤ τ(e) ∧ sleep(j)(e)] ∧
∀l′[l′ < l→ ∃e′[e′ < e ∧ l′ ≤ τ(e′) ∧ sleep(j)(e′)]]
Hinrichs comments on his translation as follows (p. 235):
The translation in [(5)] requires that . . . there has to be a spatio-
temporal location l with the property of being one hour long such that
the entire process of John’s sleeping spatio-temporally contains l and
for each proper sublocation l′ of l there has to be a proper subpro-
cess of John’s sleeping containing l′. . . . [W]e don’t require that each
sublocation denoted by the temporal measurement phrase has to be
a subprocess itself. The requirement that each proper sublocation be
contained in a proper subprocess of the maximal process making up
the event, rules out that for each sublocation we could simply pick the
maximal process itself.
The way Hinrichs avoids the minimal-parts problem does not follow Dowty’s
suggestion of quantifying over less than literally all subintervals. Instead of
requiring that a predicate like John sleep be true at each or most subintervals,
Hinrichs requires that the runtime of every subinterval of John’s sleeping must be
contained in (and not necessarily equal to) that of a sleeping event. This sleeping
event must be a proper part of the event that the sentence describes. This is
possible because sleep is not quantized; if we assume that all telic predicates are
quantized, they are correctly ruled out. The assumption that all telic predicates are
quantized is not available to us because it is incompatible with the assumption of
lexical cumulativity (see Section 2.7.2). But Hinrichs (1985) does not assume lexical
cumulativity.
Krifka (1986) (p. 150) criticizes Hinrichs’ approach as arbitrary and notes that
the proper-part requirement does not explain anything, since it does not serve
any purpose other than that of excluding telic predicates. There is also another
problem for Hinrichs’ account, which causes it to run into something very similar
to the minimal-parts problem. The variable l′ in (5) ranges over subintervals rather
than (just) over instants. On the assumption that time is dense, it ranges over
subintervals that are only minimally shorter than l. For example, it ranges over
intervals of length 58, 59, 59½. . . minutes. For each of these intervals, the deVnition
requires there to be a proper part of the event of John’s sleeping which lasts at least
as long as the interval and which qualiVes as John’s sleeping. This gives the events
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in the denotation of atelic predicates a dense structure. Moreover, depending
on the structure of the underlying mereology, there will generally be a unique
complement that results from removing the smaller sleeping event from the larger
sleeping event. In classical extensional mereology (CEM), this is a consequence of
Unique Separation (see Section 2.3.3). Depending on how large a sleeping event
one separates oU, the runtime of its complement may become arbitrary small. It
follows on Hinrichs’ account that only events with arbitrarily short parts can be
described by a sentence with a for-adverbial, certainly not an intuitive assumption.
At Vrst sight it might look like Hinrichs’ approach could be salvaged by re-
stricting l′ to range only over instants and not intervals. However, this requires
the assumption that time is atomic, otherwise there are no instants. According
to von Stechow (2009), this assumption is rejected by most semanticists, and I
do not rely on it myself (see Section 2.4.4). Even if we adopt the assumption,
the resulting modiVcation of Hinrichs’ approach becomes too weak, as it ends
up merely requiring that the main-clause event can be divided into at least two
possibly overlapping parts that fulVll the main-clause predicate. That is, P for an
hour is predicted to be true of an event e if and only if P applies to two or more
events e1, . . . , en which are distinct from e and whose sum is e. These events may
overlap and so their individual runtimes may be arbitrarily close to the runtime of
e.
The analysis of Hinrichs (1985) is used in slightly adapted form by Abusch and
Rooth (1990), but their adaptations do not prevent the problem from arising. A
more signiVcant reformulation of Hinrichs’ proposal is found in Rathert (2004),
who renders it using the following representation:
(6) JJohn ran for two hoursK(t) = 1
if and only if |t| =2 hours ∧ ∀m ⊆ t∃n[m ⊆ n ⊆ t ∧ JJohn ranK(n) = 1],
with n being a minimal run-event (two steps, done faster than a walk)
This reformulation runs into problems of its own: for example, since m is not
required to be an instant, it ranges over some subintervals which are too big to
contain the runtimes of any minimal run-events. In fairness, I note that Rathert
is less interested in the meaning of for-adverbials than in how they interact with
tense and with the Perfect. Still, we see that the proposal of Hinrichs (1985) is
technically Wawed and has resisted several attempts to repair it.
5.3.3 Moltmann (1989, 1991)
Moltmann (1989, 1991) recasts Dowty’s analysis in an event semantic framework,
and follows it quite closely. Her representation of an atelic predicate is as follows:
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(7) JJohn slept for an hourK
= ∃t1[an-hour(t1) ∧ ∀t2[t2Pt1 → ∃e sleep(e, john) ∧ τ(e) = t′]]
“There is a time interval t1 which lasts an hour and John sleeps at each of its
relevant parts.”
Where Dowty has the relation ⊆ and where the present framework would use
the mereological relation ≤, Moltmann uses a relation she calls P. The most recent
presentation of the formal model that describes the properties of this relation P
is found in Moltmann (1997, 1998). This framework departs in signiVcant ways
from the basic axioms of CEM (see Section 2.3): The relation P is not assumed to
satisfy transitivity, and the domains of individuals and events are not assumed to
be closed under sum (see also the brief discussion of her views in Section 2.3.1).
With respect to for-adverbials, Moltmann (1991) summarizes the relevant aspects of
her model as follows:
The part structure of an interval cannot be taken as being strictly
divisive in a mathematical or physical sense. Rather, it appears that
semantics involves a coarser part structure and a notion of relevant
or contextually determined part, namely the relation P. Depending on
the type of event, the part structure of the interval must have smallest
subintervals of a certain minimal length. This is required, for instance,
when the event is a process such as writing (not any physical part of a
writing event is considered as writing) or a repetitive event (not any
part of a repetitive revolving is a revolving). Therefore, the intended
meaning of ’P’ is the relation ’is a relevant part of’, a relation which
does not involve any subinterval of the measuring interval. . . . P has
to be understood not as a part relation in a strict mereological sense,
but rather as a contextually determined relation that may be coarser
than the mereological part relation, as the relation ’is relevant part
of’ . . . One and the same entity may have diUerent part structures
depending on the respective context. For instance, a time interval
may be conceived of as consisting of smallest subintervals of diUerent
length in diUerent contexts – depending, for instance, on the type of
events that are under consideration.”
As Moltmann observes, there is a connection between the acceptability of
sentences with for-adverbials and the size of the runtimes of the individual events
of which the main-clause predicate holds relative to the duration indicated by the
for-adverbial. As she puts it, the predicate modiVed by a for-adverbial must involve
reference to an event that consists of “suXciently many” subevents. I will refer to
this observation as the suXciently-many-events observation. An example is the
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following minimal pair, taken from Moltmann (1991) with the question mark added
according to the judgment described in her text.
(8) Context: John can draw two pictures per hour.
a. ?For one hour John drew pictures.
b. For ten hours John drew pictures.
Moltmann notes that “[g]iven that John draws two pictures per hour, [(8a)]
seems less acceptable than [(8b)]. Apparently, the partition of the interval into
smallest parts in [(8a)] and [(8b)] depends on the relative size of the interval.” In
other words, the reason for the contrast between (8a) and (8b) appears to be that
the ratio of half an hour (the time in which John draws a picture) to one hour is
not suXciently big, while the ratio of half an hour to ten hours is.
Moltmann intends the suXciently-many-events observation to follow from her
idea that the for-adverbial quantiVes over “relevant or contextually determined”
parts, and writes (pp. 635 and following):
Concerning divisivity, [my analysis] requires only that the parts of
the measuring entity, e.g. an interval or a region, be ’matched’ with
appropriate events. Thus, divisivity of the event predicate is only
induced by the divisivity of the part structure of the measuring entity,
e.g. the divisivity of the part structure of an interval or a region.
Generally, there seems to be suXcient evidence that natural language
semantics deals with contextually determined part structures, which
are coarser than the part structures a physicist would ascribe to an
interval or a region. Therefore arguably, divisivity is required and - in
the acceptable cases - satisVed - relative to the contextual individuation
of parts.
Moltmann’s departure from CEM seems to me too radical a step to take, es-
pecially because the formal system by which she replaces it is not nearly as
constrained and well understood as CEM. This makes it diXcult to evaluate the
predictions of her theory other than those intended by her. As Zucchi and White
(2001) put it: “Since Moltmann does not tell us much about what relevant parts
are, it is unclear to what extent her formulation actually solves the minimal parts
problem.” For example, nothing in her account actually entails her suXciently-
many-events observation. A more thorough criticism of Moltmann’s position from
the point of mereology is found in Pianesi (2002). See also Varzi (2006) for related
discussion.
However, Moltmann’s suXciently-many-events observation, and her appeal
to context, point towards the solution to the problem. While other accounts of
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the minimal-parts problem seem to me like patches that have one single purpose,
namely to rescue accounts that otherwise ignore the problem, Moltmann’s ob-
servation provides motivation for modeling for-adverbials as sensitive to a more
coarse-grained and context-sensitive property than divisive reference. Whatever
is done to account for the contrast in (8) is likely to also account for the minimal-
parts problem. My own account, to be presented in Section 5.4, rejects Moltmann’s
notion that context determines the part-whole relation and preserve the power of
mereology, but I keep her notion that context plays a role in determining what
counts as suXciently many events.
Another possible way to make sense of Moltmann’s suggestions could be
the proposal in Link (1987b), who sketches a way to resolve the minimal-parts
problem by replacing the lattice of events with a partial order of lattices Ei, with
each of them standing for a certain granularity of events: intuitively, if j ≤ k
then the events in Ej are more Vne-grained than the events in Ek. A family of
homomorphisms hij between the lattices relates events to events in such a way
that the part relation between these events is partially collapsed in coarser models
but otherwise preserved. Formally, hii is the identity map on Ei, and for any three
lattices Ei, Ej, Ek such that i ≤ j ≤ k, the map is constrained by hik = hij ◦ hjk.
This allows for the possibility that “a certain event can be atomic in a coarser
domain and still be the image under a hij of a complex sum of events in a more
Vne-grained Ej .” Link proposes to treat the granularity of events as a discourse
parameter.
Unfortunately, Link’s proposal is diXcult to evaluate because he does not go
into more detail than that. It seems to me that a great deal of complexity is added
to the model by appealing to a family of lattices. A later version of his proposal is
described in the following section.
5.3.4 Link (1991)
Link (1991) does not deal with for-adverbials per se, but he proposes a modiVcation
of the subinterval property that excludes from consideration temporal intervals
below a certain threshold. He calls this threshold the granularity parameter. The
modiVed subinterval property is designed to be able to hold of activity predicates
despite the minimal-parts problem.
Link’s formulation of the subinterval property is shown in (9):
(9) SUBLink(P ) =def
∀e, t[P (e) ∧ t ≤ τ(e) ∧ |t| ≥ γ(e)→ ∃e′(e′ ≤ e ∧ P (e′) ∧ τ(e′) = t)]
(A predicate P has the Link-style subinterval property iU for any e of
which it holds, every part of the runtime of e whose length is at least γ(e) is
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the runtime of a part of e of which P holds as well.)
Link calls γ(e) the granularity of e and comments that this parameter “expresses
the observation that some time stretches might be too small to be a trace of the
event e; thus γ(e) Vxes the minimal length that a time stretch must have to serve as
a trace for e” (p. 217). Link’s implementation therefore quantiVes over all temporal
intervals whose length is γ(θ) or larger. This implementation essentially requires
every partition of the runtime of an event into minimal-size subintervals to be a
set of runtimes of P -events.
While the granularity intuition is on the right track, this condition seems too
strict. Take a sentence such as (10), repeated from (8b) above:
(10) For ten hours John drew pictures.
Suppose that John draws one picture per hour and that he draws only one
picture at a time. Then we can imagine (10) to be true of an event e0 in a scenario
in which John drew ten pictures in a row, and we would want to express that
the predicate P = John draw pictures has the Link-style subinterval property with
granularity one hour. But this is not possible in Link’s implementation. We
would expect P to have the subinterval property with respect to e0 and we set
γ(e0) = 1hr. Suppose this event has a runtime i that lasts from noon to 10pm.
Link’s deVnition requires every subinterval of i that lasts one hour or more to be
the runtime of an event in which John draws pictures. The problem is that not
every subinterval of i satisVes this condition. For example, the subinterval from
12:30pm to 1:30pm lasts one hour, but it is not the runtime of an event that qualiVes
as John draw pictures, because during this time John Vnishes one picture and begins
another.
Maribel Romero (p.c.) notes that the problem Link’s account faces is analogous
to a problem that Kratzer (1989) discusses in connection with what she calls
lumping semantics. When we quantify over individuals or situations, we do not
do so arbitrarily, but in any given context we pick out a salient partition of the
world. Metaphorically speaking, we lump together individual bits and pieces of our
surroundings and package them as entities. For example, when we stand in front
of a cupboard Vlled with china and we say “most of the things in this cupboard are
mine”, we typically only quantify over individual pieces of china, and not over the
left half of this teapot or the shards of china that would result if that plate fell apart.
For count domains, I have made the simplifying assumption that they consist of
mereological atoms. Already in the case of fake mass nouns like china, we see
that this treatment is simplistic. A more general notion of individuation that takes
this kind of lumping or packaging phenomena into account might conceivably
be extensible to Vx Link’s account. For example, one might extend the group
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formation operator ↑ used for collectivity eUects (see Section 2.8) so that it can
also group together temporal intervals in a way that packages them for universal
quantiVcation by something like the subinterval property. However, it is not easy
to justify such an account, because a sentence like (10) does not provide much
support for the idea that the for-adverbial quantiVes over individuated lumps or
groups of time. For this reason, I prefer not to add temporal groups or lumps to
the ontology, and I do not pursue this approach further.
5.3.5 Summing up
To summarize, the account by Dowty (1979) ignores the minimal-parts problem,
though Dowty himself is aware of it; the account by Hinrichs (1985) seeks to avoid
it by a mathematical trick but unintentionally reintroduces it; Moltmann (1991)
makes the “suXciently many events” observation and recognizes that context plays
a role but, in my eyes at least, throws the baby out with the bathwater by giving
up mereology in favor of a very minimal theory of part structures; and the account
by Link (1991) is too strict because it requires the main-clause predicate to be true
at every subinterval of a certain length.
In addition to these technical problems, most of these accounts except for Molt-
mann’s are limited in scope because they restrict themselves to atelic predicates,
which is just one place where the minimal-parts problem arises. This exposes them
at least in principle to the problem of being descriptions rather than explanations.
Here I follow a simple concept of explanation suggested in von Stechow (1984)
for the purposes of comparing semantic theories: “If a number of highly complex
and apparently unrelated facts are reducible to a few simple principles, then these
principles explain these facts.”17 The next section motivates my formulation of
stratiVed reference, which was already presented in Chapter 4, and shows that this
formulation avoids the minimal-parts problem.
5.4 My take on the minimal-parts problem
In this section, I show that for-adverbials are parallel to variant frequency adverbs
like occasionally (Stump 1981) and to frequentative aspect (van Geenhoven 2004) in
that they introduce several sources of variation relating to temporal distribution. I
use this fact to further motivate the formulation of stratiVed reference introduced
in Chapter 4 and I discuss its connection with the concept of cover.
17Von Stechow takes it that this concept of explanation is also present in syntactic work of
generative grammar in the Chomskian tradition, but he cites Chomsky (1982) as rejecting it for
semantics.
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5.4.1 Parallels between for-adverbials and frequency adverbs
Stump (1981) observes that certain frequency adverbs introduce several sources
of variation relating to temporal distribution. Stump distinguishes between Vxed
frequency adverbs like daily, weekly and variant frequency adverbs like frequently,
occasionally.18 First, he observes that the average period length associated with a
variant frequency adverb like occasionally is partly dependent on the length of the
interval of the entire sentence, as shown by his examples (11) and (12). I refer to
this as the relative length observation.
(11) During the commercial, the Wy occasionally landed on my foot.
(12) During their westward migration, the Celts occasionally encountered hos-
tages.
Second, Stump notes that “even under an interpretation at a given interval, the
average period length associated with a variant frequency adverb is not Vxed. For
example, [(11)] is vague as to the exact number of times the Wy landed on my foot.”
I refer to this as the vagueness observation.
Stump illustrates his third observation with the following sentence:
(13) An occasional sailor strolled by.
He observes that “even under an interpretation at a given interval i, the individ-
ual periods into which a variant frequency adverb ’segments’ i may vary in length;
for example, if, during the interval from 1:00 to 2:00, a sailor strolled by at 1:07,
1:20, 1:29, and 1:51, [(13)] might be true, even though there is no Vxed frequency
with which A sailor strolls by is true from 1:00 to 2:00.” I refer to this as the varying
frequency observation.
As noted in van Geenhoven (2004), the varying frequency observation needs to
be qualiVed for certain adverbs like regularly. For example, Last year, John jogged
in the park regularly cannot describe a situation in which John jogged many times
from January to April and for the rest of the year jogged only once or twice every
other month. So frequency may vary but only to a limited degree. I refer to this as
the regularity observation.
With respect to his observations, Stump concludes that these “sorts of variabil-
ity must be built into the truthconditions for variant frequency operators, however
18Stump actually uses the word adjectives rather than adverbs because his main point is to
establish the connection between sentences like An occasional sailor strolled by and Occasionally, a
sailor strolled by. This point is not of concern here.
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these are to be stated.”19 Even though Stump does not explicitly mention it, van
Geenhoven’s regularity observation can be included in this conclusion.
Although for-adverbials were not in the scope of Stump’s work, all of these
observations also apply to them. First, take the relative length observation. The
following examples show that for-adverbials are compatible with frequencies
ranging from a few fractions of nanoseconds to one generation.
(14) The Chinese people have created abundant folk arts, such as paper-cuttings,
acrobatics, etc., passed on from generation to generation for thousands of
years. = (1)
(15) Ded’leg says: How i stop a macro for 1sec? Cog says: By creating a script
that will loop for 3600 milliseconds . . . depending on how long you think it
will take for both your computer, the server and internet lag to aUect the
macro.20
The length interval that counts as very small for the purpose of the for-adverbial
varies relative to the length of the interval in the denotation of the Key. In (14),
repeated from (1), that interval is thousands of years long, and a generation already
counts as a very small interval. In (15), the interval in the denotation of the Key is
only 3600 milliseconds long, and the very small intervals are even shorter.
By themselves, these examples do not show that for-adverbials presuppose
varying frequencies, just that they are compatible with varying frequencies. That
the varying frequencies are indeed part of the presupposition of for-adverbials is
suggested by the combined evidence from these examples and the contrast in (8),
repeated here:
(16) Context: John can draw two pictures per hour.
a. ?For one hour John drew pictures.
b. For ten hours John drew pictures.
The contrast in (16) shows a correlation between acceptability and the ratio
of the durations of the individual events (half an hour) to the length of the global
interval (one hour or ten hours). SpeciVcally, this ratio is high (1:2) in (16a) and low
(1:20) in (16b). Since the absolute duration of the individual events is the same (half
an hour) in both cases, the pair suggests that the for-adverbial are sensitive to a low
relative length rather than a low absolute length. Examples (14) and (15) support
19In his footnote 5, Stump (1981) proposes a solution in terms of delineation coordinates in the
sense of Lewis (1972). This solution, like mine, involves adding contextual parameters. I leave open
whether it could be extended to other distributive constructions.
20Attested example (http://www.wowmacroswarcraft.com/faq/). Accessed Nov 15, 2010.
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this reasoning because they show that for-adverbials are in principle compatible
with both high and low absolute lengths of the individual events (a generation vs. a
few milliseconds), while the relative length is low in both cases (given that scripts
typically take at most a few milliseconds to perform one loop). This is analogous
to Stump’s relative length observation visible in (11) and (12).
Stump’s vagueness observation also has a correlate in for-adverbials. Just as (11)
is vague as to the exact number of times the Wy landed on my foot, (14) and (15) are
vague as to the exact number of generations and script loops involved.
As for a correlate of Stump’s varying length observation, sentence (14) does
not require there to be a Vxed frequency with which one generation passes on the
knowledge to the next generation. At the same time, the regularity observation
also holds in for-adverbials, though perhaps to a lesser degree than with the word
regularly. A habitual sentence like (17) is an odd way to describe a situation
in which John jogged many times from January to April and then waited until
December to jog again.
(17) John jogged in the park for a year.
The next subsection presents stratiVed reference again and demonstrates that
it formally captures the pattern empirically described by Stump’s and van Geen-
hoven’s observations.
5.4.2 Motivating stratiVed reference
Since frequency adverbs give rise to similar phenomena as for-adverbials, I use
their meaning as a source of inspiration in order to formalize a notion that can
capture the aspectual properties of for-adverbials. The idea is the following. Many
of the solutions to the minimal-parts problem in Section 5.3 share the intuition
that one must carve out an exception for very small entities in the higher-order
property that is used to characterize atelicity and mass reference. For example,
instead of quantifying over literally all subintervals as the subinterval property
does, the solution by Link (1991) avoids quantifying over certain subintervals which
are below a certain granularity threshold. The discussion of Link’s implementation
in Section 5.3.4 has shown that it does not yield the right results to simply Vx a
threshold, exclude all subintervals below it, and quantify over all the ones above it.
A sentence like For ten hours John drew pictures does not require every suXciently
long subinterval of a ten-hour interval to be the runtime of a picture-drawing
event. Rather, this sentence is true in virtue of the fact that this ten-hour interval
can be subdivided into suXciently long subintervals at each of which John draws
a picture. In the present framework, sentences do not apply directly to intervals
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but to events, so we may instead say that the for-adverbial requires the sentence
John drew pictures to apply to an event that can be divided into suXciently long
subevents each of which is a picture-drawing event by John. In mereological
semantics, dividing an event into a given set of subevents amounts to testing
whether the event is the sum of these subevents. We may therefore equivalently
say that the for-adverbial requires the sentence to apply to an event that is the sum
of suXciently long subevents which are each picture-drawing events by John.
To understand the formalization to be proposed, suppose for a moment that
it is already known how to determine whether a subevent counts as suXciently
long and that there is a “threshold predicate” C that encapsulates that knowledge.
C is analogous to the granularity parameter γ in Link (1991). We can now write
λe[C(τ(e))] for the set of all suXciently long subevents, and λe[P (e) ∧ C(τ(e))]
for the intersection of this set with a predicate P . Intuitively, P stands for the
predicate whose telicity we want to test. Then the algebraic closure ∗λe[P (e) ∧
C(τ(e))] is the set of all sums of suXciently long subevents which are each in P .
We can then describe the requirement that a for-adverbial imposes on a predicate P
by stating that any event to which this predicate applies must also be such that the
predicate ∗λe′[P (e′) ∧ C(τ(e′))] applies to it. This is expressed in the following
preliminary deVnition:
(18) Preliminary deVnition: StratiVed subinterval reference
SSRC(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
C(τ(e′))
)
]
(An event predicate P has stratiVed subinterval reference if and only if
every event in its denotation can be divided exhaustively into very small
parts (“strata”) that are each in P . A very small part is one whose runtime
satisVes the predicate C .)
I will update this deVnition in a moment by reVning the unanalyzed predicate
C . The result was already anticipated in Chapter 4. Before doing so, let us
strengthen the intuitions of what it means for an event to have a starred predicate
like ∗λe′[P (e′) ∧ C(τ(e′))] apply to it. For this purpose, it is useful to consider
the relation between this kind of starred predicate and the concept of cover that
Vgures prominently in the work of Gillon (1987) and Schwarzschild (1996). In a
set-based representation of plural individuals, covers are partitions of a set whose
cells are allowed to overlap. For example, the set {{a, b}, {b, c}} is a cover of the
set {a, b, c}. This notion can be deVned as follows:
(19) DeVnition: Cover (set-theoretic)
Cov(C,P ) def= ∅ 6∈ C ∧ ⋃C = P
(C is a cover of a set P if and only if C is a set of nonempty subsets of P
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whose union is P.)
As is often observed (e.g. Heim 1994), this notion can be translated into mere-
ological terms. One possible way to do so is the following deVnition (see also
Section 2.3.3 for correspondences between set theory and mereology):
(20) DeVnition: Cover (mereological)
Cov(C, x) def= x =
⊕
C
(C is a cover of a mereological object x if and only if C is a set whose sum is
x.)
As the following theorem illustrates, there is a close connection between the
concept of cover and starred predicates:
(21) Theorem:
∀x[x ∈ ∗λy[C(y)] ⇔ ∃C ′ ⊆ C[Cov(C ′, x)]]
(The algebraic closure of C applies to x if and only if there is a subset of C
that covers x.)
The proof of this theorem is simple. Using the deVnition of algebraic closure in
Section 2.3.1, we rewrite x ∈ ∗λy[C(y)] as ∃C ′ ⊆ C[x = ⊕C ′]. By deVnition (20),
this is equivalent to ∃C ′ ⊆ C[Cov(C ′, x)]. For more discussion of this connection
between algebraic closure and cover-based approaches, see Vaillette (2001).
Given this connection, my proposal amounts to describing the atelicity require-
ment of a for-adverbial in terms of a set C that must cover any given event in
the denotation of the predicate. Since C covers these events, the cells of C must
contain their parts. Given C , an atelic predicate can be deVned as one such that
each cell of C contains an event that is again in the denotation of the predicate.
So far, I have not said anything about the nature of this predicate C . To do
so, I rely on the analogy between the requirement imposed by frequency adverbs
on the “average period length” at which the predicates they modify must hold,
and the requirement of a for-adverbial on the predicate it modiVes. I propose
that C represents the average period length imposed by a frequency adverb or
for-adverbial on its predicate. Just like in the case of frequency adverbs, the value
of C for any given for-adverbial is not Vxed, but vague. At the same time, its value
is not chosen randomly, but relative to the length of the interval expressed by the
Key (the measure phrase of a for-adverbial). As a consequence, the size of the
cells in C is determined diUerently from case to case. I assume that the ratio of
the size of these cells to the length of the Key interval must always be low. For
example, in a sentence like (16b), the Key is ten hours, and C applies to events
whose runtime is at most half an hour. By contrast, sentence (16a), whose Key is
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one hour, is ruled out, and I assume that this is because C in this case only applies
to events whose runtime is signiVcantly less than half an hour. For a sentence like
(14), where the for-adverbial is for thousands of years, C applies to events whose
runtime is a generation. For a sentence like (15), where the for-adverbial is for 3600
milliseconds, C only applies to events whose runtime is a few milliseconds.
To suggest that the threshold in a for-adverbial depends on the value of the Key,
instead of writing C for this threshold, I write ε(K). To recapitulate the deVnition
of ε from Section 4.6, I assume that ε is a function that maps an argument K to
a predicate over intervals. K is a mnemonic for the Key, and I assume that it is
always supplied by the Key of the distributive construction in question (as is stated
in the Distributivity Constraint, see Section 4.6). For example, in sentence (10), the
function ε maps a value of K = ten hours to a predicate like λt[hours(t) ≤ 0.5]; in
sentence (14), it mapsK = thousands of years to a predicate like λt[generations ≤ 1].
These precise predicates should be thought of as stand-ins for vague predicates
with similar meanings. They play the role of covers in my system, but note that I
do not think of covers as primitives; a predicate may come to act as a cover of an
event by virtue of being included in the scope of a star operator whose output is
applied to this event.
The updated deVnition of stratiVed subinterval reference, in whichC is replaced
by ε(K), is shown here:
(22) DeVnition: StratiVed subinterval reference
SSRε(K)(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
ε(K)(τ(e′))
)
]
(An event predicate P has stratiVed subinterval reference with respect to a
Key K if and only if every event in its denotation can be divided exhaustively
into very small parts (“strata”) that are each in P . A very small part is one
whose runtime satisVes the predicate ε(K).)
Section 4.5.2 has shown how this deVnition can be used to identify waltz as an
atelic predicate, despite the minimal-parts problem. Section 4.6 has generalized the
deVnition to stratiVed reference, repeated here as (23).
(23) DeVnition: StratiVed reference
SRf,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
P (y) ∧
ε(K)(f(y))
)
]
(A predicate P has stratiVed reference with respect to a function f and a
threshold ε(K) if and only if there is a way of dividing every entity in its
denotation exhaustively into parts (“strata”) which are each in P and which
have a very small f -value. Very small f -values are those that satisfy ε(K).)
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Instead of testing whether the predicate to which it is applied holds at every
subinterval, stratiVed reference only tests whether the entity of which it holds can
be divided into entities which are suXciently small. I call these entities “strata” as
a reminder of the fact that they must have very small values as measured in one
dimension, but may be arbitrarily large as measured in any other dimension. As
discussed in Chapter 1, the term strata is chosen as an allusion to the geological
formations which are visible in places such as the Grand Canyon. A geological
stratum can be just a few inches thick and yet extend over hundreds of thousands
of square miles. The dimension along which deVnition (51) constrains strata
is speciVed by the parameter f ; their “maximum thickness” is speciVed via the
threshold parameter ε(K). This parameter can be realized as a very small value, for
example as λi.seconds(i) ≤ 1 for a one-second threshold in the case of temporal
for-adverbials. This method avoids explicit reference to atomic events or intervals.
I now sketch an account of examples like Moltmann’s (16). StratiVed reference
allows us to express the fact that the predicate denoted by John draw pictures
“almost” has the subinterval property, that is, whenever it is true of a sum event,
it can be divided into strata whose are very short and which also qualify as John
draw pictures.
The sentences in (8) are predicted to presuppose (24):
(24) SRτ,ε(K)(JJohn draw picturesK)
where ε(K) is a function that applies to intervals whose runtime is very small
in relation to the Key. In the case of (16b), whose Key is ten hours, assume that such
intervals can last 30 minutes at most. In this case, (24) expands to this:
(25) ∀e[JJohn draw picturesK(e)→
e ∈ ∗(λe′.[minutes(τ(e′)) ≤ 30 ∧ JJohn draw picturesK(e′)])]
This means that any event e in the denotation of John draw pictures can be
divided up into events each of which has the following properties: (i) its runtime
is at most thirty minutes; (ii) it is in the denotation of John draw pictures. This
presupposition is compatible with the context, which predicts correctly that (16b)
is acceptable.
The presupposition of (16a) is predicted to be like (25) except that the threshold
ε(K) is lower than 30 minutes, since its Key is not ten hours but one hour. Suppose
for example that Vve minutes is the threshold:
(26) ∀e[JJohn draw picturesK(e)→
e ∈ ∗(λe′.[minutes(τ(e′)) ≤ 5 ∧ JJohn draw picturesK(e′)])]
Since it takes John 30 minutes to draw a picture, there exists no event that
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veriVes (27).
(27) ∃e[JJohn draw picturesK(e) ∧ minutes(τ(e)) ≤ 5]
While there may exist events whose runtime is Vve minutes or less in which
John draws a proper part of a picture, I assume that these events normally do not
themselves qualify as John draw pictures. Therefore, the presupposition (26) is
violated, so sentence (16a) is unacceptable. Florian Schwarz (p.c.) notes that this
assumption may be too strong in certain cases, since he judges John drew pictures
for ten hours to be true even in case John draws complete pictures for nine hours
and forty-Vve minutes, and then starts a new picture but does not Vnish it by the
hour. I leave this problem aside here.
More generally, stratiVed reference captures several aspects of the presuppo-
sition of sentences such as (16b) that correspond to the observations by Dowty,
Stump and Moltmann:
• the minimal-parts problem is accounted for by not requiring the threshold
ε(K) to be inVnitely low;
• the “suXciently many events” and the relative-length observation are cap-
tured in the requirement that the threshold ε(K) be very low relative to the
Key;
• the vagueness observation and the varying-length observation are expressed
in the fact that the threshold ε(K) is assumed to be vague and pragmatically
determined and that it is allowed to hold of intervals of varying length (e.g.
intervals of thirty minutes or less);
• the regularity observation is captured by the semantics of the star operator,
which requires that there is a way to divide the runtime of the main-clause
predicate into intervals no longer than the threshold ε(K) at which the
main-clause predicate holds.
The proposals reviewed in Section 5.3 do not capture these aspects adequately.
Dowty (1979) is to be credited for connecting the minimal-parts problem with
for-adverbials, but by his own admission he does not account for it because he
lets for-adverbials quantify over all subintervals. This also fails to capture the
other observations listed above. Hinrichs (1985)’s semantics suUers from its own
problems and Vxing it does not capture the “suXciently many events” observation.
Moltmann (1989, 1991) deserves credit for making that observation, but her own
analysis relies on an unanalyzed parthood notion that is weaker than mereological
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parthood. Finally, Link (1991) imposes too strict conditions and, as a result, is
unable to capture these aspects.
Let me point out what I believe to be the main limitation and the main strength
of the present account. On the negative side, in the absence of a theory of vague-
ness, any statements about the function ε used to determine the threshold are
themselves vague. I think that this is the best we can do in a paradigm that is
designed to make categorical predictions about acceptability, because the relative
acceptability of sentences with for-adverbials may as well be continuous as cat-
egorical. Consider again Moltmann’s example with additions in (28): At which
point and how does acceptability drop oU as we increase the ratio between length
of individual event and length of main-clause event? To what extent does accept-
ability depend on whether the context speciVes an exact value (e.g. John can draw
exactly two pictures per hour) or an inexact value (it is not known how long John
takes to draw a picture, or it varies)?
(28) Context: John can draw two pictures per hour.
For *half an /?one/. . . /ten hour(s) John drew pictures.
On the positive side, the main strength of the present account lies in the novel
connection it draws between for-adverbials and other distributive constructions.
This makes it possible to formulate the solution to the minimal-parts problem in a
completely general way that does not refer to for-adverbials speciVcally. We can
look for equivalents of the observations by Dowty, Stump, and Moltmann in other
distributive constructions. The next subsection shows that the reformulation of the
Distributivity Constraint in terms of stratiVed reference is independently justiVed
by the behavior of pseudopartitives.
5.4.3 Parallels between for-adverbials and pseudopartitives
Chapter 4 has proposed that stratiVed reference, via the Distributivity Constraint,
is operative not only in for-adverbials but also in pseudopartitives. The immediate
prediction is that a similar set of eUects to the ones already discussed in this chapter
is observable in pseudopartitives. For example, we expect there to be a minimal-
parts problem and an analogue to the suXciently-many-events requirement. To
the extent that this prediction is true, it provides independent justiVcation for
stratiVed reference. In the sense of von Stechow (1984), the present account can
then be considered a solution to the minimal-parts problem: a number of complex
and apparently unrelated facts are reducible to a few simple principles.
Some of these eUects are indeed attested. My starting point is the observation
christened the “paradox of grams” by Bale (2009). Bale’s central example is the
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following:
(29) a. Give me 500 grams of apples.
b. ?Give me 50 grams of apples.
c. ??Give me one gram of apples.
This example shows that a pseudopartitive as a whole cannot be predicated of
an entity that is too small to be in the denotation of the substance nominal. For
example, (29b) and (29c) are ruled out on the assumption that it is impossible for
an apple to weigh 50 grams or even one gram.
The generalization just mentioned is actually a special case of a phenomenon
that is analogous to the suXciently-many events requirement: the sum entity to
which the pseudopartitive applies must have suXciently many parts that each fall
into the denotation of the substance nominal. This is illustrated by the paradigm
in (30).21
(30) a. *twelve pounds of twelve-pound weights
b. ?twelve pounds of six-pound weights
c. twelve pounds of four-pound weights
d. twelve pounds of three-pound weights
e. twelve pounds of two-pound weights
f. twelve pounds of one-pound weights
I generalize from this paradigm that native speakers tend to reject pseudopar-
titives where the Map value of the substance nominal atoms is low relative to
that of the measure nominal. This is analogous to the relative-length observation
and it is predicted by the Distributivity Constraint. For example, according to the
classiVcation in Chapter 4 as applied to the pseudopartitives in (30), the Share
is n-pound weights, the Map is weight, and the Key is twelve pounds. As for the
threshold value ε(K), it is predicted to be very low relative to the Key. Since the
Key is the same in (30a) through (30f) and since the judgments for this paradigm
are made independently of context, we can assume that the value of ε(K) is the
same in all these cases. To derive the cutoU between (30b) and (30c), I assume
that ε(K) picks out those degrees which correspond to four pounds or less on
the weight scale. Although the discussion here is preliminary and does not meet
the standards of a quantitative study, the following observation is suggestive:
The 1:2 ratio between six pounds and twelve pounds in the “strained” example
(30b) corresponds to the 1:2 ratio in Moltmann’s for-adverbial example (8a), which
she judged “less acceptable”. To the extent that this correspondence holds up to
21This paradigm came up in a discussion with Eytan Zweig.
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scrutiny, it may provide independent evidence for choosing four pounds as the
threshold value in the case of (30). But we should not expect there to be an exact
threshold value: the vagueness observation and the varying-length observation
also hold in pseudopartitives (since ten pounds of books does not presuppose that
all the books in question have the same weight.
Strata theory predicts that sentences (30a) through (30f) are only acceptable
if (31), which expands to (32), is true. Here I write n-pound weights to abbreviate
twelve-pound weights, six-pound weights, etc. corresponding to the examples in
(30).
(31) SRweight,λd.pounds(d)≤4(Jn-pound weightsK)
(32) ∀x[Jn-pound weightsK(x)→
x ∈ ∗(λy.pounds(weight(y)) ≤ 4 ∧ Jn-pound weightsK(y))]
(Every entity in the denotation of n-pound weights, that is, every sum
consisting of one or more such weights, consists of n-pound weights that
each weigh four pounds or less.)
In sum, the Distributivity Constraint can be regarded as an independently
justiVed explanation of the minimal-parts problem because it predicts that Stump’s
observations about frequency adverbs have parallels not only in for-adverbials but
also in pseudopartitives.
5.5 Summary
This chapter has proposed a solution to the minimal-parts problem in terms of
stratiVed reference. An atelic predicate P is deVned as one such that every event
in its denotation can be divided exhaustively into very small parts (“strata”) that
are each in P . A very small part is one whose runtime satisVes a threshold which
is determined in relation to the Key. Since the Key – the measure phrase of a
for-adverbial – diUers across for-adverbials, the result is a partly context-dependent
notion of atelicity. The minimal-parts problem is avoided by not considering the
properties of those parts whose runtimes are shorter than the threshold, which
enters stratiVed reference through its granularity parameter. An implementation in
terms of algebraic closure was shown to be related to the concept of cover known
from work by Schwarzschild (1996) and others on distributivity, and to be superior
to previous formulations which use universal quantiVcation.
The existence of a threshold, and the need to determine it in relation to the
Key, is independently argued for through an observation from Moltmann (1991).
This observation was illustrated with the following minimal pair:
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(33) Context: John can draw two pictures per hour.
a. ?For one hour John drew pictures.
b. For ten hours John drew pictures.
Since stratiVed reference is assumed to govern the behavior of for-adverbials
and pseudopartitives alike, an analogous observation is predicted to be found in
pseudopartitives. I argued that this is indeed the case due to an observation by
Bale (2009), as illustrated by the following minimal triple:
(34) a. Give me 500 grams of apples.
b. ?Give me 50 grams of apples.
c. ??Give me one gram of apples.
This parallel points towards a general and construction-independent concept
that subsumes both atelicity and mass reference. The parametrized higher-order
property of stratiVed reference, whose formulation was motivated on independent
grounds in Chapter 4 and again in this chapter based on analogies to observations
by Stump (1981) and van Geenhoven (2004) about frequency adverbials, provides a
way to capture this concept. Its granularity parameter was introduced in Chapter
4 to account for the diUerences between distributivity in count and noncount
domains, and it has been used in the present chapter to provide a way for diUerent
threshold values to inWuence acceptability judgments.
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Chapter 6
Aspect and space
6.1 Introduction
Most previous work on aspect, as well as this work so far, has focused on properties
of temporal for-adverbials such as for an hour and in an hour, and on temporal
properties of verbal predicates. This chapter starts from the observation that
the telic-atelic opposition is not conVned to the temporal domain, but is neatly
replicated in space. Following Gawron (2004), I speak of temporal aspect and
spatial aspect. Not all theories of aspect survive the extension from the temporal to
the spatial domain equally well. This chapter shows that accounts of for-adverbials
which are based on divisive reference, such as Krifka (1998), cannot be easily
extended to the spatial domain. Alternative accounts based on the subinterval
property, in the style of Dowty (1979), can be extended to the spatial domain
without problems. Such accounts also include the present work, since stratiVed
reference can be seen as a generalization of the subinterval property.
Going from time to space takes aspect and telicity beyond their traditional
usage. For example, Garey (1957), the source of the terms telic and atelic, deVnes a
verbal predicate V to be atelic if and only if when one is interrupted while V ing,
one can be said to have V ed.22 The classical deVnition of aspect in Comrie (1976),
“aspects are diUerent ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a
situation”, makes explicit reference to time. Likewise, the famous categorization
by Vendler (1957) of verbal predicates into the four basic groups state, activity,
achievement, accomplishment is based on time-related criteria such as interaction
with temporal for- and in-adverbials and with the progressive.
As a consequence of extending the study of aspect to space, it becomes nec-
22This test is modeled on the distinction between kinesis and energeia in Aristotle’s Metaphysics,
though the correspondence is not straightforward (Graham 1980).
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essary to reVne Vendler’s classical categorization. In modern implementations
of this system, the diUerence between the four classes is partly determined by
telicity: states and actitivies are atelic, achievements and accomplishments are telic
(Verkuyl 1989).23 Splitting up telicity into spatial and temporal telicity means that
we have to duplicate at least part of Vendler’s categorization, and talk about spatial
activities and accomplishments as Gawron (2005) does. The same is true for any
of the other classiVcation schemes that compete with Vendler’s.24 I do not dwell
on this issue, because I regard Vendler classes as descriptive labels rather than
analyses in their own right, in agreement with Verkuyl (1989, 2005) on this point.
Vendler classes do not appear as primitives in this work, any more than they do in
contemporary analyses of aspect such as Krifka (1998) and Verkuyl (1989, 1993).
While the traditional tests must be understood as diagnostics of temporal
aspect, spatial aspect can be diagnosed by analogous means. Evidence for temporal
and spatial aspect comes from a class of adverbial adjuncts which Moltmann (1991)
calls measure adverbials. Moltmann applies this term to items like those in (1).
(1) a. John drank wine / *a glass of wine for two hours.
b. Mary drew pictures / *the picture until noon.
c. Children / *1000 children suUer from hunger worldwide.
d. Throughout the country women / *a hundred women protested against
the abortion law.
Measure adverbials in this sense include temporal as well as spatial for-adverbials.
Example (2) is adapted from Gawron (2005).
(2) a. The road widens for 100 meters.
b. *The road widens nearly two meters for 100 meters.
There is an irrelevant sense on which (2b) is acceptable: it can mean there is
a 100-meter stretch of the road in which it is two meters wider than outside of
this stretch. This appears to be the spatial counterpart of the result state related
interpretation of for-adverbials (see Section 3.3). The point here is that (2b) cannot
mean that the road widens for 100 meters and at the end of the 100 meters it is
nearly two meters wider than at the beginning.
The examples in (2) involve the degree achievement verb widen. In general,
widen can be understood in two ways: either on a temporal interpretation, as in-
volving reference to events in which an object such as an air balloon becomes wider
and wider over time, or on an atemporal interpretation, as involving reference to
23The other distinctions are as follows: States diUer from activities in that they are taken to be
“static”, and achievements diUer from accomplishments in that they are taken to be punctual.
24Tatevosov (2002) has compiled a useful list of 16 such classiVcations.
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events in which the width of an object increases gradually along a spatial axis. In
this case, the object need not change its shape over time. To avoid confusion in
connection with the word event, note that I also use this word in reference to states
(see Section 2.4.3). Only the atemporal interpretation of widen and of other degree
achievement verbs is relevant here. I have chosen the subject of the sentences in
(2), road, to exclude any temporal interpretation that these sentences may have.
Such an interpretation is implausible because roads do not normally change their
shape over time.
Talmy (1996) analyzes examples such as The scenery was rushing past me in terms
of “Vctive motion”. While these examples are superVcially similar to the sentences
in (2), I agree with Gawron (2005) that Vctive motion is not involved in this case.
For example, the sentences in (2) cannot be placed into the progressive form, unlike
Talmy’s example. In any case, implementing the concept of Vctive motion in formal
semantics seems more cumbersome to me than the straightforward extension
of mereological approaches that I advocate here, and it would not capture the
symmetrical behavior of temporal and spatial aspect.
Spatial aspect is not conVned to degree achievement verbs, but is also exhib-
ited by predicates like meander and end (Gawron 2005). As diagnosed by spatial
adverbials, the former can be regarded as spatially atelic and the latter as spatially
telic:
(3) a. *The road meanders in a mile.
b. The road meanders for a mile.
(4) a. The road ends in a mile.
b. *The road ends for a mile.
As noted by Gawron (2005), sentences like The road meanders and The road ends
are both stative, and applying the traditional, temporal-based notions of telicity to
them makes them both temporally atelic, so the contrast between them cannot be
described in terms of temporal telicity. However, what goes wrong in the spatial
cases (1c), (1d), (2b), (3a) and (4b) does seem analogous to what goes wrong in the
temporal cases (1a), (1b). For example, (2a) does not just convey that the road is
wider at the end of the 100-meter stretch than at the beginning, but also that this
widening is gradual and distributed over the length of the 100-meter stretch, in
such a way that each part of the road within that stretch widens. Similarly, it is
plausible to link the unacceptability of (2b) to the fact that if the 100-meter stretch
of the road widens by two meters in total, then the parts of the road within that
stretch do not each widen by two meters. This is analogous to the explanation
for (1a) in terms of aspectual composition, as found for example in Krifka (1998):
the parts of an event of drinking wine are themselves events of drinking wine,
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but the parts of an event of drinking a glass of wine are not themselves events of
drinking a glass of wine. This is so even though there are events which are both in
the denotation of drink wine and in the denotation of drink a glass of wine. Again,
there is an analogy with (2): among the states to which The road widens applies,
there are states to which The road widens nearly two meters applies.
Gawron views spatial aspect as involving change over a spatial rather than
temporal axis. While I agree with the attempt to generalize boundedness from time
to space, I will not adopt Gawron’s treatment itself here. First, it would be diXcult
to integrate his analysis of aspect to the mereological framework which I have
adopted. Second, Gawron attempts to characterize telicity in terms of cumulativity,
but this is incompatible with the lexical cumulativity assumption which I need for
independent purposes. On this assumption, all verbs have cumulative reference
regardless of telicity (see Section 2.7.2).
To sum up this section, spatial measure adverbials provide us with a reason to
dissociate the notion of aspect from time. Research into aspect must take seriously
the analogous behavior of temporal and spatial for-adverbials, and any theory
of aspect should account for both spatial and temporal for-adverbials in order to
capture this parallel.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 lays out the space
of possibilities for a uniVed account of temporal and spatial (a)telicity: either
we characterize the two notions by using a property that tests for application of
the predicate in arbitrarily conVned subregions of spacetime, such as cumulative
or divisive reference, or we use a notion in which dimension (space or time) is
a parameter and in which we test for application of the predicate in regions of
spacetime that are constrained in only one dimension and can extend arbitrarily in
the other dimensions. Based on the aspectual properties of predicates with one
bounded and one unbounded argument, the section makes the case for the second
option, which I call the strata-based approach.
Section 6.3 presents Krifka (1998) as an example of the Vrst option, which I call
the subregion-based approach, and contrasts it with Dowty (1979) and my own
account as two examples of the strata-based approach.
Section 6.4 shows Vrst intuitively and then in formal detail how only the second
option can account for the diUerence between spatial and temporal aspect. This
work implements the second option because the higher-order property it uses,
stratiVed reference, can be parametrized for time or space through its dimension
parameter.
Section 6.5 concludes.
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6.2 Subregions versus strata
This section distinguishes two kinds of algebraic models of telicity and classiVes
them under the terms subregion-based approach and strata-based approach. These
terms are chosen with reference to the metaphor introduced in Chapter 1. In
this metaphor, events and other entities are thought of as occupying regions
in an abstract space whose dimensions specify, among others, their spatial and
temporal extent. Events can be both spatially and temporally extended at the
same time (see Section 2.4.3). This opposes them to intervals, which correspond
to one-dimensional lines (see Section 2.4.4). While the rest of this work considers
thematic roles and measure functions to be among the dimensions of this abstract
space, this part of the metaphor can be ignored here. Only the spatial dimensions
and time matter for the present purpose, and the relevant subspace of the abstract
space can therefore be thought of as spacetime. In fact, we will never have to
consider more than one spatial dimension at a time, so the relevant subspace has
only two dimensions and can be drawn on paper. I will make use of this fact when
I provide illustrations.
By “strata” I mean parts of an event that are constrained to be very short along
one of these dimensions, and which extend up to the boundaries of the event along
all the other dimensions. In a three-dimensional space, a stratum is formed like a
layer, and the thinner it is, the closer it approximates a plane. In a two-dimensional
space, the thinner a stratum is, the closer it comes to a line. By “subregions” I mean
parts of an event that occupy arbitrary regions of spacetime, including regions that
are constrained in all dimensions. For example, consider an event whose location
extends Vfty meters in one direction, and whose runtime is an interval of Vfty
minutes. A stratum of this event is either a part whose runtime is very short but
whose spatial extent is Vfty meters, or a part whose spatial extent is very small but
whose runtime is Vfty minutes. A subregion is an arbitrary part of this event. Both
the runtime and the spatial extent of a subregion could be very small, but they do
not have to be. It follows that any stratum of an event is also one of its subregions,
but not vice versa.
I do not deVne strata and subregions formally because they are only used to
build intuitions. They do not play a formal role in any of the theories I discuss,
including my own, but the ideas they represent informs the following classiVcation.
• I use the term subregion-based approach for implementations that charac-
terize the diUerence between telicity and atelicity based on divisive reference
or related notions. Divisive reference holds of a predicate P if every part
of any event in P is also in P (see Section 2.3.2). In our visual metaphor,
divisive reference requires the event predicate to hold of every subregion of
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any event to which it applies. A faithful implementation of the subregion-
based approach that is based on divisive reference would predict that it is
impossible for one and the same predicate to be both spatially bounded and
temporally unbounded, or vice versa, because an event predicate cannot be
at the same time divisive and not divisive.
• The strata-based approach characterizes the diUerence between telicity and
atelicity in a way that is parametrized on a dimension such as time or
space. My own account of aspect implements the strata-based approach.
The notion of stratiVed reference motivated in Chapters 4 and 5 abstracts
over time and space via its dimension parameter. In our visual metaphor,
stratiVed reference requires any event to which the event predicate applies to
be subdivisible into strata that are constrained along the dimension speciVed
by the dimension parameter, and run perpendicularly to it. The event
predicate is then required to hold of every stratum of any event to which it
applies. I will illustrate this in more detail in the following discussion. Note
that on the strata-based approach, the dimension parameter provides an
additional degree of freedom compared with the subregion-based approach.
This approach therefore makes it possible for predicates to be both spatially
bounded and temporally unbounded or vice versa. For example, it is logically
possible for one and the same predicate to have stratiVed reference with
respect to runtime but not to location, or vice versa.
Each of the two characterizations of atelicity outlined above has been imple-
mented in various ways by diUerent authors, in the shape of diUerent lexical entries
for for-adverbials. For example, the subregion-based approach is implemented in
the work of Krifka (1998), while accounts that implement the strata-based approach
include Dowty (1979), Moltmann (1991) as well as the present work. Here, I contrast
prototypical examples of the two characterizations, namely Vendler (1957) and
Bennett and Partee (1972). The next section contrasts the speciVc proposals of
Krifka, Dowty, and the present work. While neither Vendler nor Bennett and
Partee proposed entries for for-adverbials, the simplicity of their proposals makes
it useful for expository purposes to discuss them before moving on to the more
advanced implementations.
The essence of the subregion-based approach is present in Vendler (1957)’s
suggestion that (atelic) activities have the property that “any part of the process
is of the same nature as a whole”. Vendler contrasts this property with (telic)
accomplishment predicates, which “proceed toward a terminus which is logically
necessary to their being what they are”. The property of atelic predicates that
Vendler identiVes corresponds to the model-theoretic notion of divisive reference.
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Although Vendler speaks of processes rather than events and does not consider
whether processes have spatial equivalents, the point is that he considers all the
parts of a process, regardless of time.
This feature is absent from the strata-based approach, a characterization that
explicitly makes reference to the temporal and spatial properties of predicates. The
essence of this view dates back at least to Bennett and Partee (1972). In connection
with atelicity, Bennett and Partee single out the class of predicates which “have the
property that if they are the main verb phrase of a sentence which is true at some
interval of time I, then the sentence is true at every subinterval of I including every
moment of time in I”. This property is commonly referred to as the subinterval
property. Because the subinterval property makes reference to a temporal interval,
it might seem from my description that it can characterize only temporal but not
spatial atelicity. This is not the case. As shown in Chapter 4, stratiVed reference
can be parametrized for time or space. The resulting notion can be put to use to
formulate identical entries for temporal and spatial uses of for that check for the
subinterval property with respect to the interval denoted by their complement.
That interval can either be temporal, as in the case of for three hours, or spatial, as
in for three miles.
Of the authors I cite here, only two actually consider spatial aspect. One
of them is Gawron (2005), whom I have already discussed. The other one is
Moltmann (1991), who recognizes that Dowty (1979)’s analysis can be generalized
to spatial measure adverbials of the kind she considers in (1c) and (1d).25 Moving
from temporal to spatial aspect not only allows us to increase the empirical testing
ground of theories of for-adverbials, but as we will see in the next section, it allows
us to rule out the subregion-based approach.
Both the strata-based and the subregion-based approach must be able to model
the diUerent distribution of spatial and temporal for-adverbials. This distribution
can be observed in connection with predicates which contain a bounded and an
unbounded argument. See Beavers (2008) for discussion of this type of predicate.
Here is an example:26
(5) a. John pushed carts to the store for Vfty minutes.
b. *John pushed carts to the store for Vfty meters.
25Several authors, e.g. Hinrichs (1985) and Krifka (1998), use a model of space to represent the
aspectual properties of motion predicates such as walk to the store. By spatial aspect I mean the
contrast exhibited in (2), i.e. the distribution of spatial measure adverbials, not the inWuence of
spatial predicates on temporal measure adverbials.
26To prevent a partitive coercion of to the store into an unbounded predicate with a meaning
similar to towards the store, the examples in this chapter can be made stronger, if less conspicuous,
by adding the modiVer all the way before to the store. All the way is a “true delimiter” in the sense
of Smollett (2001).
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The predicate John pushed carts to the store is compatible with a temporal
for-adverbial on an interpretation where John went back and forth and pushed
the carts in question to the store one by one, or at least little by little (5a).27
This type of reading has been called frequentative or iterative (van Geenhoven
2004). As discussed in Section 2.7.2, I assume that iterativity is a consequence of
lexical cumulativity. The same predicate, however, is incompatible with a spatial
for-adverbial, irrespectively of whether it is interpreted iteratively or not (5b).
The fact that temporal and spatial for-adverbials do not have the same distribu-
tion shows that there is no single property that can account for the distribution
of all for-adverbials. If we want to characterize what happens in (5a) as well as
(5b) in terms of (a)telicity, as was argued in the previous section, any approach
to aspect needs to contain the equivalent of a parameter that can be set to space
or time. The property of divisive reference does not contain such a parameter,
so the subregion-based approach is only viable if it relies on a suitably amended
verison of divisive reference, or on another property altogether. The property
of stratiVed reference contains such a parameter. I have called it the dimension
parameter. Chapter 4 has motivated this parameter independently of aspect-related
considerations.
The contrast in (5) cannot be explained by appealing to the lexical semantics
of the verb alone, since push is compatible with spatial for-adverbials in other
sentences:
(6) John pushed carts towards the store for Vfty meters.
This means that the distribution of spatial for-adverbials is determined by
properties of phrasal constituents and not just by verbs. Spatial aspect is therefore
compositionally determined, as is temporal aspect (Verkuyl 1972).
Both the subregion-based and the strata-based approach presuppose that events
and/or intervals have parts, so they can both be implemented within the subregion-
based mereological framework presented in Chapter 2. Krifka (1986, 1989, 1992,
1998) and Kratzer (2007) both implement the subregion-based approach in such a
setting. Moreover, both theories can be formulated in an event semantic setting.
Dowty (1979), an early implementation of the strata-based approach, is formal-
ized using neither event semantics nor mereological semantics, but subsequent
27A sentence like John pushed carts to the store does not entail that John pushed more than one
cart at a time; he could have pushed one cart at a time. This is consistent with the inclusive view
on plurals, for which I have presented arguments in Section 2.6.2. In addition, the sentence entails
that John pushed more than one cart in total. The bare plural carts therefore acts as a dependent
plural. That for-adverbials license dependent plurals can be seen from sentences like John wore
yellow neckties for a week, which do not give rise to the conclusion that John wore several neckties
at once. In Chapter 9, I present an account of dependent plurals in for-adverbials.
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implementations are, including Hinrichs (1985) and Moltmann (1991).
6.3 Implementations of both approaches
This section presents concrete implementations of the subregion-based approach
and the strata-based approach. The next section compares them with respect
to how well they succeed in accounting for the diUerent distribution of spatial
and temporal measure adverbials. I present the proposal in Krifka (1998) as an
example of the subregion-based approach. The strata-based approach is illustrated
by Dowty (1979) and by my own proposal. For the purpose of this chapter, and
unlike Chapter 5, the diUerences between Dowty’s proposal (once it has been
generalized to space) and my own are irrelevant, since both accounts are strata-
based. Metaphorically speaking, these diUerences only concern the thickness of
the strata: Dowty considers arbitrarily thin strata and I consider “very thin” but
not arbitrarily thin ones.
6.3.1 Dowty (1979) and my proposal
Dowty (1979) essentially models for-adverbials as universal quantiVers ranging
over the subintervals of some time interval. For example, a sentence like John
ran for an hour is predicted to be true if John ran at each subinterval of a certain
hour-long interval. I have reviewed Dowty’s analysis of for-adverbials in Section
5.3.1. Since many of the details of his analysis are not relevant for the present
purpose, I will not use Dowty’s original entry, but a simpliVed version.
In Dowty’s analysis, events and part structures are unnecessary, and Dowty
himself does not make use of them. However, for purposes of comparison with
Krifka’s theory, it is useful to couch his analysis in a mereological subregion-based
framework anyway (cf. Moltmann 1991). To give all implementations a fair chance
to model spatial aspect, I extend the background assumptions of the accounts I
compare in this chapter in the following way: I assume the existence of a trace
function τ that relates events to their runtime, and I assume that events are also
mapped to spatial intervals by a location function σ that mirrors τ in all important
respects. In particular, both σ and τ are assumed to be homomorphisms with
respect to the sum operation. For example, the runtime of the sum of two events is
the sum of their runtimes. For more details on these assumptions, see Section 2.5.2.
Casting both theories into the same framework is not only beneVcial for
comparison. Since I argue against the subregion-based approach, adopting the
framework in which this theory was formulated makes sure that my criticism
is targeted against the original theory and not against a potentially inaccurate
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translation. At the same time, my criticism against the subregion-based approach
is not tied to the speciVc details of Krifka’s implementation. It is targeted against
the implicit premise of the subregion-based approach and so it is likely to equally
apply to other implementations of the subregion-based approach.
The following is a simpliVed version of Dowty’s entry that retains his basic
insight, namely, for-adverbials universally quantify over subintervals.
(7) Jfor an hourK (Dowty, simpliVed)
= λP∃t[hours(t) = 1 ∧ ∀t′ ⊆ t[AT(P, t′)]]
In Dowty’s framework, the relation AT evaluates a proposition at an interval. In
event semantics, AT can be reformulated in terms of τ . This deVnition is repeated
here from Section 2.5.2.
(8) DeVnition: Holding at an interval
AT(V, t) def= ∃e[V (e) ∧ τ(e) = t]
(An event predicate V holds at an interval t if and only if it holds of some
event whose temporal trace is t.)
Given this deVnition, we can rewrite the translation in (7) as follows:
(9) Jfor an hourK (Dowty, simpliVed)
= λP∃t[hours(t) = 1 ∧ ∀t′ ≤ t[∃eP (e) ∧ τ(e) = t′]
I have replaced ⊆ by ≤ because I assume a mereological rather than a set-
theoretic structure for time (see Section 2.4.4).
After these modiVcations are carried out, Dowty’s analysis produces represen-
tations like the following:
(10) JJohn ran for an hourK
= ∃t[hours(t) = 1 ∧ ∀t′[t′ ≤ t→ ∃e run(e, john) ∧ τ(e) = t′]]
(There is a time interval t which lasts an hour and John runs at each of its
parts.)
(11) JJohn ran for a mileK
= ∃t[miles(t) = 1 ∧ ∀t′[t′ ≤ t→ ∃e run(e, john) ∧ σ(e) = t′]]
(There is a spatial interval t which spans a mile and John runs at each of its
parts.)
Dowty’s analysis can be classiVed as an implementation of the strata-based
approach because he lets for-adverbials introduce a test that applies to subintervals.
This feature is also implemented in my own proposal, as presented in Chapters 4
and 5. My translation for the temporal adverbial for an hour is shown in (12).
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(12) Jfor an hourK (my proposal, based on Section 4.7)
= λP〈vt〉λe : SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=1])(P ) . P (e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1
where ε(λt[hours(t) = 1]) is a predicate that holds of temporal intervals
which are very small compared to an hour
This entry results in logical representations like the one in (13).
(13) JJohn ran for an hourK
Presupposition: SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=1])(John run)
Assertion: ∃e[Jjohn runK(e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1]
Given the deVnition of stratiVed reference in Section 4.6, the presupposition of
(13) can be expanded as in (14).
(14) SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=1])(JJohn runK)⇔
∀e[JJohn runK(e)→ e ∈ ∗(λe′.ε(λt[hours(t) = 1])(τ(e′)) ∧ JJohn runK(e′))]
(Every event e in JJohn runK can be divided into one or more parts each of
which is in JJohn runK and has a very small temporal extent compared to
an hour.)
The corresponding spatial translations are exactly parallel:
(15) Jfor a mileK (my proposal)
= λP〈vt〉λe : SRσ,ε(λt[miles(t)=1])(P ) . P (e) ∧ miles(σ(e)) = 1
where ε(λt[miles(t) = 1]) is a predicate that holds of spatial intervals which
are very small compared to a mile
(16) JJohn ran for a mileK
Presupposition: SRσ,ε(λt[miles(t)=1])(John run)
Assertion: ∃e[Jjohn runK(e) ∧ σ(e) = 1]
(17) SRσ,ε(λt[miles(t)=1])(JJohn runK)⇔
∀e[JJohn runK(e)→ e ∈ ∗(λe′.ε(λt[miles(t) = 1])(σ(e′)) ∧ JJohn runK(e′))]
(Every event e in JJohn runK can be divided into one or more parts each of
which is in JJohn runK and has a very small spatial extent compared to a
mile.)
6.3.2 Krifka (1998)
Krifka (1998) translates for-adverbials using a parametrized version of divisive
reference, and therefore instantiates the subregion-based approach. Krifka’s posi-
tion has evolved over the years: in Krifka (1986), Chapter 3, for-adverbials impose
the requirement that predicates be divisive and strictly cumulative (that is, they
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are cumulative and they have at least two distinct entities in their denotation),
and the predicate that is output by the for-adverbial must not be cumulative. In
Krifka (1989), atelic predicates are considered to be “strictly cumulative or at least
non-quantized”. Krifka (1998) contains the most recent entry for for-adverbials
published by the author.
The translation given in Krifka (1998) for for an hour and its use in John ran for
an hour are shown below. I present Krifka’s entry here in its original form to show
that the reason it fails is not due to a simpliVcation of mine. I explain Krifka’s
notation below.
(18) Jfor an hourK (Krifka)
= λR.λx.λe.[R(x, e) ∧ H ′(e) = 1 ∧
∂∃e′[e′ <τ e ∧ ∀e′′[e′′ ≤τ e→ R(x, e′′)]]]
(19) JJohn ran for an hourK (Krifka)
= ∃e.[run(john, e) ∧ H ′(e) = 1 ∧
∂∃e′[e′ <τ e ∧ ∀e′′[e′′ ≤τ e→ run(john, e′′)]]]
The translation in (18) consists of an assertion and of a presupposition, which
is indicated by ∂. The translation takes a predicate of individuals and events R,
an individual x, and an event e. In (19), the predicate R is assumed to have been
contributed by the verb phrase, x by the subject, and e by existential closure. The
entry states that the number of hours of the runtime of e is one. This is expressed
by the function H ′ that maps entities to their runtimes in hours (with some special
provisions for noncontinuous events that are irrelevant for the present point).
The presupposition of (18) makes use of a parametrized part-of relation ≤τ .
Krifka deVnes that e′ ≤τ e, read “e′ is a temporal subevent of e”, holds if and only
if e′ ≤ e and there is another part e′′ of e whose runtime τ(e′′) does not overlap
with τ(e′).28 This is the case if the runtime of e′ is a proper part of the runtime of
e. Thus, Krifka relativizes the part-of relation to time. Note that nothing in the
deVnition requires e and e′ to coincide in their spatial extent or in any other way.
In particular, e′ could also have a smaller spatial extent than e.
The presupposition of (18) states that the predicate R denoted by the verb phrase
must relate the subject to all the temporal subevents of the event e. I will refer
to this part of the presupposition as the divisiveness clause, because it essentially
requires the predicate to have divisive reference, except that ≤ is replaced by ≤τ .
The presupposition also requires that the event has temporally shorter subevents. I
call this the existence clause. The purpose of this clause is to exclude quantized telic
28Krifka actually writes ≤H′ rather than ≤τ . However, the function H ′ is not used in his
deVnition of ≤τ . I write Krifka’s relation as ≤τ because I Vnd this notation more intuitive when it
is used in parallel with its spatial counterpart, which I write ≤σ .
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predicates like eat an apple. These predicates vacuously satisfy the divisiveness
clause, because an event to which eat an apple applies has no subevents – and, in
particular, no temporally shorter subevents – that would also be in the denotation
of eat an apple.
Although Krifka does not deal with spatial for-adverbials, his theory can be
straightforwardly extended to them by stating that spatial for-adverbials check that
each spatial (as opposed to temporal) subevent of the sum event is in the denotation
of the main clause predicate. This is shown in (20), which uses a relation ≤σ or “is
a spatial subevent of”, to be understood in a parallel way to ≤τ .
(20) Jfor a mileK (based on Krifka)
= λR.λx.λe.[R(x, e) ∧ M ′(e) = 1 ∧
∂∃e′[e′ <σ e ∧ ∀e′′[e′′ ≤σ e→ R(x, e′′)]]]
6.4 Comparing the approaches
In this section, I describe a case for which the proposal in Krifka (1998) makes the
wrong predictions, and which the proposal in Dowty (1979) and my own proposal
handle correctly. Consider again sentence (5a), repeated here:
(21) John pushed carts to the store for Vfty minutes.
The events of which this sentence holds are sums of events in which John goes
back and forth to the store many times. For the present purpose, I assume that the
predicate John push carts to the store is interpreted as in (22) (see also Section 2.9 for
my assumptions concerning the semantics of to the store). Krifka (1998) assumes a
similar representation, although I abstract away from some irrelevant details here.
(22) λe[∗push(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ∧ end(σ(e)) = the.store]
(True of any potentially pushing event whose agent is John and whose
spatial extent is an interval whose end is the store.)
I Vrst illustrate the diUerent behavior of the two approaches intuitively with
Vgures, and then I discuss more formally what goes wrong with Krifka’s account. I
will overlay the constraints that the two approaches impose onto a schematic rep-
resentation of an arbitrarily picked sum event of which (21) holds. This schematic
representation is shown in Figure 6.1. It uses the visual metaphor described in
Chapter 1 and above. This Vgure is a space-time diagram with time on the vertical
axis, and with the path or spatial interval to which to the store refers along the
horizontal axis. I have taken certain liberties here for expository purposes. Strictly
speaking, in a space-time diagram, a stationary object like the store should be
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represented as a vertical line, and John and his carts should be represented as
zigzagging spacetime “worms”. I have used more recognizable representations.
One can imagine Figure 6.1 as taken from a vertical Vlmstrip that has been recorded
from a perpendicular angle to John’s path. The men and carts can be thought of as
individual frames, each of which represents an event in which John pushes carts to
the store.
Figure 6.1: An event in the denotation of (21).
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Figure 6.2 contrasts two ways of breaking down this sum event into subevents,
corresponding to the two theories. Figure 6.2a illustrates the strata-based approach:
the event is divided into subevents along the temporal axis. Each of these events
is tested for whether it qualiVes, that is, whether it is in the denotation of the
predicate John push carts to the store. A checkmark indicates that an event qualiVes,
a cross shows that it does not. A picture in which there are only checkmarks
and no crosses represents a case in which the theory predicts the sentence to be
acceptable. Since this is the case in Figure 6.2a, this is a point for the strata-based
approach.
The subregion-based approach is illustrated in Figure 6.2b. As shown by the
abundance of crosses in this Vgure, this approach breaks down the sum event too
much by insisting on considering all subevents, or at least all temporal subevents.
Most of these subevents have locations that are remote from the location of the
store, and are therefore not in the denotation of the predicate John push carts to the
store. The restriction to temporally shorter subevents does not prevent this. The
subregion-based approach in general, and Krifka’s theory in particular, wrongly
rules out sentence (21).
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the strata-based and subregion-based approaches
(a) Strata-based approach
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6.4.1 The subregion-based approach
Following this intuitive presentation, let me now show in detail how Krifka (1998)’s
account wrongly rules out sentence (21) even though it is more sophisticated than
a naïve implementation of the subregion-based approach. I will argue that the
presupposition predicted by Krifka’s entry in (18) is violated by the predicate
denoted by (21). As a result, Krifka’s account wrongly predicts that (21) should be
unacceptable due to presupposition failure. His prediction is that (21) presupposes
that any event e in its denotation satisVes the following condition:
(23) ∃e′[e′ <τ e] ∧ ∀e′′[e′′ ≤τ e→ e′′ ∈ JJohn push carts to the storeK]
As a reminder, I call the Vrst conjunct of this presupposition the existence clause
and the second conjunct the divisiveness clause. To argue that this presupposition
is violated, I will proceed in four steps. First, I will argue that sentence (21) applies
to a proper sum event, that is, an event that has subevents. This means that the
existence clause of the presupposition is satisVed, which means that the problem
must lie in the divisiveness clause and ultimately in Krifka’s reliance on divisive
reference. Second, I will argue that some of these shorter subevents are not in
the denotation of the predicate John push carts to the store. Third, I will argue
that some of these subevents stand in the relation ≤τ and therefore ≤ to the sum
event (they are parts of the sum event and their runtime is shorter than that of
the sum event). Finally, I will argue that these subevents cannot be excluded on
pragmatic grounds from the range of the universal quantiVer in (23). These four
steps together have the consequence that the presupposition in (23) does not hold.
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I start by arguing that (21) applies to a sum event that has subevents. I have
assumed that a verbal predicate that has been modiVed by to the store only applies
to events whose spatial extent ends at the store (see Section 2.9). This assumption
is intuitively plausible and corresponds to the account of spatial prepositional
phrases in Krifka (1998). Suppose that (21) is uttered in a scenario in which John
repeatedly pushed some carts from location A to the store. (In a pragmatically
plausible scenario, he pushes a diUerent set of carts on each of his back-and-forth
trips, but nothing depends on this.) Call B the point halfway between location A
and the store. Standard assumptions of mereological event semantics commit us
to the (intuitively plausible) claim that (21) entails the existence of a sum event e
which can be divided at least into two complex subevents: an event e1 in which
John pushed carts (iteratively) from A to B and an event e2 in which he pushed
carts (iteratively) from B to the store. I will leave e2 aside and concentrate on the
event e1. This event does not itself qualify as an event of John pushing carts to the
store, because its spatial extent does not include the store. To see that e entails the
existence of e1, note that (21) entails (24), and moreover (24) entails (25):
(24) John pushed carts to the store.
(25) John pushed carts halfway towards the store.
These sentences are of course less informative than (21) because they describe
parts of the scenario evoked by it, so it is not immediately obvious that the
entailment relations that I have mentioned hold. For example, one might take (25)
to be false in such a scenario because it conveys that the carts in question did not
reach the store. However, that the carts did not reach the store is not a part of the
literal meaning of but an implicature. This is clear in contexts such as questions,
where implicatures are usually not computed. For example, when we turn (25) into
a question, it is possible to answer it aXrmatively with (24), but the converse is
not possible:
(26) Did John push carts halfway towards the store?
(27) Yes/*No – in fact, he pushed carts to the store.
(28) Did John push carts to the store?
(29) No/*Yes, he pushed carts halfway towards the store.
I conclude that the entailment relations do indeed hold. Each of these sentences
entails the existence of an event, and we can plausibly model the fact that (21)
entails (25) by assuming that any event denoted by (21) has an event denoted by
(25) as one of its parts. This means that (21) indeed denotes a sum event, as claimed
above.
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The second step is to argue that the predicate denoted by (24), which applies to
the sum event of (21), call it e, does not apply to the sum event of (25), call it e1.
This is easy to see, given that we know that (24) entails (25) but not vice versa. If
John pushed carts to the store applied to the event in (25), then (25) should entail
(24). The intuition behind this reasoning is that an event of pushing carts halfway
towards the store neither is nor entails an event of pushing carts to the store.
Third, I argue that e1 ≤τ e, that is, e1 is a part of e and there is another part
of e whose runtime does not overlap with the runtime of e1. This is how Krifka
expresses that e1 has a shorter runtime than e. As mentioned, that e1 ≤ e is
intuitively plausible. Any assumption to the contrary would make it at best very
diXcult to explain why (21) entails (25). Moreover, observe that e1 is a proper part
of e, that is, it is not identical to e. This is so because (25) does not entail (24). By
the Unique Separation axiom (see Section 2.3.1), there is an event e2 that is a proper
part of e and does not overlap with e1, so that the sum of e1 and e2 is e. Intuitively,
this models the following fact: e is a sum event in which John pushed carts from A
to the store. e1 is a part of e in which John pushed carts from A halfway towards
the store, that is, from A to B; and e2 is an event in which John pushed carts from
B to the store, that is, the result of subtracting e1 from e. Now, given the fact that
John cannot be in two diUerent locations at the same time, the runtimes of e1 and
e2 do not overlap. This entails e1 ≤τ e, which I set out to show.29
Summing up, we have the following situation. A for-adverbial can modify a
sentence, namely (21), whose sum event e has a proper part e1 that is not in the
denotation of the sentence. This is in contradiction to divisive reference. Moreover,
e1 has a shorter runtime than the sum event e, therefore not only e1 < e holds
but also e1 <τ e. This is in contradiction to Krifka (1998)’s divisiveness clause, by
which he implements the subregion-based approach as seen in (18). I will refer
to e1 as the “oUending event” since it violates the divisiveness clause. We will
see later that the strata-based approach fares better because e1 does not lead to a
violation of stratiVed reference.
Finally, let us consider what additional assumptions would be necessary to
rescue the subregion-based approach. Although this is not always explicitly stated,
universal quantiVers in semantic representations are generally assumed to be
restricted to “relevant” entities. The following classical example, taken from
Kratzer (1989), illustrates the point. We have an orchard whose trees are all laden
with wonderful apples. A man who wants to buy the orchard asks us whether all
its trees are apple trees. We answer: “Yes, and every tree is laden with wonderful
29The runtimes of each of these events will be discontinuous in scenarios where John goes back
and forth between A and the store and pushes the carts to the store one by one or at least little by
little. This does not aUect the main point.
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apples.” It is clear from context that the universal quantiVer supplied by every tree
is implicitly restricted to the trees in the orchard. Otherwise, the sentence would
be false because there are many trees in the world which are not apple trees and
cannot have any apples. The relevance issue is a bit of a wildcard, because no
commonly accepted semantic theory provides clear criteria for deciding whether a
given entity is relevant. However, a common intuition is that all irrelevant entities
must be “outside the situation” in which the sentence is understood. In the orchard
example, most if not all of the trees inside the orchard are relevant from an intuitive
point of view since the truth of the sentence depends on any one of them having
apples, while the trees outside the orchard are irrelevant. This intuition is formally
implemented in situation semantics (Kratzer 1989).
In our event-based framework, the situation in which a sentence is understood
can be thought of as the sum event over which a sentence existentially quantiVes
(Dekker 1997; Kratzer 2010). According to this view, the relevant events in the
example discussed above are the subevents of the sum event e. Event e1, the
“oUending event” whose location does not contain the location of the store, is
indeed a subevent of e and is therefore relevant. As shown in Figure 6.2b, there are
many other such oUending subevents. It would be diXcult to explain why none of
these subevents should be seen as relevant.
However, let us grant that an argument to the contrary can be made, and
that the only relevant events turn out to be those subevents of e whose location
contains the store. In Figure 6.2b, these subevents are the ones whose right-hand
boundary is also the right-hand boundary of the sum event. These subevents all
have checkmarks. This indicates that they all qualify as push carts to the store,
which is the case because their location contains the store. It would then follow
that all relevant subevents of e would qualify as push carts to the store, and the
presupposition of (21) would indeed be satisVed. This would appear to rescue the
subregion approach.
I see three problems with this line of thinking. First, there is no reason to
assume that these subevents are indeed irrelevant for the felicity and truth condi-
tions of the sentence, and that so many of them should be. If they were, we should
expect most trees inside our orchard to be irrelevant for the truth conditions of
Every tree is laden with apples as well. Second, there is no explanation why (21)
requires an iterative interpretation. Suppose John starts pushing a set of carts
towards the store all at once, and stops doing anything once he has arrived there.
Although the locations of most subevents of such an event do not contain the store,
those events whose location does contain the store all qualify as events in which
John pushes carts to the store. If these are the only relevant subevents, the sentence
should be modiVable by any temporal for-adverbial. Finally, there is no explanation
why spatial for-adverbials cannot modify (21), since an analogous reasoning shows
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that they should be acceptable just like temporal for-adverbials. I conclude that an
appeal to relevance is unlikely to save the subregion-based approach.
6.4.2 The strata-based approach
I will now argue that the strata-based approach provides a handle on the observa-
tions presented in Section 6.2: that the sentence John pushed carts to the store is
compatible with a temporal for-adverbial; that this adverbial enforces an iterative
interpretation; and that the sentence is not compatible with a spatial for-adverbial.
It will also be necessary to exclude irrelevant events, but this appeal to relevance
does not undermine the approach because none of the parts of the sum event need
to be considered irrelevant. The strata-based approach was illustrated in Figure
6.2a. The facts just mentioned are illustrated by example (5), repeated here:
(30) a. John pushed carts to the store for Vfty minutes.
b. *John pushed carts to the store for Vfty meters.
I start with the Vrst observation: the sentence is compatible with a temporal
for-adverbial. Take any event in the denotation of (30) and call it e. As implemented
in Dowty’s proposal, the strata-based approach checks if every subinterval of the
runtime of e is the runtime of an event in the denotation of John push carts to
the store. This condition is of course problematic, because there are no inVnitely
short events that qualify as pushing events, let alone events of pushing carts to the
store. However, Chapter 5 shows that the strata-based approach can be maintained
in spite of this minimal-parts problem. My implementation of the strata-based
approach checks if there is a way to divide up the sum event in (21) along the
temporal axis into very short strata that are all in the denotation of the main
clause predicate. What counts as very short depends on the length of the temporal
interval associated with the measure phrase of the for-adverbial. In the case of (21),
“very short” means whatever counts as very short relative to Vfty minutes – say,
Vve minutes.
(31) SRτ,ε(λt[minutes(t)=50])(JJohn push carts to the storeK)⇔
∀e[e ∈JJohn push carts to the storeK→
e ∈ ∗(λe′.ε(λt[minutes(t) = 50])(τ(e′)) ∧ e′ ∈JJohn push carts to the
storeK)]
(Every event e in JJohn push carts to the storeK can be divided into one or
more parts, each of which is also in the denotation of JJohn push carts to
the storeK and has a very small runtime compared with Vfty minutes.)
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Because the strata-based approach does not quantify over all temporally shorter
subevents, it places a weaker requirement on the main clause predicate than
Krifka’s account does. We have seen that the sum event of (21), e, can be divided
into two parts e1 and e2 such that e1 does not qualify as an event in which John
pushed carts to the store. More speciVcally, e1 represented the sum of all subevents
in which John pushed carts halfway towards the store. In other words, the existence
of the parts e1 and e2 represents a way of dividing up e along the spatial axis. The
existence of e1 is without consequence for my proposal. All that needs to be
checked is whether there exists a way of dividing e into subevents along the
temporal axis, such that these subevents are each in the denotation of the main
clause predicate. Once it has established that such a division exists, it does not
matter whether or not there are also other ways of dividing e into parts to which
the main clause predicate does not apply.
To check whether e can be divided up in the speciVed way, we need to check
the scenarios with which (24) is compatible. Example (24) by itself does not specify
whether John pushed carts to the store little by little (iteratively, that is, with
many trips back and forth) or all at once, but as mentioned, adding a temporal
for-adverbial as in (21) forces an iterative interpretation. On my proposal, this
contrast is expected. A scenario in which John pushed the carts to the store little by
little entails that the main clause predicate in (24) is true within many consecutive
time intervals – whatever time it takes John to push a set of carts to the store and
to go back to the origin. A scenario in which John pushed the carts to the store all
at once is not compatible with such an entailment. This entailment is exactly the
one that is also required by for-adverbials on the strata-based approach.
The strata-based approach not only accounts for the acceptability and licensed
entailments of (21). It also explains the contrast between the acceptability of the
temporal interval in (21) and its spatial counterpart. This minimal pair is repeated
here from (5):
(32) a. John pushed carts to the store for Vfty minutes.
b. *John pushed carts to the store for Vfty meters.
The reason for the contrast between these two sentences is easily explained on
the strata-based approach, given any background theory that makes the uncon-
troversial prediction that the PP to the store is only true of events whose spatial
extent ends at the store. The idea is this: While the temporal for-adverbial in (32a)
tests whether the main-clause predicate is true within every very short temporal
interval that is a part of the Vfty minutes in question, the spatial for-adverbial
in (32b) tests whether the main-clause predicate is true within every very short
spatial subinterval of the Vfty meters in question (see Figure 6.3). Some of these
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subintervals will not spatially contain the location of the store, that is, they will
not contain the endpoint of the spatial interval at which the sum event is located.
Any event that is located in such a subinterval will not qualify as push carts to the
store, that is, it will not be in the denotation of the main-clause predicate. This
means that there is no way of dividing up a sum event denoted by John pushed
carts to the store along the dimension of the spatial for-adverbial in (32b) that would
be conform to the requirements of the for-adverbial. This reasoning applies both
to Krifka (1998) and to the strata-based approach. In other words, both theories
rule out (32b). However, only the strata-based approach can explain the contrast
of (32b) with (32a). As we have seen, Krifka (1998) would rule out both sentences.
Figure 6.3: Ruling out *John pushed carts to the store for Vfty meters on the strata-
based approach
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6.5 Summary
Temporal and spatial for-adverbials impose analogous constraints on the predicates
with which they combine. Any theory of telicity should therefore account for
temporal as well as spatial for-adverbials. Since the two kinds of adverbials diUer in
their distribution, any theory of telicity should be able to classify a given predicate
as temporally telic but spatially atelic or vice versa. This situation supports a
parametrized notion of the telic-atelic opposition, where the parameter is set either
to time or to a spatial dimension.
The parametrized nature of aspect is expected within the general picture of
this work. As argued in Chapter 4, the fact that a predicate can be distributive
on its agent “dimension” without being distributive on its theme “dimension” or
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vice versa supports a parametrized view of distributivity. In connection with
measurement, I have argued in Chapter 4 that the singular-plural and count-mass
distinctions that are operational in the pseudopartitive construction need to be
parametrized to a “dimension” like width or diameter. The concept of stratiVed
reference subsumes this picture. The dimension parameter of stratiVed reference
gives us a handle on the distinction between spatial and temporal aspect.
I have argued that subinterval-property based or “strata-based” approaches
to atelicity, modiVed as in Chapter 5, generalize to the spatial case in a better
way than approaches which are based on divisive reference do. On strata-based
approaches, an atelic predicate is one that holds of subevents which are constrained
in size along the dimension with respect to which the predicate is atelic, but not
along other dimensions. Approaches based on divisive reference impose too strong
conditions because they also require the predicate to hold of subevents whose
size is small along all dimensions. Once again, the picture is subsumed by the
concept of stratiVed reference. According to this concept as applied in Chapter 4,
a predicate that is distributive on its agent “dimension” is not required to apply
to subevents that are constrained on their theme dimensions – that is, it is not
required for an agent-distributive predicate to be distributive on its theme as well.
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Chapter 7
Measure functions
7.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the formal properties of measure functions and the way in
which distributive constructions constrain these properties. I start by describing the
relevant constraint in relation with the extensive-intensive opposition known from
physics. In line with the uniVed picture presented in this work, I show that this
opposition is not only operative in pseudopartitives, but also in for-adverbials. As
in Chapters 4 and 6, I draw attention to circumstances involving several dimensions.
In this case, the dimensions correspond to diUerent measure functions. I show
that the constraint on measure functions only applies along one dimension at a
time. I suggest that this behavior has the same source as the atelicity constraint in
for-adverbials and the distributivity constraint in adverbial-each constructions.
My background assumptions on pseudopartitives and measure functions are
laid out in Sections 2.5.3 and 3.2. Section 2.5.2 has also introduced trace functions,
and Section 3.2 has assumed htat event pseudopartitives involve trace functions.
Measure functions relate individuals and events to their degrees on various scales,
while trace functions relate events to their runtimes and locations. The rest of this
work distinguishes them from measure functions mainly for technical reasons, for
example because they have diUerent types. Trace functions behave analogously
to measure functions with respect to the facts I will discuss here. Therefore, this
chapter does not distinguish between measure functions and trace functions.
7.2 Intensive and extensive measure functions
Pseudopartitives can be used to describe the volume of a quantity of water, but not
to describe its temperature:
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(1) a. thirty liters of water volume
b. *thirty degrees Celsius of water *temperature
As discussed by Krifka (1998) and Schwarzschild (2006), this example is rep-
resentative of a general constraint that corresponds to a distinction commonly
made in measurement theory and in physics, namely the one between extensive
and intensive measure functions. Following Schwarzschild (2006), I refer to this
phenomenon as the monotonicity constraint on measure functions. (Monotonicity
is Schwarzschild’s term for the property of being an extensive measure function.)
In physics, measure functions are not deVned to be intensive or extensive per
se, but only with respect to a given system. The physical notion of system can be
thought of as a given amount of substance or spacetime. An extensive measure
function is one whose magnitude is additive for subsystems; an intensive measure
function is one whose magnitude is independent of the extent of the system (Krantz
et al. 1971; Mills et al. 2007). For example, when one considers the system consisting
of the water in a tank, volume is an extensive measure function because the volume
of the water as a whole is greater than the volume of any of its proper parts. But
temperature is intensive with respect to this system because the temperature of
the water as a whole is no diUerent from the temperature of its proper parts.
I take it as a fact about the physical world that certain measure functions are
intensive or extensive on certain systems. For example, it is a physical and not a
linguistic fact that temperature is intensive on the set of all water amounts. The
pseudopartitive construction appears to be sensitive to this physical fact. To model
this sensitivity, I assume that the notions of extensive and intensive measure func-
tions have counterparts in the mereological model. For this purpose, I formalize
the linguistic counterpart of these terms as follows. Alternative deVnitions due to
Krifka (1998) and Schwarzschild (2006) are discussed in Section 7.5.
I call a function intensive on an entity if and only if it returns the same value
for every part of this entity. Intuitively, this entity stands for the system under
consideration in the physical sense. In practice, it can be thought of as a substance
or an event.
(2) DeVnition: Intensive function on an entity
For any measure function f and for any entity x ∈ dom(f):
Intensive(f, x) def= ∀y[y < x ∧ y ∈ dom(f)→ f(y) = f(x)]
(A function is intensive on an entity if and only if it returns the same value
for every part of this entity.)
The following deVnition generalizes this concept to sets of entities. In the
analysis of pseudopartitives presented below, these sets will be supplied by the
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denotation of the measure noun.
(3) DeVnition: Intensive function on a set
For any measure function f and for any set X ⊆ dom(f):
Intensive(f,X) def= ∃x[x ∈ X ∧ ∀y[y < x ∧ y ∈ dom(f)→ f(y) = f(x)]]
(A function is intensive on a set of entities if and only if it is intensive on at
least one of the entities in the set.)
According to this deVnition, a function that is intensive on a set does not need
to be intensive on every entity in the set. The purpose behind this is the following.
We want to be able to say that temperature is intensive on water because it is
intensive on any typical amount of water. But there may be some amounts of
water whose parts do not have the same temperature. The deVnition is not aUected
by these outliers. For example, if we heat up a body of water, the heat does not
propagate instantly throughout the water and, at least for a while, this body of
water will not have a constant temperature. The temperature of the whole body of
water may be the average of the temperatures of every part of this water, but it
cannot be equal to each of these temperatures. Nevertheless, temperature is still
considered intensive despite the existence of these heterogeneous bodies of water.
Another possibility would be to treat the temperature of a heterogeneous body of
water as undeVned. I hesitate to do so because it seems to me that this would be too
restrictive compared with the natural language use of the term temperature. We
can speak of the temperature of an object even if we do not know whether every
part of the object has the same temperature. DeVnition (3) sidesteps this issue
because it allows us to disregard bodies of water with heterogeneous temperatures.
Extensive measure functions are deVned in the same way as intensive measure
functions, except for two changes described below.
(4) DeVnition: Extensive function on an entity
For any measure function f and for any entity x ∈ dom(f):
Extensive(f, x) def= ∀y[y < x ∧ y ∈ dom(f)→ f(y) < f(x)]
(A function is extensive on an entity if and only if it returns a smaller value
for every part of this entity.)
(5) DeVnition: Extensive function on a set
For any measure function f and for any set X ⊆ dom(f):
Extensive(f,X) def= ∀x[x ∈ X → ∀y[y < x ∧ y ∈ dom(f)→ f(y) < f(x)]]
(A function is extensive on a set of entities if and only if it is extensive on at
least one of these entities.)
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The Vrst change in these deVnitions compared to deVnitions (2) and (3) is
that = is replaced by <. This change captures the physical fact that extensive
measure functions are additive, that is, they return larger values on larger entities.
The second change is that we do not worry about outliers. That is, we deVne an
extensive measure function on a set as one that is extensive on all its members
rather than on some of its members. The purpose of this change is to avoid the
counterintuitive possibility that a measure function can be both extensive and
intensive. However, the precise deVnition of extensive measure function is not very
important. As we will see, the linguistically relevant distinction is not between
intensive and extensive measure functions but between intensive and nonintensive
measure functions. The next section gives an example of a function that is neither
intensive nor extensive, namely height, and shows that it is just as compatible with
pseudopartitives as extensive measure functions are.
I assume that the physical facts about intensive and extensive measure functions
are represented as meaning postulates that use these deVnitions. As described
in Section 2.6.5, I assume that mass nouns like water denote sets. Given this
assumption, the fact that volume is extensive on water but temperature is intensive
on water is represented by the following meaning postulates:
(6) a. Extensive(volume,water)
b. Intensive(temperature,water)
The next section explains how these meaning postulates interact with the
Distributivity Constraint to rule out constructions like (1b).
7.3 Why thirty degrees of water is unacceptable
This section shows that the account presented and motivated in the previous
chapters can be used to explain the constraint against intensive measure functions
in pseudopartitives without any additional assumptions. Chapter 4, especially
Section 4.3.1, has motivated the assumption that pseudopartitives are distributive
constructions and that as such they obey the following constraint:
(7) Distributivity Constraint
A distributive construction whose Key is K , whose Share is S and whose
Map is M is acceptable only if S has stratiVed reference with respect to M
(formally: SRM,ε(K)(S)).
Let us apply this constraint to the pseudopartitives in (1a) and (1b). The back-
ground assumptions described in Section 3.2 assign them the following LFs and
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logical representations (I have marked Key, Share, and Map for convenience):
(8) a. [[Key thirty liters] [[Map volume] [of [Share water]]]]
b. [[Key thirty degrees] [[Map temperature] [of [Share water]]]]
(9) a. λx[water(x) ∧ liters(volume(x)) = 30]
b. λx[water(x) ∧ degrees.celsius(temperature(x)) = 30]
I now show how the Distributivity Constraint in (7) accepts the representation
(9a) but rules out the representation (9b), given that with respect to water, volume
is extensive, but temperature is intensive. The abbreviation SR in (7) refers to
stratiVed reference, the higher-order property that was introduced in Chapter 4
and further motivated in Chapters 5 and 6 on independent grounds. Its deVnition
is repeated here from Section 4.6:
(10) DeVnition: StratiVed reference
SRf,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
P (y) ∧
ε(K)(f(y))
)
]
(A predicate P has stratiVed reference with respect to a function f and a
threshold ε(K) if and only if there is a way of dividing every entity in its
denotation exhaustively into parts (“strata”) which are each in P and which
have a very small f -value. Very small f -values are those that satisfy ε(K).)
When the Distributivity Constraint is applied to examples (1a) and (1b), strati-
Ved reference expands into the following conditions:
(11) a. ∀x[water(x)→
x ∈ ∗λy(water(y) ∧ ε(λd[liters(d) = 30])(volume(y)))]
(Every amount of water x can be divided into one or more parts, each
of which is itself water and whose volume is very small relative to
thirty liters.)
b. ∀x[water(x)→
x ∈ ∗λy(water(y) ∧ ε(λd[degrees.celsius(d) = 30])(temperature(y)))]
(Every amount of water x can be divided into one or more parts, each
of which is itself water and whose temperature is very small relative
to thirty degrees Celsius.)
As discussed in Section 2.6.5, given that water is a mass noun, it has approximate
divisive reference with respect to a threshold, which I assume to be equal to or
below ε(λd[liters(d) = 30]). This means that every amount of water x above this
threshold can be divided into one or more parts, each of which is itself water.
Volume is extensive on water, as speciVed by the meaning postulate (6a). This
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meaning postulate states that every amount of water x is such that each of its
parts has a smaller volume than x. Condition (11a) is therefore fulVlled, and (1a) is
predicted to be acceptable.
By contrast, temperature is intensive on water, as speciVed by the meaning
postulate (6b). This postulate entails that there are water entities whose parts
all have the same temperature. On the plausible assumption that some of these
entities have a temperature that does not qualify as very low with respect to thirty
degrees Celsius, condition (11b) is false, and (1b) is predicted to be unacceptable.
This explanation makes use of the Distributivity Constraint, which was motivated
extensively in Chapters 5 and 6.
7.4 Generalizing to other distributive constructions
The present work sees the Distributivity Constraint as applying to all distributive
constructions. This leads to the prediction that all distributive constructions, and
not just pseudopartitives, reject measure functions in the same way. In particular,
both pseudopartitives and for-adverbials are predicted to be unacceptable when
they relate events to measure functions that are intensive on the sets denoted by
their substance nominals and by their verbal predicates respectively. The following
examples conVrm this prediction:
(12) a. thirty hours of driving runtime
b. thirty miles of driving location
c. *thirty miles an hour of driving *speed
(13) a. drive for thirty hours runtime
b. drive for thirty miles location
c. *drive for thirty miles an hour *speed
While this observation is novel as far as I know, the general idea that there is a
connection between measure adverbials and measurement is not new. Krifka (1998),
Section 3.4, notes that for-adverbials are like nominal measure phrases “insofar
as they introduce a quantitative criterion of application.” In his setup, the noun
hour introduces an extensive measure function for events. Schwarzschild (2006),
Section 3.2, similarly points out that a formalization of telic-atelic opposition in
the line of Dowty (1979) can be couched in terms of monotonicity. For example,
in-adverbials can only combine with telic predicates because, as he puts it, runtime
“is nonmonotonic on the relevant part-whole relation in the domain given by” that
predicate. For Schwarzschild, runtime is a dimension that is monotonic on the
part-whole relation that relates events to their subevents. While Schwarzschild
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does not go into any formal detail, the intuition is the same as the present one. I
will discuss Krifka’s and Schwarzschild’s proposals in Section 7.5.
I discussed the fact that English has not only temporal but also spatial for-
adverbials in Chapter 6. In that chapter, I argued for including spatial aspect in
the study of aspect. The question arises, which categories of aspect there might be
besides temporal and spatial aspect. It turns out that not every measure function is
associated with an aspect in the way runtime and location are:
(14) a. drive ∅/for thirty hours runtime
b. drive ∅/for thirty miles location
c. *drive ∅/for thirty kilograms *weight
d. *drive ∅/for thirty degrees Celsius *temperature
e. drive ∅/*for thirty miles an hour *speed
To some extent, these gaps have independent explanations. Unlike typical
pseudopartitives, for-adverbials measure events rather than substances. Common
sense suggests that driving events do not have weights or temperatures, and we
can assume that examples like (14c-d) are category mistakes. More formally, I
assume that the measure functions weight and temperature are partial functions
(see Section 2.5.3) and do not have any driving events in their domains. What is
surprising, however, is that (14e) is unacceptable with a for-adverbial but acceptable
when the word for is left out. This contrast shows that even though we can talk in
principle about the speed of an event, for-adverbials reject speed as a Map. The
example from Quine (1985), mentioned in Section 2.4.4, of a sphere rotating slowly
and heating up quickly at the same time also suggests that speed is among the
possible properties of events. We can avoid the undesirable conclusion that the
sphere is both quick and slow by assuming that the rotating and the heating up
are two separate events, and that each one has a diUerent speed.
One might think that it is just an idiosyncratic fact about for-adverbials that
they reject speed as a measure function. However, we have seen above that speed
is rejected as a Map by pseudopartitives as well. What is more, the following
example shows that for-adverbials are productive in the way they combine with
measure functions:
(15) I’m interested in fashion for Vve pages, not for eighteen pages!
This sentence was used by Tuğba Çolak in conversation with me on April 25,
2010. Its intended interpretation was roughly I’m willing to read Vve pages but not
eighteen pages of articles on fashion. Here, the for-adverbial is used in connection
with a measure function that can best be described as page length. Given that for-
adverbials can be put to use spontaneously even with unusual measure functions
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such as page length, it is remarkable that they resist measure functions such as
temperature in examples such as the ones above.
I now propose an explanation of these facts in terms of strata theory. The
measure functions runtime and location are acceptable both in pseudopartitives
and for-aderbials. They can both be regarded as nonintensive measure functions
on events, because the runtime and location of a part of an event can be smaller
than the one of the whole event. In contrast, there are driving events on which
speed is intensive, that is, every part of the event has the same speed as the whole
event. I assume that speed is intensive on driving events:
(16) Intensive(speed, drive)
Based on the background assumptions in Chapter 3, the constructions in (12)
and (13) involve diUerent measure functions: runtime, location, and speed. The
Distributivity Constraint therefore requires stratiVed reference to hold of the
predicate drive with respect to diUerent Maps (measure functions). The speciVc
conditions imposed on (12) and (13) are the following (respectively for the a, b, and
c examples):
(17) a. Every driving event e can be divided into one or more parts, each of
which is a driving event whose runtime is very small. (true)
b. Every driving event e can be divided into one or more parts, each of
which is a driving event whose location is very small. (true)
c. Every driving event e can be divided into one or more parts, each of
which is a driving event of very short speed. (false)
Condition (17c) fails because speed is intensive on driving events. This explains
why (12c) and (13c) are unacceptable. In general, all measure functions that are
intensive in the systems denoted by the substance nominal of the pseudopartitive
are predicted to be unacceptable.
Since the Distributivity Constraint is relativized to the Share (the substance
nominal of the pseudopartitive and the verbal predicate with which a for-adverbial
combines), we expect diUerent Shares to be compatible with diUerent measure
functions. Consider the nouns fever and warming: A sum of two consecutive
one-degree fever bouts is a two-degree fever bout, and a sum of two consecutive
one-degree warmings is a two-degree warming. Constrast this with the case
of water: a sum of two water entities whose temperature is one degree does
not equal a water entity whose temperature is two degrees. Generalizing from
these examples, it is plausible to assume that the measure function temperature is
intensive on the set JwaterK and extensive on the sets JfeverK and JwarmingK. We
can express this distinction by assuming the following meaning postulates:
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(18) a. Extensive(temperature, fever)
b. Extensive(temperature,warming)
c. Intensive(temperature,water)
The postulate (18c) is repeated from (6b) above. The point here is that it is not
in logical contradiction with the meaning postulates (18a) and (18b).
Based on these meaning postulates, we expect that measure functions like
temperature should be acceptable in pseudopartitives and in for-adverbials as long
as their Share satisVes stratiVed reference. This prediction is conVrmed by the
following examples (emphasis mine):
(19) a. Emilia was lying on her bed, with 41 degrees Celsius of fever.30
b. The scientists from Princeton and Harvard universities say just two
degrees Celsius of global warming, which is widely expected to occur in
coming decades, could be enough to inundate the planet.31
c. The sample continued to cool for several degrees to point N and then
suddenly increased to a temperature between the transition points of
Form I and Form I1 with no indication of the presence of Form 111.32
These examples show that temperature is an acceptable measure function in
pseudopartitives whose substance noun is fever or warming. We have seen above
that temperature is not acceptable in pseudopartitives whose substance noun is
water. This provides additional motivation for the point made above: We cannot
simply categorize measure functions as intensive or extensive per se. What matters
is whether they are intensive or extensive on the set denoted by the substance
noun of the pseudopartitive in which they appear.
7.5 Comparison with previous work
The observation that pseudopartitives are sensitive to the distinction between
intensive and extensive measure functions goes back to Krifka (1989, 1998) and
is at the center of the work of Schwarzschild (2002, 2006). In this section, I
compare strata theory with these theories. Since the two authors propose very
similar constraints, I discuss them together. As elsewhere, I have attempted to
be representative but not exhaustive. A comparison of my approach with the
30Attested example (http://www.fanfiction.net/s/3616691/). Accessed November 15,
2010.
31Attested example (Calgary Herald, December 17, 2009, article: Two degrees is all it takes –
Warming may trigger Woods).
32Attested example, from Daubert and Clarke (1944).
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proposals in Nakanishi (2004), Heycock and Zamparelli (2005), Chierchia (2008),
and Brasoveanu (2009) will have to wait for another occasion.
Krifka (1998) deVnes the notion of extensive measure function with respect to
nonoverlapping entities:
(20) DeVnition: Extensive measure function (Krifka)
A measure function µ is extensive if and only if for any a, b that do not
overlap, µ(a) + µ(b) = µ(a ⊕ b); and for any c, d, if c ≤ d and µ(d) > 0
then µ(c) > 0.
Unlike Lønning (1987), Schwarzschild (2006) and myself, Krifka’s ontology
does not have a layer of degrees that distinguishes between measure functions like
height and unit functions like meters. Instead, he assumes that measure phrases
involve functions that relate entities directly to numbers in a way that maps the
ordering relation between entities ’be smaller than’ to the relation ’be less than’
between numbers. For example, a function we might write height-in-meters relates
entities directly to numbers that represent their height in meters, and similarly
for functions like volume-in-liters and temperature-in-degrees-Celsius. I use these
longer names only to distinguish the functions they denote from my measure and
unit functions. Krifka (1998) refers to the functions he uses as measure functions
and uses short names like liters. This analysis is advocated in Quine (1960, p.
244-5) and has been adopted in various other places, such as Chierchia (1998a, p.
74). As Schwarzschild (2002) points out, this Quinean analysis makes it diXcult
to analyze the semantics of comparatives like six ounces heavier. I adopt it only
temporarily for the purpose of discussing the analysis of Krifka (1998). I will refer
to the functions Krifka adopts as Quinean measure functions.
A Quinean measure function like volume-in-liters is extensive in the sense of
Krifka’s deVnition (20) because the volume of the sum of any two nonoverlapping
entities is the sum of their volumes, and no entity with nonzero volume has a
part with zero volume. (Such a part would have to be an empty part or bottom
element. Krifka assumes a system equivalent to classical extensional mereology,
in which there is no bottom element. See Section 2.3.1 for discussion.) A Quinean
measure function like temperature-in-degrees-Celsius is not extensive because the
temperature of the sum of two nonoverlapping entities is not the sum of their
temperatures. Depending on the ontological setup, it might be undeVned or their
average.
Krifka places a constraint into the semantic translations of measure phrases
like thirty liters that makes them compatible only with extensive Quinean measure
functions in the sense of his deVnition. Schwarzschild (2006) notes that placing
this constraint into the measure phrase causes problems because not all uses of
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measure phrases occur in constructions that reject intensive measure functions.
Of course, Krifka’s constraint could equally well be placed into the lexical entry of
of in order to tie it to pseudopartitives speciVcally.
Schwarzschild (2006) uses the term monotonic measure function for the same
concept. While he does not provide a formal deVnition of monotonicity, the
deVnition in (21) is implicit in the discussion in his paper. Roger Schwarzschild
(p.c.) informs me that this deVnition is indeed what he had in mind.
(21) DeVnition: monotonic measure function (Schwarzschild)
A measure function µ is monotonic if and only if for any a, b, if a is a proper
part of b, then µ(a) < µ(b).
This deVnition is very similar to the one in (20) above. This becomes clear
when we apply it to the same example: volume is monotonic in the sense of this
deVnition because any proper part of an entity has a smaller volume than that
entity. But temperature is not monotonic because proper parts of an entity are
generally not colder than that entity.
The deVnitions by Krifka and Schwarzschild do not Vt into the general picture
pursued in this work. Through the Distributivity Constraint, adverbial-each con-
structions impose identical constraints on their Maps as pseudopartitives do (see
Chapter 4). These thematic roles are generally not extensive or monotonic. Two
nonoverlapping events, such as John’s running from his house halfway to the store
and his subsequent running to the store, can have the same agent, and their sum
(John’s running from his house to the store) again has the same agent.
In fairness, neither Krifka nor Schwarzschild attempted to relate pseudopar-
titives to adverbial-each constructions. But we Vnd the same problem even if we
only look at pseudopartitives. Height is acceptable in pseudopartitives like (22),
so if Krifka’s and Schwarzschild’s accounts are correct, it should be extensive and
monotonic.
(22) Five feet of snow covered Berlin.
However, height is neither monotonic nor extensive according to Krifka’s,
Schwarzschild’s, and my own deVnitions. Here is why: Imagine that it snows on
Berlin for two days in a row, Monday and Tuesday. Imagine that the snow does not
melt, so that after these two days there are two layers of snow on top of each other.
Imagine that the height of the total snow cover is Vve feet. The lower layer s↓ has
fallen on Monday, and the upper layer s↑ has fallen on Tuesday. Call s the sum
of s↓ and s↑, the snow that fell on Berlin as a whole. There are of course diUerent
ways of dividing up s. We can look at its horizontal layers s↓ and s↑, but we can
also separate it vertically, according to the diUerent regions on which it has fallen.
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For example, among the proper parts of s are the snow that fell on West Berlin,
call it sw, and the snow that fell on East Berlin, call it se. Then s is also the sum of
sw and se.
The problem is that sw and se all have the same height. So height is, according
to the formal properties deVned above, not extensive and not monotonic. If height
was extensive in the sense of Krifka (1998), the sum of the heights of sw and se
should be the same as the height of their sum sw ⊕ se. In Krifka’s system, the fact
that sw, se and s have the same height, namely Vve feet, is described as follows:
(23) height-in-feet(sw) = 5 ∧ height-in-feet(se) = 5 ∧ height-in-feet(s) = 5
But we can refer to the snow in question with a pseudopartitive, for example
by using sentence (22). This means that the formal properties extensive measure
function and monotonic measure function do not correctly characterize the class of
admissible measure functions in pseudopartitives.
Schwarzschild (2006) is aware of this problem. From similar examples, he
concludes that pseudopartitives do not test for monotonicity with respect to the
mereological part-whole relation, but with respect to a diUerent part-whole relation
which he sees as contextually supplied. In our example, his assumption would be
that context provides a relation according to which the snow that fell on West
Berlin, sw, may well not be a part of the snow that fell on the entire city, s.
Schwarzschild may well accept that sw is a mereological part of s since snow is a
mass noun, but this fact does not enter the picture.
I see two problems with this suggestion. First, Schwarzschild (2006) does not
impose any formal constraints on the contextually supplied part-whole relation
he assumes. We have already faced a similar situation in connection with the
discussion of Moltmann’s contextually determined part-whole relation in Section
5.3.3. At that time, I mentioned the objection by Zucchi and White (2001) to her
proposal: “Since Moltmann does not tell us much about what relevant parts are,
it is unclear to what extent her formulation actually solves the minimal parts
problem.” The same objection holds for Schwarzschild’s relation. There is no way
to know whether two entities stand in Schwarzschild’s contextual part relation,
so it is unclear how to test the predictions of his account. Second, many measure
functions like temperature are already correctly ruled out even without replacing
the mereological part-whole relation by a contextually supplied relation, so the
two relations must coincide to a large extent.
In contrast to Schwarzschild (2006) but in keeping with Krifka (1998), my own
account is based on the mereological parthood relation. This relation is assumed
to be independent of context (see Section 2.3.1). Context does enter the picture of
my account in two ways: to determine the threshold parameter ε(K) that allows
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stratiVed reference to avoid the minimal-parts problem (Chapter 5), and to exclude
(some) entities from consideration that are not part of the entity that the sentence
or phrase is about (Chapter 6). However, it is not necessary to appeal to context in
order to account for the Berlin example, because stratiVed reference can already
accommodate it. The issue and its solution are exactly the same as the solution
discussed in Chapter 6 for the sentence John pushed carts to the store.
In contrast to both Krifka (1998) and Schwarzschild (2006), my account does not
explicitly disallow nonextensive measure functions. Being an extensive measure
function is not a necessary condition for appearing in a pseudopartitive. This
is an advantage of the present account, since height is an admissible measure
function in pseudopartitives like (22), and since we have seen above that height is
not extensive. The Distributivity Constraint imposes the following condition on
(22):
(24) ∀x[snow(x)→ x ∈ ∗λy(snow(y) ∧ ε(λt[feet(t) = 5])(height(y)))]
(Every amount of snow x can be divided into one or more parts (strata),
each of which is itself snow and has a very small height.)
This condition is satisVed in the scenario described above despite the existence
of the entities s↑ and s↓. The argumentation is analogous to Chapter 6. In the terms
of that chapter, the present account is strata-based since it allows the snow parts in
question to extend arbitrarily in all dimensions except height. The strata are very
thin horizontal layers of snow (Figure 7.1). Their horizontal orientation is a result
of the fact that they are only constrained along the height dimension. The account
by Schwarzschild (2006) is also strata-based, but it assumes that context supplies
the decomposition of the snow into horizontally oriented strata. The account by
Krifka (1998) is subregion-based because it applies the relevant test to subregions
of snow such as sw. In this case, the test requires subregions of snow to have a
smaller height than the entire snow does, and sw fails this test.
7.6 Summary
The starting point for this chapter was the old observation that intensive measure
functions like temperature may not occur in pseudopartitives. We have seen that
the same constraint is also operative in for-adverbials. Both facts are predicted by
the present framework.
The constraint against intensive measure functions is also observed by Krifka
(1998) and Schwarzschild (2006). While they also discuss some parallels between
pseudopartitives and aspect, the present account is the Vrst to explore the con-
nections between diUerent distributive constructions systematically. As we have
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Figure 7.1: Accepting Vve feet of snow on the strata-based approach
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already seen in Chapter 3, an event pseudopartitive like three hours of running is
given the same analysis as a for-adverbial like run for three hours. This has provided
us with the basis for explaining that the two constructions also license the same
measure functions.
The present account subsumes the insights of Krifka and Schwarzschild and
makes sense of their observations within the larger picture of strata theory. Unlike
previous accounts, the constraint against intensive measure functions does not
have to be stipulated, because it is a consequence of the Distributivity Constraint.
In previous chapters, I have exploited one of the deVning features of strata
theory, namely that it pushes us towards thinking of distributivity as relativized
to a certain dimension, thematic role, or measure function. For example, Chapter
6 has argued that we should understand temporal atelicity as something more
akin to the subinterval property than to divisive reference, because only the
subinterval property is relativized to time. Metaphorically speaking, we should
consider only the strata of a given event and not all its subregions. In this chapter,
I have transferred this insight to pseudopartitives. While the entities involved are
substances rather than events and while the dimensions are measure functions
rather than thematic roles, the distinction between strata-based and subregion-
based approaches is still operative. In this chapter, the example Vve feet of snow
has played the same role as the example push carts to the store in Chapter 6. Both
examples force us to consider two dimensions at once: height and width in the
former case, time and space in the latter case. The insight from Schwarzschild
(2006) that the pseudopartitive construction must be checked on horizontal layers
of snow rather than on every subregion of snow Vnds a natural explanation here.
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Chapter 8
Distributivity and scope
8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, I have shown how the properties of distributivity, atelicity,
and noncount reference can be seen as expressions of a parametrized higher-
order property, stratiVed reference. We have seen that this property allows us
to get a handle on a number of problems that occur in the domains of aspect
and measurement by manipulating its dimension and granularity parameters.
Throughout these chapters, I have not made a distinction between lexical and
derived constituents, and I have not talked much about how predicates obtain
stratiVed reference. I have assumed that distributive predicates such as walk and
smile have stratiVed reference as a matter of world knowledge, which can be
formally enforced through meaning postulates. A meaning-postulate approach to
distributivity is Vne for lexical predictes, but as we will see, it leads to well-known
problems with phrasal constituents such as wear a dress in which the presence of
an indeVnite quantiVer allows us to locate the source of distributivity at the level of
the verb phrase or higher. Meaning postulates are a plausible option when it comes
to explaning why certain lexical items are distributive, but when distributivity
occurs at the phrasal level, this approach is no longer plausible.
In this chapter, I follow and extend the standard way the literature answers
this problem by adopting an operator-based account of phrasal distributivity.
A nondistributive verb phrase can be “shifted” to a distributive interpretation
through the application of a variant of the D operator known from (Link 1987b).
Since my Neo-Davidsonian setup represents verb phrases as event predicates, I
formulate the D operator in a somewhat diUerent way than Link does, namely as an
event predicate modiVer. The view developed in the previous chapters, according
to which predicative distributivity is stratiVed reference, proves beneVcial here.
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Applying the D operator to a verb phrase can be seen as a means to locally
ensure that the stratiVed reference presupposition of a distributive item like each
is satisVed, a repair strategy not unlike presupposition accommodation. Since
stratiVed reference is parametrized for dimension and granularity, we expect the D
operator to be parametrized in the same way. I will explore the consequences of
this view in two directions, corresponding to the two parameters.
• By understanding the D operator as parametrized for granularity, we gain
a new perspective on the debate between proponents of atomic and cover-
based formulations of this operator. The atomic D operator of Link (1987b),
Roberts (1987), and Winter (2001) corresponds to one setting of the gran-
ularity parameter, and the nonatomic D operator of Schwarzschild (1996)
corresponds to another setting. Following Schwarzschild, I will argue that
the granularity parameter of the D operator is anaphoric on its context,
and can only be set to a nonatomic value when context supports a salient
granularity level.
• By understanding the D operator as parametrized for dimension, we gain the
technical ability to distinguish agent-based from theme-based distributivity
and the like (Lasersohn 1998). Perhaps more interestingly, in the present
framework, not only thematic roles like agent and theme are considered
dimensions, but also trace functions like runtime and location. We can
therefore ask whether the dimension parameter of the D operator can also
be instantiated as a trace function. Given the assumption that time and
space are nonatomic, we expect that this should only be possible when the
granularity parameter of the D operator is set to a nonatomic value, which
in turn should require context to provide a salient granularity. I will argue
that such contexts indeed exist although they are rare, and I show that the
corresponding phenomenon was already noticed in the literature on aspect.
Through the parametrized D operator, the asymmetry between the atomic
domain of individuals and the nonatomic domain of time allows us to explain
the diUerent scopal behavior of for-adverbials and distributive items like
each. If the D operator is easily available only when its granularity is atomic,
then it is expected not to be easily available in the temporal domain of
for-adverbials.
The following introductory discussion, as well as the discussion in Section
8.3, are inspired from Winter (2001), Section 6.2, who in turn builds on earlier
contributions by Roberts (1987) and others. For other introductions to the same
topic, see also Schwarzschild (1996), Chapter 6, and Link (1997), Section 7.4.
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8.2 Lexical and phrasal distributivity
Section 4.2.3 introduced predicative distributivity as a property of predicates. This
property was illustrated both with lexical predicates like smile and with phrasal
predicates like wear a dress. To highlight this distinction, I speak of lexical and
phrasal distributivity, respectively (and likewise for collectivity):
(1) Lexical distributivity/collectivity
a. The children smiled. distributive
b. The children were numerous. collective
(2) Phrasal distributivity/collectivity
a. The girls are wearing a dress. distributive
b. The girls are sharing a pizza. collective
Sentence (1a) entails that each child smiled, while sentence (1b) does not entail
that each child was numerous. Similarly, sentence (2a) entails that each girl wears
a diUerent dress, but sentence (2b) does not entail that the girls ate diUerent
pizzas. At this point, two caveats need to be made. First, distributive readings with
deVnite plurals taking scope over singular indeVnites are somewhat marked, and
not always easily available. See Dotlačil (2010) for extensive discussion. Second,
the predicate share a pizza is actually not collective but mixed, because sentence
(2b) does admit of a distributive interpretation, however dispreferred. Similarly,
to the extent that we admit strange models in which several girls can wear the
same dress, the predicate wear a dress is also mixed. These interpretations can be
roughly paraphrased as follows:
(3) a. There is a dress that the girls are wearing. collective
b. The girls are each sharing a pizza (with someone else). distributive
However, let us ignore this fact and continue to use wear a dress and share a
pizza as prototypical distributive and collective phrasal predicates. They are as
close as one can get to the ideal.
The distinction between lexical and phrasal distributivity is closely related to
the P/Q-distributivity distinction proposed by Winter (1997, 2001). Winter uses
the term P-distributivity (where P stands for predicate) to refer to those cases
of distributivity which can, in principle, be derived from some property of the
lexical item involved. Q-distributivity (Q for quantiVcational) refers to cases where
this approach is not possible because the distributive predicate contains an overt
quantiVer, as in (2a). In order for (2a) to entail that each girl wears a diUerent dress,
the entire verb phrase, including its object, must be distributed over the girls. This
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means that the entire verb phrase wear a dress and not just the verb wear must be
regarded as distributive. Since only phrasal constituents can contain quantiVers,
Q-distributivity is by necessity always phrasal.
The diUerence between lexical and phrasal distributivity corresponds to the
diUerence between what can and what cannot be described using meaning postu-
lates. Assuming that the children refers to the sum of all children (see Section 2.3.1),
it is possible to ascribe the diUerence between (1a) and (1b) to the meaning of smile
and be numerous. The diUerence between these two verbs can be described as a
meaning postulate to the eUect that whenever smile applies to a plural event whose
plural agent is a proper sum, it also applies to events whose agents are the atomic
parts of that sum, while there is no such meaning postulate for be numerous (Scha
1981). StratiVed reference allows us to formulate this meaning postulate concisely
as follows:
(4) Meaning postulate: smile is distributive
SRag,Atom(JsmileK)
⇔ SRag,Atom(λe[smile(e)])
⇔ ∀e[∗smile(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′(∗smile(e′) ∧ Atom(∗ag(e′)))]
(Every smiling event consists of one or more smiling events whose agents
are atomic.)
Equivalently, smile can be assumed to apply to events whose agents are atomic
individuals and (via lexical cumulativity) to events whose agents are the sums of
these individuals, while be numerous also applies to events whose agents are sums
of people even when it does not apply to events whose agents are the individual
people in these sums (Hoeksema 1983).
The diUerence between the distributive interpretation in (2a) and the collective
interpretation in (3a) is of a diUerent kind, since it involves a scopal ambiguity.
Neither an implementation based on meaning postulates nor one that is based
on lexical cumulativity can handle Q-distributivity. The lexical cumulativity as-
sumption, which entails that wear applies to singular and plural wearing events
alike, cannot model phrasal distributivity because lexical cumulativity concerns
only the verb level and not to the verb phrase level (see Section 2.7.2). For this
reason, it cannot create a scopal dependency to between the deVnite subject and the
indeVnite object (Kratzer 2007). An implementation based on meaning postulates
fares even worse. On the assumption that the girls denotes a proper sum, we would
have to formulate a meaning postulate such as (5) to make sure that (2a) entails
that each of the atomic individuals in this sum wears a dress.
(5) Problematic meaning postulate: wear a dress is distributive
SRag,Atom(Jwear a dressK)
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⇔ SRag,Atom(λe[∗wear(e) ∧ dress(∗th(e))])
⇔ ∀e[∗wear(e) ∧ dress(∗th(e))→
e ∈ ∗λe′(∗wear(e′) ∧ dress(∗th(e′)) ∧ Atom(∗ag(e′)))]
(Every event in which a dress is worn consists of one or more events in
which a dress is worn and whose agents are atomic.)
There are two problems with this meaning postulate. First, in order to allow a
sum event whose theme is one dress to consist of several events whose themes are
diUerent dresses, we would have to give up the assumption that thematic roles are
sum homomorphisms (see Section 2.5.1), because one dress cannot be the sum of
diUerent dresses. Second, the postulate is stated with respect to a verb phrase, but
meaning postulates are generally taken to be applicable only to individual lexical
entries and not to larger constituents such as verb phrases. It may be possible
to generate inVnitely many such larger constituents for a given grammar, and it
would be impractical to specify meaning postulates for them in advance.
The classical way out of this problem, which I adopt here too, is to introduce
a covert distributive operator in the logical representation so that the indeVnite
can take scope at two diUerent places with respect to it. This operator is usually
called D, and it adjusts the meaning of a verb phrase like wear a dress into a form
that satisVes a condition analogous to (5). The D operator was originally deVned
by Link (1987b) in a setting that translated intransitive verbs and verb phrases as
predicates over individuals (type 〈et〉) rather than predicates over events (type
〈vt〉). Link’s operator is speciVed as follows:
(6) JDK (Link) = λP〈et〉λx∀y[y ≤Atom x→ P (y)]
(Takes a predicate P over individuals and returns a predicate that applies to
any individual whose atomic parts each satisfy P .)
This operator introduces a universal quantiVer, whose scopal interaction with
the indeVnite inside a Q-distributive predicate accounts for the covariation eUects.
For example, in a classical framework where the verb phrase wear a dress is
translated as λx∃z[dress(z) ∧wear(x, z)] , the meaning of (2a) can be represented
in a way that places it in the scope of the universal quantiVer introduced by the D
operator.
(7) ∀y[y ≤Atom
⊕
girl→ ∃z[dress(z) ∧ wear(y, z)]]
(Every atomic part of the sum of all girls wears a dress.)
Unlike meaning postulates, the D operator is taken to be part of the lexicon, and
therefore it is available to apply to entire verb phrases and not just to predicates.
The signiVcance of this fact in the context of phrasal distributivity is discussed in
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Dowty (1987), Roberts (1987), and Lasersohn (1995) (Chapter 7), among others.
In the semantic framework adopted here, the formulation of the D operator
must be modiVed for a number of reasons. First, I follow Landman (1989) in assum-
ing that the deVnite plural the girls is ambiguous between a sum interpretation and
a group interpretation, an assumption which is required to model the distinction
between collective and cumulative readings (see Section 2.8).33 Impure atoms are
not intended to play a role in any account that uses a D operator, so I exclude them
by letting the operator distribute over pure atoms rather than just over atoms. I
do this with the help of the predicate PureAtom deVned in Section 2.3.1. Second, I
assume that verb phrases are predicates over events rather than individuals (see
Section 2.7.1), so D must be of type 〈vt, vt〉 rather than 〈et, et〉. Third, I have argued
in Section 4.2.2 that predicative distributivity must be speciVable with respect to a
given thematic role, since the verb kill, for example, is distributive on its theme
role but not on its agent role.
There are many possible ways to reformulate the D operator that fulVll these
requirements. I Vnd the following way insightful. We already have at our disposal
a very similar notion, namely stratiVed distributive reference (SDR). Section 4.5
has developed this notion as a way to characterize predicative distributivity. The
deVnition of SDR is repeated here:
(8) DeVnition: StratiVed distributive reference
SDRθ(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
(An event predicate P has stratiVed distributive reference with respect to
a thematic role θ if and only if every event e to which P applies can be
exhaustively divided into one or more subevents (“strata”) to which P also
applies and whose θ is a pure atom.)
As shown in Section 4.6, SDR is just a special case of stratiVed reference. We
could equivalently use stratiVed reference for what follows, but the development
33Landman (1989), who does not assume the existence of a D operator, shows that the sum-group
ambiguity of plural noun phrases together with a set of type-shifting operations can account for
cases involving coordination of a distributive and a collective VP that were once thought to provide
a knock-down argument for the D operator as a VP modiVer (Dowty 1987; Roberts 1987; Lasersohn
1995). However, later authors such as Schwarzschild (1996) (p. 62) and Winter (2001) (Sections 3.3.2
and 6.3) show that the D operator is needed for reasons other than VP coordination. Schwarzschild
discusses an example from Angelika Kratzer (p.c.) in which the D operator interacts scopally with
a raising predicate, which I also mention below. Winter argues for the D operator on the basis of
the observation, due to Eddy Ruys, that noun phrases can take existential and distributive scope at
diUerent places in the syntax. When the full range of phenomena is considered, including collective,
cumulative, and distributive readings, it appears necessary to assume both the existence of the D
operator and the sum-group ambiguity of noun phrases, as I do here.
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would be less clear because stratiVed reference uses an additional granularity
parameter. In the next section, I will introduce this parameter into the D operator
to account for cases of nonatomic distributivity. The parallel between the D
operator and stratiVed reference will then be clear. For now, I leave the granularity
issue aside.
Since SDR tells us what it means for a predicate to be distributive, the pur-
pose of the D operator can be understood as shifting arbitrary predicates to an
interpretation that satisVes SDR. With this in mind, I deVne the D operator as
follows:
(9) DeVnition: Atomic event-based D operatorJDθK def= λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event e
which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs are pure atoms.)
The subscript θ stands for a thematic role. I assume that the D operator
is coindexed with the thematic role it targets. I provide justiVcation for this
assumption below.
As the following theorem shows, there is a close relationship between this D
operator and SDR. I prove this theorem in the Appendix.
(10) Theorem: Dθ is a repair strategy
∀P∀θ[SDRθ(Dθ(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with the thematic role θ is applied to any
predicate, the result always has stratiVed distributive reference with respect
to θ).
This theorem allows us to understand the D operator as a linguistic repair
strategy: by applying D to a predicate, we change its denotation so that it satisVes
the SDR requirement. We can now understand distributive markers like each as
imposing pressure on a predicate to satisfy stratiVed reference, and this pressure
can be resolved through the application of the D operator to the predicate. In
Section 4.7, I implemented the SDR requirement of each as a presupposition that
each imposes as a consequence of the distributivity constraint. Applying the D
operator can then be seen as a strategy of locally satisfying this presupposition,
somewhat similarly to presupposition accommodation. On this view, a sentence
such as The girls each wear a dress involves the application of a D operator to wear
a dress in order to satisfy the presupposition of each.
Let me illustrate how my D operator works with an example. In my framework,
the verb phrase wear a dress is translated as λe[∗wear(e) ∧ dress(∗th(e))], or the
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set of all potentially plural wearing events whose theme is a dress. As such, this
predicate cannot be used to derive the distributive reading of a sentence like (2a).
As discussed in Section 2.8, I assume that this distributive reading involves the
translation of the girls as
⊕
girl, and that composing the meaning of a subject
and a verb phrase involves a thematic role head [ag] (also known as little v) and a
referential type shifter. After existential closure applies, the result of this derivation
is the following translation:
(11) ∃e[∗ag(e) = ⊕ girl ∧ ∗wear(e) ∧ dress(∗th(e))]
(There is a potentially plural wearing event whose agents sum up to the
girls, and whose theme is a dress.)
Although this formula allows for the possibility that the event e is plural and
consists of one wearing event per girl, it is only true in a model in which the theme
of these events is one and the same dress. It is not possible for the dresses that
the girls are wearing to be diUerent. The formula requires the theme of e to be in
the denotation of the predicate that is supplied by the singular count noun dress.
As discussed in Section 2.6.1, I assume that singular count nouns apply only to
mereological atoms, so ∗th(e) must be an atom, and its only part is itself. Each
part of e must also have this atom as its theme, which means that every girl must
be wearing the same dress. This follows from the cumulativity assumption for
thematic roles (see Section 2.5.1), which requires ∗th(e) to be the sum of the themes
of the parts of e.
However, consider now the result of applying the D operator in (9) to the verb
phrase wear a dress before it is applied to the noun phrase in the same way as
before. In that case, the result is the following:
(12) ∃e[∗ag(e) = ⊕ girl ∧
e ∈ ∗λe′(∗wear(e′) ∧ dress(∗th(e′)) ∧ PureAtom(∗ag(e′)))]
(There is an event whose agents sum up to the girls, and this event consists
of wearing events for each of which the agent is a pure atom and the theme
is a dress.)
The star operator ∗λe′ is introduced through the D operator and takes scope
over the predicate dress introduced by the theme. Unlike the previous formula, this
representation does not require the theme of e to be a dress, though it requires e to
consist of parts whose themes are dresses. This allows for the possibility that each
girl wears a potentially diUerent dress. The representation explicitly states that the
dress-wearing events e′ have pure atoms as agents, but not that these pure atoms
are girls. However, this fact is entailed by cumulativity of thematic roles together
with the assumption that the entities in the denotation of singular count nouns
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are pure atoms. By cumulativity of thematic roles, any entity x which is the agent
of one of the dress-wearing events e′ is a part of the agent of e. This agent is the
sum of all girls. By deVnition of sum (see Section 2.3.1), x overlaps with a part of
this agent. Being atomic, x can only overlap with y if it is a part of y. This means
that x is an atomic part of the girls. Since I assume that singular entities like girls
are mereological atoms (Section 2.6.1), it follows that x is a girl. In this way, the
distributive interpretation of (2a) is correctly captured.
Before moving on, let me compare my formulation to another way of refor-
mulating the D operator, due to Lasersohn (1998). The focus of Lasersohn’s paper
is technical. He shows a way of generalizing Link’s and other D operators so
that they apply to other positions than the subject position both in both eventless
and event-based frameworks. The following entry is a special case among these
diUerent combinations, namely the verb phrase-level version of an event-based
version of Link’s operator. It does not represent Lasersohn’s entire proposal, but it
is part of his proposal that is most closely related to mine.
(13) Distributivity operator over events (Lasersohn)JDK (Lasersohn) = λP〈e,vt〉λxλe∀y[y ≤Atom x→ ∃e′[e′ ≤ e ∧ P (y)(e′)]]
This operator applies to a predicate of type 〈e, vt〉. It is based on the assumption
that a verb phrase like smile that is about to combine with it is represented as
something like λxλe[smile(e) ∧ ag(e) = x]. By combining with this type of
predicate, the D operator compositionally acquires the information about which
thematic role it modiVes. In contrast, my proposal assumes that the operator is
coindexed with the appropriate thematic role. My proposal therefore does not
rely on the assumption that the D operator is immediately adjacent to its thematic
role head, while Lasersohn’s proposal does. Since there is no consensus on how
thematic roles are introduced, both options appear viable, but I see a potential
problem with Lasersohn’s proposal in cases where the D operator appears to be
remote from its target noun phrase. One such case is discussed in Schwarzschild
(1996), p. 62, who attributes this observation to Angelika Kratzer. The observation
involves a scopal interaction between the D operator and the modal predicate
likely.
(14) John and Mary are likely to win the lottery.
As Schwarzschild points out, (14) has the following two distributive readings:
(15) a. There is a good chance that John will win the lottery and that Mary
will win the lottery.
b. John and Mary each have a good chance of winning the lottery.
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Schwarzschild notes that this ambiguity can be explained by assuming that the
scope of the D operator and of the modal predicate can alternate. This alternation
is represented in the following two LFs, where [ag] stands for the little v thematic
role head:
(16) a. [[ John and Mary ] [[ag] [ D [ are likely [ PRO to win the lottery ]]]]]
b. [[ John and Mary ] [[ag] [are likely [ D [ PRO to win the lottery ]]]]]
No matter if one assumes that the thematic role agent (or whatever is the
role that relates John and Mary to the lottery-winning event) is supplied high
by [ag], or low by PRO, the D operator is separated from it by be likely in at
least one of the two cases. For this reason, it seems advisable to assume that the
relationship between D and the thematic role it modiVes can be nonlocal. This is
more compatible with my proposal than with Lasersohn’s, because I represent this
relationship through coindexation while Lasersohn represents it through function
application.
Another diUerence between my proposal and Lasersohn’s is the way in which
the two operators access the events over which they distribute. My operator
uses algebraic closure over events with atomic agents, while Lasersohn’s operator
uses universal quantiVcation over individuals. The diUerence between the two
formulations is apparent in the diUerent translations that result from inserting a D
operator into The girls smiled before existential closure applies.
(17) a. Lasersohn’s representation:
λe∀y[y ≤Atom
⊕
girl ∧ → ∃e′[e′ ≤ e ∧ smile(e′) ∧ ∗ag(e′) = y]
b. My representation:
λe[∗ag(e) =
⊕
girl ∧ e ∈ ∗λe′[smile(e′) ∧ PureAtom(∗ag(e′))]]
Lasersohn’s representation applies to all events that contain a smiling subevent
for each girl, even if they also contain other subevents. My representation applies
to all events that contain a smiling subevent for each girl and nothing else. To use
a term from Bayer (1997), Lasersohn’s translation suUers from leakage, as it does
not prevent the events to which it applies from containing extraneous material.
Leakage causes problems in connection with adverbials such as surprisingly or
in slow procession, provided that these adverbials are translated as event predicates.
The following example illustrates the leakage problem (see also Schein (1993)
for discussion). In a nutshell, this problem is that whenever Lasersohn’s event
predicate (17a) applies to an event e, it also applies to any event of which e is a
part. Let L stand for (17a) and let M stand for my event predicate (17b). Imagine
a scenario in which an event e0 satisVes both Lasersohn’s predicate L and my
predicate M . That is, e0 is an event in which the girls smile. Assume that e1 is
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an event in which the boys cry. Let e2 be the sum of e0 and e1. Now e2 does not
satisfy my predicate M because it contains extraneous material. That is, its sum
agent is not the girls, but the girls and the boys, and it is not a smiling event but the
sum of a smiling and of a crying event. But e2 does satisfy Lasersohn’s predicate
L, because by virtue of containing e0, it contains a smiling event for every girl.
Imagine that event e0 is not surprising by itself, and that it is surprising that e0
cooccurs with the event e1 in which the boys cry. Imagine that the two events
taken together are surprising, that is, e2 is surprising. Since e0 by itself is not
surprising, sentence (18) is intuitively judged false. If the D operator is applied
to smile, then on Lasersohn’s account, this sentence is translated as (18a), while
on my account it is translated as (18b). The problem is that e2 satisVes both L (by
leakage) and the predicate surprising (by assumption). Therefore, Lasersohn’s D
operator wrongly predicts that (18) is judged true.
(18) Surprisingly, the girls smiled.
a. ∃e[surprising(e) ∧ L(e)]
b. ∃e[surprising(e) ∧ M(e)]
To sum up this section, we have seen that Lasersohn’s implementation faces
a leakage problem and requires that the D operator occur immediately adjacent
to the thematic role with which it is associated. My implementation avoids these
problems, and it makes the connection between the D operator and stratiVed
reference clear: the operator is a way to minimally change the meaning of a
predicate so that it satisVes stratiVed reference.
8.3 Atomic and nonatomic distributivity
Modeling Q-distributivity, and consequently modeling phrasal distributivity, re-
quires quantifying over parts of a plural individual. Two variations on Link’s
operator have emerged in the literature, corresponding to two diUerent views on
distributivity. Winter (2001) labels these views atomic and non-atomic distributiv-
ity. What has been presented above is the atomic view. This view assumes that
phrasal distributivity involves universal quantiVcation over atomic parts of the
plural individual, that is, over singular individuals. On this view, the distributive
reading of a sentence like The girls are wearing a dress is equivalent to The girls
are each wearing a dress. The indeVnite a dress covaries with respect to a covert
universal quantiVer that ranges over individual girls. This view is defended in
Lasersohn (1998, 1995), Link (1997), and Winter (2001), among others.
By contrast, the nonatomic view holds that phrasal distributivity involves
universal quantiVcation over certain parts of the plural individual, and that these
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parts can be nonatomic. Variants of this view are defended in Gillon (1987, 1990),
van der Does and Verkuyl (1995), Verkuyl and van der Does (1996), Schwarzschild
(1996, ch. 5), Brisson (1998, 2003), and Malamud (2006a,b). This section presents
and motivates the nonatomic view and shows how the implementation presented
in the last section can be modiVed to take it into account.
The traditional argumentation for nonatomic view is based on sentences like
the following, which is adapted from Gillon (1987):
(19) Rodgers, Hammerstein, and Hart wrote musicals.
This sentence plays on a particular fact of American culture: neither did the
three composers it mentions ever write any musical together, nor did any of them
ever write one all by himself. However, Rodgers and Hammerstein wrote the
musical Oklahoma together, and Rodgers and Hart wrote the musical On your toes
together. On the basis of these facts, the sentence is judged as true in the actual
world, although it is neither true on the collective interpretation nor on an “atomic
distributive” interpretation.
As the traditional argument for the nonatomic view on phrasal distributivity
goes, in order to generate the reading on which (19) is true, the predicate wrote
musicals must be interpreted as applying to nonatomic parts of the sum individual
to which the subject refers. This view is generally implemented with the concept
of a cover (Gillon 1987), which was introduced in Chapter 5. In a set-based repre-
sentation of plural individuals, covers are like partitions of a set except that their
cells can overlap (20). The corresponding mereological notion is shown in (21).
(20) DeVnition: Cover (set-theoretic)
Cov(C,P ) def=
⋃
C = P ∧ ∅ 6∈ C
(C is a cover of a set P if and only if C is a set of nonempty subsets of P
whose union is P.)
(21) DeVnition: Cover (mereological)
Cov(C, x) def=
⊕
C = x
(C is a cover of a mereological object x is a set of parts of x whose sum is x.)
Following Schwarzschild (1996), cover-based approaches modify the distribu-
tivity operator by relaxing the “atomic part” condition and by quantifying over
nonatomic parts of a cover of the plural individual. The Vrst cover-based ap-
proaches assumed that the cover can be existentially quantiVed by the operator
that introduces it. In an eventless setting, this assumption can be implemented
by a distributivity operator such as (22). On this view, sentence (19) is translated
as (23). This formula is veriVed in the actual world by the existence of the cover
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{rodgers⊕ hammerstein, rodgers⊕ hart}.
(22) Nonatomic distributivity operator, existentially bound coverJD∃K = λP〈et〉λx∃C[Cov(C, x) ∧ ∀y[C(y) ∧ y ≤ x→ P (y)]]
(23) ∃C[Cov(C, rodgers⊕ hammerstein⊕ hart) ∧
∀y[C(y) ∧ y ≤ x→ y ∈ Jwrote musicalsK]]
Existentially bound covers are now generally considered untenable as a way
of modeling phrasal distributivity because they overgenerate readings. These
readings can be described as halfway between collective (or cumulative) and
distributive readings, and they are commonly called intermediate readings. I will
also sometimes call them nonatomic distributive readings. For example, Lasersohn
(1989) points out that in a situation where John, Mary, and Bill are the teaching
assistants and each of them was paid exactly $7,000 last year, sentences (24a) and
(24b) are both true, as is expected on the atomic approach. The former is true on
its distributive reading, and the latter on its collective or cumulative reading. But
sentence (24c) is false, even though the cover {j ⊕m,m⊕ b} would verify it if it
was translated using the D∃ operator in (22). That is, sentence (24c) does not have
an intermediate reading.
(24) a. The TAs were paid exactly $7,000 last year. distributive
b. The TAs were paid exactly $21,000 last year. collective
c. The TAs were paid exactly $14,000 last year. *intermediate
Giving up the existential cover-based operator D∃ in (22) explains why sen-
tence (24c) is false, because without this operator, there is no way to generate an
intermediate reading for this sentence. However, sentence (19) above does have
an intermediate reading, so giving up D∃ requires an alternative account of this
reading. Lasersohn (1989) proposes to do so by assuming the following meaning
postulate:
(25) ∀w, x, y, z[write(w, x) ∧ write(y, z)→ write(w ⊕ x, y ⊕ z)]
This meaning postulate is actually a special case of the lexical cumulativity
assumption, for which there is ample independent support (see Section 2.7.2).
Further support for adopting lexical cumulativity while rejecting existentially
bound covers comes from the diUerence between write musicals and write a musical.
As Link (1997) notes, the following sentence is false in the actual world, that is, it
does not have the “intermediate” construal that (19) has.
(26) Rodgers, Hammerstein and Hart wrote a musical. (Link 1997)
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Given an inclusive view of plurals (see Section 2.6.2), write musicals applies to
entities who wrote one or more musicals. Such entities include the sum rodgers⊕
hammerstein and the sum rodgers ⊕ hart, and moreover (via (25)) the sum
individual rodgers⊕ hammerstein⊕ hart, of which (25) entails that they wrote
the sum individual oklahoma⊕ on.your.toes. This plural individual qualiVes as
musicals, but not as a musical, which explains the contrast between (19) and (26).34
For this explanation, it is crucial that a cover-based operator like (22) is not
available in the grammar, because that operator would predict (26) to be true in the
actual world. Lasersohn, as well as Winter (2001) and others, conclude from this
and similar examples that the atomic approach to phrasal distributivity is superior
to covers. However, Gillon (1990) and Schwarzschild (1996) identify a residue of
cases in which a cover-based operator does seem necessary. These cases involve
special contexts in which discourse makes a speciVc cover pragmatically salient.
Lasersohn (1995) provides a particularly clear example. Shoes typically come in
pairs, so a sentence like (27a) can be interpreted with respect to a cover whose cells
each contain a matching pair of shoes. The relevant reading is an intermediate
reading: it does not assert that each individual shoe costs Vfty dollars, nor that
all the shoes taken together cost that much, but that each pair of shoes does. By
contrast, no such cover is salient for example (27b), which can only mean that each
suitcase weighs Vfty pounds or all of them together do so.
(27) a. The shoes cost Vfty dollars. (Lasersohn 1995)
b. The suitcases weigh Vfty pounds.
In the intermediate reading of (27a), the quantiVer introduced by the direct
object takes scope under the distributivity operator. Therefore this reading cannot
be modeled by lexical cumulativity alone, unlike the intermediate reading of
sentence (19). Schwarzschild (1996) models the context dependency of this kind of
intermediate reading by assuming that the D operator (which he renames Part)
contains an anaphorically supplied cover, which I represent as a subscripted C:
(28) Schwarzschild’s nonatomic distributivity operator, free coverJPartCK = λP〈et〉λx∀y[C(y) ∧ y ≤ x→ P (y)]
Schwarzschild assumes that C is restricted through a pragmatic mechanism
to be a cover over x (Cov(C, x)), but he prefers not to write this condition into
his operator. Schwarzschild himself does not say much about the pragmatic
mechanism that resolves C. See Malamud (2006a,b) for a proposal in which the D
34These assumptions do not explain why sentence (19) conveys that more than one musical in
total is written. This fact can be explained by a theory of dependent plurals such as Zweig (2008,
2009), as discussed in Section 9.4.2.
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operator is anaphoric on a decision problem in the sense of van Rooij (2003) rather
than on an unanalyzed predicate as in Schwarzschild’s account. These approaches
make diUerent predictions, but the important point that is common to them is that
the D operator poses a stronger restriction on C than just existentially quantifying
over it. This restriction rules out intermediate readings in sentences like (24c),
(26), and (27b) but not in sentences like (27a). While I see no obstacles to using
decision problems, I continue to use a Schwarzschild-style approach to keep the
representation simple.
As in the case of Link’s operator discussed above, Schwarzschild’s operator
applies to individuals rather than events and must be modiVed in order to be
applicable in a Neo-Davidsonian framework. I discuss ways to do so below.
Sentence (27a) is structurally equivalent to sentences (26), (24b), and (27b),
yet only (27a) has an intermediate or “cover-based” reading. As Heim (1994)
and Schwarzschild (1996) argue, this fact provides strong evidence that models of
(phrasal) distributivity need to contain a pragmatic factor. Note that the operator in
(28) is more restricted than the existential cover-based operator D∃ in (22) because
(28) presupposes the existence of a context through which the variable C can be
resolved. The contrast between (27a), which has an intermediate reading, and
(24c), (26) and (27b), which do not, is predicted on the assumption that a salient
context is only available for (27a).
To summarize the empirical picture presented in this section, nonatomic dis-
tributivity is readily available at the level of the verb (lexical level), but at the level
of the verb phrase (phrasal level) it only occurs when context supplies a pragmati-
cally salient cover. Atomic distributivity is available both at the lexical level and
at the phrasal level. Summarizing the insights of the previous literature, I assume
that this pattern is explained as follows (see Table 8.1). The lexical cumulativity
assumption accounts for the availability of atomic and nonatomic distributivity at
the lexical level. Link’s atomic D operator is always available at the level of the
verb phrase. Schwarzschild’s cover-based D operator is also available at the level
of the verb phrase, but it is only available if context supplies a salient cover. When
this cover contains only one atomic individual in every cell, Schwarzschild’s D
operator behaves like Link’s operator.
Having distinct D operators might seem redundant. Instead, we can of course
assume that there is only one D operator, namely Schwarzschild’s, and that covers
over atomic individuals are salient in every situation. This view amounts to the
following idea: in an atomic domain, the atomic level always provides a salient
cover in every context, and this explains the strong preference that speakers have
for atomic-level distributivity. In eUect, Link’s atomic operator is made available
again through the back door. As far as I can tell, both possibilities are empirically
equivalent. However, the one-operator possibility makes it possible to draw an
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Figure 8.1: V level versus verb phrase level distributivity in atomic domains
(a) Empirical generalization
lexical phrasal
(V level) (VP level)
atomic available available
nonatomic available only w. context
(b) Explanation
lexical phrasal
(V level) (VP level)
lexical cum. Atomic D op.
lexical cum. Cover-based D op.
interesting parallel between the D operator and stratiVed reference. To model
nonatomic distributivity, I make a simple change to the event-based atomic D
operator deVned in (9), repeated below as (29). The change consists in replacing
the predicate PureAtom by a free predicate, which I call C as a reminder that it
plays the same role as the C predicate in Schwarzschild’s operator (28). The change
is highlighted in (29) and (30).
(29) DeVnition: Atomic event-based D operatorJDθK def= λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
] = (9)
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs are pure
atoms.)
(30) DeVnition: Generalized event-based D operatorJDθ,CK def= λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧C(θ(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs satisfy the
predicate C.)
The generalized D operator has two parameters: the dimension parameter θ,
which speciVes the thematic role, and the granularity parameter C, which speciVes
the size of the entities over which the predicate is distributed. This formulation
is exactly parallel to the formulation of stratiVed reference in Chapter 4. Unlike
Schwarzschild, I do not rely on pragmatics to ensure that C actually covers the
θs of the event to which the output of the D operator is applied. The only task of
pragmatics in my account is to supply an antecedent predicate for C. By virtue of
appearing in the scope of a star operator, any predicate to which C is resolved is
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guaranteed to cover the θs of this event. See Section 5.4.2 for discussion.
The move from atomic to nonatomic distributivity parallels the move from
stratiVed distributive reference to stratiVed reference in Section 4.6. In both cases,
the granularity is changed from a Vxed value to a parameter. However, there is
also a diUerence. Following Schwarzschild (1996), I assume that the C parameter
of the D operator in (30) can only be set in one of two ways: either it is set to
the predicate PureAtom or to an anaphorically salient level of granularity. This
anaphoric dependence is not present in stratiVed reference, where I have assumed
that the granularity parameter is instead provided by a function ε which is vague
but not anaphoric. In other words, I follow Schwarzschild (1996) in assuming that
the generalized D operator can only acquire a nonatomic granularity in contexts
that support a salient value of C, but I do not assume that the ε function on which
stratiVed reference relies requires a special context in order to return a value.
On the view developed in the previous chapters, stratiVed reference is present in
for-adverbials and pseudopartitives, and they routinely instantiate its granularity
parameter with nonatomic values even if context provides no salient level of
granularity.
In contexts that do provide a salient level of granularity, the generalized D
operator can pick it up anaphorically. The following theorem, a generalization of
Theorem (10), leads us to expect the generalized D operator should function as a
repair strategy whenever a for-adverbial imposes a stratiVed reference presupposi-
tion. More speciVcally, we expect this repair strategy to succeed if and only if the
salient level of granularity is at least as coarse as the granularity parameter of the
for-adverbial. The proof of this theorem can be found in the Appendix.
(31) Theorem: Dθ,C is a repair strategy
∀P∀θ∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → SRθ,C′(Dθ,C(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with thematic role θ and with granularity
threshold C is applied to any predicate, the result always has stratiVed
reference with respect to θ and C ′ for any threshold C ′ that is at least as
coarse as C .)
The search for clear cases of nonatomic distributivity has been going on since
at least Link (1987b), who called them “genuine plural quantiVcation”. One of the
factors that have made it so hard to identify clear cases of nonatomic distributivity
is the focus in the literature on predicates that modify subjects with count nouns.
On the standard assumption that the denotations of count nouns are taken from
an atomic domain (see Section 2.6.1), phrasal distributivity over atoms is naturally
expected to be more salient than nonatomic distributivity in almost all contexts and
will obscure the presence of nonatomic readings. The idea that atomic granularity is
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more salient than nonatomic granularity is already present in Schwarzschild (1996).
I now sketch an explanation of this idea in terms of Kennedy (2007)’s principle
of Interpretive Economy, which can in turn be derived from Vrst principles in an
evolutionary game-theoretic setting (Potts 2008). The central idea is that whenever
possible, speakers will converge on certain focal points because this maximizes
successful communication. Interpretive Economy was originally proposed to
explain why speakers converge on interpreting scalar items like tall and full
as referring to endpoints of a scale whenever such endpoints exist, and resort
to context-dependent values only when this is not the case. We can interpret
mereological parthood as inducing such a scale. For example, in a for-adverbial like
for two hours, this scale ranges from arbitrarily short amounts of time to the point
described by two hours. Since CEM does not contain a bottom element, this scale
does not contain a lowest point, that is, there is no time interval with zero length.
In count domains, however, the scale induced by the parthood relation is lower
closed because singular individuals are atomic. Interpretive Economy suggests that
speakers who use the D operator and who need to agree on how to interpret its
granularity parameter converge on atomicity as a focal point, except in contexts
where another granularity value is salient. By looking at noncount domains such
as time, we remove atomic granularity as a potential focal point, so any phrasal
distributivity eUects we Vnd must be cases of nonatomic distributivity.
In the next section, I look at the domain of time through the lens of for-
adverbials. In a nonatomic domain like time, there are necessarily no atomic covers,
so the Vrst row of Table 8.1 is not applicable. I will argue that the second row of
Table 8.1 is mirrored precisely in the temporal domain. That is, the dimension
parameter of the D operator in (30) can be instantiated to τ (runtime) and, in that
case, its granularity parameter is dependent on an anaphorically salient level of
granularity. To motivate this novel application of the D operator, it is necessary to
consider the scopal behavior of for-adverbials with respect to Shares that contain
an overt quantiVer. This is the topic of the next section.
8.4 The scopal behavior of for-adverbials
For the purpose of this section only, assume counterfactually that a for-adverbial
is translated as a universal quantiVer over instants, as if it was the temporal
counterpart of every. I call this the baseline analysis:
(32) Jfor an hourK (baseline) =
λP〈vt〉∃t[hours(t) = 1 ∧ ∀t′[t′ <Atom t→ ∃e[P (e) ∧ τ(e) = t′)]]
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This assumption allows us to see why the scopal behavior of for-adverbials
is surprising when compared with the familiar scopal behavior of the universal
quantiVer every. In contrast to every, which can take scope anywhere in its clause,
we will see that for-adverbials always seem to take narrow semantic scope with
respect to quantiVers in their syntactic scope, except in a speciVc and limited set
of cases. I present these cases in Section 8.5, where I argue that they represent
nonatomic phrasal distributivity. A recent extensive discussion of this observation
is found in Kratzer (2007), though the relevant observations are found in earlier
work as well (e.g. Carlson 1977; Zucchi and White 2001; van Geenhoven 2004).
The following examples, adapted from Kratzer (2007), illustrate the behavior of
for-adverbials with respect to indeVnites. Even though both scopal orders would
be a priori plausible, the indeVnite can only be interpreted with wide scope. For
example, it would be plausible for (33b) to have an interpretation like Over and over
again over the course of Vve minutes, I dialed a diUerent wrong phone number. But
this kind of interpretation is systematically absent from the sentences below.
(33) a. John pushed a cart for an hour. ∃ > ∀; *∀ > ∃
b. I dialed a wrong phone number for Vve minutes. ∃ > ∀; *∀ > ∃
c. She bounced a ball for 20 minutes. ∃ > ∀; *∀ > ∃
d. He kicked a wall for a couple of hours. ∃ > ∀; *∀ > ∃
e. She opened and closed a drawer for half an hour. ∃ > ∀; *∀ > ∃
f. I petted a rabbit for two hours. ∃ > ∀; *∀ > ∃
As Kratzer notes, the same phenomenon also holds in German, where the two
following sentences have the same interpretation, namely one where the indeVnite
has wide scope with respect to the for-adverbial. This is remarkable since quantiVer
scope in German normally follows surface order. These two sentences are both
translations of (33b), but in one case, the indeVnite has been scrambled before the
for adverbial.
(34) a. Ich
I
hab’
have
fünf
Vve
Minuten
minutes
lang
long
eine
a
falsche
wrong
Telefonnummer
telephone.number
gewählt.
dialed.
b. Ich
I
hab’
have
eine
a
falsche
wrong
Telefonnummer
telephone.number
fünf
Vve
Minuten
minutes
lang
long
gewählt.
dialed.
Even in cases where the wide scope interpretation of the indeVnite is pragmati-
cally odd and much less plausible than the narrow scope interpretation, it is still
the only one available:
(35) ??John found a Wea on his dog for a month. (Zucchi and White 2001)
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Sentence (35) is unambiguous: only one Wea is found over and over again. If
for a month was translated as a universal quantiVer over instants, the indeVnite a
Wea would have to be interpreted with wide scope over this quantiVer in order to
account for this behavior, even though the resulting interpretation is pragmatically
odd because it is unusual to Vnd the same Wea repeatedly. The narrow scope
interpretation, where the Weas can covary with the times, would be much more
plausible, but it is not available out of the blue.
The examples so far have shown that singular indeVnites must outscope for-
adverbials. The same behavior can be observed if we replace the singular indeVnite
with certain other types of quantiVers, such as plural indeVnites. For example, the
following sentence cannot be interpreted as saying that over the course of three
hours, John saw diUerent sets of thirty zebras.35 The only available interpretation
is the one in which the plural indeVnite thirty zebras takes wide scope.
(36) John saw thirty zebras for three hours. 30 > ∀;*∀ > 30
Not only singular and plural indeVnites must take wide scope over a for-
adverbial (Zucchi and White 2001). In fact, the only items that seem to be able to
take narrow scope with respect to a for-adverbial are bare plurals and bare mass
nouns.
The scopal behavior of bare NPs with respect to for-adverbials mirrors their
well-known tendency to take narrow scope in general (Carlson 1977). All VP-level
and sentential predicates with bare NPs appear to be compatible with for-adverbials
(Verkuyl 1972; Dowty 1979). The following sentences, taken from Dowty (1979),
stand in marked contrast to the examples above, because there is no sense in which
the bare NP has to be interpreted with wide scope. For example, (37a) is compatible
with the plausible interpretation in which John Vnds diUerent Weas on his dog and
Vnds each of them only once.
(37) a. John discovered Weas on his dog for six weeks.
b. John discovered crabgrass in his yard for six weeks.
(38) a. Tourists discovered that quaint little village for years.
b. Water leaked through John’s ceiling for six months.
We have seen that the ability of for-adverbials to give rise to quantiVer scope
ambiguities is much more limited than we would expect on the baseline analysis
that translates for-adverbials as universal quantiVers over instants. Of course, there
is no reason to actually assume that for-adverbials quantify over instants. As we
35A scopeless, cumulative reading which would correspond to the interpretation of John saw
thirty zebras in three hours is not available either. I return to this point in Section 9.4.1.
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will see in the next section, my own proposal as well as a number of previous
proposals correctly explain the scopal behavior of for-adverbials with respect
to indeVnites and bare NPs. These proposals do not assume that for-adverbials
quantify over instants.
Compare the baseline analysis, repeated here from (32), with my proposal in
(40), repeated from Section 4.7:
(39) Jfor an hourK (baseline)
= λP〈vt〉∃t[hours(t) = 1 ∧ ∀t′[t′ <Atom t→ ∃e[P (e) ∧ τ(e) = t′)]]]
(40) Jfor an hourK (my proposal)
= λP〈vt〉λe : SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=1])(P ).
P (e) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1
We have seen that indeVnites take wide scope over for-adverbials. The baseline
analysis of for-adverbials in (39) does not account for this behavior because it
makes them universal quantiVers. The indeVnite should be able to take narrow
scope by remaining in situ. The translation in (40) states that the predicate P
holds of the event e. (Ignore its presupposition for now.) Given our background
assumptions, this immediately predicts that the indeVnite in (33a), repeated here
as (41), must take wide scope.
(41) John pushed a cart for an hour. = (33a)
This prediction is obtained based on the following translation of the verb phrase
push a cart (see Section 2.8):
(42) Jpush a cartK = λe[∗push(e) ∧ cart(∗th(e))]
(True of any pushing event or sum of pushing events whose theme is one
and the same cart.)
Importantly, even though the verbal denotation push is pluralized in this trans-
lation, the predicate cart is not pluralized. That is, the verb phrase only applies
to events whose theme is exactly one cart, even if these events may be sums of
events. This feature of Landman (2000)’s system is independently justiVed in his
account of scopeless readings (see Section 2.8). In connection with the entry (40),
it predicts that the entire event over which sentence (41) existentially quantiVes
must have a single cart as its theme:
(43) JJohn pushed a cart for an hourK
= ∃e : SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=1])(λe′[∗push(e′) ∧ cart(∗th(e′))]).
[∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗push(e) ∧ cart(∗th(e)) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1]
(There is a pushing event or sum of pushing events whose theme is one
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cart, whose agent is John, and whose runtime measures one hour.)
As Kratzer (2007) points out, since we have adopted the background assumption
of lexical cumulativity, we can also account for the behavior of achievement verbs
like Vnd even though these verbs are normally understood to have very short
runtimes. For example, a sentence like (44) (repeated from (35) above) is now
predicted to entail that there was a Vnding event e which lasted a month and
whose theme is a Wea. Lexical cumulativity allows this Vnding event to be plural.
Since individual Vnding events have very short times, the Vnding event must
indeed be plural (that is, repetitive) in order to be able to last a month. Importantly,
the assumption of lexical cumulativity allows phrasal predicates like Vnd a Wea to
involve reference to plural events only to the extent that the verb predicate (Vnd
in this case) already does so. The object a Wea is not aUected by pluralization and
continues to involve reference to a singular Wea. This means that sentence (44)
requires a single Wea to have been found repetitively over the course of a month.
(44) JJohn found a Wea for a monthK
= ∃e : SRτ,ε(λt[months(t)=1])(λe′[∗Vnd(e′) ∧ Wea(∗th(e′))]).
[∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗Vnd(e) ∧ Wea(∗th(e)) ∧ months(τ(e)) = 1]
(There is a Vnding event or sum of Vnding events whose theme is one Wea,
whose agent is John, and whose runtime measures one month.)
As discussed in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.4, I do not require the runtimes of events
to be continuous intervals, and I assume that the unit function months maps a
discontinuous interval to the same number as the smallest continuous interval that
contains it. This means that the representation in (44) does not require John to
have been searching uninterruptedly at every moment of the month.
The present approach does not predict that all quantiVers take wide scope over
for-adverbials. We have seen above that bare NPs do not they take wide scope with
respect to for-adverbials, because they denote algebraically closed predicates. As
described in Section 2.6.2, I assume that a bare plural like Weas has an inclusive
meaning. That is, it is translated as ∗Wea, the algebraic closure of its singular form,
and its literal meaning is essentially one or more Weas. As described in Section
2.6.5, a mass noun like crabgrass is assumed to be its own algebraic closure, that
is, ∗crabgrass = crabgrass. Lexical cumulativity has the eUect that the bare plural
in a predicate like Vnd Weas stands in a cumulative-like relation to each of the
subintervals over which the for-adverbial quantiVes. For example, sentence (45)
does not entail that any one Wea has been found several times, but only that there
is a plural hour-long interval over the course of which one or more Weas were
found. This is entailed in the translation of (45), where Weas is translated in situ as
a predicate that applies to the theme of the verb.
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(45) JJohn found Weas for a monthK
= ∃e : SRτ,ε(λt[months(t)=1])(λe′[∗Vnd(e′) ∧ ∗Wea(∗th(e′))]).
[∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗Vnd(e) ∧ ∗Wea(∗th(e)) ∧ months(τ(e)) = 1]
(There is a Vnding event or sum of Vnding events whose theme is a set of
Weas, whose agent is John, and whose runtime measures one month.)
The stratiVed reference presupposition of the for-adverbial is fulVlled in this
case. It requires that each plural Vnding event whose theme is a set of Weas and
whose runtime is a month consists of Vnding events whose themes are also sets
of Weas and whose runtime is very small. This is true for the following reason.
Find is a punctual verb: any event in its denotation is a sum of Vnding events that
have nearly instantaneous duration. By lexical cumulativity, an hour-long event
e in the denotation of Vnd Weas therefore consists of very short Vnding events.
By cumulativity of thematic roles (Section 2.5.1), the themes of these events must
be parts of the theme of e. These themes must themselves be individual Weas or
sums of Weas, because Weas is the algebraic closure of the singular form of Wea, and
because the individual Weas in Wea do not have any parts (Section 2.6.1).
8.5 Nonatomic distributivity in for-adverbials
Section 8.4 presented the generalization that indeVnites must take wide scope over
for-adverbials, and gave an account of this observation. However, based on the
theoretical reasoning in Section 8.3, we expect there to be exceptions in special
contexts that provide a salient level of granularity. This section presents such
exceptions and proposes an explanation in terms of a nonatomic distributivity
operator.
Example (46), repeated in adapted form from Section 8.4, illustrates again the
generalization that an indeVnite must “take scope” over the for-adverbial, even if
the resulting interpretation is nonsensical. In this case, the interpretation is that
there are two Weas that John found again and again on his dog for a month.
(46) ??John found two Weas on his dog for a month.
However, given the appropriate context (described below), examples (47) and
(48) directly contradict this generalization. Example (47) is based on observations
in Moltmann (1991), and example (48) is adapted from Landman and Rothstein
(2009), where it is credited to Rothstein (2004).
(47) The patient took two pills for a month and then went back to one pill.
(48) This bicycle carried three children around Amsterdam for twenty years.
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Example (47) sounds odd out of the blue, but as Moltmann (1991) observes, it is
acceptable in a context where the patient’s daily intake is discussed. Importantly,
in this context, it does not require the same two pills to be taken again and again.
For their example (48), Landman and Rothstein provide a supporting context as
well: the bicycle is designed to carry around three children at a time, and over a
period of twenty years it was used by diUerent owners to carry diUerent sets of
three children around. In this context, the bicycle does not require the children to
be the same across the twenty-year period.
Taken together, the three examples (46), (47), and (48) look puzzling, as there is
no semantic criterion that distinguishes them from one another. In all three cases,
the “wide scope” interpretation of the indeVnite is pragmatically disfavored. It is
highly unlikely to Vnd the same two Weas repeatedly, or to take the same two pills
repeatedly, and it is impossible for a set of children to do anything over twenty
years because they would grow up and no longer be children.
However, there is a pragmatic criterion that distinguishes (47) and (48) from
(46): the availability of a supporting context. We have observed the eUect of
context in Section 8.3, when we considered the following examples:
(49) a. The shoes cost Vfty dollars. = (27a)
b. The suitcases weigh Vfty pounds. = (27b)
Sentence (49a) has a distributive reading (each shoe costs Vfty dollars), a
collective reading (all the shoes together cost Vfty dollars) and an intermediate
reading (each pair of shoes costs Vfty dollars). Sentence (49b), uttered out of the
blue, lacks the intermediate reading. Following Schwarzschild (1996), this kind
of contrast led us to the conclusion that atomic phrasal distributivity is always
available, but nonatomic phrasal distributivity is only available when context
provides a salient cover. We have furthermore adopted the insight from Lasersohn
(1989) and Winter (2001) that lexical distributivity should be separated from phrasal
distributivity.
The conceptual bridge between aspect and distributivity developed in this
work allows us to borrow these insights for the present purpose. The idea is
that the mechanism which allows context to rescue examples like (47) and (48)
involves a distributivity operator over times which is anaphoric to a a salient level
of granularity, analogously to the cover-based approach that Schwarzschild (1996)
assumes for distributivity over count domains.
In Section 8.2, I developed a D operator which, like stratiVed reference, is
relativized to two parameters: a thematic role, which was always set to ag for
the examples we considered, and a level of granularity, which was assumed to
be either atomic or provided by context. Given the parallel between thematic
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roles and trace functions that this work pursues, we expect that the thematic role
parameter can also be set to τ , or runtime. The idea is the following: in an atomic
domain, the atomic level always provides a salient cover in every context, and this
explains the strong preference that speakers have for atomic-level distributivity. In
a domain like time, there are no atomic covers; or if there are atoms (instants of
time), they are not directly accessible to natural language semantics (von Stechow
2009). If this is correct, we expect that setting the thematic role parameter to τ
should be incompatible with setting the granularity parameter to Atom. Or, to
put it diUerently, there is no atomic-level distributivity operator for time, just
a nonatomic one which is subject to the same restrictions as its agent-based
counterpart.
The following entry is repeated from (30), with the dimension parameter
instantiated as τ :
(50) JDτ,CK = λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧C(τ(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose runtimes satisfy
the predicate C.)
Following Schwarzschild (1996), I assume that the predicate C in this operator
is anaphoric on a contextually salient level of granularity.
The following fact is a special case of Theorem (31). It tells us that the temporal
instantiation of the nonatomic D operator can be used as a repair strategy to satisfy
the stratiVed reference presupposition a for-advebial:
(51) Fact: Dτ,C is a repair strategy
∀P∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → SRτ,C′(Dτ,C(P ))]
(When the granularity parameter of the temporal D operator is set to a
given predicate C , then for any C ′ such that C ⊆ C ′, the output of D
satisVes stratiVed reference with respect to dimension τ and granularity
C ′.)
We are now ready to explain the diUerence between examples (46) and (47),
repeated here:
(52) ??John found two Weas on his dog for a month.
(53) The patient took two pills for a month.
Consider Vrst example (53). The verb phrase take two pills is translated as
λe[∗take(e) ∧ ∗pill(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 2]. This verb phrase applies to events
in which a total of two pills are taken. It cannot combine directly with the for-
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adverbial because in order to do so, it would have to satisfy the presupposition of
for a month, namely SRτ,ε(λt[months(t)=1]). Proof: In order for take two pills to have
this property, any event in which two pills are taken should consist of one or more
events in which two pills are taken and whose runtime is very short compared
with one month. This is not the case. For example, a discontinuous sum event in
which one pill is taken on Dec 1 and another pill is taken on Dec 31st has a runtime
of a month (on the generous construal of the unit function month, see Section
2.5.4), but the only part of this event in which two pills are taken is the event itself.
Its runtime is one month and therefore not very short compared with one month.
End of proof. The same reasoning applies to example (52).
Given that take two pills and Vnd two Weas do not satisfy the presupposition of
for a month, we know from Fact (51) that the Dτ,C operator can be used as a repair
strategy, provided that the following two conditions hold: First, C can be resolved
to a salient level of granularity. As mentioned, (53) is not acceptable out of the blue,
but only if uttered in a context in which the level of granularity λt[days(t) ≤ 1]
(“once a day”) is salient, while there does not seem to be an easily available context
that would provide a salient level of granularity for (52). Second, it must be the case
that λt[days(t) ≤ 1] ⊆ ε(λt[months(t) = 1]). That is, any interval that qualiVes
as “once a day” must also qualify as very short with respect to one month. While
the deVnition of ε contains a vague component, I think this condition is plausibly
fulVlled. It follows that (53) can be interpreted by applying Dτ,days(t)≤1 to its verb
phrase. The result of this operation is as follows:
(54) Dτ,days(t)≤1(λe[
∗take(e) ∧ ∗pill(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 2])
= λe[e ∈ ∗λe′
( ∗take(e′) ∧ ∗pill(∗th(e′)) ∧ |∗th(e′)| = 2] ∧
days(τ(e′)) ≤ 1
)
]
(True of any plural event that consists of one or more events of taking two
pills which each take place within a day.)
This predicate can now be combined with the for-adverbial for a month and
with the agent noun phrase the patient as described in Sections 2.10 and 4.7. The
result of this computation is this:
(55) ∃e[∗ag(e) = the.patient ∧ months(τ(e)) = 1 ∧
e ∈ ∗λe′
( ∗take(e′) ∧ ∗pill(∗th(e′)) ∧ |∗th(e′)| = 2] ∧
days(τ(e′)) ≤ 1
)
]
(There is a plural event that consists of one or more events of taking two
pills which each take place within a day. Its agent is the patient, and its
runtime measures a month.)
Given the “generous” interpretation of months, this formula is veriVed by a
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plural event with a discontinuous runtime, provided that there is a month between
the beginning and the end of this event. Its truth conditions appear to correctly
represent the way in which sentence (53) is interpreted.
8.6 Summary
This chapter has integrated the atomic D operator of Link (1987b) and the cover-
based nonatomic D operator of Schwarzschild (1996) into the present framework.
The formalization I chose makes the D operator complementary to stratiVed
reference, in the sense that a predicate to which the D operator applies always has
stratiVed reference. I have assumed that, like stratiVed reference, the D operator has
two parameters: dimension and granularity. I have distinguished between lexical
and phrasal distributivity. Following Lasersohn (1989) and Kratzer (2007), I have
assumed that lexical distributivity is due to lexical cumulativity. Following Winter
(2001), lexical distributivity must be distinguished from phrasal distributivity
when it comes to Vnding cases of nonatomic distributivity. After reviewing the
literature, I have concluded that there are some rare residual cases of nonatomic
phrasal distributivity, and that these cases motivate the possibility of a nonatomic
granularity parameter setting for the D operator. Following Schwarzschild (1996),
I have assumed that this happens so rarely because the operator is anaphoric on
its context with respect to this parameter. Examples like (56a) have a nonatomic
distributive reading because context provides a salient level of granularity, while
examples like (56b) do not have such a reading. I have extended this parallel to the
temporal domain, where I have argued that a salient level of granularity provides a
way for the indeVnite (57a) to “take scope” under the for-adverbial, while such a
reading is not present in (57b).
(56) a. The shoes cost Vfty dollars. = (27a)
b. The suitcases weigh Vfty pounds. =(27b)
(57) a. The patient took two pills for a month and then went back to one pill.
=(47)
b. ??John found two Weas on his dog for a month. = (46)
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Chapter 9
For, each, and all
9.1 Introduction
The last chapter has addressed a problem involving for-adverbials by transfering
an insight from distributivity to aspect. As we will see in this chapter, this Wow
of information can also be reversed: I will take an insight from the literature on
aspect and apply it to a set of problems involving distributive quantiVcation. The
translation of for-adverbials presented in the previous chapters is shown to shed
new light on a set of problems concerning the interaction of all with cumulative
quantiVcation and dependent plurals. To understand this interaction, all needs to
be seen as a distributive item, which raises questions as to how and why it diUers
from the distributive item each.
9.2 All vs. every/each
The Vrst set of problems addressed in this chapter concerns the semantic behavior
of plural prenominal and adverbial all. The status of this word is a challenge for
any theory of distributivity. All behaves similarly to distributive items like each in
some respects, but in other respects it behaves decidedly diUerently from them. A
theory of distributivity must be Wexible enough to be applicable to each as well as
to all.
In this chapter, I argue that each and all are both distributive items, and I
account for their limited ability to take part in cumulative readings. The diUerences
between each and all are explained by assuming that the former distributes over
pure atoms while the latter distributes over both pure and impure atoms. The
granularity parameter of stratiVed reference provides the means to specify this
diUerence.
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Historically, the Vrst argument for all as a distributive quantiVer came from
the diUerence in interpretation between all and deVnite plurals. This diUerence
has been called the “maximizing eUect” of all (Dowty 1987) and, conversely, the
“nonmaximality” of deVnite plurals (Brisson 1998). I will call it the argument from
maximality. Consider for example the following minimal pair from Link (1983):
(1) a. The children built the raft. nonmaximal
b. All the children built the raft. maximal
As Link notes, “in [(1b)] it is claimed that every child took part in the action
whereas in [(1a)] it is only said that the children somehow managed to build the
raft collectively without presupposing an active role in the action for every single
child.” In other words, (1a) tolerates exceptions in a way that (1b) does not. Link
proposes to account for this diUerence in meaning by giving all a translation as a
universal quantiVer which distributes the property of taking part in building the
raft over all individual parts of the totality of children. The diUerence between
(1a) and (1b) is accounted for by assuming that the translation of (1a) does not
contain this universal quantiVer. On this style of analysis, all the children but not
the children involves distributivity. Link himself only discusses all as a side topic
in this paper, but his idea underlies the inWuential analysis of Dowty (1987).
To avoid confusion in the following, let me point out right away that I do not
consider the argument from maximality compelling. I present it here because it
has been historically important, as it led Link (1983) and following him Dowty
(1987) to treat all as a distributive quantiVer. While I believe that all is a distributive
item, I do not believe that maximality establishes this fact. The main reason I do
not Vnd the argument compelling lies in an observation by Brisson (1998): the
maximality-nonmaximality opposition does not correlate with the distributive-
collective opposition. Sentences (2a) and (2b) both have a collective reading,
on which one raft was built in a coordinated action, and they also both have a
distributive reading, on which each raft was built by a boy. Sentence (2a) tolerates
exceptions on both readings, but sentence (2b) presupposes that every boy became
involved on both the distributive and on the collective reading.
(2) a. The children built a raft. Xdistributive nonmax., Xcollective nonmax.
b. All the children built a raft. Xdistributive max., Xcollective max.
As this example shows, the “maximizing eUect” of all is always present, even
when the sentence in which it occurs is interpreted collectively. Likewise, the
“nonmaximality” of deVnite plurals is always present, even when the sentence
is interpreted distributively. Therefore, maximality is neither a suXcient nor a
necessary condition for distributivity, and it seems doubtful to me to conclude on
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this basis alone that all is a distributive item.
I will have nothing to say about the maximizing eUect of all the boys and the
nonmaximality of the boys. The translations I will give for these noun phrases
ignore the eUect. In this respect, my theory contrasts with accounts by Dowty
(1987), and Brisson (2003), which use maximality as a way to explain other proper-
ties of all, such as its inability to license collective readings with numerous-type
predicates (as discussed in the next section). These accounts face the problem that
all shares these properties with other quantiVers in which a maximality eUect does
not obtain at Vrst sight. According to Winter (2001), all patterns with most of the,
exactly four, at least twelve, many, few, and other plural strong quantiVers in terms
of its incompatibility with numerous-type predicates. It is diXcult to see how an
item like few or even most could be claimed to involve a maximality eUect in any
meaningful way.36 For this reason, I do not use maximality to explain the properties
of all which are of interest here. A full comparison of the present account with
Dowty (1987) and Brisson (2003) will have to wait for another occasion, as will an
extension to most of the and to other strong quantiVers. While each of the claims
I make about all in the following seems to extend to most of the, other strong
quantiVers such as exactly three pattern diUerently, for example because they can
take part in cumulative readings (Brasoveanu 2010).
9.2.1 Numerous-type predicates
Having discarded maximality eUects, I now discuss what I believe to be a convinc-
ing argument that all is a distributive item. This argument comes from a class of
predicates with respect to which all behaves analogously to the uncontroversially
distributive items every and each. This class was introduced in Section 4.2.3 under
the name of numerous-type predicates. While these predicates can give rise to
collective interpretations together with deVnite plurals and other noun phrases,
they cannot be interpreted collectively when all or every/each are present.
This category has also been called purely collective predicates, pure cardinality
predicates (Dowty 1987), and genuine collective predicates (Hackl 2002). It roughly
corresponds to the atom predicates of Winter (2001, 2002), but that class is larger:
as discussed in Section 4.2.3, Winter also includes run-of-the-mill distributive
predicates like smile, which do not have collective interpretations to begin with.
Following Dowty (1987), I do not include distributive predicates in the class of
36Sven Lauer (p.c.) suggests that items like most, as opposed to deVnite plurals, might involve a
reduction of pragmatic slack in the sense that Lasersohn (1999) suggests for all. It is not clear to me
how slack reduction can be diagnosed in most, or how it could be linked to the other properties of
all under consideration in this chapter. Lasersohn (1999) himself does not provide such a link and
refers to the theory of Dowty (1987) to account for these properties.
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numerous-type predicates. Many of the facts I discuss in this section were Vrst
observed by Kroch (1974) and Dowty (1987) independently of each other.
In connection with deVnite plurals, numerous-type predicates easily give rise to
collective interpretations. Indeed, the collective interpretation is often the only one
available. For example, in (3a), the predicate be numerous can only be understood
as applying collectively to the ants in the colony, because there is no sense in which
an individual ant can be numerous. The sentence becomes ambiguous between a
collective and distributive interpretation when its deVnite plural is headed by a
group noun such as committee or army. For example, (3b) can mean either that
each of the armies taken by itself was large in number of soldiers, or that the
number of armies was large.
(3) a. The ants in the colony were numerous. *distributive, Xcollective
b. The enemy armies were numerous. Xdistributive, Xcollective
The distributive item each (and its relative every, which behaves analogously to
it) only allows the distributive interpretation of a predicate of this type. When there
is no such interpretation in the Vrst place, the sentence becomes unacceptable
altogether (4). Adverbial each behaves analogously to prenominal each in this
respect (5), if one ignores the marked status of sentence (5b).
(4) a. *Each ant in the colony was numerous. *distributive, *collective
b. Each enemy army was numerous. Xdistributive, *collective
(5) a. *The ants in the colony were each numerous. *distributive, *collective
b. ?The enemy armies were each numerous. Xdistributive, *collective
The eUect of all on this type of predicate is identical to the eUect of each: if the
sentence is acceptable at all, it only has a distributive interpretation. For example,
sentences (6a) and (7a) are unacceptable, and sentences (6b) and (7b) can only be
interpreted as saying that every enemy army had many members. These sentences
are synonymous with sentence (4b), whose only interpretation is distributive.
(6) a. *All the ants in the colony were numerous. *distributive, *collective
b. All the enemy armies were numerous. Xdistributive, *collective
(7) a. *The ants in the colony were all numerous. *distributive, *collective
b. The enemy armies were all numerous. Xdistributive, *collective
The parallel between (4)-(5) and (6)-(7) on the other hand motivates treating all
in analogous terms to the canonical distributive items each and every.
Other examples of the numerous-type class include be politically homogeneous,
be a motley crew, suXce to defeat the army (Kroch 1974), be a large group, be a group
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of four, be few in number, be a couple (Dowty 1987), be denser in the middle of the
forest (Barbara Partee p.c. via Dowty 1987), pass the pay raise, elect Bush, return
a verdict of ’not guilty’, decide unanimously to skip class, eat up the cake, Vnish
building the boat (Taub 1989), be too heavy to carry (Brisson 1998), be a good team,
form a pyramid, constitute a majority, outnumber (Winter 2001).
It is important to remember that the items all and every/each do not block
numerous-type predicates altogether. As (6b) and (7b) show, they only block
the collective interpretation of these predicates. Their distributive interpretation
becomes available when they are applied to entities in the denotation of group
nouns such as committee and army.
Numerous-type predicates provide motivation for a parallel treatment of each
and all. Before presenting such a treatment, I now turn to a class of predicates
which seem to provide evidence that all is not a distributive item, thereby present-
ing a challenge to any parallel treatment of each and all.
9.2.2 Gather-type predicates
Gather-type predicates can lead to distributive and collective interpretations, even
in the presence of the word all. They were introduced in Section 4.2.3 along with
numerous-type predicates. I call this class after their prototypical member gather.
As shown in Table 4.1, both the numerous-type and the gather-type predicates are
subtypes of the collective predicates, in the sense that their distributive reading
is only available if the subject argument involves reference to group individuals
such as committees. The diUerence between gather-type and numerous-types
of predicates concerns their interpretation. We have seen that the collective
interpretation of numerous-type predicates is blocked both by every/each and by
all, even if it is the only available interpretation. The collective interpretation of
gather-type predicates is also blocked by every/each, but it is not blocked by all:
(8) a. All the students gathered in the hall. *distributive, Xcollective
b. *Each student gathered in the hall. *distributive, *collective
(9) a. All the committees gathered in the hall. Xdistributive, Xcollective
b. Each committee gathered in the hall. Xdistributive, *collective
The observation that some collective predicates (namely the gather-type ones)
are compatible with all but not with each goes back at least to Vendler (1962). The
Vrst discussion of the two categories of collective predicates is found to Dowty
(1987). The numerous-gather opposition has been subsequently discussed in Taub
(1989), Brisson (1998, 2003), Winter (2001, 2002), and Hackl (2002). Gather-type
predicates have also been called essentially plural predicates (Hackl 2002) and set
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predicates (Winter 2001). Other examples of this type of predicate are be similar, Vt
together (Vendler 1957), meet, disperse, scatter, be alike, disagree, surround the fort,
the object argument of summarize (Dowty 1987), and form a big group (Manfred
Krifka p.c. via Brisson 2003).
Now that we have seen the lists of gather-type and numerous-type predicates,
we can try and make generalizations about these classes. Taub (1989) hypothe-
sizes that all gather-type predicates are activities and accomplishments, while all
numerous-type predicates are states and achievements. Following her, Brisson
(1998, 2003) proposes a syntactic account of the numerous-gather opposition that
implements this in terms of a silent predicate DO. Brisson assumes this predicate is
assumed to be present only on activities and on accomplishments. However, Taub’s
generalization seems more like a tendency than a hard and fast generalization. For
example, the predicate reach an agreement is as good an achievement predicate
as any other, but it is gather-type since it is compatible with all on a collective
reading:
(10) All the parties involved reached an agreement.
It is not easy to draw the boundary of the class of gather-type predicates. If
one includes all collective predicates into this class as long as they are compatible
with all, as does Winter (2001), one ends up with a heterogeneous class, including
reciprocally interpreted predicates such as admire each other, and predicates formed
with collectivizing adverbials such as perform Hamlet together. Following Dowty
(1987) and Brisson (2003), I exclude these predicates from consideration here.
Winter furthermore includes any predicate that is compatible both with all and
with each as long as they bring about a diUerence in truth conditions. This
diUerence cannot always be easily attested. For example, mixed predicates like
build a raft and perform Hamlet belong to this class, so long as their collective
reading remains available with all and can be distinguished truth-conditionally
from their distributive reading (11). This is the case according to the judgment
of Dowty (1987), but Dowty also reports that other speakers Vnd these sentences
completely synonymous. Following Winter (2001), I generalize this judgment to
other mixed predicates like build a raft and I refer to these two classes of (possible)
dialects of English as Dowty’s dialect and other dialects.
(11) Dowty’s dialect
a. All the students in my class performed Hamlet. Xdist, Xcoll
b. Each student in my class performed Hamlet. Xdist, *coll
(12) Other dialects
a. All the students in my class performed Hamlet. Xdist, *coll
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b. Each student in my class performed Hamlet. Xdist, *coll
Gather-type predicates bring up two questions: why do all and every/each
behave diUerently with respect to gather-type predicates? And why do gather-type
and numerous-type predicates behave diUerently with respect to all? For now, I
leave these problems aside and I concentrate instead on a number of similarities
between for-adverbials and all. Strata theory leads us to expect this kind of
similarities because distributivity and aspect are seen as intimately related. I
come back to the problems posed by numerous-type and gather-type predicates in
Section 9.5.
9.3 Similarities between for and all
I have argued in Chapter 4 that for-adverbials are distributive items. If all is a
distributive item too, then we expect that there should be similarities between
for-adverbials and all. This section argues that the behavior of all with respect to
quantiVers can be seen as parallel to the behavior of for-adverbials in two respects.
First, they both fail to give rise to cumulative readings with quantiVers in their
scope; second, they can both license dependent plurals.
9.3.1 For and all block cumulative readings
Cumulative readings were introduced in Section 2.8. As described there, cumulative
readings are a special kind of scopeless readings in which the members of two
pluralities A and B stand in a relation, such that each member of A stands in
this relation to some member of B in such a way that B is exhaustively covered.
Zweig (2008, 2009) notes that the presence of all can block otherwise available
cumulative readings. The following contrast illustrates this behavior:
(13) a. All the safari participants saw thirty zebras.
Unavailable cumulative reading: Each safari participant saw at least
one zebra, and thirty zebras were seen overall.
b. Three safari participants saw thirty zebras.
Available cumulative reading: Three safari participants each saw at
least one zebra and thirty zebras were seen overall.
It is surprising that (13a) does not have the cumulative reading of (13b), because
this reading cannot be ruled out in terms of lack of plausibility. For example,
suppose that (13b) is uttered in a context where there are only three safari partici-
pants. In this context, the noun phrases three safari participants and all the safari
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participants involve reference to the same plural individual. Yet, as (13a) shows,
it is not possible to use them interchangeably. Only the former gives rise to a
cumulative reading.
Compare this fact with the behavior of for-adverbials. It is an old observation
that a for-adverbial normally cannot take scope over an indeVnite (see Section
8.4). Moreover, a for-adverbial cannot enter a scopeless relation, in particular a
cumulative relation, with an indeVnite (14a). Cumulative readings are available
in the temporal domain, as shown by the fact that in-adverbials do give rise to
cumulative readings (14b). The for-adverbial in (14a) blocks this cumulative reading,
just like all in (13a) blocks a cumulative reading.
(14) a. John saw thirty zebras for three hours.
Unavailable reading: John saw a total of thirty zebras over the course
of a three-hour timespan.
b. John saw thirty zebras in three hours.
Available reading: John saw a total of thirty zebras over the course of a
three-hour timespan.
Similar facts are discussed in Krifka (1992) and Eberle (1998), among others.
However, the connection between for-adverbials, cumulative readings and all has
to my knowledge not been noted previously. Since it is not common to describe
the interpretation of (14b) as a cumulative reading, let me describe it in more detail.
First, note that the interpretation is scopeless because thirty zebras and three hours
can both be understood as involving reference to a particular set of zebras and a
particular time interval respectively; that is, they do not covary with each other.
Second, it is cumulative because each of the thirty zebras is related to an instant of
the three hours (leaving aside the minimal parts problem, see Chapter 5).
This cumulative interpretation is not available in (14a). If anything, this sen-
tence can only be understood as asserting that there are thirty zebras, each of
which was seen by John over the course of three hours. This reading is not a
scopeless reading, because it does not involve reference to one speciVc three-hour
long time interval but to potentially as many such intervals as there are zebras.
The two paradigms (13) and (14) are not completely parallel, because (13b) has
other readings besides the cumulative reading, while (14b) only has a cumulative
reading. For example, (13b) also has a distributive reading in which three safari
participants each saw a potentially diUerent set of thirty zebras, but (14b) does not
have a reading in which John kept seeing potentially diUerent sets of thirty zebras
over the course of a three-hour timespan. I am not suggesting that the sentences
(13b) and (14b) should receive a parallel treatment. The focus here is on sentences
(13a) and (14a). The point of sentences (13b) and (14b) is to illustrate that a predicate
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like see thirty zebras can give rise to a cumulative reading, so the fact that this
reading is blocked by for and all in (13a) and (14a) must be explained.
9.3.2 For and all license dependent plurals
Dependent plurals were introduced in Section 2.6.2. To recapitulate brieWy, the
typical cases of dependent plurals are bare plurals which are c-commanded by a
coargument whose head noun is also plural. It is useful to separate their semantic
contribution conceptually into two parts, as shown in (15). The distributivity
component relates the bare plural to each of the parts of its coargument, and the
multiplicity component sets a minimum size for the cardinality of the bare plural.
(15) Five boys Wew kites.
a. Distributivity component: Each of these boys Wew at least one kite.
b. Multiplicity component: At least two kites were Wown in total.
A bare plural is called dependent when it is interpreted inclusively (“at least
one”) in the distributivity component. As the paraphrases show, this is the case in
(15).
When the coargument of the bare plural is headed by a singular determiner, it
is interpreted exclusively (“at least two”), as shown in (16). In such cases, we no
longer speak of a dependent plural.
(16) Each boy Wew kites.
a. Distributivity component: Each of these boys Wew at least two kites.
b. Multiplicity component: At least two kites were Wown in total.
For-adverbials and all both give rise to dependent plurals. The observation that
all can license dependent plurals is due to Zweig (2008) and is illustrated by (17).
The observation that for-adverbials can license them too is novel, as far as I know,
and is illustrated in (18).
(17) All the boys Wew kites.
a. Distributivity component: Each boy Wew at least one kite.
b. Multiplicity component: At least two kites were Wown in total.
(18) John Wew kites for Vve hours.
a. Distributivity component: At each time, John Wew at least one kite.
b. Multiplicity component: John Wew at least two kites in total.
In the distributivity component of (17) and (18), the bare plural kites has an
inclusive interpretation. In other words, sentence (17) is compatible with scenarios
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in which no boy Wies more than one kite, and sentence (18) is compatible with
scenarios in which John never Wies more than one kite at a time.37 Therefore, all
and for-adverbials license dependent plurals.
Sentences (19) through (20) illustrate the same point in a diUerent way, using a
test from Zweig (2008). Since a person normally only wears one necktie at a time,
interpreting the predicate wear yellow neckties with respect to a singular agent
makes sense if neckties has the inclusive interpretation at least one necktie. But if
neckties is interpreted exclusively, the result is a funny interpretation in which one
person is said to wear two neckties at the same party. We can use this predicate
to test whether an environment can license dependent plurals. For example, (19)
does not commit us to the funny interpretation, so it shows that Vve boys licenses
dependent plurals.
(19) At the party, Vve boys wore yellow neckties.
Distributivity component: Each boy wore at least one yellow necktie.
By contrast, (20) only has a funny interpretation, so it shows that each boy does
not license dependent plurals.
(20) At the party, each boy wore yellow neckties.
Distributivity component: Each boy wore at least two yellow neckties.
These two baseline examples have shown how the test works. Examples (21)
and (22) apply it to all and for-adverbials respectively.
(21) At the party, all the boys wore yellow neckties.
Distributivity component: Each boy wore at least one yellow necktie.
(22) At the party, John wore yellow neckties for Vve hours.
Distributivity component: At any given moment, John wore at least one
yellow necktie.
As the paraphrases of the distributive component show, these examples do
not give rise to the funny interpretation, so they show that all and for license
dependent plurals.
The ability to license dependent plurals represents another similarity between
for and all, and is another motivation for giving a uniVed explanation of their
behavior.
37The paraphrase in (18a) in terms of “at each time” does not take the minimal-parts problem into
account. This problem is addressed in Chapter 5. The point about the inclusive interpretation of
the bare plural is independent of this problem. No matter how long or short the times in questions
are, sentence (18a) does not require John to Wy more than one kite at any given time.
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9.4 Explaining the similarities between for and all
I now identify an insight into the treatment of for-adverbials from the literature on
aspect, and apply it to all in order to account for the missing cumulative readings.
My analysis is based on the idea that all imposes a constraint on the verb
phrase predicate which is analogous to the presupposition of for-adverbials, except
that the “dimension” involved (the Map, in the terminology introduced in Chapter
4) is not runtime or location as in the case of for-adverbials, but the thematic role of
the all-phrase. This constraint has the eUect that when all modiVes a verb phrase
(either directly as an adverbial, or prenominally after combining with a bare plural
or deVnite description), every event in the denotation of the verb phrase is required
to consist of one or more subevents, or strata, which are in the denotation of the
verb phrase and which the thematic role associated with all maps to an atomic
value. This constraint blocks cumulative readings in for and all (Section 9.4.1), and
makes it possible to adapt the theory of Zweig (2008, 2009) to explain why they
both license dependent plurals (Section 9.4.2).
The constraint uses the concept of stratiVed reference, which was developed in
Chapter 4 and whose deVnition is repeated here:
(23) DeVnition: StratiVed reference
SRf,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy ( P (y) ∧ ε(K)(f(y)) )]
(A predicate P has stratiVed reference with respect to a function f and a
threshold ε(K) if and only if there is a way of dividing every entity in its
denotation exhaustively into parts (“strata”) which are each in P and which
have a very small f -value. Very small f -values are those that satisfy ε(K).)
We have seen in Chapter 4 that the threshold ε(K) is not fully speciVed and
that, in for-adverbials, it resolves to a value that is very small with respect to their
key K . To represent the fact that all always distributes its verb phrase down to
atoms, I assume that all lexically sets this threshold to the predicate Atom. This
predicate holds of every entity that has only itself as a mereological part (see
Section 2.3.1). Here is my lexical entry for prenominal all in agent position:
(24) JallagK = λxλP〈vt〉λe : SRag,Atom(P ).[P (e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = x]
I assume that it Vrst combines with a deVnite description, and then with an
event predicate.
As described in Section 2.8, I adopt the standard assumption that the deVnite
plural the boys is translated as
⊕
boy, the sum of all boys, or as ↑ (⊕ boy), the
impure atom derived from this sum. Suppose that prenominal all combines with
the boys on its sum interpretation to form the noun phrase all the boys. The result
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is the following:
(25) Jallag the boysK = λP〈vt〉λe : SRag, Atom(P ).[P (e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy]
Adverbial all is translated similarly:
(26) JallagK = λP〈vt〉λe : SRag, Atom(P ).P (e)
As these translations show, I assume that all is coindexed with the theta role of
the noun phrase with which it is associated. For adverbial all, this assumption is
necessary when it is separated from the noun phrase it modiVes (The boys have
all gathered). For adnominal all, I adopt this assumption because in the system
described in 2.10, the thematic role agent is introduced by a head that Vrst combines
with the verb phrase, so the role is no longer compositionally available to all. One
could avoid some of these coindexations by letting the thematic role head agent
combine Vrst to the noun phrase instead. This does not pose any problems from
my point of view, though it contradicts current syntactic assumptions about “little
v” (the thematic role head for agents). By using coindexation, I do not make myself
dependent on any assumption with respect to how the thematic role is introduced.
9.4.1 For and all block cumulative readings
The translations for for and all presented above, together with the background
assumptions concerning cumulative readings presented in Section 2.8, explain why
for-adverbials and all can both block cumulative readings. I illustrate the point Vrst
with for-adverbials and then with all. The reasoning is analogous in both cases. In
the Vrst case, the argumentation is familiar from theories of aspectual composition
such as Krifka (1998). The relevant examples are repeated here from Section 9.3.1:
(27) a. John saw thirty zebras for three hours.
Unavailable reading: John saw a total of thirty zebras over the course
of a three-hour timespan.
b. John saw thirty zebras in three hours.
Available reading: John saw a total of thirty zebras over the course of a
three-hour timespan.
The following LF represents the unavailable reading of (27a):
(28) John saw thirty zebras for three hours.
∃e[∗see(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3 ∧
∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30]
Presupposition: SRτ,ε(λt[hours(t)=3])(λe[
∗see(e) ∧
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∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30])
(Every event in which thirty zebras are seen consists of one or more seeing
events whose runtimes are very short compared with three hours and
whose themes are sums of thirty zebras.)
This reading is unavailable because its presupposition is not satisVed by the
predicate see thirty zebras. To see this, note that the presupposition requires that
any event in the denotation of this predicate can be decomposed into strata in each
of which thirty zebras are seen. It requires see thirty zebras to be true at any of
these strata as well as their sum. In other words, at each stratum of time it has to
be the case that thirty zebras are seen. This is only possible if the thirty zebras are
practically constantly on display, that is, if they are seen simultaneously. But given
lexical cumulativity, there are (plural) events in the denotation of see thirty zebras
in which the zebras are seen consecutively. Consider the following example:
(29) Three safari participants saw thirty zebras.
∃e[∗safari.participant(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 3 ∧ ∗see(e) ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧
|∗th(e)| = 30]
In this example, event e is asserted to have a sum theme of thirty zebras. The
cumulative reading of this sentence does not entail that the zebras were seen
simultaneously. The reading is silent on this point. Section 2.10 shows how an
analogous sentence is generated based on the predicate see thirty zebras. This
establishes that see thirty zebras does not require simultaneity.
Now consider an event in the denotation of this predicate in which the zebras
are indeed not seen simultaneously but consecutively. Any part of this event whose
runtime is shorter than its own has a theme that consists of less than thirty zebras.
The shorter the runtime, the less zebras are seen. It follows that see thirty zebras
does not satisfy the presupposition of (28). There are only two ways to interpret
that sentence, and neither of them leads to a cumulative reading because they both
create scope dependencies. The Vrst way is by applying distributive QR (what
Landman (2000) calls SQI, or scopal quantifying-in, see Section 2.8) to the object,
with the following result:
(30) John saw thirty zebras for three hours.
∃x[∗zebra(x) ∧ |x| = 30 ∧ ∀y ≤Atom x ∃e[∗see(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =
j ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 3 ∧ ∗th(e) = y]]
(There are thirty zebras each of which John saw for three hours.)
Presupposition: ∀y ≤Atom x[SRτ,λt[hours(t)=3](λe[∗see(e) ∧ ∗th(e) = y])]
(For each y among the thirty zebras, every seeing event whose theme is y
consists of one or more seeing events whose runtimes are very short with
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respect to three hours, and whose theme is again y.)
In this representation, the presupposition applies to a predicate that contains a
variable y left behind by the QRed object. It is satisVed because see is atelic.
The second way is to apply distributive QR to the object as before, and then
to raise the temporal measure phrase above the object. The interpretation is the
same except that the three hours are now Vxed and do not covary with the zebras.
That is, there are three hours and there are thirty zebras each of which John saw
for these three hours. I do not show this reading here. The important point is not
how these readings are derived, but that there is no way to derive a cumulative
reading with a for-adverbial because its presupposition does not allow a numeral
theme to stay in situ. The same argumentation can now be applied to explain why
all does not license a cumulative reading. The following example illustrates what
happens when all the safari participants combines directly with see thirty zebras.
(31) All the safari participants saw thirty zebras.
∃e[∗see(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ safari.participant ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| =
30]
Presupposition: SRag,Atom(λe[
∗see(e) ∧ ∗zebra(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| = 30])
(Every event in which thirty zebras are seen consists of one or more seeing
events whose agents are atomic and whose themes are sums of thirty
zebras.)
In (31), the presupposition is introduced by all. The LF is ruled out because this
presupposition is not fulVlled by the predicate see thirty zebras, for the following
reason. Given lexical cumulativity, the predicate see thirty zebras can apply to a
plural seeing event in which a sum of individuals sees a total of thirty zebras. In
such an event, it is not necessarily the case that every individual in this sum sees
thirty zebras by himself. For example, each zebra could have been seen by only one
individual. Likewise, see thirty zebras fails to have stratiVed reference with respect
to time, because in such an event, it is not necessarily the case that every zebra is
seen throughout the entire runtime of the event. For example, each zebra could
have been seen at a diUerent moment. Again, this state of aUairs is compatible
with the cumulative reading of (27b), which uses the predicate see thirty zebras.
As in the case of for-adverbials, sentence (31) does have available interpretations,
just not the cumulative one. For example, it has a distributive reading, on which
the predicate see thirty zebras is applied to each of the participants. This reading
can be derived by applying the D operator presented in Chapter 8 to the verb
phrase see thirty zebras before it combines with all and its subject. As described
in that chapter, my implementation of the D operator has a dimension and a
granularity parameter. The dimension parameter needs to be set to ag and the
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granularity parameter to PureAtom. Since the output of the D operator always
satisVes stratiVed reference, the presupposition of all is satisVed. Since this operator
creates a scopal dependency between the subject and the object of the sentence, its
presence rules out a cumulative interpretation.
9.4.2 For and all license dependent plurals
Section 9.3.2 pointed out that all and for-adverbials are parallel in that they both
license dependent plurals. In this section, I propose an explanation of this fact by
applying an extended version of the theory of dependent plurals in Zweig (2008,
2009) to these two cases. Zweig’s theory in its original formulation is only partly
able to account for the fact that all and for-adverbials license dependent plurals. As
we will see, the problem with his account is that it requires all items which license
dependent plurals to be interpreted in situ. Zweig assumes that noun phrases which
are interpreted in situ give rise to cumulative readings as a general rule. This is
also the case in the present framework. We have seen that all and for-adverbials do
not give rise to cumulative readings. The problem therefore consists in explaining
why they can nevertheless give rise to dependent plurals. In order to extend his
approach to noun phrases headed by all, Zweig assumes (as I do) that they are
indeed interpreted in situ. As a consequence, he needs to introduce an additional
assumption that explains why they are unable to give rise to cumulative readings.
I have presented and motivated such an additional assumption in the previous
section: constructions with all (along with for-adverbials) impose a presupposition
on their predicate, which I have described in terms of stratiVed reference. Zweig
tentatively introduces a diUerent assumption for the same purpose: a subject noun
phrase headed by all applies algebraic closure to its verb phrase. In this section,
I compare the eUect of stratiVed reference with the eUect of Zweig’s assumption
in the context of his system. While his translation of all is based on an intuition
similar to my own, we will see that it is not independently motivated and that
it fails to assign the correct semantics to all. The present account does not face
these problems. My criticism of Zweig’s proposal is limited: while his assumptions
concerning the meaning of all are problematic, they can be separated from the rest
of his account and do not play a major role in it. A synthesis of Zweig’s theory and
strata theory makes the right predictions concerning the ability of all to license
dependent plurals. Moreover, it extends straightforwardly to for-adverbials. This
last fact in particular conVrms the usefulness both of Zweig’s general approach
and of strata theory, since he himself did not discuss for-adverbials at all.
As I already mentioned in Section 2.6.2, Zweig assumes the framework of
Landman (2000), from which I have also adopted many ideas. As a consequence, it
shares a large number of background assumptions with strata theory, such as the
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assumption that the domains of individuals and events are each closed under sum
(Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3), lexical cumulativity (Section 2.7.2), as well as the Unique
Role Requirement and cumulativity of thematic roles (Section 2.5.1).
Simplifying a bit, Zweig assumes that the meaning of a bare plural has two
parts: a lexical entry, which is inclusive (“at least one”), and a scalar implicature,
which is exclusive (“at least two”). This scalar implicature is treated along the lines
of Chierchia (2006). This theory assumes that scalar implicatures can be inserted
into the computation of the truth-conditional meaning at speciVc “implicature
calculation points”, provided that this insertion strengthens the truth conditions
of the entire sentence. Although Chierchia’s theory is formulated in semantic
terms, I describe it here as if it were formulated in syntactic ones. Instead of
speaking of implicature projection and implicature calculation points, I will speak
of implicature movement and of landing sites. Put in these terms, Chierchia’s
theory assumes that a scalar implicature detaches itself from its source, moves up
the tree, and is interpreted at whichever landing site yields the strongest truth
conditions for the entire sentence. Zweig assumes that there is such a landing site
just underneath the existential closure operator and that this is always the highest
available landing site, meaning that QR above existential closure does not create
any additional landing sites.
Together with Landman’s theory of argument interpretation, these assumptions
predict correctly that (32) has a dependent plural interpretation, while (33) does
not.
(32) Five boys Wew kites. = (15)
(33) Each boy Wew kites. = (16)
These predictions are obtained in the following way. If the subject is headed by
an indeVnite, as in (32), Landman’s theory predicts that it can be interpreted in situ
(see Fig. 9.1). In this case, the highest landing site for the scalar implicature is just
outside of the scope of the subject. The result is a dependent plural interpretation.
If the subject is headed by every or each, as in (33), Landman’s theory predicts
that it must undergo quantiVer raising (see Fig. 9.2). The existential operator, the
highest landing site for the scalar implicature, is located inside the scope of the
subject. The result is a non-dependent plural interpretation. In the Vgures, I do not
represent the way in which thematic roles enter the derivation, because Zweig’s
account and my own diUer in this respect. Zweig assumes Landman’s system, in
which the thematic roles are introduced in the lexical entry of the verb, while I
assume that they are contributed by silent lexical items (see Section 2.10). This
diUerence is immaterial for the way Zweig’s theory works.
Zweig only considers adnominal each, which he assumes (plausibly for the
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Figure 9.1: SimpliVed representation of Five boys Wew kites in Zweig’s theory.
(***)
∃ (**)
(scalar implicature
insertion)
(*)
Vve boys
Wew kites
J(*)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 5 ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e))]
J(**)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 5 ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
J(***)K = ∃e[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗boy(∗ag(e)) ∧ |∗ag(e)| = 5 ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
(Five boys engaged in kite-Wying and at least two kites were Wown overall.)
Figure 9.2: SimpliVed representation of Every boy Wew kites in Zweig’s theory.
(***)
every boy1
∃ (**)
(scalar implicature
insertion)
(*)
t1 Wew kites
J(*)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = g(1) ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e))]
J(**)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = g(1) ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
J(***)K = ∀x[boy(x)→ ∃e[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = x ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| ≥ 2]]
(Every boy Wew at least two kites.)
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present purpose) to have the same semantics as the determiner every. In particular,
each must raise above existential closure, and the scalar implicature is therefore
inserted underneath each. Adverbial each, which Zweig does not discuss, also fails
to license dependent plurals, as the following example shows.
(34) The boys each Wew kites.
This sentence entails that each of the boys Wew two or more kites. The bare
plural kites in this example is therefore interpreted exclusively with respect to each
boy. This raises the question of what is the best way to extend Zweig’s account to
adverbial each. The challenge is to explain why the scalar implicature can only be
inserted in the scope of each. I sketch two possibilities here. One possibility would
be to stipulate that the subject of a sentence with adverbial each must be given
distributive wide scope, so that the account of adverbial each is reduced to Zweig’s
account of adnominal each. Another possibility would be to introduce barriers
to implicature movement and to assume that adverbial each is such a barrier, so
that the scalar implicature needs to be interpreted in its scope. The verb phrase
Wew kites would then be enriched to Wew two or more kites. Since this predicate
applies among other things to sums of events in which only one kite per event
is Wown, it does not satisfy stratiVed distributive reference with respect to agents
(see Section 4.5). The D operator, with its parameters set to agent and PureAtom,
is then applied to this enriched predicate to make sure that it satisVes stratiVed
distributive reference (see Chapter 8). Then each is applied and checks that this
is the case. Finally, [ag] and the boys apply, followed by existential closure. This
yields the following result:
(35) ∃e[∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy ∧ e ∈ ∗λe′( ∗Wy(e′) ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e′)) ∧
PureAtom(∗ag(e′)) ∧ |∗th(e′)| ≥ 2
)
]
(There is a sum event whose agents are the boys, and which consists of
Wying events whose agents are pure atoms and whose themes are two or
more kites.)
To summarize, on Zweig’s account, the relative positions of the scalar implica-
ture insertion point (the “landing site”) and of the subject noun phrase determine
whether a dependent plural interpretation is available. It is only available if the
subject noun phrase does not QR above the landing site. The case of adverbial each
poses problems because it is not clear how to make sure that the scalar implicature
always lands below each, but I have sketched two potential solutions.
Consider now the case of all the boys. In order to generate a dependent plural
interpretation of a sentence like All the boys Wew kites, the subject noun phrase
must be interpreted in situ. We have seen in Section 9.4.1 that the consequence is
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an unattested cumulative reading if all the boys is translated analogously to Vve
boys, as in (36) for example. Zweig is aware of this problem and proposes the
translation in (37) as a remedy (Zweig 2008, Section 6.2.6).
(36) Jall the boysK (naïve) = λP〈et〉∃x[|x| = |boy| ∧ ∗boy(x) ∧ P (x)]
(37) Jall the boysK (Zweig) = λP〈et〉∃x[|x| = |boy| ∧ ∗boy(x) ∧ ∗P (x)]
To simplify the discussion, I rewrite these translations in an equivalent but
more compact form:
(38) Jall the boysK (naïve) = λP〈et〉[P (⊕ boy)]
(True of predicates which hold of the sum of all boys.)
(39) Jall the boysK (Zweig) = λP〈et〉[∗P (⊕ boy)]
(True of predicates whose algebraic closure holds of the sum of all boys.)
Zweig claims that translating all the boys as in (39) blocks cumulative readings
that would be available if the entry in (38) was used. However, this proposal does
not have the desired eUect, because any verb phrase that is compatible with (38)
is also compatible with (39). The translation in (38) is the set containing every
predicate that applies to the sum of all boys. We know from Theorem (18) in
Section 2.3.1 that if a predicate P applies to a particular object, such as the sum
of all boys, then ∗P also applies to this object. Therefore, the translation in (39)
contains every predicate that is also contained in (38). In other words, (39) is a
superset of (38), and any verb phrase whose denotation is contained in the former
is also contained in the latter. In particular, a verb phrase like see thirty zebras
will still be able to combine directly with a subject noun phrase like all the boys to
produce a cumulative reading in the same way it would combine with a numeral
subject like three boys.
While Zweig’s implementation has formal problems, his own discussion of his
proposal indicates that he intends all the boys to apply its verb phrase distributively
to every boy, and to check whether the result is diUerent from applying the verb
phrase directly to the sum of all boys:
[T]here is no diUerence between saying “there is a sum of boys, such
that each of its atomic parts is the agent of an event of Wying kites”,
and “there is a sum of boys that is the agent of an event of Wying kites”.
This stands in contrast to the case with a numerical object; “there is a
sum of boys, such that each of its atomic parts is the agent of an event
of Wying two kites” is not equivalent to “there is a sum of boys that is
the agent of a sum of events of Wying two kites”. (Zweig 2008, p. 141)
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Zweig notes that there may be a way to explain why all can stand in a
cumulative-like relation with bare plurals (because it can license dependent plural
interpretation) but cannot stand in a cumulative relation with overt numerals such
as two kites. I have provided this explanation in Section 9.4.1 in terms of stratiVed
reference. Although Zweig did not have the concept of stratiVed reference at his
disposal, his description is remarkably accurate if one reads it as a description of
the eUect that stratiVed reference has on all.
I now show how a synthesis of Zweig’s theory and my account can explain
why all and for-adverbials license dependent plurals.
(40) All the boys Wew kites. = (17)
(41) John Wew kites for Vve hours. = (18)
The synthesis requires the assumption that all and for-adverbials can be in-
terpreted in situ, so that they can take scope under the landing site of the scalar
implicature of the bare plural object. This assumption is compatible with Zweig’s
framework. It is the null assumption because there are no type mismatches or
other reasons that would force us to assume that these items must move.
In Section 4.6, stratiVed reference was implemented as a presupposition rather
than as a part of the truth conditions of distributive items. In Zweig’s account,
presuppositions do not interact with the computation of the meaning of dependent
plurals, so the presence of this kind of constraint does not interfere with his
account.
Given these assumptions, Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show how the bare plural objects in
(40) and (41) acquire their dependent plural reading. The computation is analogous
to the case of the numeral Vve boys in 9.1 above. I leave out the presupposition of
for and all in these Vgures.
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Figure 9.3: Accounting for the dependent plural in All the boys Wew kites
(***)
[∃] (**)
(scalar implicature
insertion)
(*)
all the boys
Wew kites
J(*)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e))]
J(**)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
J(***)K = ∃e[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ |∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
(Every boy engaged in kite-Wying and at least two kites were Wown overall.)
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Figure 9.4: Accounting for the dependent plural in John Wew kites for an hour
(****)
[∃] (***)
(scalar implicature
insertion)
(**)
(*)
John
Wew kites
for an hour
J(*)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e))]
J(**)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1]
J(***)K = λe[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1 ∧
|∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
J(****)K = ∃e[∗Wy(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ∧ ∗kite(∗th(e)) ∧ hours(τ(e)) = 1 ∧
|∗th(e)| ≥ 2]
(John Wew two or more kites in total over the course of an hour.)
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The constraint that rules out cumulative readings with for-adverbials and
all operates analogously in both cases. It is a special case of the Distributivity
Constraint, which has been motivated extensively throughout this work (see
Section 4.6). The only additional assumption I have introduced is the granularity
parameter of all, which I have assumed to be atomic. The following section
motivates this choice and compares it with my treatment of the distributive item
each.
9.5 Explaining the behavior of numerous and gather
Section 9.2.2 pointed out that the behavior of gather-type predicates with respect
to distributive items diUers from numerous-type predicates. In particular, every,
each, and all behave analogously with respect to numerous-type predicates, while
the distribution of gather-type predicates is more restricted with every and each
than with all. In this section, I account for these diUerences in terms of a parameter
setting: the granularity of all is at the level of both pure and impure atoms, and
the granularity of every and each is at the level of pure atoms only. I argue that
gather-type and numerous-type predicates instantiate two diUerent notions that
have both been called collective predication, and I propose to model this diUerence
by assuming that only gather-type predicates can apply to events whose agents
are impure atoms.
9.5.1 Collective predication
Collective predication generally involves the notion of a verbal predicate applying
to a plural entity as a whole, as opposed to applying to the individuals that form
this entity. Beyond this general idea, the criteria for what exactly constitutes
collective predication in the semantic literature are often not clearly spelled out.
Two similar but distinct views of collectivity can be distinguished. I distinguish
between these two views with the terms thematic and nonthematic collectivity. The
guiding idea behind this distinction is adapted from Verkuyl (1994).
On the Vrst view, thematic collectivity, collective predication is deVned posi-
tively, by the presence of certain kinds of entailments about a plural individual
which cannot be induced from what we know about the parts of which this indi-
vidual consists. For example, sentence (42) entails something about the Marines
as an institution, an organized body which is able to take coordinated action and
take responsibility, in this case for the action of invading Grenada (Roberts 1987,
p. 147). The predicate invade Grenada instantiates thematic collective predication
because it gives rise to the thematic entailment that the Marines as a whole were
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responsible for invading Grenada.
(42) The Marines invaded Grenada. collective
The discussion of collectivity that most explicitly conforms to this view is found
in Landman (2000). Landman calls the relevant entailments “thematic”, because
he sees them as analogous to the entailments which many theories associate with
thematic roles. For example, such theories typically assume that the thematic
role ag gives rise to the entailment that the agent of an event is responsible for
this event. Landman makes the plausible assumption that the entailment about
the collective responsibility of the Marines in (42) is of the same nature as the
entailment of the individual responsibility of the agent in a sentence like Saddam
Hussein invaded Kuweit.
As Landman acknowledges, it is diXcult to identify or deVne thematic en-
tailments exactly. Besides collective responsibility, he gives two other examples:
collective body formation and collective action. Collective body formation is il-
lustrated with examples such as The boys touch the ceiling, and collective action
with examples such as The boys carried the piano upstairs. In both cases, the
predicates license the same entailments about the boys as a whole that they do
about individual boys in sentences like The boy touched the ceiling and The boy
carried the piano upstairs. For example, in the case of touch the ceiling, one thematic
entailment is that part of the agent is in surface contact with part of the ceiling, no
matter if this agent is a boy or a group of boys. (This view is not uncontroversial.
See Brisson (1998) for criticism.) Landman also notes that thematic entailments
have a “non-inductive” character. Sentence (42) does not become true if two, ten,
or even a very large number of members of the Marine Corps land on Granada
in an unauthorized action. It requires that the Marines as an organization take
responsibility for the invasion (Landman 2000, p. 171).
One of the consequences of lexical cumulativity is that predicates like carry the
piano upstairs applies in principle not only to singular individuals but also to sums
of individuals each of whom carry the piano upstairs. A sentence with a “mixed”
predicate like carry the piano upstairs may be true both on its (thematic) collective
reading and on its distributive reading at once, if the relevant individuals carried
the piano upstairs together and also each of them did so separately. The non-
inductive character of thematic entailments becomes visible here again: asserting
(43a) does not entail the collective interpretation of (43b). More speciVcially, the
distributive interpretation of (43b) and its collective interpretation are logically
independent.
(43) a. The boys each carried the piano upstairs.
b. The boys carried the piano upstairs.
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Following Landman (1989), I assume that this non-inductive character of the
thematic implication is modeled by assuming that the collective interpretation
of carry the piano upstairs applies to impure atoms like ↑ (a⊕ b). Schematically,
if the boys are John and Bill, the meaning of (43a), as well as the distributive
interpretation of (43b), is modeled as in (44a). I have marked lexical cumulativity
explicitly with a star here. Its collective interpretation is modeled as in (44b). Lexi-
cal cumulativity is vacuous in this case. I have marked it by a star for consistency
but it does not play any role.
(44) a. ∃e[∗carry.the.piano.upstairs(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = j ⊕ b]
b. ∃e[∗carry.the.piano.upstairs(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (j ⊕ b)]
Since the sum j ⊕ b is diUerent from the group ↑ (j ⊕ b), the two readings are
logically independent.
On the second view, nonthematic collectivity, collective predication is deVned
negatively. A collective predicate in this sense is deVned as one that does not apply
to the singular entities of which the individual to which it applies consists. This
view is similar to what Verkuyl (1994) calls kolkhoz collectivity. As he explains,
a kolkhoz is “a collective farm in the former Soviet Union owned by a group of
individuals but none of these individuals . . . is its owner.” Verkuyl traces a precursor
of this view back to Jespersen (1913). Nonthematic collectivity allows the predicate
to distribute down to subgroups but not down to the singular individual. For
example, if a plurality of people is numerous (that is, if it has many members),
some subpluralities of these people also have many members, but still be numerous
exhibits nonthematic collectivity: it does not distribute down to individual people.
It does not even make sense to apply the predicate numerous to a single person.
Instead of choosing between the two competing notions of collectivity, I adopt
them both. The diUerence between the notions of thematic and nonthematic
collectivity can help make sense of the empirically observable diUerence between
gather-type and numerous-type predicates. I assume that being numerous is a
property that a sum of individuals has qua sum, and that the notion of thematic
entailments is not relevant in this case. Dowty (1987) seems to have a similar
intuition when he calls numerous-type predicates pure cardinality predicates. My
tentative conjecture is therefore the following:
(45) a. Thematic collectivity = gather-type predicates
b. Nonthematic collectivity = numerous-type predicates
I propose to realize this distinction with the help of impure atoms. Landman
(2000) only considers the thematic version of collectivity, and as we have seen,
he models it by assuming that the agents of thematic collective predicates can be
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impure atoms. I propose therefore that the agents of events in the denotations of
nonthematic collective predicates can never be impure atoms. The agents related
to a predicate like be numerous are typically sums. For example:
(46) The boys are numerous.
∃e[∗numerous(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy]
(47) The boys gathered.
∃e[∗gather(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (⊕ boy)]
Let me point out an important diUerence between Landman’s framework and
mine. For reasons internal to his theory, Landman assumes that all basic predicates
are distributive on all their argument positions. For example, he assumes that
whenever the agent of an event to which a a basic predicate P applies is a sum
individual, then each of the atomic parts of this sum individual is also the agent
of an event to which P applies. In terms of this work, Landman assumes that
SRθ,Atom(P ) holds for every basic verbal predicate P and for every argument theta
role θ of P . This applies both to distributive predicates like smile and to thematic
collective predicates like gather. In the latter case, collectivity eUects are due to the
possibility for impure atoms to be agents of gathering events.
Given Landman’s assumptions, a representation like (46) would wrongly entail
that each of the boys is the agent of an event to which be numerous applies. The
corresponding entailment is blocked in (47) though the ↑ operator, because its
output is not a sum individual, a welcome result.
To model the gather-type/numerous-type opposition, I adopt Landman’s as-
sumption for distributive predicates and for gather-type predicates, but not for
numerous-type predicates. On my account, it is possible for be numerous to apply
to an event whose agent is a sum individual even if none of the parts of this sum
individual are agents of events to which be numerous applies.
Landman (1989) is aware that the framework of Link (1984), which contains sums
and impure atoms, opens up the possibility for a three-way distinction between
distributive predicates, and two types of collective predicates. Namely, collective
predicates can be modeled as applying to sums without applying to their parts,
or as applying to impure atoms without applying to the parts of their underlying
sums. Like Link, Landman is only concerned about modeling the distributive-
collective opposition, so he rejects Link’s three-way distinction as unmotivated.
However, neither Link nor Landman consider the empirical distinction between
gather-type and numerous-type predicates. In a mereological setting, I do not see
any way to model this empirical distinction without introducing some kind of
formal distinction between the two types of predicates. Resurrecting the two types
of collective predicates from Link (1984) seems like an obvious choice.
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9.5.2 All distinguishes between be numerous and gather
Consider again the following contrast, repeated in adapted form from (6) and (8)
above:
(48) a. *All the boys were numerous.
b. All the boys gathered.
By the assumptions in the previous section, (48a) involves nonthematic collec-
tivity and (48b) involves thematic collectivity. The subject in (48a) is interpreted
as the sum of all boys, while the subject in (48b) is interpreted as the impure atom
which is derived from this sum. In Section 9.4, I have assumed that all does not
contribute to the truth conditions of a sentence, but only to its presuppositions.
The truth conditions of (48a) and (48b) therefore can be determined by leaving out
the word all and interpreting the resulting sentences:
(49) a. The boys were numerous.
∃e[∗numerous(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy]
b. The boys gathered.
∃e[∗gather(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (⊕ boy)]
These are not the only interpretations the system will generate. Given the
assumption that the boys is ambiguous between a sum and a group interpretation,
the grammar will also generate two more interpretations, namely the following:
(50) a. ∃e[∗numerous(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (⊕ boy)]
b. ∃e[∗gather(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy]
However, given our assumptions on nonthematic collectivity, we can disregard
these interpretations. Since be numerous is a nonthematic collective predicate, it
does not apply to any events whose agents are impure atoms, which is contradicted
by the representation in (50a). As for gather, since it is a thematic collective
predicate, it only applies to an event whose agent is a sum individual when it
applies to events whose agents are the atomic parts of that sum individual. The
representation in (50a) therefore entails that each boy is the agent of a gathering
event. We can reject it as a category mistake.
This leaves us with the representations in (49). The task is to explain why the
presence of all rules out (49a) but not (49b). I now show that the verb phrase in
(49a) violates the stratiVed reference presupposition imposed by all. In (51), I repeat
my translation for agent-coindexed all the boys from (25) above, where the boys
has a sum interpretation.
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(51) Jallag the boysK = λP〈vt〉λe : SRag, Atom(P ).[P (e) ∧ ∗ag(e) = ⊕ boy]
After (51) combines with be numerous, its presupposition can be expanded as
follows:
(52) SRag,Atom(λe[numerous(e)])⇔
∀e[numerous(e)→ e ∈ ∗(λe′.Atom(ag(e′)) ∧ numerous(e′))]
(Every event e in the denotation of be numerous can be divided into one or
more parts each of which is in the denotation of be numerous and has an
atomic agent.)
This presupposition is violated because be numerous is nonthematic collective,
and can therefore apply to an event whose agent is a sum individual even in cases
where it does not apply to any events whose agents are the parts of this sum indi-
vidual. In general, all nonthematic collective predicates violate the presupposition
of all. This explains why sentences like (48a) are ruled out by the presence of all.
The account so far predicts that be numerous is never compatible with the
presupposition of all, and that they should never cooccur. Section 9.2.1 has pointed
out that this is not correct. The predicate be numerous is compatible with all
when the subject of the sentence is headed by a group noun. This is illustrated by
example (6b), repeated here:
(53) All the enemy armies were numerous. Xdistributive, *collective
This sentence poses two challenges. First, we need to explain why it does not
conform to the prediction that all and be numerous cannot cooccur. Second, we
need to explain why it only has a distributive reading, in contrast to its counterpart
without all, which also has a collective reading. This is illustrated by example (3b),
repeated here:
(54) The enemy armies were numerous. Xdistributive, Xcollective
I propose to account for these cases as follows. Chapter 8 has presented the D
operator as a strategy to change a predicate so that it satisVes the presupposition
of a distributive item. I assume that the LF for sentences like (53) contains a D
operator. This assumption is justiVed because it allows us to explain the collective-
distributive ambiguity of sentences like (54). The presence of the D operator in (54)
leads to a distributive reading and its absence leads to a collective reading.
My formulation of the D operator is repeated here from Section 8.3:
(55) DeVnition: Generalized event-based D operator
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JDθ,CK def= λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧C(θ(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs satisfy the
predicate C.)
This operator has a dimension parameter θ and a granularity parameter C.
As described in that section, I have assumed that the granularity parameter can
always be resolved to the default value PureAtom. As for the dimension parameter,
it can be instantiated with any thematic role. Assume that it is instantiated with
agent. With these settings, the D operator looks as follows:
(56) JDag,PureAtomK = λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧PureAtom(ag(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose agent is a pure
atom.)
When this operator is applied to be numerous, it returns a predicate that holds
of any event e which consists of one or more events that are in be numerous and
whose agent is a pure atom. This predicate applies to less events than be numerous
does. In particular, it does not apply to any events whose agent is an impure atom.
For example, imagine a model in which there are at least the following entities:
one thousand boys, and the Golden Horde (a famous army). The boys have nothing
to do with the Golden Horde. The members of the Golden Horde might also be in
the model, but they are not of interest here. The word army is a group noun, and
the Golden Horde is one of its referents, so the Horde represented as a pure atom,
call it g (see Section 2.6.4). Assume that the sum of all boys in the model qualiVes
as numerous, and the Golden Horde does too. Then the predicate be numerous
applies at least to two events e1 and e2 such that the agent of e1 is
⊕
boy and the
agent of e2 is g. However, the predicate Dag,PureAtom(Jbe numerousK) only applies
to e2 and not to e1, because only e2 consists entirely of events whose agent is an
atom – in this case a pure atom.
In this way, the D operator acts as a Vlter on the predicate be numerous:
its output only contains those events that have as their agents the referents of
group nouns such as armies, committees, and so on, or which are built up from
such events. In other words, every event in the denotation of the predicate
Dag,PureAtom(Jbe numerousK) can be divided into one or more parts each of which
is in the denotation of Dag,PureAtom(Jbe numerousK) and has an atomic agent.
Therefore, Dag,PureAtom(Jbe numerousK) satisVes the presupposition of all in (52),
even though be numerous does not. This explains why sentences like (54) are
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acceptable and why they only have a distributive interpretation: they contain the
covert operator Dag,PureAtom.
Consider now the case of gather. Here we need to explain why the presupposi-
tion of all is not violated by the predicate gather. Sentence (48b) involves a group
agent, so the translation of all the boys is slightly diUerent than in (51):
(57) Jallag the boysK = λP〈vt〉λe : SRag, Atom(P ).[P (e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (⊕ boy)]
However, the presupposition of this translation is the same as (51). It expands
as follows:
(58) SRag,Atom(λe[gather(e)])⇔
∀e[gather(e)→ e ∈ ∗(λe′.Atom(ag(e′)) ∧ gather(e′)])]
(Every event e in the denotation of gather can be divided into one or more
parts each of which is in the denotation of gather and has an atomic agent.)
The predicate gather satisVes this presupposition because it is thematic collec-
tive, and can therefore only apply to an event whose agent is a sum individual
as a result of lexical cumulativity, that is, it can only apply to this event if it also
applies to events whose agents are atomic individuals. To put it diUerently, the
agents of gather (and of any thematic collective predicate) form a complete Boolean
algebra generated by a set of atoms. Many of these atoms are impure (the ones
that are referenced by sentences such as The boys gather). For example, the event
that veriVes (50b) has as its agent the impure atom ↑ (⊕ boy). This event satisVes
the presupposition (58) because it can be divided into one or more parts – in this
case, into only one part, namely itself – which is in the denotation of gather and
has an atomic agent.
In sum, the diUerence between numerous-type and gather-type predicates
with respect to all can be explained in the following way. The intuition that
thematic collective predication involves non-inductive attribution is modeled by
the idea that only thematic collective predicates apply to impure atoms. The
intuitive contrast between thematic and nonthematic collective predication is
implemented by assuming that nonthematic collective predicates can apply to
proper sums without applying to their parts. I have proposed that numerous-type
predicates are nonthematic collective predicates and that gather-type predicates
are thematic collective predicates. The prediction of these assumptions is that
gather-type predicates always fulVll the presupposition of all. The diUerence
between numerous-type and gather-type predicates boils down to whether they
apply to sums or to groups.
Numerous-type predicates violate the presupposition of all at the lexical level
but gather-type predicates never do. Only numerous-type predicates can apply to
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a proper sum without applying to the parts of this sum, and this is prohibited by
the presupposition of all. A repair strategy is available that applies the D operator
to a numerous-type predicate. The output satisVes the presupposition of all, but
it only applies to events whose agents are pure atoms such as committees and
armies, or sums of such atoms. Gather-type predicates apply to groups, which
are modeled as atoms. These atoms by deVnition do not have any proper parts.
Gather-type predicates only apply to proper sums when they apply to each atomic
part of that sum, by virtue of lexical cumulativity. The presupposition of all is
therefore fulVlled by any gather-type predicate.
9.5.3 Gather distinguishes between each and all
The previous section has explained the behavior of all in connection with numerous-
type predicates. This section concentrates on the distinctions between all and each.
As discussed in Section 9.2.2, the former is compatible with gather-type predicates
on a collective interpretation, but the latter is not. The following example is
adapted from example (8):
(59) a. All the students gathered.
b. *Each student gathered.
I see two possible strategies to explain this contrast. First, we can claim that
every/each obligatorily undergoes quantiVer raising and that all can be interpreted
in situ. This strategy is applied in Zweig (2008, 2009) as presented and extended
in Section 9.4.2 in order to account for the fact that all but not every/each is able
to license dependent plurals. While such an account is plausible for noun phrases
headed by the determienrs every/each and all, it is less plausible for the diUerence
between adverbial each and all, which is analogous to (59):
(60) a. The students all gathered.
b. *The students each gathered.
There do not seem to be any syntactic arguments that adverbial each undergoes
movement (Zimmermann 2002). To make headway into explaining the diUerence
between adverbial all and each, I therefore pursue a diUerent strategy.
As Chapters 4 and 5 have argued, any theory of distributivity should include a
granularity parameter, which indicates the things over which distributive items
distribute. We can now use this granularity parameter to express that every and
each distribute over pure atoms, while all distributes over atoms no matter whether
they are pure or impure. On its group interpretation, the noun phrase the students
refers to an impure atom, so it is compatible with all but not with each.
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To implement this assumption, I assume that all and each have the following
entries. Entry (61) is from Section 4.7, slightly simpliVed for ease of exposition.
(61) JeachagK = λP〈vt〉λe : SRag, PureAtom(P ).P (e)
(62) JallagK = λP〈vt〉λe : SRag, Atom(P ).P (e) = (26)
The presupposition of (61) expands as follows:
(63) SRag, PureAtom(λe[P (e)])
⇔ ∀e[∗walk(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(ag(e′))
)
]
(Every event in P can be divided into parts (“strata”) which are in P and
whose agents are pure atoms.)
The presupposition of (62) expands as follows:
(64) SRag, Atom(λe[P (e)])
⇔ ∀e[∗walk(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
Atom(ag(e′))
)
]
(Every event in P can be divided into parts (“strata”) which are in P and
whose agents are atoms.)
We can now explain the contrast in (60). The predicate gather, and likewise
any other gather-type predicate, satisVes the presupposition of all but not the one
of each. It satisVes the presupposition of all because it is thematic collective, and
as such it only applies to events whose agents are atoms, apart from the eUect of
lexical cumulativity. It fails to satisfy the presupposition of each because these
agents are not guaranteed to be pure atoms. For example, suppose that the sentence
The boys gathered is true. Its representation (65) involves an event e whose agent
is the group individual ↑ (⊕ boy). This group is derived via the group formation
operator ↑, so it is an impure atom (see Section 2.8).
(65) The boys gathered.
∃e[∗gather(e) ∧ ∗ag(e) =↑ (⊕ boy)] = (47)
Of course, gather does sometimes cooccur with each, namely when the subject
noun phrase is a group noun:
(66) The committees each gathered.
In this case, gather can only be interpreted distributively: Sentence (66) entails
for any one of the committee, that this committee gathered. Similarly, sentence (67)
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is ambiguous between a collective reading, on which the committees come together,
and a distributive interpretation, on which each committee gathers separately:
(67) The committees all gathered.
Such cases are expected based on the result in Chapter 8. As shown there, the
D operator is predicted to behave as a repair strategy that minimally changes a
predicate so that it satisVes stratiVed reference. This prediction is a consequence
of Theorem (31), repeated here:
(68) Theorem: Dθ,C is a repair strategy
∀P∀θ∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → SRθ,C′(Dθ,C(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with thematic role θ and with granularity
threshold C is applied to any predicate, the result always has stratiVed
reference with respect to θ and C ′ for any threshold C ′ that is at least as
coarse as C .)
The following facts are a direct consequence of this theorem. Fact (70) follows
given that PureAtom ⊆ Atom.
(69) Fact: The output of D satisVes the presupposition of each
∀P [SRag,PureAtom(Dag,PureAtom(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with thematic role ag and with granular-
ity threshold PureAtom is applied to any predicate, the result always has
stratiVed reference with respect to ag and Atom.)
(70) Fact: The output of D satisVes the presupposition of all
∀P [SRag,Atom(Dag,PureAtom(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with thematic role ag and with granular-
ity threshold PureAtom is applied to any predicate, the result always has
stratiVed reference with respect to ag and Atom.)
These facts are relevant here because they have the consequence that the D
operator can rescue sentences like (66) from presupposition failure by applying to
gather before it combines with each. For this purpose, I assume that D is coindexed
with the thematic role ag and that its granularity parameter is set to PureAtom. As
discussed in Chapter 8, I assume that this value is always available even without
supporting context. Applying the D operator with its parameters instantiated in
this way to gather yields the following predicate:
(71) JDag,PureAtom(gather)K = λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( ∗gather(e′) ∧PureAtom(ag(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
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e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs satisfy the
predicate C.)
This predicate can now be used together with the sum interpretation of the
committees to derive an interpretation for (66) and also to derive the distributive
interpretation of (67):
(72) The committees each gathered.
∃e[∗ag(e) = ⊕ committee ∧ e ∈ ∗λe′( ∗gather(e′) ∧
PureAtom(ag(e′))
)
]
In this case, gather has a distributive reading: sentence (66) entails for any
one of the committee, that this committee gathered. Similarly, sentence (67) is
ambiguous between a collective reading, on which the committees come together,
and a distributive interpretation, on which each committee gathers separately. The
collective reading is derived by interpreting the subject on its group interpretation
and by not applying the D operator to the verb phrase. The distributive reading is
derived by interpreting the subject on its sum interpretation and by applying the
D operator, instantiated as described above, to the verb phrase:
(73) The committees all gathered.
a. Collective reading:
∃e[∗ag(e) =↑ (⊕ committee) ∧ ∗gather(e)]
(There is a gathering event whose agent is the group of all committees.)
b. Distributive reading:
∃e[∗ag(e) = ⊕ committee ∧ e ∈ ∗λe′( ∗gather(e′) ∧
PureAtom(ag(e′))
)
]
(There is a plural gathering event whose agent is the sum of all com-
mittees and which consists of gathering events whose agents are pure
atoms.)
By cumulativity of thematic roles, the latter representation entails that each
such pure atom is a committee.
9.6 Winter (2001) on all
Let me conclude by discussing one particularly signiVcant piece of previous work
on all. Winter (2001) develops a sophisticated framework in which all is the plural
counterpart of every. This claim is made in the context of a larger type-driven
theory of quantiVcation, coordination, distributivity and predicative interpretations.
Winter (2002) is a summary of the relevant parts of his analysis. Here, I brieWy
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review the parts that concern all. Winter’s system is quite diUerent from the
present one because he assumes that verb phrases can have diUerent types. For
Winter, plural quantiVers like all are derived from singular quantiVers like each
by a type shifter called dVt, and, as a result, plural quantiVers expect predicates of
a diUerent type as arguments than singular quantiVers do. Winter’s translation
for all students is given in (74). Like myself, Winter does not distinguish between
diUerent forms like all students, all the students, and all of the students.38
(74) Jall studentsK
= λS〈et,t〉.∀x[student(x)→ ∃P [S(P ) ∧ x ∈ P ∧
∀y[y ∈ P → student(y)]]]
To represent the fact that all and every are compatible with diUerent types of
predicates, Winter assumes that a verb phrase that is uninWected for number has
one of two diUerent types: type 〈et〉 (his atom predicates) and type 〈et, t〉 (his
set predicates). Each expects an atom predicate and all expects a set predicate. I
have introduced Winter’s atom and set predicates in Section 4.2.3. Winter makes
diUerent assumptions about uninWected and inWected predicates. UninWected atom
predicates include all lexically distributive predicates as well as numerous-type
predicates. UninWected set predicates are the gather-type predicates. Number
inWection shifts the types of verb phrases in diUerent ways: Singular inWection
maps atom predicates to themselves and restricts set predicates to their singleton
sets, while plural inWection maps atom predicates to their powersets (minus the
empty set) and set predicates to themselves. These assumptions are illustrated
below in (75) and (76). Since powersets have the type of set predicates, this means
that all plural verb phrases are set predicates. Winter notes that powerset formation
(the eUect of plural morphology on atom predicates) can be thought of as Link’s D
operator, but the equivalence is not perfect: Link’s D operator can apply to any
verb phrase predicate, but Winter’s powerset formation can only apply to atom
predicates.
(75) VPs that start out as atom predicates: e.g. sleep〈et〉, be-numerous〈et〉
38Here is the complete derivation in Winter’s framework:
(i) a. dfit = λD〈et,〈et,t〉〉λA〈et,t〉λB〈et,t〉.D(
⋃
A)(
⋃
(A ∩B))
b. JeveryK = λP〈et〉λQ〈et〉.P ⊆ Q
c. JallK = dfit(JeveryK) = λA〈et,t〉λB〈et,t〉.⋃A ⊆ ⋃(A ∩B)
d. J∗K = λP〈et〉λQ〈et〉.Q ⊆ P
e. JstudentsK = ∗JstudentK = λQ.Q is a set of students
f. Jall studentsK = λB〈et,t〉.⋃ ∗JstudentK ⊆ ⋃(∗JstudentK ∩B)
= λS〈et,t〉.∀x[student(x)→ ∃P [S(P ) ∧ P (x) ∧ ∀y[P (y)→ student(y)]]]
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a. JsleepsgK = sleep〈et〉 atom predicate
b. JsleepplK = λQ〈et〉[∃xQ(x) ∧ ∀y[Q(y)→ sleep〈et〉(y)]] set predicate
(76) VPs that start out as set predicates: e.g. meet〈et,t〉, gather〈et,t〉
a. JmeetsgK = λx.meet〈et,t〉({x}) atom predicate
b. JmeetplK = meet〈et,t〉 set predicate
Winter’s translation of all students requires a verb phrase of type 〈et, t〉, that is,
a set predicate. In case this argument is shifted from an uninWected atom predicate
like sleep, the semantics of all undoes the eUect of the shift, so that the sentence is
equivalent to its counterpart with each.
(77) Jall students sleptK
= ∀x[student(x)→ ∃P [P (x) ∧ ∀y[P (y)→ student(y) ∧ sleep〈et〉(y)]]
= ∀x[student(x)→ sleep〈et〉(x)]
(Every student is in a set of students each of whom slept, that is, every
student slept.)
By contrast, when all students combines with a verb phrase that starts out as a
set predicate, the eUect is diUerent from each:
(78) Jall students metK
= ∀x[student(x)→ ∃P [meet〈et,t〉(P ) ∧ P (x) ∧ ∀y[P (y)→ student(y)]]]
(Every student is in a set which met and which consists only of students.)
Winter’s system is technically ingenious and is much more ambitious than
the small excerpt I have presented here. To be sure, it begs the question: why do
predicates denoted by VPs come in diUerent types? As I have discussed in Section
4.2.3, Winter oUers a criterion based on compatibility with all, each and with similar
quantiVers. Since Winter relates the atom-set opposition to compatibility with the
very same quantiVers on which he bases his account, his criterion is circular: the
diUerent behavior of be numerous and gather with respect to quantiVers is derived
from their uninWected forms having diUerent types, and these types are in turn
assigned as a result of a criterion that tests for compatibility with quantiVers. I have
tentatively related the empirical distinction between be numerous and gather to the
conceptual distinction between nonthematic and thematic collectivity. However, I
believe that this diUerence between Winter’s and my own account is not crucial,
since he could equally appeal to this conceptual distinction.
Mixed predicates such as build a raft pose a problem for Winter’s account. A
sentence like (79) has both a distributive and a collective reading. As noted in
Landman (2000), the diUerence between the distributive and the collective readings
cannot be reduced to a scope diUerence (see also Section 2.8). The collective reading
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of (79) does not entail that each girl built a raft. The distributive reading does have
that entailment, no matter whether a raft takes wide scope (in which case the same
raft is built and disassembled repeatedly) or narrow scope (in which case each girl
builds a raft by herself).
(79) All the girls built a raft. Xdistributive, Xcollective
To derive this ambiguity, Winter has no choice but to assign diUerent types to
build a raft (and indeed he mentions similar predicates like lift a piano both in his
list of atom predicates and in his list of set predicates). This is for the following
reason:
• To derive the distributive reading, Winter needs to apply his equivalent of
the D operator, that is, powerset formation. But unlike Link’s D operator,
Winter’s powerset formation changes the semantic type of the predicate to
which it applies, namely from atom predicate to set predicate. To be able
to apply the D operator to build a raft, he therefore needs to assume that
it is an atom predicate. It is a necessary feature of Winter’s system that
the D operator changes semantic types. Since he works in a setup where
pluralities have a diUerent type than singular individuals, it is not possible
for him to formulate a D operator that does not change the semantic type of
the predicate to which it applies.
• To derive the collective reading, Winter needs to generate build a raft as a
set predicate. Since all the girls requires a set predicate, he cannot reuse the
atom predicate version of build a raft directly, and he cannot lift it because
the only atom-to-set lift available in Winter’s system is powerset formation.
Nor is it possible to enrich Winter’s system by adding another atom-to-set
lift that would not bring along distributivity: if such a lift was available,
nothing would stop predicates like be numerous to shift from atom type to
set type and then freely combine with all.
Against this background, consider what needs to be done in Winter’s frame-
work to model the ambiguity of sentence (79). Winter does not say much about
the internal composition of verb phrases in his system, but it seems unavoidable
for him to assume the existence of two logical constants build〈et,t〉 and build〈e,〈et,t〉〉,
as follows:
(80) Distributive reading: starting from the predicate build〈et,t〉
a. Jbuild a raftsgK = λx.∃y[raft(y) ∧ build〈et,t〉(y)(x)] atom predicate
b. Jbuild a raftplK = λQ〈et〉[∃xQ(x)] ∧
∀x[Q(x)→ ∃y[raft(y) ∧ build〈et,t〉(y)(x)]] set predicate
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(81) Collective reading: starting from the predicate build〈e,〈et,t〉〉
a. Jbuild a raftsgK = λx.∃y[raft(y) ∧ build〈e,〈et,t〉〉(y)({x})] atom pred.
b. Jbuild a raftplK = λQ〈et〉[∃y[raft(y) ∧ build〈e,〈et,t〉〉(y)(Q)]] set pred.
By contrast, on my account, the ambiguity of sentence (79) is simply a matter
of whether or not the D operator applies to its verb phrase. The collective reading
of (79) has clear non-inductive implications. For example, it entails that the girls
coordinated their actions and were jointly responsible for the result. The predicate
build a raft is therefore a thematic collective predicate like gather. As discussed in
Section 9.5.3, thematic collective predicates satisfy the presupposition of all both
with and without application of the D operator.
9.7 Summary
In this chapter, I have proposed that all is a distributive item. Like each, it requires
the verbal predicate with which it combines to have stratiVed reference with
respect to its own thematic role. Unlike each, the granularity parameter of all is set
to Atom rather than PureAtom.
Modeling all as a distributive item provides us with an explanation of its
puzzling scopal behavior. Like for-adverbials, it cannot give rise to cumulative
readings, except when the other quantiVer is a bare NP. Both for and all reject
predicates like see thirty zebras that would give rise to cumulative readings. I have
shown that these predicates do not fulVll the stratiVed reference presuppositions
imposed by all and by for. Predicates with bare NPs, like Wy kites, satisfy stratiVed
reference and give rise to cumulative readings. I have shown that for-adverbials
license dependent plurals, and that this fact can be accounted for by treating bare
NPs as in Zweig (2008, 2009). While Zweig’s theory, taken by itself, wrongly
predicts that all dependent plural licensers can give rise to cumulative readings,
stratiVed reference provides an independent factor that explains why all and for-
adverbials block cumulative readings even though they license dependent plurals.
The facts concerning cumulative readings and dependent plurals have not
often been discussed in previous work on all and for. As far as I know, the present
account is the Vrst to establish a formal connection between the scopal behavior of
all and of for-adverbials. The literature on all has instead concentrated on why all
is compatible with certain collective predicates like gather, but rejects others like
be numerous. I have proposed an account of these two diUerent types of collectivity
in terms of the sum-group distinction known from Link (1984) and Landman (1989),
but my assumptions diUer from these authors. A numerous-type predicate can
apply to an event whose agent is the sum a ⊕ b even if it does not apply to any
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event whose agent is a. Neither distributive predicates nor gather-type predicates
allow this state of aUairs. However, a gather-type predicate can apply to an event
whose agent is the group or “impure atom” ↑ (a⊕ b) even if it does not apply to
any event whose agent is a. Distributive predicates do not apply to events with
impure atoms as agents.
Numerous-type predicates violate the stratiVed reference presuppositions both
of each and of all. This explains why each and all do not allow these predicates to
have collective readings. Gather-type predicates violate the presupposition of each
but not of all. This explains why all, but not each, allows them to have collective
readings.
The D operator can rescue both numerous-type and gather-type predicates from
presupposition failure. The result is a distributive reading, which is compatible
both with each and with all but only if the subject of the sentence is a group
noun. Following Barker (1992) and Winter (2001), I assume that group nouns like
committee and army apply to pure atoms. Since a committee can be numerous and
can gather, this means that even numerous-type and gather-type predicates have
some events in their denotations whose agents are pure atoms.
Unlike accounts such as Dowty (1987) and Winter (2001), the present account
does not build on the fact that the noun phrase all the boys is often understood as
involving reference to more boys than the deVnite plural the boys. The behavior of
all is not linked to these maximality eUects. I have argued that this is a welcome
fact because other quantiVers such as most do not involve maximality eUects but
pattern with all in other respects. It remains to be seen whether this is the right
conclusion.
Unlike Winter (2001), the present account explains the diUerence between
numerous-type and gather-type predicates without assuming that there is a type-
theoretic distinction between the two. Winter assumes that gather-type collective
predicates apply to sets, while numerous-type and distributive predicates apply to
atoms. This makes it diXcult for him to treat predicates like build a raft. These
predicates have distributive as well as gather-type collective interpretations, and
Winter must assign them two diUerent types.
The gather-numerous opposition has resisted many attempts to establish re-
liable and independent criteria for membership in its two classes. While Winter
(2001) uses a circular criterion to decide whether a given predicate is numerous-
type or gather-type, I have tried to link this opposition to two diUerent notions
of collectivity. In order to justify the idea that numerous-type predicates apply
to sums where gather-type predicates apply to groups, I have suggested that
numerous-type predicates do not have any “non-inductive”, thematic entailments
in the sense of Landman (2000), while gather-type predicates do. Thematic entail-
ments are a slippery and ill-deVned concept, and it remains to be seen whether
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my suggestion is ultimately tenable. Collective responsibility is one of several
suXcient conditions that Landman mentions for group predication, but it is not
a necessary condition. In fact, Landman does not give a set of necessary and
suXcient conditions for identifying group predication. As he himself admits, this
is a weakness in his account, and I inherit this weakness. The present account can
be falsiVed by sentences in which a predicate that involves collective responsibility
is rejected by all and thereby patterns with numerous-type predicates. It cannot
be falsiVed, however, by sentences in which a predicate that does not involve
collective responsibility is accepted by all on its collective interpretation. Such a
predicate could always be assumed to involve group predication without contra-
dicting Landman’s theory or mine. This situation is not a very attractive, but I
believe it is still preferable to giving neither suXcient nor necessary conditions for
the relevant predicate classes.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
If this work is on the right track, then distributivity is ubiquitous. We just need to
recognize it when it presents itself in unusual ways. I have made the case for this
idea using each, all, for-adverbials and pseudopartitives. Now that we know what
we are looking for, it should be easy to Vnd more distributive constructions. Here
are some possible places to look:
• With respect to distributive constructions in the traditional sense, I have
only scratched the surface. I have completely ignored distance distributivity,
in which a distributive item like each occurs remotely from the position
in which it is compositionally interpreted (Zimmermann 2002). German
and Japanese split quantiVer constructions, in which a quantiVer appears in
adverbial position apart from the noun phrase over which it quantiVes, are
similar to adverbial-each distributive constructions in that they are incompat-
ible with collective interpretations, and they are similar to pseudopartitive
constructions in that their measure functions are subject to the same mono-
tonicity constraint (Nakanishi 2004).
• I have only considered pseudopartitives like three liters of water. As discussed
by Schwarzschild (2002, 2006), true partitives like three liters of the water and
comparatives like more water are subject to the same constraint on measure
functions as pseudopartitives. An extension of the present account to true
partitives is straightforward if we assume that the constituent of the water has
divisive reference, stratiVed reference, or whatever is the relevant property
of the substance nominal of pseudopartitives. However, the assumption
that the of-PP has divisive reference is not controversial: Ladusaw (1982)
and many accounts that follow him adopt it, but Matthewson (2001) argues
against it.
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• For-adverbials are not the only examples of aspectually sensitive construc-
tions. As argued in Hitzeman (1991, 1997), until is also sensitive to the
atelic-telic distinction. The same appears to be true for since, though the
situation is more complicated here. In English, since requires the Perfect,
which is often analyzed as introducing an Extended Now interval (Dowty
1979; von Stechow 2002). This muddles the picture, but once we move to
German, where the equivalent seit does not require the Perfect, we see the
correlation emerge: “An Extended Now Perfect modiVed by since α may
embed any aktionsart. German perfects modiVed by seit α may have these
readings, though they are a bit marked. In contrast to English, seit α may
combine with simple tenses as well, but then it behaves diUerently. The ak-
tionsart modiVed must be a state or an activity” (von Stechow 2002, emphasis
mine).
• The scopal behavior of generics appears to be analogous to that of for-
adverbials, as shown by the following pair (example (1a) is from Rimell
(2004)). This suggests that the generic quantiVer might carry a stratiVed
reference presupposition.
(1) a. He drinks beer/#a beer/#three beers/#a pint of beer.
b. Last night, he drank beer/#a beer/#three beers/#a pint of beer for an hour.
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Appendix
This Appendix contains the proof of the two following theorems from Sections 8.2
and 8.3:
(1) Theorem: Dθ is a repair strategy
∀P∀θ[SDRθ(Dθ(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with the thematic role θ is applied to any
predicate, the result always has stratiVed distributive reference with respect
to θ).
(2) Theorem: Dθ,C is a repair strategy
∀P∀θ∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → SRθ,C′(Dθ,C(P ))]
(When the D operator coindexed with thematic role θ and with granularity
threshold C is applied to any predicate, the result always has stratiVed
reference with respect to θ and C ′ for any threshold C ′ that is at least as
coarse as C .)
These theorems refer to the deVnitions repeated here from Chapters 4 and 8:
(3) DeVnition: Atomic event-based D operatorJDθK = λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event e
which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs are pure atoms.)
(4) DeVnition: Generalized event-based D operatorJDθ,CK = λP〈vt〉λe[e ∈ ∗λe′( P (e′) ∧C(θ(e′))
)
]
(Takes an event predicate P and returns a predicate that holds of any event
e which consists entirely of events that are in P and whose θs satisfy the
predicate C.)
(5) DeVnition: StratiVed distributive reference
SDRθ(P )
def
= ∀e[P (e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
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(An event predicate P has stratiVed distributive reference with respect to
a thematic role θ if and only if every event e to which P applies can be
exhaustively divided into one or more subevents (“strata”) to which P also
applies and whose θ is a pure atom.)
(6) DeVnition: StratiVed reference
SRf,ε(K)(P )
def
= ∀x[P (x)→ x ∈ ∗λy
(
P (y) ∧
ε(K)(f(y))
)
]
(A predicate P has stratiVed reference with respect to a function f and a
threshold ε(K) if and only if there is a way of dividing every entity in its
denotation exhaustively into parts (“strata”) which are each in P and which
have a very small f -value. Very small f -values are those that satisfy ε(K).)
Note that stratiVed distributive reference is the limiting case of stratiVed refer-
ence where ε(K) = PureAtom, and the atomic D operator is the limiting case of the
generalized D operator where C = PureAtom. Theorem (1) is therefore a special
case of Theorem (2), and strictly speaking, it would be suXcient to prove Theorem
(2). Nevertheless, for clarity I give both proofs separately. They are essentially
parallel.
Proof of Theorem (1)
To prove Theorem (1), we start with the following tautology:
(7) ∀P∀θ∀e[[e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
→ [e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]]
We rewrite (7) as follows:
(8) ∀P∀θ∀e[[e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
→ [e ∈ ∗λe′
(
[e′ ∈ λe′′
(
P (e′′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′′))
)
] ∧ PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]]
From Theorem (18) in Section 2.3.1, we know that ∀e[P (e) → ∗P (e)]. Using
this fact, we rewrite (8) as follows:
(9) ∀P∀θ∀e[[e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]
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→ [e ∈ ∗λe′
(
[e′ ∈ ∗λe′′
(
P (e′′) ∧
PureAtom(θ(e′′))
)
] ∧ PureAtom(θ(e′))
)
]]
By two applications of the deVnition of Dθ, we rewrite (9) as follows:
(10) ∀P∀θ∀e[Dθ(P )(e)→ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
Dθ(P )(e
′) ∧ PureAtom(θ(e′)) )]
Theorem (1) follows from (10) by the deVnition of stratiVed distributive refer-
ence. End of proof.
Proof of Theorem (2)
To prove Theorem (2), we start with the following tautology:
(11) ∀P∀θ∀e∀C∀C ′[[C ⊆ C ′ ∧ e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
C(θ(e′))
)
]
→ [e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
C(θ(e′)) ∧ C ′(θ(e′))
)
]]
We rewrite (11) as follows:
(12) ∀P∀θ∀e∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → [[e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
C(θ(e′))
)
]
→ [e ∈ ∗λe′
(
[e′ ∈ λe′′
(
P (e′′) ∧
C(θ(e′′))
)
] ∧ C ′(θ(e′))
)
]]]
From Theorem (18) in Section 2.3.1, we know that ∀e[P (e) → ∗P (e)]. Using
this fact, we rewrite (12) as follows:
(13) ∀P∀θ∀e∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → [[e ∈ ∗λe′
(
P (e′) ∧
C(θ(e′))
)
]
→ [e ∈ ∗λe′
(
[e′ ∈ ∗λe′′
(
P (e′′) ∧
C(θ(e′′))
)
] ∧ C ′(θ(e′))
)
]]]
By two applications of the deVnition of Dθ,C , we rewrite (13) as follows:
(14) ∀P∀θ∀e∀C∀C ′[C ⊆ C ′ → [Dθ,C(P )(e)→
e ∈ ∗λe′ ( Dθ,C(P )(e′) ∧ C ′(θ(e′)) )]]
Theorem (2) follows from (14) by the deVnition of stratiVed reference. End of
proof.
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